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Washington Public Power Supply System
Box 1223 Elma, Washington 98541 (206)482-4428

Docket No. 50-508

September 2, 1983
G03-83-711

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
ATTN: Mr. G. W. Knighton, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 3
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

*

Subject: NUCLEAR PROJECT 3
RESPONSES TO NRC SAFETY
EVALUATION QUESTIONS

Reference: a) Letter, T. M. Novak to R. L. Ferguson, dated April 12, 1983
b) Letter, T. M. Novak to R. L. Ferguson, dated May 3, 1983
c) Letter, T. M. Novak to R. L. Ferguson, dated May 11, 1983
d) Letter, G. W. Knighton to R. L. Ferguson, dated June 1, 1983
e) Letter #G03-83-451, G. D. Bouchey to H. R. Denton, dated

June 3, 1983
f) Letter #G03-83-544, G. C. Sorensen to H. R. Denton, dated

July 12, 1983
g) Letter #G03-83-561, G. C. Sorenson to G. w. Knighton, dated

July 15, 1983

The above referenced letters (a through d) transmitted to the Supply System
requests for additional infonnation pertaining to the NRC Safety Evaluation
of the WNP-3 Operating License Application. The Supply System responded on
July 15,1983 (Reference g) with responses to 115 of these questions and a
schedule for further submittals.

Several of these questions addressed items which were still being evalu-
ated by the Supply System. For those cases where our evaluation was not
complete, the Supply System herewith augments it's submittal with further
information.

Please note that in responding to certain of these questions, it has been
necessary to generate full size drawings. Since as a practical matter it is

quite difficult to include a copy of each drawing for each copy of this let- /
ter, the NRC Licensing Project Manager will receive three copies of each for
distribution.
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Mr. G. W. Knighton
Page 2

RESPONSES TO NRC SAFETY EVALUATION QUESTIONS

As noted in Reference g, due to the recent implementation of a construction
delay at WNP-3 by the Supply System [ References e) & f)], it will not be
possible to respond to 100*.' of the NRC's regt.asts for information by the re-
quested date. However, a majority of the questions have been responded to
and in some cases, all of the questions generated by a particular NRC branch
have been responded to and been completed. The Supply System will continue
work on a reducM level to respond to the remainder of NRC's requests for
additional infonnation related to WNP-3.

This situation has been discussed with the NRC Licensing Project Manager for
WNP-3. As indicated in References e) & f), when financing is available, all
construction and lice'nsing activities at WNP-3 will be resumed.

If you require additional information or clarification, the Supply System
Point of Contact for tnis matter is Mr. K. W. Cook, Licensing Project
Manager (206/482-4428 ex. 5436).

Sincerely,

(/
G. C. Sorensen, Manager
Nuclear Safety and Regulatory Programs

AJM/sa

Attachments:

cc: D. J. Chin - Ebasco NY0
N. S. Reynolds - 0 & L
J. A. Adams - NESCO
D. Smithpeter - BPA,

| A. Vietti - NRC
A. A. Tuzes - CE
Ebasco - Elma
WNP-3 Files - Richland ,d_

_

__ -



STRUCTURAL

ENGINEERING GEOSC2ENCES GEOSCIENCES
BRANCH BRANCH BRANCH

220.10 - Complete w 230.1~- Not Scheduled 231.1 - Not Scheduled'

220.11 - Complete A 230.2 - Not Scheduled 231.2 - Not Scheduled
220.12 - Complete 4 230.3 - Not Scheduled 231.3 - Not Scheduled
220.13 - Not Scheduled 230.4 - Not Scheduled 231.4 - Not Scheduled
220.14 - Complete W 230.5 - Not Scheduled 231.5 - Not Scheduled
220.15 - Not Scheduled 230.6 - Not Scheduled 231.6 - Not Scheduled
220.16 - Not Scheduled 231.7 - Not Scheduled
220.17 - CompleteA
220.18 - Not Scheduled
220.19 - Complete r
220.20 - Complete w
220.21 - Complete *
220.22 - Not Scheduled
220.23 - Complete S
220.24 - Complete #
220.25 - Not Scheduled
220.26 - Not Scheduled

, ,

220.27 - Complete *
220.28 - Complete A
220.29 - Complete A
220.30 - Not Scheduled
220.31 - Complete *
220.32 - Compelte x
220.33 - Ccmplete
220.34 - Complete *
220.3S - Complete A
220.36 - Complete 4
220.37 - Not Scheduled
220.38 - Completeg

!

|

|

* - indicates September submittal

.~

1 of 4 -
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HYDROLOGIC AND
GE0 TECHNICAL QUALITY CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING ASSURANCE ENGINEERING
BRANCH BRANCH BRANCH

241.12 - Complete 260.0 - Not Scheduled 281.5 - Complete
241.13 - Complete 281.6 - Not Scheduled
241.14 - Complete 281.7 - Complete x
241.15 - Complete 281.8 - Complete
241.16 - Complete 281.9 - Complete
241.17 - Complete 281.10 - Complete
241.18 - Complete .4 281.11 - Complete
241.19 - Complete v. 281.12 - Complete
241.20 - Not Scheduled 281.13 - Complete e
241.21 - Complete * 281.14 - Complete 4
241.22 - Complete w 281.15 - Complete
241.23 - Complete 281.16 - Complete *
241.24 - Complete w 281.17 - Complete +
241.25 - Complete A

EFFLUENT AUXILIARY AUXILIARY
TREATMENT SYSTEMS SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS BRANCH BRANCH BRANCH CONT.

321.1 - Complete & 410.15 - Complete 410.45 - Complete *
321.2 - Complete # 410.16 - Complete * 410.46 - Complete
321.3 - Complete x 410.17 - Complete x 410.47 - Complete +
321.4 - Complete w. 410.18 - Complete * 410.48 - Complete
321.5 - Complete 410.19 - Complete v 410.49 - Complete
321.6 - Complete * 410.20 - Not Scheduled 410.50 - Complete M-

410.21 - Not Scheduled 410.51 - Complete
410.22 - Not Scheduled 410.52 - Complete i+
410.23 - Complete x 410.53 - Not Scheduled
410.24 - Complete ,+
410.25 - Complete X-

'

410.26 - Not Scheduled
410.27 - Complete
410.28 - Complete
410.29 - Complete +
410.30 - Complete A
410.31 - Complete
410.32 - Complete *e
410.33 - Complete

_ 410.34 - Not Scheduled
'

410.35 - Complete *
410.36 - Complete *
410.37 - Complete
410.38 - Complete .4
410.39 - tiot Scheduled

i 410.40 - Not Scheduled
l 410.41 - Complete
! 410.42 - Not Scheduled
| 410.43 - Not Scheduled

410.44 - Complete
2 of 4

L __



. . .

p0WER p0WER ACCfDENT
SYSTEMS SYSTEMS EVALUATION
BRANCH BRANCH CONT. BRANCH

430.3 - Complete * 430.56 ' Complete * 450.1 - Not Scheduled
430.4 - Complete * 430.57 - Complete * 450.2 - Complete
430.5 - Complete * 430.58 - Not Scheduled 450.3 - Complete
430.6 - Complete * 430.59 - Not Scheduled 450.4 - Complete *
430.7 - Complete * 430.60 - Complete * 450.5 - Complete *
430.8 - Complete * 430.61 - Not Scheduled 450.6 - Not Scheduled
430.9 - Complete * 430.62 - Complete * 450.7 - Complete *
430.10 -Complete * 430.63 - Complete * 450.8 - Not Scheduled
430.11 - Not Scheduled 430.64 - Not Scheduled 450.9 - Complete *
430.12 - Complete * 430.65 - Complete * 450.10 - Complete *
430.13 - Complete * 430.66 - Complete * 450.11 - Complete *
430.14 - Not Scheduled 430.67 - Complete * 450.12 - Not Scheduled
430.15 - Complete * 430.68 - Complete *
430.16 - Complete *
430.17 - Complete
430.18 - Complete *
430.19 - Complete * '

430.20 - Complete *
430.21 - Not Scheduled
430.22 - Complete *
430.23 - Not Scheduled
430.24 - Complete *
439.25 - Complete *
430.26 - Not Scheduled
430.27 - Not Scheduled
430.28 - Not Scheduled
430.29 - Not Scheduled
430.30 - Not Scheduled
430.31 - Not Scheduled -

430.32 - Complete *
430.33 - Not Scheduled
430.34 - Complete *

| 430.35 - Complete *
! 430.36 - Not Scheduled

430.37 - Not Scheduled
430.38 - Complete *
430.39 - Not Scheduled
430.40 - Complete * '

430.41 - Complete *
430.42 - Not Scheduled

| 430.43 - Not Scheduled -
430.44 - Not Scheduled >!

430.45 - Not Scheduled,

| 430.46 - Not Scheduled;
j 430.47 - Not Scheduled
'

430.48 - Not Scheduled
430.49 - Complete *
430.50 - Not Scheduled

! 430.51 - Complete *
430.52 - Not Seneduled
430.53 - Not Scheduled

| 430.54 - Complete *
430.55 - Complete *

I

l

-
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ACCIDENT RAD 80 LOGICAL CONTA!NMENT
EVALUATION ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS
BRANCH BRANCH BRANCH

451.3 - Complete 471.10 - Complete 480.7 - Complete *
451.4 - Complete * 471.11 - Complete * 480.8 - Complete *
451.5 - Complete 471.12 - Not Scheduled 480.9 - Not Scheduled
451.6 - Not Scheduleo 471.13 - Complete 480.10 - Complete *
451.7 - Complete 471.14 - Not Scheduled 480.11 - Complete *

471.15 - Complete * 480.12 - Not Scheduled
471.16 - Complete * 480.13 - Not Scheduled
471.17 - Complete 480.14 - Complete *
471.18 - Complete 480.15 - Complete *
471.19 - Complete * 480.16 - Complete *
471.20 - Complete * 480.17 - Not Scheduled
471.21 - Not Scheduled 480.18 - Not Scheduled
471.22 - Complete * 480.19 - Not Scheduled
471.23 - Not Scheduled 480.20 - Not Scheduled
471.24 - Complete 480.21 - Not Scheduled
471.25 - Not Scheduled 480.22 - Ccmplete*

480.23 - Complete *
480.24 - Not Scheduled
480.25 - Complete *
480.26 - Not Scheduled

CORE CORE LICENSEE
PERFORMANCE PERFORMANCE QUALIFICATION

-

BRANCH BRANCH BRANCH

490.2 - Not Scheduled 492.1 - Complete * 630.3 - Complete
492.2 - Not Scheduled 630.4 - Complete *
492.3 - Not Scheduled 630.5 - Complete *

630.6 - Complete *
630.7 - Complete
630.8 - Complete
630.9 - Complete *

| 630.10 - Complete *
l 630.11 - Complete *

630.12 - Complete

-PROCEDURES
! AND TEST REVIEW
j BRANCH

| 640.1 - Complete *
640.2 - Complete *:
640.3 - Complete *
640.4 - Complete *
640.5 - Complete *
640.6 - Complete *
640.7 - Complete *
640.8 - Complete *
640.9 - Complete *
640.10 - Complete *
640.11 - Complete *
640.12 -
640.13 - Complete *
640.14 - Complete *

| 640.15 - Complete * 4 of 4
L
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Question No.

220.10 Tornado load combinations have not been provided as a breakdown
(SRP 3.3.2, of velocity pressure, pressure drop and tornado missiles.
II FSAR Provide the requested load combinations. The staff's position
3.3.2 & is outlined in NUREG-0800, Section 3.3.2, II, 3, d.

3.8.4.3)

Response The tornado load combinations used in the WNP-3 design, broken
down into velocity pressure, pressure drop and tornado missiles,
are as follows:

(1) Wt"Ww
(ii) Wt*Wp

(iii) Wt*Wm
(iv) Wt*Ww+Wp+Wm
(v) Wt*Ww+Wp'

(vi) Wt*Ww+Wm
*

where;

Wt = total tornado load
Ww = tornado wind load

= tornado differential pressure load
= tornado missile load

The load combinations indicated herein are more conservative
than the NRC load combinations in that 1.0 W is utilized inp
combinations (iv) and (v) instead of 0.5 Wp specified in NUREG
0800, Section 3.3.2.II.3.d

.

- r--- ,,y _- ..r- - - - - - - _ , - , -



2572W-2

Question No.

220.11 Are water-stop materials and caulking compounds properly designed
(SRP 3.4.2, so as to resist deterioration due to potential environmental
II FSAR effects such as time, heat, radiation, and chemicals? Provide
3.4.1.2.3) details of the materials used, their expected service environment,

and their expected resistance to same.

Response

All electrical penetrations in the RAB below grade are provided
with 3/8 x 9 inch PVC waterstops to prevent groundwater seepage
into the RAB. The waterstops are made of an elastomeric plastic
compound, the basic resin being polyvinyl chloride, in accordance
with Corps of Engineers Specification CRD-C572-74. The material
is resistant to environmental effects such as aging, heat and
chemicals. These waterstops are completely embedded within the
concrete walls of the RAB and will not be exposed to the

environment.

All pipe penetrations in the RAB below grade are sealed with
Link-Seal. The basic polymer in the Link-Seal rubber compound is
EPDM (Ethylene-Propylene-Diene-Monomer). This synthetic rubber
offers a multitude of property advantages, such as outstanding
resistance to water, moist environment, chemicals and radiation.
Link-Seal's thick section, provides excellent protection against
rotting, tearing, aging, punctures and other hazards of direct
ground burial. -

Link-Seal is primarily used in RAB for flood and earth seal;
however, it is also intended for air seal. The following table
establishes the suitability of Link-Seal as a sealing material to
resist deterioration due to potential environmental effects.

lENVIRONMENTAL i | |

IPARAMETERS | REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING BELOW GRADE | |

| I I

ILOCATION INSIDE OUTSIDE | |

| REFERENCE FSAR FIGS. 3.11-1 & 3.11-2 ER TABLE 2.5-10 l LINK-SEAL | 4

i i i i
,

i Temperature 1 60 to 120 | Ambient Groundwater 1 -14 to +212 |
| *F | | (40 to 68) | 1

1 I I I

I i I I,

| Humidity | 20 to 40 | Ambient i 100 I

l % I I I I

| I I I I

l i l 1 |

i Radiation i | | |

| (40 years 18.8 x 102 to 5.0 x 106 I Background I 5.0 x 108 |

l dose) RADS I | | |

| | I I I

| | | | 1

| 6.8 to 7.5 | 4.0 to 11.0 || pH I ---

| | | | |



Question No.

220.12 Provide details of your design and or analysis of gratings and
(SRP 3.5.3, their supports to resist missile impacts. Also, discuss what
II FSAR assumptions were used in the application of empirical missile
3.5.3.1.2) penetration formulas to gratings. Provide sketches of the

gratings and their supports and fastenings.

Response In response to the question, attached are extracts from the
tornado missile protection grating design calculations and
copies of production drawing G-3240-3457 showing details of
grating and supports.

The empir! cal missile Denetration formulas available are derived
from missile impact data on steel plates. The main differences
between a missile striking a steel plate or a grating are,

Openings in grating reduce the missile contact area.-

In equal contact areas, the compressive strength of grating-

is less than that of a plate due to Poisson's effect.

In order to account for the above effects, the following
reduction factors were applied to the empirical missile
penetratfor, formula:

1 - correction factor for contact area

al = cross sectional area of missile
minimum area of grating bars contacted

al values for various missiles are given in Subsection
3.5.3.1.2

4

2- correction factor for ultimate strength

a2*(I-y2)=0.91whereY= Poisson'sratio,

[

; The thicknesses required to prevent penetration are less than
those required for structural effects. Penetrations calculated

| using the indicated formulas are less than 25% of grating
| thickness. For a detailed discussion of the above, see

Subsection 3.5.3.1.2.

|

!

l
. _ _ __ ___



2572W-6

Response (Cont'd)

220.14

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION METHOD 0F VALIDATION

NASTRAN (1) Seismic dynamic analysis Criterion (1)
(2) Static analysis

DYNAMIC 2037 Seismic dynamic analysis Previously validated
(Also called FIXMAT 2037 on the Waterford-3 FSAR

(Docket No. 50-382)
using Criterion (ii).
See attached pages.

STARDYNE (1) Seismic dynamic analysis Criterion (1)
(torsional)

(2) Static analysis

ANSYS Static analysic (non-linear) Criterion (i)

SHAKE See ref: Schnabel, P B, Criterion (1)
Lysmer, J and Seed, H B,
" SHAKE: A Computer Program
for Earthquake Response
Analysis of Horizontally
Layered Sites."
Report No. EERC, 72-12
Earthquake Engineering
Research Center, University
of California, Berkeley,

California - December 1972

|

|

'

,

{

|

l

_ . .. . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ , . _ . _ . , __ . _ , _ _ , _ . _
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Comparison of DYNAMIC 2037 and STARDYNE
.

'

.DY!aMIC 2037 is an E3ASCO in-house computar program which operates on BURROUGHS-

7700 and solves seismic dynamic proble.s by ti=e history modal-response mothed.
Since this program is nor a recognized program in public domain, a comparison

| cf it with STARDYNE (version 4/1/72) is made here to demonstrate its validity

| cad applicability.
*

-
,

L. A typical reactor building is used in this comparison and the dynamic structural

model of this building is shown in Fig. 1. Ihe seismic ti=e history used is

f1 centro NS 1940 nor=alize to 0.18g.
|

Natural frsquencies for firsr ten modes, =axi=um displacements, forces,
shears and moments at selected mass points or nu=bers output from both DYNAMIC

j 2037 and STARDYNE are tabulated in TA3I.E I, II, III, IV and V respectively.
i

; These almost identical resultsvalidate DYNAMIC 2037 for type of problem
,

l
'

stated here.

.
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v i
NATURAL TREQUENCY-

[ * MODE DYNAMIC 2037 STARDYNE (version 4/1/72)
NUMBZR

'

..
se cps cps

-
,

'

l' 2.44 2.43
-

2 5.02 5.01

3 8.39 8.36

,
, 4 8.91 8.91

,
. 5 11.3 11.2

6 13.1 13.1
.

7 15.5 '15.4'' '

I
8 17.8 17.7

.

9 18.4 18.3
4

10 22.1 22.0

1

.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF NATURAL FREQUENCY

s
.

Q 2,2.0 . / d
.

,
. . . . . .. . .

_. .. ,
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1;PINAMIC 2037 STARDYNE (Version 4/1/72)

. MASS POINT>

TIME MAX. DISP. ' TIME NAX. DISP.
secs meters secs meters

1 2.48 0.0565 2.48 0.0567

10 2.69 0.0179 2.69 0.0179

11 2.48 0.0419 2.48 0.0420

29 2.69 0.0172 2.69 0.0172

30 2.48 0.0436 2.48 0.0437

42 2.69 0.0156 2.69 0.0155

|
-

-
.

1

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF MAX. DISIT ACEETI
|
!

.

o

|
:
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. .. . .

L
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DYNAMIC 2037 ~STARDYNE (version 4/1/72)
MASS

TDfE MAX.TORCE TIME MAX. FORCE
-

secs tons sees tons

1 2.48 3,180 2.48 3,150

10 2.68 14,200 2.69 14,100

11 2.48 20 2.48 20-

29 2.68 2,050 2.69 2,040
,

30 2.49 124 2.49 123

'

42 2.68 332 2.69 329

TABLE III

COMPARISCN OF MAXIMUM FORCE

D

02.20.ILJ
.

. .

p:..,,.gw.,y.g.. vgu~5g.+,:pp.q:..a pgy::.yg,. ..mm.g.7m.y.wm7myw.y.7m-4
.

.

_ m mac_-ev.xm... .r.nww,
. .

-
'
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DYNAMIC 2037 STARDYNE (Version 4/1/72)
MEMBER

7
- TIME MAI. SHEAR TIME MAX. SEAR

I secs tons secs tons
1

1 2.48 3,170 2.48 3,150
.

.

10 2.68 85,600 2.69 85,600
.

11 2.4a 20 2.48 20 .

29 2.68 3,670 2.69 3,690

.

30 2.49 124 2.48 123

42 2.68 2,840 2.69 2,810

_ _ . .

.

_

h*.31.E IV

COMPARISON OF MAX. SHEAR

.

4

Gno,/4
..

.

N I
,

7 I * ee , * # *" ** *.* .* * ea e * * 'k , k
nk -

-r. .. . . w % -n - ~- . : . 2 v =:. *mW=x a w-~=~, muet=
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DYNAMIC 2037 STARDYNE (Version 4/1/72)
NUMBER

TIME MAX. MOMENT TIME MAX. MOMENT
secs ten-meters sees ton-meters

e

1 2.48 30,315 2.48 29,900

10 2.48 2,890,000 2.48 2,890,000

'

11 2.48 54 2.48 54

29 2.48 62,000 2.48 62,300

30 2.49 525 2.48 520

42 2.67 39,600 2.69 38,600
-

,

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF MAX. MCMENT

Q A10. / y
. . .

- --- - - - - - - , . - - , - , - - . - -- ., , , - . , , , , , , , , , . - - , , , , , - - , - , - - ,,- , , - ,- - . - - , , - - , , , - - , - - - - , , - , - , - --
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Question No.

220.17 In the analysis of the conmon mat for seismic excitation in
(SRP 3.7.2, 3 directions, neither the rationale for nor the design
II, 6, b procedure itself were understood from the description given.
FSAR Provide further details and justification for the method of
3.7.2.6) combining earthquake inputs in the design of the common mat. How'

was the horizontal amplification factor of 1.2 arrived at? What
does the statement that the mat responses are combined " linearly"
mean?

Response

As discussed in F5AR Subsection 3.7.2.6, the SRSS method of
ccmbining the seismic responses (moments, shears, etc.) from three
components of earthquake motion is not applicable to the mat
desian and an alternative design approach is needed.

The alternative method used in the WNP-3 mat design was based on
the recommendation contained in Subsection 5.5.5.4 of the ASCE
design manual titled " Structural Analysis and Design of Nuclear
Plant Facilities" issued for trial use in 1976, (pages 5-81
through 5-83 of the manual are attached). This method is based on
the rationale that the effects of three-component seismic motion
can be taken into account by considering earthquake motion only in
two directions (one vertical and one horizontal). However, the
horizontal earthquake loads are to be amplified to such an extent
that reasonably conservative results can be obtained when the
effects of the amplified horizontal earthquake loads are combined*

with those of the full vertical loads by linear algebraic
summation. The term " linear" is used in contrast to the SRSS'

combination which is non-linear.

To amplify the horizontal earthquake loads, a factor of 1.2 was
used as suggested for the rectangular foundation in the attached
Subsection 5.5.5.4 of the ASCE manual.

;

,

,- . _ . - . - - .-.- . - - - __ _ - . . - _ - __
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5. 5. 5. 3 Floor Resconse Scectrun

Due to the generally unsymmetrical behavior of nuclear power plant

structures, the movements of structure are normaily three directional in

nature even when subjected to only one component of earthquake motion.

.ccr example, a.particular location on a particular floor might have both

[.W and fi-S motions in addition to the vertical motien when the building

is subjected to one horizontal earthquake excitaticn enly. To properly

et.;i Ste floor spectrur values to include the thras directicr.a1 effects

cf ::.;b ear;h;;61.e ar.d structural behr.ior, the icilcriing r.ethed is

re:r . :.nded:
.

S = i'S2 % 2' (5.E')
5 +S-x v

XI X4 XJ
_

- n.ere S, is the m:st probable spectrum value, at any frequency point in :ne

x direction.
f

5xg (k = 1,2,3) is the spectrum value at the same frecuency point in the'

x direction due to ear'thquake component in the kth direction.
,

If the time history method as described in Section 5.5.5.2 (b) - (2) is;

used, the flecr response spectrum may be generated directly frem the time
i

*

history responses at the floor level since it already includes both the , ,
'

,

three directional behavior of the earthquake motions and the unsymmetrical
!

characteristics of the structures.s

-
__

! 5.5.5.4 Miscellaneous Desian Considerations

In some special cases, the SP.SS method as described in the previous

sections becomes difficult to apply due to the neniinear characteristics of

tre structural problem for which the principle of sucer-pcsition does no:

' Al'

h 11.C .17
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hold. One exceple is the determination of soil compressive stress distri
i butions ur.derneath the foundation mat when the foundation is subjected to

.

the seismic loads. Since soils are not capable of resisting any tensile

loads, reasonable soil compressive stresses due to the seismic 1 cads could

not be determined without the presence of other loads such as the dead
s

load, live load, buoyancy force, stc. The soil stresses due to seismic

leads alone could not be separated frc= tre stresses due to other loads

and therefere cannot Oc cc:rbined by the SRSS meth:d for ths three directienai

carhtcuak. cffects, unless a ceth:d su:", as outlined in Section 5.5.5.5 is-

used. In thi: ccsc, c4 rect solution may e found using the time hit:oryc

method as descri ed in Se: tion 5.5.5.2 (b) 2. However, it requires grset

amount of calculating effcrt and nay n:t be suitable for practical er.;icscr-

ing applicitions. As ar. alternctive, the folicwing method is suggested:

| Earthquake Loads Other Loads
*

Case H H. V,v v
4 +

1 -(ATEx 0 -Ey All other 1.oads
2 0 t (A)t Igy | All other loads

Where (A) is a factor selected to properly amplify the horicontal earthquake

loads which are used in conjunction with the vertical sei~smic 1 cads and

other applied loads for the determinaticn of, for example, soil stresses
b

underneath the foundation mat. Calculations shall be made in two horicontal

directions separately and the design shall envelope all analysis results.

This method is based on the assumption that the three directional earthquake

effects en structures may be handled sufficiently well by considering earth-

4-8?
O n o,I7
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:;8e leads only in two directions (one vertical and one hori: ental),

.we.er, the horizontal earthquake loads shall be arplified to such an
.

e., tent that reasonably conservative results could be assured. It shall

be ncted here that the amplified hori:catel earthquake lo?.ds are combined

linearly with the full vertical earthquake loads and the SRSS ccthod is

not applied.
' At the present time, not enough werk has been done to previde a cle:r

gui:ance on how to select the factor (A), h ..ever (A) is believed :: be

greater thar, unity and less than /2 and a value in bet' een ca;. be decided.

for (A) depending on the ccmplexities of the problem, the shape of stru: .:re,'

lesel of earthquake load contributien vs. contributions of all c:her loads.

e::. For deter =ination of soil stresses or detailed bending ard shear

stresses in the foundation mat of a rectangular structure under seismic

icads, a factor (A) of 1.2 is believed adequate encugh. Similarly, a

fa:t:r of 1.0 r.ty be used for circular foundation for the sar.2 purp se. It

cust te occhasized that when the factor (A) of 1.2 is reco= ended fer the,

re: angular foundation, it is based on the observation j;t.f.t the maxiru s:ii

::. pressive stress occurring generally at one corr.er of the nat could ha

considerably higher under the simultaneous action of both hori:cntal ear . -
.

quake loads than the condition for whien only one horiz ntal earthquake

action is considered. This factor of 1.2 shall not be interpreted as a-

increase of the basic prescribed seismic design criteria namely levels of

OBE and SSE, etc. For circular foundations, a factor of 1.0 aay be adequate

since the maximum soil compressive stress under a circular foundation is

essentially the same either under the action of one horizontal earthquake

load or two horizontal ea-thquake loads simultaneously.

Q 110, d
5-83
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Question No.

220.19 Provide details of a seismic instrumentation inservice
(SRP 3.7.3, surveillance program. The staff's position is outlined
II, 5 in the SRP, NUREG 0800, Section 3.7.4, II, 5.

.FSAR.3.7.4
2 II, 5 as it

refers to
Subsection
7.6.1.1.7)

Response

The details cf the in-service surveillance program will be found
in Chapter 16 as stated in Subsection 7.6.1.1.7 on page 7.6-7 in
Amendment No. 2.

r

l -

|
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Question No.-

220.20 What is the significance of the adjective " modal" in the
(SRP 3.7.2, description of the time-history method? Does the modal
II,1) time-history method differ from the time-history method?
(FSAR Describe the differences and provide justification.
3.7.2.1)

RESPONSE There are several . methods available to solve dynamic problems in
time steps known as time-history methods. The modal time
history method that was used in the seismic analysis refers to
one that utilizes the normal mode theory with discrete time step
solution as described in FSAR Subsection 3.7.2.1.3.

Other known time-history methods are: (1) the direct
integration method that utilizes a numerical integration scheme
such as Newmark's 3 - method, Wilsons 0 - method, Houbolt
method, Central Difference method, Runge-Kutta method, etc; and
(b) the comolex frequency response method that transforms time
histories into a frequency form and obtains solu'tions in the
frequency domain. The frequency responses are then transformed
back into time history responses.

The modal time history method was selected since it has tne
advantage of being capable of omitting those modes that ar e
insignificant to the response of the system and thereby reducing
the computational effort.

_

_Mr
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Question No.

220.21 Rather than referring to CESSAR-F it is requested that the
(SRP 3.7.3, number of earthquake cycles considered in the NSSS and B0P
II, 2, b analyses be specifically stated in this section of the FSAR.
FSAR Provide justification if not in compliance with staff
3.7.3.2) positions outlined in the SRP.

Response

The procedure used to account for the number of earthquake cycles
during one seismic event includes consideration of the number of
significant motion peaks expected to occur during one seismic
event. The number of significant motion peaks would be expected
to be equivalent in severity to no more tnan 40 full load cycles
about a mean value of zero and with an amplitude equal to the
maximum response produced during the entire event. Based upon
this consideration and the assumption that seismic events
equivalent to five operating basis earthquakes occurs during the
life of the plant, seismic Category I systems, components and
equipment are designed for a total of 200 full load OBE cycles.
In addition, one safe shutdown earthquake is assumed.

The procedure used to account for the fatigue effect of cyclic
motion associated with the OBE recognizes that the actual motion
experienced during a seismic event consists of a single maximum or
peak motion, and some number of cycles of lesser magnitude. The
total or cumulative fatigue effect of all cycles of different
magnitude results in an equivalent, cumulative usage factor. The

equivalent cumulative usage factor can also be specified in terms
of a finite number of cycles of the maximum or peak motion. Based
on this consideration, seismic Category I systems, components and
equipment are designed for a total of 200 full load cycles about a
mean value of zero and with an amplituce equal to the maximum
response produced during the entire five OBE events.

- FSAR Subsection 3.7.3.2 will be amended to include the above
information.

.

- w< ve - -- e e vs,e 4 -- e -w ,e -- r r - . -------r
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.' WNP-3,.
FSAR. ;

4hFor rigid equipment modeled as one or more degree of freedom system, the ?rew
equivalent static load factor is the response acceleration on the floor SKIM
response spectra at the fundamental period of the equipment. For rigid
valves, the equivalent static load factor s are 3.0 g horizontal and
ve6.ical f or safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) and 1.5 g horizontal and
vertical for operating basis earthquake (OBE) .

e) Time History Analysis Method
.

Time history method is not used other then the NSSS Systems.

f) Cable tray and HVAC ducts are analyzed by the equivalent static loadi

method. The span length between supports are determined based en design
criteria which involve s the use o f ap propriate charts and tabulation, so
that the first mode frequency is at least 33 Hz.

3.7.3.2 Determination of Number of Earthquake Cycles

hSSAR-F Subsection 3.7.3.2 is applicabl'e to NSSS and LOP subsystems] '
, pv5str 1

-

3.7.3.3 Ptocedure U ed For bbdelings
_

The mathematical model used in all seismic Category I piping subsystems
include suf ficient mas s points and corresponding degrees of freedom to provide
a three dimensional representation of the dynamic characteristics of the
subsystem. The distribution of mass and the selected location of mass points 4g73
account f or torsional effects of valves and other eccentric masses. hydr

@[

l As indicated in Subsection 3.7.3.1.1.a. the maximum spacing of the mas s points
does not exceed one half the distance f or which the frequency of a simply
supported beam would be 20 Hz. Each mass points, except for points indicated
as restrained in a given direction, have three linear degrees of freedom.
Therefore, the degrees of freedom exceeds twice the number of modes with
fre qyencies less than 33 Hz. In addition, all dynamic modes below 33 Hz are
included in the analysis.

The criterion used f or sufficiency of numbers of modes considered in the

analysis is that the inclusion of additional modes does not result in more
than a 10 percent increase in response. For WNP-3/5, frequencies of 33 Hz and

| above are in the rigid zone and there is not more than 10 percent increase in
response due to inclusion of modes above 33 Hz.

Piping may be decoupled if the ratio of the moment of inertia of the larger
pipe and the smaller. pipe is greater than 100.

Rigid valves are modeled as outlined in Subsection 3.7.3.11.
I

|
[ Nonrrigid valves (less than 33 Hz) are modeled with the piping. The model of
| the valve is supplied by the valve manuf acturer.
i
' All nonrrigid equipment is modeled with the piping subsystem with sufficient

detail to reflect the dynamic response of all significant modes. All mode s 7074
with natural frequencies in the range of 33 Hz and below are considered 416!4

'D
significant.

Q,12. 0. 2. I
3.7-53 KN g
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The procedure used to account for the number of earthquake cycles
during one seismic event includes consideration of the number of
significant motion peaks expected to occur during one ' seismic event.
The number of significant motion peaks would be expected to be
equivalent in severity to no more than 40 full load cycles about a
mean value of zero and with an amplitude equal to the maximum
response produced during the entire event. Based upon this
consideration and the assumption that seismic events equivalent
to five operating basis earthquakes occurs during the life of the
plant, seismic Categcry I systens, components and equipment are

In addition,designed for a total of 200 full load OBE cycles.
one safe shutdown earthquake is assumed.

The procedure used to account for the fatigue effect of cyclic
motion associated with the OBE recognizes that the actual motion
experienced during a seismic event consists of a single maximum
or peak motion, and some number of cycles of lesser magnitude.
The total or cumulative fatigue effect of all cycles of different

Themagnitude results in an equivalent, cumulative usage factor.
equivalent cumulative usage factor can also be specified in terms

Easedof a finite number of cycles of the maximun or peak motion.
on this consideration, seismic Category I systems, components and
equipment are designed for a total of 200 full load cycles about
a mean value of zero and with an amplitude equal to the maximum
response produced during the entire five OBE events.

.

*
% *
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Question No.

220.23 With the exception of the issue noted in question 220.22,
(SRP 3.7.3, discuss in detail and justify all differences between the
II, 2, a response spectra as described in the referenced section of
FSAR the FSAR and the staff's position as described in Regulatory.

3.7.3.1.1, Guide 1.122.
a, 3.7.2.5,
and Table
1.8-1);

Response

With the exception of the issue of peak broadening discussed in
response to NRC Question 220.22, the development of floor response
spectra for WNP-3 conforms in all respects to the regulatory
position as given in Regulatory Guide 1.122.

.

l

.

m
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Question No.

220.24 The description of the analysis procedure. for the damping
(SRP 3.7.3, indicates compliance with Subsection 3.7.2.15 of CESSAR-F
II, 2, e which outlines damping relations only for NSSS and not in
and 3.7.2, great detail. Discuss compliance with the staff's position
II, 13 FSAR as outlined in the above referenced sections of NUREG-0800
3.7.3.15) (SRP).

| Response

The damping factors used in seismic analysis of Category I
structures, systems and equipment for NSSS and BOP are selected
from the table below. The damping factors given in the table are
in agreement with those recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.61.

DAMPING VALUES USED IN ANALYSIS OF CATEGORY I STRUCTURES,
SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

Maximum Allowable Damping Percent
Of_ Critical Viscous Damping

Safe Shutdown
Item Operation Basis Earthouake Earthouake

Equipment and large diameter piping 2 3
system, pipe diameter greater than

I 12 inches.

Small diameter piping systems, 1 2
diameter less than or equal to
12 inches.

.
Welded steel structures. 2 4

1

Bolted steel structures. 4 7,

|

FSAR Subsection 3.7.3.15 will be amended to include the above information.

- -- - ~ _ _. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ - . _ _ _
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FSAR

#%
6The underground duct banks containing Class lE electrical cables are *

seismically analyzed.

3.7.3.13 Interaction of Other Piping with Seismic Category I Piping

In general all non-seismic Category I piping systems are designed to be
isolated from any seismic Category I piping system.

Where seismic Category I piping systems are in close proximity to non-seismic
systems, the excessive movement of the non-seismic Category I system due to
seismic induced ef fects is restrained so that no f ailure of the seismic
Category I system occurs.

Where seismic Category I piping is directly connected to nonseismic piping,
the seismic effects of the nonseismic piping is prevented from being
transferred to the seismic Category I piping by use of anchors or cor.binations
or restraints. If this is not practiced, the interaction effects of the
unrestrair.ted portion of the nonseismic piping is included in the analysis of
the seismic Category I piping.

When piping is routed between a seismic Category I and a non-seismic Category
I building structure (i.e. , Feedwater, Main Steam and S.G. Blowdown Systems),
the anchor or restraint is designed to seismic Category I so that the seismic
portion of the system is not affected by the non-seismic portion of the system
during an earthquake event. ;M

See CESSAR-F Subsection 3.7.3 for NSSS Seismic Subsystem Analysis. .g
3.7.3.14 Seismic Analysis for Reactor Internals

.
~

Se e CES SAR-F Subsection 3.7.3.14.

3.7.3.15 Analysis Procedure for Ihaping

6e CES SAR-F Subsection 3.7.2.15 7
| ase.d ia cne = si s on . c. ana/3 s. :

Vo l s < o o C e e ; M c.a.t cl o. m p.n g
3 + e. m 3 o. c e_ ;n a, e q , c g ,3 e g,T- ,e5Sor s e. . s m ; e c.o.+ e. gor 3 5

Reou.to4ev3
G, u . cl e. 1. u a Cer ao r, o 3 6 3 p c. s oVww

M " ** b e a. ' m e - to e c s , Co r %he o3g o, n J s sg a g m% g ,,

c;_%; y y a w, u , y c/T lot c- 373-2 p o e . ci e. s % e.

e, w. x e p s e i s, m . c. o. no. i f 3 b oS C--cde.go o q 2- S4 cwt M %
S y+e m s o.oc) C.om pone.n h

6LAAO M e,
..

d
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TABLE 3.7.3-2 |

|...

DAMPING VALUES USED IN ANALYSIS OF CATEGORY I STRUCTURES,
SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

Maximum Allowable Damping Percent
Of Critical Viscous Damping

Item Operation Basis Earthauake Safe Shutdown Earth-
cuake

Equipment and large diameter piping 2 3
system, pipe diameter greater than
12 inches.

Small diameter piping systems, diameter 1 2
. less than or equal to 12 inches.
|

| k'elded steel structures. 2 4
|
|

Botled steel structures. 4 7

.

.

&

t.
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Question No.

220.27 Provide an analysis of containment ultimate capacity. The
(SRP 3.8.2, analysis should provide the information listed in the staff's
II, 4, d position as outlined in the referenced section of NUREG-0800-

FSAR 3.8.2 (SRP).
(seeTable
1.8-3 ))

Response

An analysis of the containment ultimate capacity was not performed
since the steel containment vessel is designed, constructed and

~ tested in conformance with the requirements of Section III of the
ASME Code for Class ;,C Components. Design loads and load
combinations used are described in FSAR Subsection 3.8.2.3 and
satisfy the containment design basis which can accommodate, with
sufficient margin, the Design Basis Accident (OBA).

The design internal pressure used is 44.0 psig. A discussion on
the selection of the internal design pressure of the containment
is provided in FSAR Subsection 6.2.1.

Upon completion of the Containment Vessel a pressure test at (50.6
psig) 115 percent of the design pressure (44.0 psig) is performed
in accordance with the ASME Code.

.

m
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Question No.

220.28 In Table 1.8-3 of the FSAR it is noted that the dynamic nature
(SRP of the loads applied in the static analysis of buckling was
Section said to have been accounted for. Provide a complete des-
3.8.2, II, cription of the analysis used which indicates how the dynamic
4, b nature of the loads was accounted for. Provide results of
FSAR -your analysis. ~(It is noted that there is no Subsection
3.8.2.4 3.8.2.4.3 in the FSAR).
and
Table
1.8-3)

Response

The procedures used in the static analysis of the containment
vessel are described in FSAR Subsection 3.8.2.4. Compressive
stresses obtained from the analysis are shown to be within the
buckling allowables given in the structural acceptance criteria in
FSAR Subsection 3.8.2.5. Loads which have a dynamic nature
consist of seismic, pipe rupture and jet impingement. To account
for.the dynamic nature, these loads have been applied as follows:

Seismic Loads: The seismic response of the containment vessel
resulting from the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) snd Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) represented by percent "g" variation
along the height was obtained from the dynamic analyt!s. The
seismic accelerations thus obtained were multiplied by the
permanent weignts of the shell to determine seismic forces.

, Pipe. Break and Jet Impingement Loads: Pipe break and jet
1mpingement loads used in tne analysis are equivalent static
loads. The dynamic nature of the loads are accounted for as

described in Subsection 3.6.2 of the FSAR.

4
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Question flo.

220.29 Provide additional detailed sketches or production drawings for
(SRP 3.8.3, the following:
II, 1 FSAR
3.8.3.1) 1. Reactor base support including concrete reinforcement of

primary shield wall.

2. Reinforcement of containment internal concrete fill.

3. Reinforcement of secondary shield walls.

4. Attachment of primary and secondary shield walls to fill
concrete.

! 5. Attachment of internal concrete to containment vessel.

Response Copies of the following listed production drawings are attached
hereto in response to the above request:

WPPSS 3240 G2520-SH 1 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Containment
Vessel Suppt, M & R SH 1

WPPSS 3240 G2520-SH 2 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Containment
Vessel Suppt, M & R SH 2

WPPSS 3240 G2520-SH 3 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Containment
Vessel c ppt, M & R SH 3u

WPPSS 3240 G2520-SH 4 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Containment
Vessel Suppt, M & R SH 4

WPPSS 3240 G2521 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Internal
Base Concrete - M SH 1

WPPSS 3240 G2522 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Internal
Bas'e Concrete - M SH 2

WPPSS 3240 G2523 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Internal
Base Concrete - M SH 3

*

WPPSS 3240 G2524 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Internal
Base Concrete - R SH 1

WPPSS 3240 G2525 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Internal
Base Concrete - R SH 2

WPPSS 3240 G2526 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Internal
Base Concrete - R SH 3

WPPSS 3240 G2527 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Internal
Base Concrete - R SH 4

WPPSS 3240 G2528 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Internal
Base Concrete - R SH 5

WPPSS 3240 G2538 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Secondary
Shield - R - SH 1

WPPSS 3240 G2539 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Secondary
Shield - R - SH 2

WPPSS 3240 G2540 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Secondary
Shield - R - SH 3

w== ~-- _ _ mw- n =e=m
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Response to Question 220.29 (Cont'd)

WPPSS 3240 G2541 Reactor 'Eldg Internal Conc - Secondary
Shield - R - SH 4

WPPSS 3240 G2542 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Secondary
Shield - R - SH 5-

WPPSS 3240 G2550 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Reactor
Primary Shield - M - SH 1

WPPSS 3240 G2551 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Reactor
Primary Shield - M - SH 2

WPPSS 3240 G2552 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Reactor
Primary Shield - M - SH 3

WPPSS 3240 G2553 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Reactor
Primary Shield - R - SH 1

i WPPSS 3240 G2554 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Reactor
| Primary Shield - R - SH 2
l WPPSS 3240 G2555 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Reactor

Primary Shield - R - SH 3
WPPSS 3240 G2556 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Reactor

Primary Shield - R - SH 4
WPPSS 3240 G2595-S2 Reactor Bldg Internal Conc - Penetration

Det - R - SH 2

l
, .

i
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Question No._

220.31 With regard to load combinations for concrete internal
(SRP structures, the following remark was found in table 1.8-3 for
3.8.3, the referenced SRP Section:
II, 3, b
FSAR "(2) By combining these load combinations with the
3.8.3.3 allowable limits presented in the Structural Acceptance
and Table Criteria (paragraph II.5 of this SRP) expressions
1.8-3 ) defining structural acceptance criteria for every load

combination can be generated. They are different from those
presented in the FSAR. However, FSAR conditions are found to
be conservative and SRP criteria here are amply satisfied."

The significance of this statement is not clear. Please expand
the explanation and provide pertinent examples.

Response

The following is an explanation of the above referenced note to
FSAR Table 1.8-3:

By combining the service load conditions shown on Page 1.8-142 of
FSAR Table 1.8-3 for SRP acceptance criterion II.3.b(1)(b)
(equations 1-4 below):

1) 1.4D + 1.7L
2) 1.40 + 1.7L + 1.9E .
3) (0.75)x(1.4D + 1.7L + 1.7To + 1.7Ro)
4) (0.75)x(1.40 + 1.7L + 1.9E + 1.7To + 1.7Ro)

with the structural acceptance criteria specified on Page 1.8-152
of Table 1.8-3 which states that:

1) for SRP acceptance criterion b(i)(b) equations ' and 2, the
allowable limit for U is equal to V.

2) for SRP acceptance criterion b(1)(b) equations 3 and 4, the
allowable limit for V is equal to U.

The following equations can be written:

1.4D + 1.7L1 0 =

1.40 + 1.7L + 1.9E2 U =

(0.75)x(1.4D + 1.7L + 1.7To + 1.7Ro)3) U =

(0.75)x(1.4D + 1.7L + 1.9E + 1.7To + 1.7Ro)4) U =

- _ _ - - _ ._ - - . - - - - __ _. . - _ _ __.-
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Response

220.31 (Cont'd)

The intent of the remark was in reference to the fact that the
service load conditions (shown above) indicated in Table 1.8-3,
SRP 3.8.3 are different from those shown in FSAR Subsection
3.8.3.3.2.1. A comparison of the two however, indicates the
service load combinations and acceptance criteria used in the

'

design of WNP-3 are more conservative than these shown above from
Table 1.8-3, SRP 3.8.3. As an example, compare equation (3) above
with equation (1) from FSAR Subsection 3.8.3.3.2.1.

Equation (3) above may be rewritten:

1.050 + 1.275L + 1.275To + 1.275Ro.U =

Equation (1) from the FSAR is: *

1.40 + 1.7L + 1.3To =1.3Ro.U =

From a comparison of the above equacions, it can be seen that the
WNP-3 design is more conservative than required by SRP 3.8.3.

.
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Question No.

220.32 Provide additional detailed sketches or production drawings for
(SRP 3.8.4, the following:
II, 1 and
3.8.5, II, 1. Shield building reinforcement and attachment to the common
1 FSAR mat including all shear reinforcement.
3.8.4.1
and 2. Auxiliary building main wall reinforcement and attachment
3.8.5.1) to the common mat.

3. Interfaces between the shield building and auxiliary
building walls and floors showing actual clearances.

| 4. Reinforcement of common mat.
|

| S. Reinforcement and wall connections of tank enclosure mat
foundation.

6. Reinforcem,ent of dry cooling tower mat foundation and
attachment to walls.

(NOTE: The sketches provided up to and including revision 2
of the FSAR are not considered sufficient to satisfy
this request.)

Response Copies of the following production drawings are provided in
response to your request:

Orawing No. Rev Title

WPPSS-3240-G-2505 4 Shield Building Cylinder Wall-Reinf-Sh. 1
WPPSS-3240-G-2506 4 Shield Building Cylinder Wall-Reinf-Sh. 2
WPPSS-3240-G-2509-S1 3 Shield Building Base Ring Det-Reinf-Sh. 1
WPPSS-3240-G-2509-S2 1 Shield Building Base Ring Det-Reinf-Sh. 2
WPPSS-3240-G-2511 1 Shield Building Dome Reinforcing-Sh. 1
WPPSS-3240-G-2512 3 Shield Building Dome Reinforcing-Sh. 2
WPPSS-3240-G-2513 3 Shield Building Dome Reinforcing-Sh. 3
WPPSS-3240-G-2334 3 RAB Substr Exterior Walls-North Elev.-R
WPPSS-3240-G-2369 3 RAB Superstr Exterior Walls-North Elev.-R
WPPSS-3240-G-2320 3 RAB Substr Common Mat-Dowel Plan-Sh. 1
WPPSS-3240-G-2314 4 RAB Substr Common Mat-Plan-R-Sh. 1
WPPSS-3240-G-3106 6 Architectural Roof Plan

| WPPSS-3240-G-3121 -Si 5 Architectural Details & Sections-Sh. 3
WPPSS-3240-G-2243 3 Cond & Refuel Tanks Fdn Reinf-Sh. 1
WPPSS-3240-G-2244 2 Cond & Refuel Tanks Fdn Reinf-Sh. 2
WPPSS-3240-G-2245 2 Cond & Refuel Tanks Fdn Reinf-Sh. 3
WPPSS-3240-G-2246 2 Cond & Refuel Tanks Fdn Reinf-Sh. 4
WPPSS-3240-G-2247 2 Cond & Refuel Tanks Fon Mics Det-M & R

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Resprnse to Qusstion 220.32 (Cont'd)

Drawing No. Rev Title

- WPPSS-3240-G-2262 0 Dry Cooling Tower Foundation Mat-Reinf Sh. 1
WPPSS-3240-G-2263 0 Dry Cooling Tower Foundation Mat-Reinf Sh. 2
WPPSS-3240-G-2264 0 Dry Cooling Tower Foundation Mat-Reinf Sh. 3
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Question No..

220.33 The last sentence in FSAR Subsection 3.8.4.1.4 refers to
(SRP " masonry drawings of the Tank Enclosure. Structure." Please
3.8.4, confirm that the reference to " masonry" does not involve any
II, l reference to masonry block walls in this structure.
FSAR

3.8.4.1.4)
t

Response
.

The reference to " masonry" in FSAR Subsection 3.8.4.1.4 does not
involve block walls. There are nct block walls associated with the
Tank Enclosure Structure.

.
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Question No.

220.34 Describe in detail, materials, design procedures, installation
(SRP 3.8.4, procedures, and quality assurance requirements for all types of
II, 6 FSAR concrete anchors, both cast-in-place and drilled-in, which are
3.8.4.6) used in seismic Category-I structures and/or to support safety

reiated' equipment.

Concrete anchors used in seismic Category I structures and/or to
support safety related equipment consist of a) Anchor bolts, b)
Anchor studs and c) Expansion bolts.

Response Quality Assurance requirements which are common to all types of
concrete anchors are as follows:

! Concrete anchors used in seismic Category I structures and/or to !
support safety related equipment are classified as Supply System
Quality Class I. They are procured and installed in accordance 4

!with the overall Quality Assurance program described in Chapter
17 of the FSAR.

Materials, design procedures and installation procedures used
for a) Anchor bolts, b) Ancnor Studs and c) Expansion bolts are
described individually as follows:

A - Anchor Bolts

1. Materials

lhe following materials are used for concrete anchors
and are included in those specified for Structural
Steel in Subsection 3.8.3.6.3 of the FSAR:

a) Anchor bolts used for structures inside the
containment, other Category I structures and for

i anchoring safety related equipment conform to the
following specifications:

,

i - ASTM A36 with ASTM A563 Grade A nuts unless
- otherwise noted.

,

ii - ASME SA 193 Grade B7 with SA 194 nuts.

iii - SAE Grade 5.
<

b) Anchor bolts and materials used for attachment
structures for NSSS component supports and related
equipment including RCS pipe stops and rupture

. restraints are specified in Subsection
3.8.3.6.3(b) of the FSAR. Specific material
applications are shown in Table 3.8.3-11.

- - . . .. - . - . - - - - - . , - . _ - . -. .-
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Question No. 220.34

Response (Cont'd)

A - Anchor Bolts (Cont'd)

2. Design Procedures

Anchor bolts are designed to transmit tension loads
from the structure and/or equipment to concrete. Shear
loads, if present, are transmitted by shear keys
provided for this purpose. The tensile capacity of the

| - bolt is in accordance with the design procedures cf the
| AISC Specification. Tensile loads transmitted to
i concrete are determined by the bond developed between
' the concrete and the bolt in accordance with ACI

318-71. Bolts equipped with anchor plates transmit the
tensile load by bearing between the plate and concrete.

3. Installation Procedures

Anchor bolts are installed in accordance with
tolerances and criteria specified on the drawings.
Bolts found to be outside the installation tolerances
are identified as nonconforming.

|
' B - Anchor Studs

1. Materials

Materials use for concrete anchor studs conform to low
: carbon steel ASTM A108 of a grade suitable for end
|

welding to steel plates with automatically timed
I welding equipment.

2. Design Procedures

Anchor studs used to anchor embedded plates to concrete
! are designed for both shear and tension loads. Design
'

- data contained in "Embedment Properties of Headed
Studs" published by TRW Nelson Division are utilized.

3. Installation Procedures

j Welding details, qualifications and procedures for stud
| welding used in the installation of anchor studs are in
'

accordance with AWS D1-1.

|

| C - Expansion Anchors
|
'

l. Materials

Expansion bolt anchors (Hilti Bolts) are externally
threaded expansion bolt anchors with split ring
conforming to Federal Specification FF-S-325 Group II, -

Type 4, Class I and the purchase specification for
" Drilled-in Expansion Type Anchors" prepared by Ebasco
Services Inc.

__ _ _ _ , _ _ . . _ . .
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Question No. 220.34

Response (Cont'd)

C - Expansion Anchors (Con't)

2. Design Procedures

Embedded drilled-in anchors are statically designed in
shear and tension such that the lesser of the allowable
loads established by the following methods are not
exceeded.

a) Allowable percentages of SA325 type bolting
material yield stress (max temperature = 100*F),
as established by the applicable ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Sections, applied to the
following areas:

For tension - across the minimum bolt-

diameter at the tapered section of the wedge
mandrel

.

For Shear - across the root area of the
nominal thread diameter

b) The average ultimate static loads in 4000 psi
concrete and 5000 psi concrete, divided by the
following factors of safety:

For Tension - 4
For Shear -4

3. Installation Procedures

Expansion anchors (Hilti Bolts) are installed in strict
accordance with the recommended installation
instructions of the manufacturer and by qualified
personnel with appropriate training in installation
techniques.

,

|

|



Question No.

220.35 The applicant has used ACI 318-71 as the basis for design ~of
(SRP Category I concrete structures. Currently, the staff's position
3.8.3, II as referenced in NUREG 0800 (SRP) is that ACI 349 as implemented
3.8.4, II by Regulatory Guide 1.142 is to be used as the basis for design
3.8.5, II of Category I concrete structures other than containment. The
FSAR applicant should identify anu justify all differences between
3.8.3, his design procedure for concrete structures and those found in
3.8.4, ACI 349/ Guide 1.142.
3.8.5)

Response The NRC accepted ACI 318-71 for the design of seismic Category I
concrete structures in WNP-3/5 Safety Evaluation Report

| (NUREG-0023) February 1976. Design of Category I concrete
structures for the project started prior to the issuance of ACI

- 349-76 code. Provision; of ACI 318-71 and NRC technical

positions taken during PSAR evaluation have been used for the
design of Category I concrete structures.

i
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Question No. |

220.36 The following note appears in several places in FSAR Table
(SRP 1.8-3 regarding various acceptance criteria of the referenced
3.7.4, FSAR sections:
3.8.3,

3.8.4 "Where differences exist between the WNP-3 design criteria
FSAR and the acceptance criteria identified in this SRP, the
3.7.4, bases for concluding that the WNP-3 design criteria are in
3.8.3, compliance with the Commission's regulations will be pro-
3.8.4 and vided by January 1983."
Table 1.8-3)

. Provide the information.
|
' Response FSAR Table 1.8-3 and the associated text, where applicable, have

been revised to reflect the extent of compliance with the

commission's regulations in Amendments 2 and 3.

1

1
-

|
'
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|
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|

|
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Question No.

220.38 Provide a sketch or drawing showing the reinforcement of the
(SRP spent fuel pool floor slab, including shear reinforcement.
3.8.4, II Show connection details of the floor slab to the walls.
FSAR Provide results of key calculations relating allowable to
3.8.4.1.2, actual shear and bending stress in the floor slab of the spent
a) fuel pool.

Response

The following are attached in response to above request.

1) Drawing G-2448 " Fuel Handling Building Substructure Floor Slab
- EL. 383.00 ft. - R. The drawing shows the reinforcing
details of the Spent Fuel Pool Slap including shear
reinforcement and connection details to the walls.

2) The following is a sumary of calculation results for the Fuel
Handling Building Spent Fuel Pool Slab at El. 383.00'.

FLEXURE
SHEAR (Including In Plane Shear

Actual Allowable | Required Provided
i l i

115.0 psi |141.0 psi | As' = 5.0 in2 12 - #11@7'2"
| | TOP EW l T & B, EW
I I I

| | As' = 4.8 in2 |As provided = 5.0 in2
| | 80T EW l
I I I

REF: Design Book NF 303
Fuel Handling Building

.
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Question No.
,

241.18 You state, in the FSAR, Subsection 2.5.4.10.4, that you used a
(SRP dynamic soil-structure-interaction analysis for dynamic lateral
2.5.4) pressure calculations. Describe the method used. Provide

assumed rock parameters, groundwater table assumptions, and
| describe the seismic input motion used for this analysis.

Present your lateral pressure calculation results that you havet

already obtained and compare them with the results of,

' calculations using a more commonly accepted procedure, e.g., the
Seed and Whitman approach. (Seed, H. B. and R. V. Whitman,
1970, " Design of Earth Retaining Structures for Dynamic Loads,"
Proceedings of the State of the Art papers presented at 1970
Specialty Conference on Lateral Stresses in the Ground and
Design of Earth Retaining Structures, American Society of Civil
Engineers, June 22-24, 1970, pp 103-147). Substantiate the
input data used in both these analyses, and verify that your
dynamic finite element lateral pressure results are sufficiently
conservative, and loads due to adjacent buildings have been
properly taken into account.

Response The finite element method was used in evaluating the effects of
rock-structure interaction on the Category I structure including
the dynamic lateral pressures. Specific details of this finite
element analysis are discussed in FSAR Subsection 3.7.2.4.

The rock shear modulus used in the finite element anaysis is 400
KSI for the SSE and 417 KSI for the OBE which correspond to an
average shear strain of 1 x 10-4 in./in. and 6 x 10-3
in./in. respectively. The average damping ratio is 2.5 percent
for SSE and 2.2 percent for OBE. These values were obtained
from the rock column studies described in Appendix 3.7A.

The ground water level assumptions only affect the rock unit
weight in the finite element analysis. A constant saturated
unit weight of 128 lb/ft3 was used in the analysis. The
seismic input motion used in the analysis is described in FSAR
Section 3.7.1.

_
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Question 241.18

Response (Cont'd)

The dynamic lateral pressure value used for design of the
Category I structure exterior walls that was based on

?rock-structure interaction analysis is 10.27 Kips /ft . As
requested, the Seed and Whitman approach was followed in
calculating an alternate value. The input to this aproach
consists of a conventional static lateral pressure distribution
plus a dynamic lateral pressure increment based on the
Mononabe-0kabe approach. Also included in the Seed and Whitman
calculation is a hydrostatic lateral pressure based on a ground
water table at elevation 355 ft. and a lateral pressure increase
due to the surcharge effect of the adjacent structures (turbine
pedestal mat).

The design value for the dynamic lateral pressure calculated
according to the Seed and Whitman approach is 4.7 Kips /ft.2,
This value is less than one-half of the value obtained by the,

2rock-structure interaction approach (10.27 Kips /ft ) that was
actually used in the design. Therefore, the rock-structure
interaction analysis that was used for dynamic lateral pressure
determination was conservative. ~

.
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Question No.

241.19 The staff finds that your description of the tuff beds given in
(2.5.4) various subsections of the FSAR Setion 2.5.4, is inconsistent.

In Subsection 2.5.4.2.1, you state that tuff. beds could affect
the Category I structures whereas in Subsection 2.5.4.1.4 you
imply that tuff beds 1 and 2 are not present near the plant site

| below the foundation elevation (326 feet) and tuff beds 3 and 4
are located very deep below the foundations and may not affect

l the plant foundation. Revise these sections to make them
consistent. Also give the thickness of the tuff beds in
individual borings that are in the proximity of Category I
structures, discuss their characteristics and describe the
significance of the pressure of these layers in your static and'

dynamic analysis assumptions.

Response In response to the question, FSAR Subsection 2.5.4.2.1 will be
amended to provide consistency with Subsection 2.5.4.1.4.

The following are the borings in the proximity of Category I
structures which exhibit tuff bed 1:

Tuff Bed Tuff Bed
Boring # Thickness Boring # Thickness

A-3 3' B-21 9'
A-23 10' B-22 9'

B-23 11'
B-1 10' B-24 9'
B-2 7' B-25 10'
B-3 8' B-26 10'-

B-4 10' B-32 11'
B-13 8' B-34 9'
B-14 8' B-35 9'
B-15 10' B-36 9'
B-16 9'
B-17 8' D-1 9'
B-18 10' 0-5 7'
B-19 8' 0-6 l'

;

B-20 7''

In all of the above borings, except B-1, B-4, B-13, B-14, B-15,
|

B-32 and 0-5, the indicated tuff bed has been removed during
| excavation.

The tuff below plant grade is coarse to fine grained and of low
to moderate hardness, much the same as the weathered and fresh
sandstone. On the basis of strength testing, the engineering
properties of the tuff do not differ significantly frt..a those of

,
' the weathered and fresh sandstone. The tuff beds are not zones
:

I

_ .- - _ _ _ - - _ , _ _ . - . _ . _ , - - - . _ _ _ , _ . - , , .



Question 241.19

Response (Cont'd)

of structural weakness and there is no evidence of bedding'

planes between the tuff layers and the sandstone. Therefore,
based on_the preceeding, the static and dynamic design values
for the tuff were selected as identical to those of the
weathered and fresh sandstone.

,

f
|

2
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| formation: residual soil, weathered sandstone, fresh sandstone, and :uff.
_

Residual soil and weathered sandstone are differentiated on the basis of
'

~'

standard penetration resistance value N = '100 bl/f t and coreability.
! ._; .

Weathered sandstone and fresh sands:ene are differentia:cd on the basis of
color change. Tuff beds are differentiated on the basis of color, hardness,
and cineralogy. "

,

The plant grade is established at EL. 390 through a cu: andfilloperation
that removed residual soil at the plant location. The Category I structures jare founded on sandstone. Therefore, subsurface naterials that ;_12 .;; . &(Af bt[v>
the Category I structures are fresh sandstone, weathered sandstone, and tuff
beds. The static and dynamic properties of these materials were determined by
field measurements and laboratory tests and are discussed below and su=narized
in Tables 2.5-15 through 2.5-17.

2.5.4.2.2 Properties of Fresh Sandstone

The fresh sandstone underneath the foundation of the Category I. s:ructure is
of low to moderate hardness, fresh, gray, medium to fine grained; see App.
-2.5A for classification criteria. The mineralogy of the fresh sandstone is

- described in Appendix 2.5I.
.

j 2.5.4.2.2.1 Static Properties

i Static properties determined include index properties, compressive strength,
| and deformation properties.

2.5.4.2.2.1.1 Index Properties ~'-

Index properties deternined on rock specimens include saturation wate. v:=n.

content, saturated and dry unit weight, specific gravity, core recovery, and
rock quality designation (RQD). Saturation water content, dry and saturated
unit weight, and specific gravity were determined in general accordance with
ASTM Standards. Details of test procedures and results are presented in
Appendix 2.53. -

Core recovery is defined as the length of core recovered divided by the length
of the core run, expressed as a percentage. Core recovery values were
computed for all cores of the A-series, 3-series, D-series, L-series and
CT-series bo, rings; and resul:s are presented in Appendix 2.5A.

Rock quality designation (RQD) is defined as the total length of sound core
pieces, four in. long and over, divided by the length of the core run,,

expressed a's a percentage. In case of cores broken by nechanical fractures
during drilling or handling (i.e., the fracture surfaces are fresh, irregular
breaks rather than natural joint surf aces), the fresh, broken pieces were
fitted together and were counted as one piece provided they for=ed the
requisite length of four in. RQD values were computed for all cores of :hei

i
|

.

o *
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Question No.

241.21 Provide the values of soil properties used in the seismic
(SRP 2.5.4) analysis of the buried pipes. Explain your procedure for,

calculating dynamic axial and bending stresses and provide the
seismic input used for this analysis. Verify that you have
adequately accounted for the effect of changes in soil
properties in your analysis, along with the proper use of

' intensification factors at bends.

Response For the analysis of the portion of buried piping which is
fully-restrained by the soil, the " pipe moves with the ground"
assumption is used. The maximum axial, bending and shear
stresses due to compressional wave and shear wave are calculated
separately using the stress formulas presented by Newmark
(Reference 1) and Yeh (Reference 2). The seismic input used in
the analysis consists of the velocities of wave propagation in
the soil, maximum acceleration and velocity of free field
earthquake motion.

Since the maximum stresses due to various seismic waves do not
occur simultaneously, the maximum combined seismic stress is
calculated by the SRSS method using the principal stress formula.

The procedure used in the design of tha buried piping systems is
based on the assumption as committed in the FSAR that buried
piping systems are embedded in the class Al compact soil of
sufficient density so that liquefaction shall not take place and
backfill will not lose its integrity. The soil properties used
in the analysis of buried piping were obtained by laboratory
testing as described in Subsection 2.5.4.5.3, 2.E.4.11 and Table
2.5-27 of the FSAR.t

|

The design procedure takes into account the soil friction and
slippage effect, soil subgrade reaction, seismic soil strain,
elbow flexibility and soil resistance to ovalization. The
pipe / soil relative movement, bending moment and pipe stresses
including the intensification factor for the buried elbow / bend
are calculated accordingly.

Reference 1. N. M. Newmark, " Earthquake Response Analysis of Reactor
Structures," Nuclear Engineering and Design, Vol. 20, pp.
303-322 (1972).

2. G. C. K. Yeh, " Seismic Analysis of Buried Metal or Concrete
Pipes," April 1974.

__ __ ._ .._ _ . _ _ . _ - . _ _ . _ _ _ _ - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ,



Question No.

241.22 Your sumary of the results of field compaction testing does not
(SRP 2.5.4) provide sufficient detail for an adequate review. Present the

results of field density and moisture centent tests performed in
conjunction with quality control of all backfill placement under
and adjacent to safety related structures. Present the results,
in a format that will allow ready verification of compliance
with compaction specifications, for each Category I structure
separately (i.e., present separate aata for each seismic
Category I structure, electrical duct banks, manholes, and
pipelines, as appropriate).

Response Quality Class I structural fill will be required under and
adjacent to the following safety related structures, pipelines
and duct banks.

- Reactor Auxiliary Building access ramp

- Auxiliary Feedwater pipelines (Designation AF).

- Chemical and Volume Control pipelines (Designation CH)

- Component Cooling pipelines (Designation CC)

- Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System
(Designation EG)

- Class IE Duct Lines from Reactor Auxiliary Building to
Dry Cooling Tower and Refueling Water Storage Tank Area

The resul'ts of all field density and moisture content tests
performed in conjunction with backfill placement under and
adjacent to safety related structures will be provided as
construction progresses.

At present, the only Category I backfills that have been placed,
are soil-cement used to backfill the ramps adjacent to Unit 3
and Class Al structural fill along the Auxiliary Feedwater
pipelines. The results of the field density and moisture
content tests for these activities are attached.

WPPSS Specification 3240-466, " Soil-Cement and Structural
Backfill," requires the soil-cement to be placed at a moisture
content of 10.4% + 2% compacted to 95% of the maximum density

_

obtained from Standard Proctor Tests ASTM D558-57.-:

|

As can be seen from the soil-cement results (Attachment 1), 92
of the 96 moisture content tests met the moisture content
criteria and 95 of the 96 compaction tests met the density

|

!

t
.. . . . . - . . .
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Question No. 241.22

Response (Cont'd)

criteria. The one failing test was compacted to 94.7%. The
mean percent compaction is 104.1%. These results are well
within the acceptable percentage range for tests meeting the
acceptance criteria. Note that the test numbers for this area
indicates 97 but there is no test for number 68; so that there
are only 96 tests as noted above.

A review of the results of the in-place density tests for Class

i Al structural fill (Attachment 2) along the Auxiliary Feedwater
| pipelines shows that the backfill meets or exceeds the 95%
! compaction criteria obtained from the Modified Proctor Test ASTM
| 01557-78. Areas tested that initially did not meet tne density

requirement, were recompacted and retested until the acceptance
criteria was achieved. The retest areas are designated as tests
R1, R2, etc (e.g., Test Number 8514Rl). The final mean percent
compaction is 96.3% for this area. Note that there are no test
numbers 8543, 8544 or 8548.

,
.
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Question No.

241.24 Your response.to Question No. 241.9 is inadequate. This response
(2.5.4) indicated that the basis for selecting a 570 ft. depth of rock

column for the deconvolution analysis is given in Subsection
3.7.2.4.1. Our review of this subsection reveals that the
requested information is not contained in Subsection 3.7.2.4.1.

,

i

Note that the WNP-3 site is essentially a rock site. Again,
1

provide your justification for use of deconvolution as well as l

your basis for selecting a 570 ft. deep rock column for
deconvolution..

! Response A 570 ft. depth of rock was selected not for the mere purpose of
applying the deconvolution analysis, but as the depth of the
finite elements rock-structure model based on the results of the
sensitivity studies as described in Subsection 3.7.2.4.l(b) of
the FSAR as follows:

"In order to determine the depth of the finite element
' model, the rock depth under the mat was gradually increased

until no differences in response of the buildings could be
detected. The depth of interaction from the sensitivity

studies was found to extend to EL. - 180 ft. MSL (570 ft.
below grade). This depth was, therefore; chosen as the
lower boundary of the finite element models."

Use of the finite element . approach necessitates generation of a
time-history input motion to be applied at the bottom boundary

i of the finite element model. The deconvolution analysis using
'

the SHAKE computer program was then used as a means of obtaining,

such an input motion.

The analysis procedure used for deconvolution, as described in
Subsection 3.7.1 of the FSAR, satisfied the acceptance criteria

j of Subsection 3.7.1 of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG 75/087).

The response to the NRC SEB Question 220.13 contains additional
! discussion on the subject of deconvolution.
!

!

|

1



Question No.

241.25 In response to Question No. 241.3, you have indicated that the
(SRP 2.5.4) as-byilt loading on the Containment Building foundation is 13.6

k/ft', and not 8 k/ft2 as previously reported in the PSAR.
Revise the affected ser.tions of the FSAR to reflect this change
and provide the results of your revised calculations for bearing
capacity, estimated settlement of the mat, static and dynamic
lateral. earth prssures and slope stability analysis results
under the revised static and dynamic loadings.

,

Response The appropriate sections of the FSAR have been revised to
reflect the change in the as-built loading from 8 k/ft2 to

213.6 k/ft , as discussed below.

Ultimate bearing capacities for the Category I foundation mat
were calculated as describea in Subsection 2.5.4.10.1. The
values for bearing capacitie.: provided in the response to
question 241.3 were based on the updated foundation mat data,
including the 13.6 k/ft2 loading and the 298 ft. x 310 ft.
dimensions.

Estimated settlement of the mat is discussed in Subsection
2.5.4.11.8. It will be revised to reflect the updated data.

The static lateral earth pressures discussed in Subsection
2.5.4.11.9, will not be affected by the revised loading. The
dynamic lateral earth pressures (Subsection 2.5.4.11.10)were
established by rock-structure interaction analysis which

theupdatedfoundationloadingof13.6k/ft{escorrespondingto
incorporated the mass and stiffness propert

.

! Both the static and dynamic slope stability analyses have been
rerun as described in the response to question 241.5 using the
revised foundation loading. The results of this reannalysis
have been presented in the revised Subsections 2.5.5.2.2 and

| 2.5.5.2.3 (Amendment No. 3, dated April 1983).

|

!

I

-.
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.

chear strength into account and selecting a conservative rupture angle of iMr20' (this is only one-half of the minimum rupture angle measured in the Tf.D
Ltboratory in uniaxial compression tests), the equation for the bearing
ccpacity of clie common mat at EL. 326 becomes:

quit = 2160Y+ 29 C

whsre: Y effective unit weight=

C effective cohesion=

Using typical values for the effective unit weight and neglecting the effect
of cohesion (Table 2.5-15), the ultimate bearing capacity is found to be in
the crder of 274 k/ft2 Thebearingstre3sesbgneaththecommonmatofCr,tegory I structure ar2 on the order of 8 k/ft resulting in a minimum
factor of safety of 34 In light of the conservative assumptions made in
computing the bearing capacity and the resulting factor of safety, bearing
ecpacity is not a factor in design of the plant.

2.5.4.11.8 Design Criteria for Displacement |2
The average displacement of the Category I structures on a common mat was due
to the recompression of the fresh sandstone underneath the foundation mat
placed at EL. 326. This displacement was caused by the gradual reloading of

f,the fresh-sandstone during construction to the bearing stresses of
@g2cpproximately T k/ft . This displacement was elastic in nature and most of p

it took place during construction. The post-construction displacement is &
c::mputed using the equation presented in Subsection 2.5.4.10.2 to be less than
ene g.uastee-inch and the differential displacement will be even smaller.

Thereforehdispl ent is not a factor in the design of the piant.
wt 40

2.5.4.11.9 Design Criteria for Static Lateral Pressures |2
The static lateral pressures to be applied to the Category I structures on the
common mac are discussed in detail in Subsection 2.5.4.10.4 In su= mary,
these pressures will be computed as follows:

a) Although the water table will be permanently depressed to the elevation
of the common mat, the lower 39 feet of the exterior walls will be
designed for hydrostatic pressure to allow for pressure build-ups due
to the spacing of the drainage system pipes,

b) To account for minor long-term elastic deformation and creep effects,
the exterior walls were designed for the conservative case of full
active lateral pressure. This assumes complete relaxation of the
cohesion component of shear strength and only considers the frictional
Component.

c) For computing the lateral pressure due to the surcharge effect of
adjacent structures, the exterior walls were designed using the

G Mt.2 g
.sca qq r

2.5-172 Amendment No. 2, (12/82)
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Question No.

281.7 .The information you provided on the Post-Accident Sampling
(SRP 9.3.5) System (PASS) is inadequate to demonstrate compliance with

NUREG-0737, II.B.3. The PASS will be evaluated for compliance
with the criteria from NUREG-0737, II.B.3. FSAR Subsection
9.3.5 partially meets some of these criteria. These 11 items
have been copied verbatim from NUREG-0737. System schematics
with sufficient information to verify flow paths should be
included, consistent with documentation requirements in
NUREG-0737, with appropriate discussion so that the reviewer can
determine whether the criteria have been met. Further
information pertaining to the specific clarifications of
NUREG-0737, which will be considered;

Criterion: (1) The licensee shall have the capability to promptly obtain
reactor coolant samples and containment atmosphere samples.
The combined time allotted for sampling and analysis should
be three hours or less from the time a decision is made to
take a sample.

Clarification: Provide information on sampling (s) and analytical
i laboratories locations during a discussion of relative

elevations, distances and methods for sample transport.
! Responses to this item should also include a discussion of

sample recirculation, sample handling and analytical times
to demonstrate that the three-hour time limit will be met
(see (6) below relative to radiation exposure). Also
describe provisions for sampling during loss of offsite
power (i.e., designate an alternative backup power source, i

not necessarily the vital (Class IE) bus, that can be
i energized in sufficient time to meet the three-hour sampling

and analysis time limit).

Response
;

_

i The liquid Post-Accident Sampling System sampling station is
Skid No. 2. This skid is located at EL. 402 ft., approximately
ten (10) feet from the analysis lab, across a corridor (see
Figure 1.2-11). The system produces three (3) types of samples,

; each of which has its own transport container (see Subsection
9.3.5) to facilitate delivery of the Sample to the adjacent lab. j

The system design is a once through flow path. (See ,

Figure 9.3.5-1.) No recirculation is required. The time I

required to flush the system and obtain the samples required is
22.5 minutes.

.

4

1
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Question No. (Cont'd)
'

. 281.7 The loss of offsite power will not impact on the reactor coolant
L pass. Power is available from the Static Uninterruptable Power
. Supply (SUPS). -

[ -

For a description of the Containment Atmosphere Post-Accident
Sampling System (CA-PASS) see Subsections 6.2.5.3.4 for design
analysis and sample times and 6.2.5.2.4.2 for power availability
(both subsections are attached).

Consistent with previous Supply System correspondence
Procurement of Laboratory Equipment has been suspenoed until
construction activities are resumed at WNP-3.

,

At that time Laboratory equipment will be designated and
procured to meet applicable NRC Requirements.

,

Criterion: (2) The licensee shall establish an onsite radiological and
| chemical analysis capability to provide, within the
I three-hour time frame established above, quantification of

the following:

(a) certaih radionuclides in the reactor coolant and
| containment atmosphere that may be indicators of the

degree of core damage (e.g., noble gases; iodines and'

,

t cesiums, and non-volatile isotopes); i

|
(b) hydrogen levels in the containment atmosphere;

(c) dissolved gases (e.g., H ), chloride (time allotted2
for analysis subject to discussion below), and boron,

L concentration of liquids;

(d) alternatively, have in-line monitoring capabilities to '

perform all or part of the above analyses.

Clarification: (a) A discussion of the counting equipment capabilities is
needed, including provisions to handle samples and
reduce background radiation (ALARA). Also, a procedure
is required for relating radionuclide concentrations to
core damage. The procedure should include:

1. Monitoring for short- and long-lived volatile and
non-volatile radionuclides such as Xe-133, I-131,
Cs-137, Cs-134, Kr-85, Ba-140, and Kr-88 (see Vol .
II, Part 2, pp. 524-527 of Rogovin Report for
furtherinformation).
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Question No. (Cont'd)

281.7 2. Provisions to estimate the extent of core damage
based on radionuclide concentrations and taking into
consideration other physical parameters such as core
temperature data and sample location.

(b) Show a capability to obtain a grab sample, transport and
analyze for hydrogen.

(c) Discuss the capabilities to sample and analyze for the
accident sample species listed here and in Regulatory
Guide 1.97 Rev. 2.

(d) Provide a discussion of the reliability and maintenance
information to demonstrate that the selected on-line'

instrument is appropriate for this application. (See
-

(8) and (10) below relative to backup grab sam;
capability and instrument range and accuracy.)ple:

Response

2 (a) Consistent with previous Supply System correspondence
Procurement of Laboratory Equipment has been suspended
until construction activities are resumed at WNP-3.

At that time Laboratory equipment will be designated and
procurement to meet applicable NRC Requirements.

.

! 2 (b) See FSAR Subsection 6.2.5.2.1 for description of in-line
| hydrogen analyzer for containment atmosphere..

2 (c) Capability to sample is discussed in items 2(b) and 2(d).
; , Consistent with previous Supply System correspondence
i Procurement of Laboratory Equipment has been suspended
I until construction activities are resumed at WNP-3.
I

At that time Laboratory equipment will be designated ano
procurement to meet applicable NRC Requirements.,

2,(d) Refer to FSAR Subsection 9.3.5.1 d, f, g and h.for a
- ,listi.ng of liquid PASS in-line instrumentation.

'

.~ . Subsection 9.3.5.2 discusses the location of the in-line
equipment. Subsection 9.3.5.3 addresses the safety

' evaluation and reliability of the equipment.
Maintenance of the in-line instruments is facilitated by*

,

thi system design (see Figure 9.3.5-1). The design'

's ,incfudes'the following features: the location of all
'

lines with in-line instrumentation on a conunon skid
({y

,

J
, .

s

s
__b .!a- t
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Question No. (Cont'd)

281.7 (Skid No. 2) in an accessible area; purging and flushing
system using deionized water for liquid lines and N2
for gas lines; routing of purging and flushing flow to
containment; in-line automatic calibration of
instruments; and probe and probe holder design selected
to facilitate replacement.

Containment Atmosphere Hydrogen Analyzer design
evaluation addressed in Subsection 6.2.5.3.1.

Criterion: (3) Reactor coolant and containment atmosphere sampling
during post-accident conditions shall not require an
isolated auxiliary system [e.g., the letdown system,
Reactor Water Cleanup System (RWCUS)] to be placed in
operation in order to use the sampling system.

Clarification: System schematics and discussions should clearly
demonstrate that post-accident sampling, including
recirculation, from each sample source is possible
without use of an isolated auxiliary system. It should
be verified that valves which are not accessible after
an accident are environmentally qualified for the
conditions in which they must operate.

Response

The sample lines used by the PASS for obtaining samples from
and returning samples to the containment are at penetration
56 and 57, respectively. The containment isolation valves
are Safety Class 2 seismic Category I valves. The
capability for overriding the Containment Isolation

~

Actuation Signal (CIAS) for these valves is provided. The
valves on Skids 1 and 3 (Figure 9.3.5-1) are environmentally
qualified.

CA-PASS operation is addressed in Subsection 6.2.5.2.4.2
(attached).

Criterion: (4) Pressurized reactor coolant samples are not required if
the licensee can quantify the amount of dissolved gases
with unpressurized reactor coolant samples. The
measurement of either total dissolved gases or H2 gas
in reactor coolant samples is considered adequate.
Measuring the 02 concentration is recommended, but is

j not mandatory.
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Question No. (Cont'd)

281.7

Clarification: Discuss the method whereby total dissolved gas or
hydrogen and oxygen can be measured and related to
Reactor Coolant System concentrations. Additionally, if
chlorides exceed 0.15 ppm, verification that dissolved
oxygen is less than 0.1 ppm is necessary. Verification
that dissolved oxygen is less than 0.1 ppm by
measurement of a dissolved hydrogen residual of 0.1
cc/kg is acceptable for up to 30 days after the
accident. Within 30 days, consistent with ALARA, direct
monitoring for dissolved oxygen is recomended.

Response

Refer to Figure 9.3.5-1. The liquid is drawn continuously
from the bottom of the separator and passed through a
magnetic flow meter / controller. The flow rate is
continuously indicated and recorded on the control panel in
cc/ min. Dissolved oxygen is monitored in-line by using a
dissolved oxygen probe. The dissolved oxygen concentration
is indicated and recorded on the control panel. The purging
N2 used in the gas separator is controlled at 1000 cc/ min
by a mass flow controller and recorded on the panel in
scc / min. The gas withdrawn continuously from the separator
passes through a linear mass flow meter and the flowrate is
recorded on the panel (scc / min). The hydrogen concentration
is arrived at by the following:

H2=H2 (G - GN ) sec of H22

F cc of Reactor Coolant

Total gas flow, (scc)where: G -

min

GN2- Nitrogen Sparging Flow (scc)~ set at 1000 sec.
Controlled, indicated, and recorded on the control
panel.

Reactor coolant sample flow (Kg/ min)F -

The dissolved oxygen concentration is read directly from the
panel.

Criterion: (5) The time for a chloride analysis to be performed is
dependent upon two factors: (a) if the plant's coolant
water is seawater or brackish water and (b) if there is -

only a single barrier between primary containment
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Question No. (Cont'd)

281.7 systems and the cooling water. Under both of the above
conditions the licensee shall provide for a chloride
analysis within 24 hours of the sample being taken. For
all other cases, the licensee shall provide for the
analysis to be completed within four days. The chloride
analysis does not have to be done onsite.

Clarification: BWR's on sea or brackish water sites, and plants which
use sea or brackish water in essential heat exchangers
(e.g., shutdown cooling) that have only single carrier
protection between the reactor coolant are required to
analyze chloride within 24 hours. All other plants have
96 hours to perform a chloride analysis. Samples
diluted by up to a factor of one thousand are acceptable
as initial scoping analysis for chloride, provided (1)
the results are reported as ppm C1 (the licensee*

should establish this value; the number in the blank
should be no greater than 10.0 ppm C1) in the Reactor
Coolant System and (2) that dissolved oxygen can be
verified at 0.1 ppm, consistent with the guidelines
above in Clarification No. 4. Additionally, if chloride
analysis is performed on a diluted sample, an undiluted
sample need also be taken and retained for analysis
within 30 days, consistent with ALARA.

Response

The source of cooling water for WNP-3 is fresh water. There
is a double barrier between primary containment and the i

;

cooling water. Sample of reactor coolant shall be analyzed
for chlorides at an offsite lab within four (4) days.
Chloride analysis can be done on both diluted and undiluted
samples. Oxy en levels are measured as stated in response
to Criterion 4),above.

Criterion: (6) The design basis for plant equipment for reactor coolant
and containment atmosphere sampling and analysis must
assume that it is possible to obtain and analyze a
sample without radiation exposures to any individual
exceeding the criteria of GDC 19 (Appendix A, 10CFR Part
50) (i.e., 5 rem whole body, 75 rem extremities). (Note
that the design and operational review criterion was
changed from the operational limits of 10CFR Part 20
(NUREG-0573) to the GDC 19 criterion (October 30, 1979
letter from H. R. Denton to all licensees.))

.
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Question No. (Cont'd)

281.7

Clarification: Consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.3 or 1.4 source
terms, provide information on the predicted man rem
exposures based on person-motion for sampling, transport
and analysis of all required parameters.

Resoonse

For Obtaining Samole

Refer to Table 12A-7 (attached) under " Post-Accident
Sampling":

grab sample from primary coolant loop and

_

grab sample from containment atmosphere.
!

For Transporting Sample

Refer to Table 12A-5 (attached), under post-accident grab
sampling action (liquid)

and under post-accident grab sampling (containment air)

Criterion: (7) The analysis of primary coolant samples for baron is
required for PWRs. (Note that Rev. 2 of Regulatory

i Guide 1.97 specifies the need for primary coolant baron
| analysis capability at BWR plants.)

Clarification: PWR's need to perform baron analysis. The guidelines
I for BWR's are to have the capability to perform boron

analysis but they do not have to do so unless baron was
| injected.

|

| Response

i Since WNP-3 is a PWR, the capability to analyze primary coolant
| samples for Boron will be available on site.
,-

i Criterion: (8) If in-line monitoring is used for any sampling and
analytical capability specified herein, the licenseel

! shall provide backup sampling through grab samples, and
| shall demonstrate the capability of analyzing the
i samples. Established planning for analysis at offsite
| facilities is acceptable. Equipment provided for backup
( sampling shall be capable of providing at least one
|

[
__ - ______ .
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Question No. (Cont'd)

281.7 sample per day for seven days following onset of the
accident, and at least one sample per week until the
accident condition no longer exists.

Clarification: A capability to obtain both diluted and undiluted backup
samples is required. Provisions to flush in-line
monitors to facilitate access for repair is desirable.
If an offsite laboratory is to be relied on for the
backup analysis, an explanation of the capability to
ship and obtain analysis for one sample per week
thereafter until accident condition no longer exists
should be provided.

Response *

The liquid PASS has the capability of providing samples of
diluted gas, diluted liquid and undiluted liquid once per
day for seven (7) days following the onset of the accident.
The capabilities to flush the lines containing in-line
probes is provided.

Criterion: (9) The licensee's radiological and chemical sample analysis
capability shall include provisions to:

(a) Identify and quantify the isotopes of the nuclide
categories discussed above to levels corresponding
to the source terms given in Regulatory Guides 1.3
or 1.4 a.1d 1.7. Where necessary and practicable,
the ability to dilute samples to provide capability
for measurement and reduction of personnel exposure
should be provided. Sensitivity of onsite liquid
sample analysis capability should be such as to
permit measurement of nuclide concentration in the
range from approximately 1 uCi/g to 10 Ci/g.

(b) Restrict background levels of radiation in the
radiological and chemical analysis facility from
sources such that the sample analysis will provide
results with an acceptably small error
(approximately a factor of two). This can be
accomplished through the use of sufficient shielding
around samples and outside sources, and by the use
of a ventilation system design which will control
the presence of airborne radioactivity.

.

- . - -
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Question No. (Cont'd)

281.7

Clarification: (a) Provide a discussion of the predicted activity in
the samples to be taken and the methods of
handling / dilution that will be employed to reduce
the activity sufficiently to perform the required
analysis. Discuss the range of radionuclide
concentration which can be analyzed for, including
an assessment of, the amount of overlap between
post-accident and normal sampling capabilities.

(b) State the predicted background radiation levels in
the counting room, including the contribution from
samples which are present. Also provide data
demonstrating what the background radiation levels
and radiation effect will be on a sample being
counted to assure an accuracy within a factor of two.

Response

a) Using Regulatory Guide 1.4 assumptions, (i.e., 100% NG, 50%
I and 1% others), the sump water one hour post-LOCA will
have an activity of 1.9 x 1010 photons /sec-cc. This water
will ba diluted by a factor of 1000 at the sample panel.
The sample is handled in a shielded container and a sample
size of approximately 5cc is assumed. If a .00lec sample ~is
counted and a 1% counting efficiency is assumed, then the
expected count rate will be 190 cps or 11,400 cpm. This
counting rate is acceptable for most analyses, however,
sample activity can be further varied by standard sample
preparation techniques. These include further dilution of
the sample in the laboratory, varying the amount of sample
counted, and changing the counter geometry and hence the
counting efficiency.

By proper sample preparation, the radiochemist can choose |
any counting rate between 100 and 10 cpm. There is no
upper limit of concentration since, by dilution, the {
radiochemist can bring the counting rate down to the
desirable range of 104-104 cpm which could be the same ;

counting range as normal samples. The only concern is |

whether the sample is too hot to handle. The sump water j
sample diluted by a factor of 1000 will have dose rate of
about 30 mr/hr at the surface of its shield container. For
counting purposes only a small aliquot (.1 to .01 cc) will
be taken out of the sample by using standard sample
syringes. This same technique applies to gaseous sampling.

l

l
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2540W-13

Question No.

281.7 For a discussion of the containment atmosphere sample
activity, refer to Subsection 6.2.5.3.4 (attached).

b) The predicted background radiation levels in the counting
room (located in the service building with a wall thickness
of 2 ft.) is no more than 2.5 mr/hr since it is adequately
separated from any high activity sources.>

The diluted sample in the lead container will be in the
radiochemistry lab and will not increase the background
radiation in the counting room above 2.5 mr/hr.

The background radiation as seen by the detectors, which is
shielded by several inches of lead, will be much lower.

,

Criterion: (10) Accuracy, range, and sensitivity shall be adequate to
provide pertinent data to the operator in order to
describe radiological and chemical status of the Reactor
Coolant Systems.

Clarification: The recommended ranges for the required accident sample
analyses are given in Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2.
The necessary accuracy within the recommended ranges are
as follows:

Gross Activity, Gamma Spectrum: measured to-

estimate core damage, these analyses should be
accurate within a factor of two across the entire
range.

Boron: measure to verify shutdown margin. ~

-

In general this analysis should be accurate within +5
-

percent of the measured value (i.e., at 5,000 ppm B the
tolerance is +300 ppm while at 1,000 ppm B the tolerance
is +50 ppm). For concentrations below 1,000 ppm the
tolerance band should remain at +50 ppm.

Chloride: measured to determine coolant corrosion-

potential.

For concentrations between 0.5 and 20.0 ppm chloride the
analysis should be accurate within +10 percent of the
measured value. At concentrations below 0.5 ppm the
tolerance band remains at _4.05 ppm.

Hydrogen or Total Gas: monitored to estimate core-

degradation and corrosion potential of the coolant.
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2540W-14

Question No. (Cont'd)
'

281.7 An accuracy of +10 percent is desirable between 50 and
-

2,000 cc/kg but +20 percent can be acceptable. For
concentration beTow 50 cc/kg the tolerance remains at
15.0 cc/kg.

Oxygen: monitored to assess coolant corrosion-

'

potential.

For concentrations between 0.5 and 20.0 ppm oxygen the
analysis should be accurate within 110 percent of the
measured value. At concentrations below 0.5 ppm the
tolerance band remains at 10.05 ppm.

pH: measured to assess coolant corrosion potential.-

Between a pH of five to nine, the reading should be
accurate within +0.3 pH units. For all other ranges
10.5 pH units is acceptable.

To demonstrate that the selected procedures and
instrumentation will achieve the above listed
accuracies, it is necessary to provide information
demonstrating their applicability in the post-accident
water chemistry and radiation environment. This can be
accomplished by performing tests utilizing the standard
test matrix provided below or by providing evidence that
the selected. procedure or instrument has been used
successfully in a similar environment.

Response Consistent with previous Supply System correspor:dence
Procurement of Laboratory Equipment has been suspended until
construction activities are resumed at WNP-3.

At that time Laboratory equipment will be designated and
procured to meet applicable NRC Requirements.

Criterion: (11) In the design of the post-accident sampling and analysis
capability, consideration should be given to the
following items:

(a) Provisions for purging sample lines, for reducing
plateout in sample lines, for minimizing sample loss
or distortion, for preventing blockage of sample
lines by loose material in the RCS or containment,
for appropriate disposal of the samples, and for
flow restrictions to limit reactor coolant loss from
a rupture of the sample line. The post-accident
reactor coolant and containment atmosphere samples
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2540W-15

Question No. (Cont'd)

281.7 shoeld be representative of the reactor coolant in
the core area and the containment atmosphere
following a transient or accident. The sample lines
should be as short as possible to minimize the
volume of fluid to be taken from containment. The
residues of sample collection should De returned to
containment or to a closed system.

(b) The ventilation exhaust from the sampling station
should be filtered with charcoal absorbers and
high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters.

Clarification:(11)(a) A description of the provisions which address each of
the items in Clarification 11.a should be provided.
Such items, as heat tracing and purge velocities, should
be addressed. To demonstrate that samples are
representative of core conditions a discussion of
mixing, both short- and long-term, is needed. If a
given sample location can be rendered inaccurate due to
the accident (i.e., sampling from a hot or cold leg loop
which may have a steam or gas pocket) describe the
backup sampling capabilities or address the maximum time
that this condition can exist.

BWRs should specifically address samples which are taken
from the core shroud area and demonstrate how they are
representative of core conditions.

Passive flow restrictors in the sample lines may be
replaced by redundant, environmentally qualified,
remotely operated isolation valves to limit potential
leakage from sampling lines. The automatic containment
isolation valves should close on containment isolation
or safety injection signals. _

(ll)(b) A dedicated sample station filtration system is not
required, provided a positive exhaust exists which is
subsequently routed through charcoal absorbers and HEPA
filters.

Response

11 (a) The reactor coolant velocity in the liquid PASS is 15
ft./sec. This velocity is more than adequate to ensure
purging. The liquid PASS system also has a "Y" type
strainer as a backup to the purging flow rate to ensure
against line blockage by loose material. The liquid is
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2540W-16

Question No.

281.7

returned to the containment sump and gases are vented to
the containment. The containment penetrations have flow
restricting orifices to limit loss of reactor coolant
from a sample line rupture. The design of the liquid
PASS permits continuous analysis of a reactor coolant
sample by the in-line monitoring equipment; this will
negate the effect of short term transients. The sample
point locations are the reactor coolant hot-leg and the
SIS recirculation sump. The hot-leg is the NSSS
provided sample point for primary sampling. These
points were selected as being locations which would
supply representative coo' int samples. Since the PASS
can withdraw a continuous sample it will be
representative of the reactor conditions. Sample lines
are as short as practical and are small bore pipe and
tubing to minimize the volume of fluid to be taken from
containment.*

CA-PASS heat tracing provisions are addressed in FSAR
Subsection 6.2.5.2.4.2 (attached). The flow velocities
used for CA-PASS are described in FSAR Subsection
6.2.5.3.4 (attached).

.

(b) The sample cabinet vents to plant HVAC system which has
both charcoal and HEPA filters..

Ventilation for the CA-PASS is described in Subsection
6.2.5.2.4.2 (attached).

!

|

|

|

:

i
|

!

<
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.f.gi 6.2.5 COMBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL IN CONTAIK4ENT

Systems to control the concentration of hydrogen that may be released into
containment following a LOCA are provided in accordance with General Design
Criteria 41 of 10CFR50, Appendix A, and Regulatory Guide 1.7. These systems
are the Containment Hydrogen Analyzers, the Containment Hydrogen Recombiners
and the Containment Hydrogen Purge System. The design and functional

capabilities of these systems are discussed in this section. T.n addMm Yh e ch'w 9
of +ne cwainmeni atmcsphere est Accant Sayl;q System bac, been In!.kded b %.
6.2.5.1 . Design Bases sec.t icw since. it SM

been deipoed iu an ad(sinc.t to @Cc.Mainment H dec3en Ana\fs et ystern, -

3

The design bases for the systems to control combustible gases inside
containment are:

a) Following a loss of coolant accident, to consider sources of hydrogen
concentrations within the containment that are the result of:

1) hydrogen dissolved in reactor coolant that may come out of solution.

2) hydrogen production due to the metal-water reaction of zirconium in
the reactor core with reactor coolant.

! 3) hydrogen generated by the radiolytic decomposition of water in the
core or on the floor of the containment.

g 4) hydrogen produced due to corrosion of plant materials such as zinc,
t. w zinc-based paint and aluminum from exposure to containcent spray

solutions.

b)- To ensure that hydrogen recombiners are located in the containment in
positions where uniform mixing of the containment atmosphere occurs by
natural circulation when either hydrogen recombiner is in operation.

c) To permit the sampling and measurement of hydrogen concentration at
several points within the containment, for both positive and negative
containment pressure, and alert operators in the Main Control Room of
the need to activate the lydrogen recombiners or the Containment
Hydrogen Purge.,

d) To have the capability of controlling combustible gas concentrations in
the containment atmosphere to less than four percent by volume as
required by Regulatory Guide 1.7.

e) To perform the above functions asstuming a single failure.

f) To withstand the dynamic af facts associated with a LOCA.

g) To perform the above functions following, but not necessarily during, a
Saf e Shutdown Earthquake.

|

h) To remain operable when subjected to the post-accident environment.

Ifi'l 1) To provide for testing and inspection during normal plant operation.

j) No sharing of combustible gas centrol equipment exists at this site.

_ &MI . 7
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k) No portable hydrogen recombiner units are required for this site. ('tO@
.y

1) Since the recombiner units are located inside containment, protection
of personnel f rom radiation in the vicinity of the recombiners is not
required,,

l
o) To provide the capability f or containment purging as backup to hydrogen

contol by recombination with oxygen in the improbable event tha t bo th
recombiners fail.

The desig bases of kG Ccntiment Abesehere Ted /Mi.ded h.ph'ni hste rn are
6.2.5.2 System Design descr'ibed in pt'ev to.2. 5 ..;t.4 ,1g
The design of the systems f or combustible gas control are discussed herein.

6.2.5.2.1 Containment Hydrogen Analyzer

The piping and instrumentation diagram f or the Containment Hydrcgen Analyzer |1
is shown on Figure 6.2-37. The Hydrogen Analyzer System piping, from the
ssmple points within the containment and piping returning the sample to the
cantainment up to and including all containment isolation wives, are designed |1
cnd f abricated in accordance with ASME Section III, Class 2 (1974) and
N-S tamp ed . In accordance with Appendix B of NUREG-0737 and the intent of
Rigulatory Guide 1.97 Rev. 2, the Hydrogen Analyzer System instrumentation and |1
c2ntrols are Class IE and conf orm to IEEE 323-1974 and IEEE 344-1975. Table
3.2-1 and ligure 6.2-38 detail applicable codes and standards for the system. |1
Each redundant subsystem consists of the sample and return piping, associated
valves, hydrogen analyzer package, grab sample cylinder, control panel, $q2'
rccorder, separator cooler, instruments, nitrogen line and span gas line. 1 O

| Each of the redundant subsystems can operate independently of the other, and
i ic powered f rcm an independent onsite power source. No single failure could

ecsult in a total loss of hydrogen concentration measurement capability.

All components of the system are accessible for periodic inspection and
maintenance as shown on Figure 1.2-10. The system is completely independent,

| cf any system used during normal plant operation, so plant operation would not
impose restrictions on such testing.

The system is initiated by manual operator action f rom the Control Room. No

cetion outside the Control Room is necessary for system operation.

| Once initiated, the system draws a continuous air sample f rom one of the
sample points inside containment. The air is passed through the detector,
cualyzed, and pumped back into containment. Analyzer readings are recorded in
the Control Room, and an alarm is actuated if concentration is above three
percent. When sampling is completed at one point, the system closes the
sampling valve at that point and opens the valve to the next point to begin
reasuring hydrogen concentration at that location.

Cetahrnent Abespheres ,

VC:ntainment atmosphere hydrogen analysis can also be conducted via the g+ebd-' Ast Arc.iderW '
SamP n% hskU::q1: :52:b:r. "'h ;r:b ::qle -52 ber regirer rnr1 r;:rri n' :::'' -

r::::: real 2r i- the hydregen 2rly:cr? -The hydrogen analyzer is relied described ,to. ;

upon as the primary means of sampling f olicwing a LOCA. -

y
i

0 Y b-;
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'. 6.2.5.2.4 Containment Atmosphere Post Accident Sampling System'

6.2.5.2.4.1
( |

.

Design Bases )
.

,

-

| " . ~ , 'The Co~ntainment Atmosphere P
.

\
ost Accident Sampling System (CA-PASS) is

.

| designed in accordance with the c~riteria stated in Regulatory Guide 1.97
Rev 2 and NUREC 0737, Section II.B.3. The design bases for the system are:

.

(1) to provide, with sufficient rapidity, a sampic of conta'inment
-

.

atmosphere so that analysis enn he completed within 3 hours ef-tromj g

thetimeofdeeisiontotako7samplewithoutrequiringtheuse
of an isolated aujriliary" system. y

(2) to obtain sampics suitab'le for analysis for hydrogen, and for gamma
spectrum analysis for noble gases and iodines.

.

(3) to obtain.and permit' analysis of, a sample without a dose to any**

person. exceeding the critoria of GDC-19 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50
(i.e., 5 rem whole body, 75 rem extremeties) assuming a fission
prcduct release per Reg Guide 1.4, Rev 2.

(4) to provide samples such that background radiation will be low enough
to permit sample analysis with an error of approximately a factor of 2.i .

f (5)
;

to be capable of providing at least one sample per day for 7 days and *
at least one sample per week for the duration of the accident condition.

t

1
- (6) to give design consideration to:

(a) provisions for purging, reducing plateout, and preventing blockage
-

in sample lines.,

-. .

(b) samples that are representative of the containment atmosphere
.

,
'

following a transient or accident.

.. (c) minimizing the volume of gas taken from containment and returning
residues to containment..

*(d) providing ventilation exhaust from the sample station filtered with.
-

charcoal and HEPA filters.
'

'

(7) The CA-PASS is classified in Reg Guide 1.97 Rev 2 as Category 3 which
specifies "high quality commercial grade" construction " selected to
withstand *the specific service environment". This equipment is therefore,

-

classified as.non-nuclear safety and is non-seismic Category I. The*

valves isolating this system from the Contais,tment Hydrogen Analyzer*

. System are Class IE and operated from a Class 1E power source.
.

-
.

O nl.7.

.

' - &, ,, , . - - ,
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System Description
,

-.

. .

'. The Containment Atmosphere,

Post Accident Sampling System (CA-PASS)' '

i ''

consists of the Containment Atmosphere Sampling Panel (CASP). heat
.

,

. -

traced sample lines, and isolation valves which. connect to and isol ta e.~

- from the sample lines of Containment flydrogen Analyzer A(SA).
,

The CASP

piping and instrumentotion diagram is shown in Figure 6.2-37A and the

relationship to the Hydrogen Analyzer System is shown in Figure 6.2-38
.

.

Figure 6.2-38 shows that the CA-PASS can sampic and recirculate to

containment without use of an isolated auxiliary system.
The CA-PASS is

.

located in th,e RAB at elevation 362.5 ft in the vicinity of Containment
Hydrogen Analyzer A(SA) as shown on Figure 1.2-10.

.
,

~

't

-
.

f The CA-PASS is designed'to facilitate laboratory analysis and limit dose
,

.

'

to personnel by the use of a sampling panel designed to permit tho'co11 c e t ier.

of samples of the proper size for analysis so that the need for further
-

dilution in the laboratory is minimized.
For gas samples this is done by

prior dilution, for condensate samples by the use of microliter rangei

syringes to collect appropriate sample volumes.
.

*

.
O

Class IE isolation valves.for the system which are qualified to heat tracing).

temperatures, are operated from the control room so that the~ sample lines
,

.
,

. can be prepurged to limit the time the operator must spend at the CASP. The

remainder of the sampling operation in don 2 locally. Sample lines to the CASP.

.

are heat traced to prevent sample loss due to condensation in the lines.

(.. -
.

s

.

GDMI .7. ,
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Samples may be taken from any of the liydrogen Analyzer sample points as
. .

,
-

.

*
can be seen in Fignre 6.2-38'.

Power input can be' manually transferred to

the plant.' diesel in the event of loss of off-site power.
'

,

*
-

.,

~
,

.
.

'

* The sample stream entering the CASP first passes through a cooler
, .

. The water'

vapor along with water solubJe.

constituents are condensed into the H O Trap.
2

The noncondensab'le portion of the sample passes through a ball valve with.

calibrated bore volume.
Rotation of the ball valve permits a nitrogen

.

stream to flush this trapped sample volume into the pre-evacuated dilution
cylinder.

A single', bore' volume will produce a dilution ratio of approximately
,

8 x 10 .
Sample concentration can be increased by introduction of multiple

bore volumes.
.

Samples are taken by syringe. .
.

Separnte samples are taken of diluted gas *

and enndensate. Condensate sampics as small as 1x10-3 c,3 may be taken with
microliter syringes. Cas samples of 1-10 cm3,

are expected. Samp1'es are.
.

transferred to pre-evacuated septum sealed vials for transport.

to the laboratory.
j

The low activity and low volume of the samples permit hand carry'in light1
'

weight shields.
At the conclusion of sampling the CA-PASS is purged with'

. nitrogen, the dilution cylinder evacuated, and the isolation valves closed.

1 Hydrogen sampling and analysis a.re provided by the on-line Containment
.

-

j Hydrogen Analyzers
(Subsection 6.2.5.2.1.1). Backup grab samples of undiluted

.

I
-

.

. containment atmosphere may be taken by syrinae for laboratory analysis.I
.

|

\

|
.,

,

1

.

gas \ .].
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Radiation protection to personnel is provided by an 18 inch thick concrete
stub vall for shielding from direct radiation from containment and by the
2 inch thick lead shot filled CASP which shields against sample system
activity (panel shielding is supplemented by 2 inches of solid lead in
selected areas). Ventilation is provided by a'n internal exhaust blower
which maintains the CASP under negative pressure and exhausts to the
overhead HVAC return duct. The HVAC exhaust is filtered through HEPA
and charcoal filters before leaving the plant.

, ,._ , , , , _

. .
,

The CA-PASS is tested periodically to assure operability as specified
in the Technical Specifications. A design evaluation of the system is
presented in Subsection 6.2.5.3.4.

,

*
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* *. . . . .
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6.2.5.3.4 CA-PASS Dacign Evaluation

.
*

*

i '
.

The design evaluation is based on the initial sample, taken at I hr
~

af ter a Reg. Guide 1.4.LOCA release. At this time, sample flow
velocity is greater than 200 ft/ min based on Hydrogen Analyzer flow |

.

k rate. '

.
.

.

.i 10
.m Gaseous (noncondensable) sample activity is estimated at 4.0x103

curies /cm3,giving an activity in the diluted sample of 0.6 microcuries/cm .
-

micro
3A 1 cm3

sample of this activity is suitable for counting with a Ge-Li

An undiluted sample for chemical analysis would be carried in a 1 inchdetecter without further dilution and may be handled without shielding.

Isad cask.

Q1.S9 s te!*P
__

*"
Liquid sample iodine gamm
assuming that all but organic iodine condenses.a activity is estimated to'be 0.70 Curies /cm f,
would therefore have a gamma activity of 0.70 millicuries.A one micro 11ter sample

'-

in a hand carried 1 inch lead cask. diluted into 1-10 al'of water in a septum sealed vial for transportation
It m uld be-

be taken in the hot laboratory for counting.A suitable aliquot of this would4

for sample transport are listed in Table 12A-5 and shown on FiguresSampling time and dose is given in Table 12A-7.The access routes and dose
.

.

12A-3 and 12A-4.
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Question No.

281.13 Section 9.3.4 indicates that the design of the CVCS conforms to
(SRP 9.3.4) CE interface requirements as described in CESSAR-F Subsection

9.3.4.6.A.1 through item R.I. You have not described how the
interface requirements are met. Provide a CESSAR interface
evaluation similar to that provided in Palo Verde FSAR Section
9.3.4.2.

,

Response The interface requirements listed in CESSAR-F Section 9.3.4.6
are met by the WNP-3 design as follows:

A. Power

1. Normal Power Requirements

a. During the startup and shutdown modes of the
operation, power is obtained from either the 500
kV offsite source with the main generator breaker
in the open position or from the 230 kV offsite
source.

During normal operation, all loads are fed by the
main turbine generator through various unit
auxiliary transformers.

In the event that the turbine generator becomes-

unavailabid, all plant auxiliary loads will be
transferred automatically to either one of the
two aforementioned offsite sources.

b. Within the plant distribution system, the CVCS'

equipment loads are supplied by separate buses
and motor control centers witn the exception of
the following non-safety-related equipment:

1. Reactor Drain Pumps
2. Holdup Pump
3. Boric Acid Concentrator Pumps
4. Gas Stripper Pumps

c. In the event of a failure of a bus, the standby
equipment connected to other tuses can be placed
in operation.

-. - _ . . - .



Question No. 281.13

Response (Cont'd)

2. Emergency Power Requirements

a. Charging Pumps - Each emergency power bus
supplies one pump. Additionally, the third
charging pump.can receive power from either
emergency power bus. The charging pumps are not
automatically sequenced on the emergency power
buses.

b. The following are emergency power supply
arrangements for the CVCS instrumentation:

Control Emergency
Instrument Location (1) Bus

L-200 (RWT Level) A/C A

L-201 (RWT Level) A/C B

F-212 (Charging Flow) A/C B

P-212 (Charging Pressure) A/C A

L-203A (RWT RAS Level) A A
.

L-203B (RWT RAS Level) A B

L-203C (RWT RAS Level) A C

L-203D (RWT RAS Level) A D

c. The following are. emergency power supply
arrangements for the CVCS valves:

Emergency Control
Valve Bus Location (1)

CH-515 (receives SIAS) B A/C
CH-516 (receives SIAS) A A/C

& CIAS
CH-560 (receives CIAS) A A

CH-561 (receives CIAS) B A

CH-5SO (recaives CIAS) A A

CH-506-(receives CIAS) A A/C

CH-505 (receives CIAS) B A/C
CH-523 (receives CIAS) B A

CH-507 A A/C
CH-530 B A

CH-531 A A

CH-203 B A/C
CH-205 A A/C
CH-581 B A

CH-582 B A

CH-583 A A

. _ _ . . _ _ . - _
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Question No. 281.13

Response (Cont'd)

Emergency Control
Valve Bus Location (1)

CH-584 A A

CH-255 A A

CH-501 A A
CH-524 B A

.

CH-536 A A

Note (1): Location code is as fol'10ws:

A - Control Room
B - Local
C - Remote Shutdown Panel
D - Location Outside Control Room

B. Protection From Natural Phenomena

1 All of boron addition, charging and letdown ' portions
of the CVCS are located in the Reactor Auxiliary
Building, Fuel Building and Containment Building. All
buildings are located above the maximum flood
elevation. The RWST is located in the yard and above
the maximum flood elevation.

The maximum probable flood or phenomena defined by GDC'

2 is discussed in Subsection 3.1.2.

The Reactor Auxiliary Building, Containment Building,-

Fuel Building and RWST are seismic Category I
structures. The protection against flood or phenomena.

defined by GDC 2 is discussed in Section 3.4.

2. With the exception of the RWST and the caarging pump
gravity feedlines in the RWST area, all other CVCS
components are located in the Reactor Auxiliary
Building, Containment Building and Fuel Building..
These buildings are designed against the wind and
tornado.

The protection against winds and tornados as defined
by GDC 2 is discussed in Section 3.3.

,
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Question No. 281.13 -

Response (Cont'd)

The RWST and charging pump gravity feedlines are
designed against wind loading. It is not required to
be designed against tornado, because an alternate
water source from the spent fuel pool is available.--

,,

The pipjng from the spent fuel pool to the charging,

.. pump section is located inside the Fuel Building and
' - ;, Reactor. Aux'iliary Building.

, ,

3. TheRWST charging pump gravity feedlines, cnarging-

pumps,. charging' pump discharge lines, the letdown line
' between the RCS and letdown containment isolation

valves, and SIS suction lines are seismic Category I
'; . components constfucted in;accordance with ASME III,

Class 2 requirements. f
d ."

Non-seismic systems in the Rei.ctor Auxiliary Building,
- where CVCS components are lo2ated, are seismically

supported such that;their' failure Will not cause loss
,

-f' of ,either SIS train.' ..

' '

_ -

i l'" , C. Protection from Pipe Failure _.
' - *

-
~. ,

All piping and associated valves'as specified in CESSAR-F
are protected from loss of furiction from the effects of.' --

1.- -f
' pipe rupture such as pipe whip,, jet impingement, jet

,

reaction, pressurization and.ffooding.. The effects of pipe<
,

P rupture are discussed in Subsections 3.6A.1, 3.6A.2, and
_|

~ 3.6A.3. '
- -

,
-p - '. '

s ',

['J D. Missile -

. -

f

'

Inside Containment - All Class I piping and components and
' - tnose related to the safe plant shutdown are protected from

'[ loss of function from the effects of missiles.
~

'

y .:-

OutsideCantainment-allpi6ingandcomponentsrelatedto
the safe plant shutdown, are protected from loss of

_

'
~ function from the effects of missiles. Refer to Subsection. .

3.5.1.1.
-. ,,

"

e .
E. Separation

- Ade'qu$tephysicalseparationismaintainedas'

1.
specified by CESSAR-F with the exception of the normal

' charging line and alternate charging line at Elevation.

335 ft~. and the gravity feedlines from the RWST to the
,

~ haiging pump c6ction in the RWST area.c
'

.
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4 Qusstion No. 281.13 ,

s , .

Rssponse,(Cont'd)
* t(-

N, +'The lines in the above area de routed in parallel.-
- .

\
~ Pipe whip and jet impingement analysis was performedx ,

N 'w' for the normal and alternate charging lines. The
analyses concluded that CVCS function will not be

'" impaired by pipe whip and jet impingement. These.

,O ." \- analyses are discussed in Subsections 3.6A.2.1 and'

W 3.6A.2.2.

The gravity feedlines from the RWST are surrounded by-

,
.a 2C 5 high dike, which is designed against wind,-

' tornado and earthquake as defined in GDC 2 and
. .

dGcussed in Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.8. All

A - non-safety-related piping:in the RWST area is
seisinically supported such that its failure will not-

impiir the-function.of the gravity feedlines. No highs
energy lines are located'near the feedlines.

2. Physical independence of electrical system for
safety-related function is provided to preserve
redundancy,and 'to' prevent a single event from causing

'

,

multipleschan s1 malfunctions or interactions between.'

i channels. Refer to Subsections 8.3.1.2.8.15 for
further discus ~sion.+

, . ,q,e _.

,S 4
4y y F. Independence' *

-

t
,*-

? + u

~ 'Two independent power sources are.available to provide'T N i -

M't ,s electrid' power to CVCS equipment (see A.1). Refer to
s

,' , . 'N Subsection 8.3(1 for further discussion.< ,

ns -y is

G. Thermal Limitation , ,,
. .

',, s'

^2 'iThe ventilation). systems are provided to maintain suitable"

.

ambient conditions for equipment and instrumentation.' '

Refer to Sections 9.4~ and 6.4.for discussion. All B0P
supplied CVCS safety-related components are environmentally,

qualified in accordance with the envi~ronmental conditions
specified in Section 3.11..

H. Monitoring '

Not Applicable.

I. Operational / Control

' Not Applicable.-s

,

%
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Qu stion No. 281.13 .

Response (Cont'd)

J. Inspection and Testing

Refer to Chapter 16.

K. Chemistry / Sampling
.

Not Applicable.

L. Material

The fabrication and processing of Austenitic Stainless
Steel is in conformance with Regulatory Guides 1.31, 1.36,
1.37, 1.38 and 1.44.

M. System / Component Arrangement

1. The reactor drain tank rupture disc is located about 7
feet below a concrete ceiling to help shield other
components from rupture disc fragments which may
result from disc rupture.

2. The CVCS is installed to permit access for inservice
inspection in accordance with Section XI of the ASME
Code and Testing of ASME Class 2 and 3 ccmponents.
(Refer to Section 6.6)

3. a. The following approach will be taken to satisfy
the interface requirements of CESSAR-F:

I

| During preoperational vibration testing program,
modification and relocation will be made, if

necessary, te alleviate possible excessive piping
vibration. Following corrective action,
additional testing may be performed to determine
if the vibration has been sufficiently reduced to
satisfy the acceptance criteria. Additional

. testing will not be required if the initiall

i results of the test make it obvious that the
corrective action will achieve the desired
results. In case the corrective action is taken,

the piping stress analysis will be revised to
,

include the corrective measures.

|

|

_



' Question No. 281.13 .

Response (Cont'd)

In addition to the above, pulsation dampners are
coupled directly to the charging pump no further
than 5 feet away. The piping between the pump
and dampner is straight.

b. The straight run of pipe at pump discharge and
suction is 5 feet and 4.5 feet, respectively.

Pipe bends and long radius elbow are used. The
bends are not installed directly adjacent to the
pump.

c. The charging pumps are located at the lowest
3 point in the system to preclude the collection of

vapor or gas. All piping is welded. The pump
flange connections (suction) are provided with

| Spiral Wound Type 304SS asbestos fill flexitallic
Style CG Gaskets.

'

4. The location, arrangement, and installation of the
charging pump gravity feed piping, charging pumps,
charging pump discharge piping, the letdown line
between the RCS and letdown containment isolation
valves, and SIS trains suction piping is such that
internal floods will not prevent them from performing
their safety functions. Refer to Subsection 3.6A.3

<

for further discussion.

N. Radiological Waste

1. CESSAR-F Tables 11.1.1-1,11.1.1-2 and 11.1.1-3 are
utilized in determining waste management system input
from the CVCS.

i 0. Overpressure Protection
.

1. The RWST vent is sized to prevent pressurization of
~ the tank during maximum filling rate operation and to

prevent vacuum formation during maximum pumpdown rate
operation.

;

1
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Odestion No. 281.13

Response (Cont'd)

P. Related Service

1. The RWST is sized to satisfy the requirements
specified in CESSAR-F Subsection 9.3.4.6.P.1, a, b and
c.

Strainers are provided at the Engineering Safety
Feature Pump suction lines to prevent particles larger
than 0.09 inch diameter from entering the pumps.

2. The spent fuel pool provides an alternate source of
borated water to the CVCS.

a. A minimum of 33,500 gallons is available.

b. The boric acid makeup water pumps can be
realigned to take suction from the spent fuel
pool.

3. A fire protection system is provided to protect the
CVCS as discussed in FSAR Subsection 9.5.1.

4. The RWST, located in the yard, interconnecting piping
to the safety injection pump trains and instrument
lines will be maintained at a minimum temperature of
60F by electrical heat tracing. The electrical heat
tracing is installed in duplicate to provide an
independent and redundant heating system.

Four electric heaters are provided to each RWST to
maintain a minimum temperature of 60F. Insulation is
also provided for the tanks. Since the RWST is an
atmospheric tank, a loop seal is not required.

5. Oil-free, clean and dry instrument air is provided to
all CVCS pneumatic valve operators as described in

- FSAR Subsection 9.3.1.

Q. Environmental

An environmental control system is provided. The
environmental conditions which the safety-related
equipments are qualified for, are specified in FSAR Section
3.11.

. . - . . . _ _ _ _ - _. .



Question No. 281.13

Response (Cont'd)

R. Mechanical Interaction Between Components

The portions of the CVCS that are part of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary are designed to tolerate the
events described in CESSAR-F Table 9.4.3-2.

FSAR subsection 9.3.4 will be revised to reflect how WNP-3
conforms with each interface requirement in CESSAR-F Subsection
9.3.4.6 items Al through Rl.
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FSAR
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9.3.4 CHDfICAL AND VOLUME CONIRCL SYSTEM

Refer to CESSAR-F Subsections 9.3.4.1 through 9.3.4.2.1 replace only the sixth
paragraph 6EENubsection 9.3.4.2.1M ehe f ollowing: n : ::igc. :f th; cv 9 s |

.. .. .N. . 5 , . N. . ,,N. ,, . . . . .,[.. m... 5 .P. . [M -
- ''

~

. m -

Reactor coolant collected in the Reactor Drain and Equipment Drain Tanks is
periodically discharged by the Reactor Drain Pumps through the reactor drain
filter and preholdup lon exchanger. The diverted letdown flow, which has been
previously passed through a purification f11ter and ion exchanger, also passes
through the preholdup ion exchanger. The preholdup ion exchanger contains
mixed bed resin in the form, thereby removing cesium, lithium, and other ionic
radionuclides with high efficiency. The process flow then passes through the
gas stripper where hydrogen and fission gases are removed with high
efficiency, thus precluding the buildup of explosive gas mixtures in the
holdup tank and minimizing the release of radioactive fission product gases
via aerated vents and in any liquid discharge. *The degassed liquid is
automatically pumped from the gas stripper to the holdup tank. The holdup
tanks are sized to store all recoverable reactor coolant generated by
back-to-back cold shutdowns to five percent suberitical and subsequent
startups at 90 percent core life. There are five holdup tanks. Tank level
indication is available to the operator so that he may manually switch
influent flow to the next empty tank. When a sufficient volume accumulates in

b the holdup tanks, it is pumped through a series of manually aligned |

,

interconnected flow paths to the two holdup pumps. It is pumped to the boric
acid concentrator where the bottoms are concentrated to within the range of ,

_

i4000 to 4400 ppa boron.

Refer to CESSAR-F Subsection 9.3.4.2.1 paragraphs 7 through 12 and replace the
thirteenth paragraph with the following.

Boric acid solution stored in the Refueling Water Tank is supplied via the
)Boric Acid Makeup Pumps, while the reactor makeup water stored in the Reactor

Makeup Water Tank is supplied via the Reactor Makeup Water Pumps. Four
i

operational modes of the makeup portion of the CVCS are provided. In the
dilute mode, a preset quantity of reactor makeup water is introduced into the 3

iVolume Control Tank or directly into the charging pump suction header via the '

Volume Control Tank Bypass Valve at a praset rate. In the borate mode, a
lpreset quantity of boric acid is introduced into the Volume Control Tank or !

directly into the charging pump suction header via the Volume Control Tank
Ibypass valve at a preset rate. In the manual mode, the flow rates of the

reactor makeup water and the boric acid can be preset to give any blended
boric acid solution between zero and the boric acid solution concentration in
the RWI (4000-4400 ppm) . In the automatic mode, a preset blended boric acid
solution is automatically introduced into the Volume Control Tank upon demand
from the volume control tank level controller. The preset solution
concentration is adjusted periodically by the operator to match the boric acid
concentration being maintained in the RCS.

Refer to the remainder of CESSAR-F Subsection 9.3.4.2.1.

h f.Ib
9.3-48

- -- - . . . . __ _. _ _ _ _ _
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Y The process radiation monitor continuously monitors a side stream off the
letdown flow path.

Flow through the process radiation monitor is controlled by a throttling valve
located in the letdown line in parallel with the process radiation monitor.

; Another valve is located upstream of the process radiation monitor stops flow
to the instrument on high letdown temperature in order to protect against

possible damage.

The detector is located in a shielded steel well abutting the sample chamber

and continuously measures the gamma activity of the sample water. The

transient time of the coolant from the reactor core to the detector is less
than six minutes. .After processing by a local amplifier, the detector output
signal is fed to a local microprocessor which converts it to engineering units
and transmits the result to the radiation monitoring system computer which is
located in the Main Control Room. The microprocessor also compares the
results with adjustable alarm setpoints. The system computer automatically
records the measured radioactivity level. Historical records of the measured
activity may be displayed on the system's CRT and/or reduced to hard copy at
the operator's command. The occurrence of an alarm will automatically be
brought to the operator's attention. More information about this monitor may
be found in Section 11.5.

The tests and inspections performed on the process radiation monitor are
described.in Subsection 9.3.4.4. -

@~ 9.3.4.5.6.2 Gas Stripper Monitor

This monitor provides a continuous recording in the Control Room of the gross
gamma activity leaving the gas stripper and entering the holdup tank. A high
alarm indicates improper operation of upstream purification equipment. .

Normally, however, an increasing activity trend will allow operators to take
corrective measures (replace ion exchanger resin or filter cartridge) before
significant activity increase occurs in the holdup tank.

The radiation monitor includes a shielded sample chamber with a gamma
radiation sensitive detector. The detector output signal is fed to a local
microprocessor which converts it to engineering units and transmits the result
to the radiation monitoring system computer which is located in the Main
Control Room. The microprocessor also compares the results with adjustable
alarm setpoints. The system computer automatically records the measured
radioactivity level. Historical records of the measured activity may be
displayed on the system's CRT and/or reduced to hard copy at the operator's
command. The occurrence of an alarm will automatically be brought to the
operator's attention. More information about this monitoring may be found in
Section 11.5.
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WNP- 3
FSAR

/
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fi5c The f o lowing a emerg ency over sup y require nts f or VCS valves:

nerol (i
Val ergency s lo ation

\
CH 15 (recei s SIAS) B A

,

; CH-5 (receive SIAS & C ) A/C
CH-56 (receives IAS) A

[ CH-561 receives AS) B A
'

! CH-580 (r'
ives CI ')

elves CI A A

| H-506 (re A A/C
. C 505 (receives CIAS) B A/C

| CH- 23 (receivus CIAS) B
'

CH-5 A A/
|

CH-53 A>

I CH-531 A A I
'CH-203 B A/C'

-205 A .A/C
C 5 81 B 'As

\ #

CH- 2 B A

CH-58 A A
CH-584 A A

\
\
N

Note (1): cation code is as f o lows; A-Control Roomw B-Incal,
C- mote Sh' tdown Panel, D-location outside Control\ Room \ 'N 'N (cMJ

e

Refer to CESSAR-F Subsections 9.3.4.6.B through 9.3.4.6 M.3.a. Replace item
9.3.4.6.M.3.b with the following. .

Suction and discharge piping should be as straight as possible. WNP-3/5 has
six feet of straight pipe directly connected to the suction and discharge of
the charging pump. When bends are necessary, 45 degree elbows or long radius
elbows shall be used. A bend shall not be installed directly adjacent to the

pump.
1

Refer to CESSAR-F Subsections 9.3.4.6.M.3.c though 9.3.4.P.3. Replace item
9.3.4.6.P.4 with the following.

Redundant means shall be provided to maintain the RWT contents, interconnecting
I- piping to the safety injection pump trains, and instrumentation lines, above

the minimum operating temperature of 60F and below the maximum operating
temperature of 120F. Ensuring that the Auxiliary Building, Annulus Building, 3

and Containment Building ambient temperatures remain between 60F and 120F
during all normal reactor operations may be done to meet this requirement.
All other RWT interconnecting piping, including the vent line, which is
located outside of the Auxiliary Building shall be maintained at a minimum
temperature of 40F to prevent f reezing. A steam or electric heater installed
in an RWT recirculation line or a separate recirculation line for tank heating

|
and heat tracing on piping as necessary may be used to meet these

; requirements. If steam is used for heating, means shall be provided to ensure ;D'

l that the steam will not mix with the tanks contents. The capacity of any ihl
heater shall be based upon the maximum tank capacity.

GwR$ 1.13
jL
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A. Feuer
.

L Normal 7over Requirements

a. During the startup and shutdown modes of the
oper,stion, power is obtained free either the 500 iY
offsite source with the main generator breaker in
the open position or from the 230 kV offsite source.

.

During normal operation, all loads are fed by the
,

main turbine generator through various unit
auxiliary transformers.

In the event that the turbine generate becomes.
,

unavailable, all plant euziliary loads will be
,

transferred automatically to either one of the two
aforementioned offsite sources.

b. Within the plant distribution system, the CYCS
equipment loads are supplied by separate buses and
motor control canters with the exception of the
following non-safety-related equipment:

,

i

1. Reactor Drain Pumps
2. Boldup Pump

I 3. Boric Acid Concentrato- Pumps
i 4. Ces Stripper Pumps

"

c. In the event of a failure of a bus, the s*andby
equipment connected to other buses can be placed in
operation.

!

|

*
,

!

| .

_ __ ._. . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
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2. Baergency Power Requirements

!
Charging Ptamps - Each emergency power bus suppliesa.
one pump. Additionally, the third charging pump can
receive power from either emergency power bus. The

| charging pumps are not automatically sequenced on
'

the emergency power buses.

b. The following are emergency power supply*
-

arrangements for the CVCS instrumentation:.

Control Emergency*

Instrument Location (1) Eus

L-200 (ItET Laval) A/C A
L-201 (RNT I4 vel) A/C 3| ,

F-212 (Charging Flow) A/C 3
P-212 (Charging Pressure) A/C A

; L-203A (RET RAS Level) A A
L-203B (RWT RAS I4 vel) A - 3'

L-203C (RWT M S Laval) A C
L-203D'(RWT RAS Level) A D

c. The following are emergency power supply -

arrangements for the CYCS valves:

Emergency Control
Yalve _ Bus location (1)

.

. G-515 (receives SIAS) 3 A/C
G-316 (receives SIAS) A A/C

Er CIAS.

G-560 (receives CIAS) A A
CH-561.(receives CIAS) 3 A
G-580 (receives CIAS) A A
G-506 (receives CIAS) A A/C
G-505 (receives CIAS) 3 A/C,

'

CH-523 (receives CIAS) 3 A
G-507 A A/C
CH-530 - 3 A
G-531 A A
CH-203 3 A/C
G-205 A A/C
CH-581 3 A
G-582 3 A
G-583 A A

.

$2Bl,D-

|
a. .- . - _ _ -
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* Imergency Control
Valve Bus Location (1)*

G-584 A A
G-235 A A
G-501 A A

' G-524 3 A
G-536 A A*

,.

Note (1): Location code is as follows:
.

A - Control Room
3 - Local
C - Remote Shutdown Panel

'
D - Location outside Control Room

3. Protection From Natural Phenomena .

All of boron addition, cha'ging and letdown portions of1. r

the CVCS are located in the Reactor Auxiliary Building,
Fuel Building and Containment Building. All buildings.

' are located above the maximum flood elevation. The RWST .

is located in the yard and above the maximum flood ,

elevation.
*

.

The maximum probable flood or phenomena defined by GDC 2
is discussed in Subsection 3.1.2.

The Reactor Auxiliary Building, Containment Building,
Fuel Building and RWST are seismic Category I
structures. The protection against flood or phenoneca'

-

defined by GDC 2 is discussed in Section 3.4.

2. With the exception of the RWST and the charging pump -

gravity feedlines in the RWST area, all other CVCS
componenta are located in the Reactor Auxilic7
Building, Containment Building and Fuel Building. These
buildings are designed against the vind and tornado.

The protection against winds and tornados as defined by
GDC 2 is discussed in Section 3.3.

-
.

4

0 ob |. *I b
-

.
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The RWST and charging pump gravity feedlines are '

desig=ed against vind loading. It is not required to be
, designed against tornado, because an alternate water

. source from the spent fuel pool is available. The
| piping from the spent fuel pool to the charging pump

suction is located inside the Fuel Building and Reactort

'

Auxiliary Building.
-

3. The RWST charging pump gravity feedlines, charging
pumps, charging pump discharge lines, the letdown line
between the RCS and letdown containment isolation-

valves, and SIS suction lines are seismic Category I
components constructed in accordance with ASME III,.

Class 2 requirements.
'

Non-seismic systems in the Reactor Auxiliary Building,
. where CVCS components are located, are seismically

supported such that their failure vill not cause loss of
either SIS train.

C. Protection from Pipe Failure
.

All piping and associfted valves as specified in CISSAR-F
are protected from loss of function from the effects of pipe
rupture such as pipe whip, jet impingement, jet reaction,
pressurization and flooding. The effects of pipe rupture.
are discussed in Subsections 3.6A.1, 3.6A.2, and 3.6A.3.

D. Missile
'

Inside Containment - All Class I piping and components and
those related to the safe plant shutdown are protected from
loss of function from the effects of missiles.

| Outside Containment - All piping and components related to
the safe plant shutdown, are protected from loss of function
from the effects of missiles. Refer to Subsection 3.5.1.1.i

|

E. Separation

1. Adequate physical separation is maintained as specified
by-CESSAR-F with the exception of the normal charging
line and alternate charging line at Ilevation 335 ft.
and the gravity feedlines from the RWST to the charging
pump suction in the RWST area.

Q29l.l3
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The lines in the above area are routed in parallel.

Pipe whip and jet impingement analysis was performed for
the normal and alternate charging lines. The analyses
concluded that CYCS function will not be impaired by
pipe whip and jet impingement. These analyses are
discussed in Subsections 3.6A.2.1 and 3.6A.2.2.

|

...

:.:

The gravity feedlines from the RWST are surrounded by a
'

* :_-

22.5 high dike, which is designed against wind, tornado
and earthquake as defined in GDC 2 and discussed in
Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.8. All non-safety-

related piping in the RWST area is seisnically supported . j~

|, such that its failure vill not 1:npair the function of

|
the gravity feedlines. No high energy lines are located

i near the feedlines.
_

2. Physical independence of electrical system for safety-
~

related' function is provided to preserve redundancy and ' -

to prevent a single event fron causing multiple channel
i salfunctions or interactions between channels. Refer to ,

Subsections 8.3.1.2.8.15 for further discussion.
-

.

F. Independence
=

Two independent power sources are available to provide
electric power to CVCS equipment (see A.1). Refer to .

Subsection 8.3.1 for further discussion. .

G. Thermal Limitation -

-
:= -

The ventilation systems are provided to maintain suitable
ambient conditions for equipment and instrumentation. Refer ,_

|
to Sections 9.4 and 6.4 for discussion. All BOP supplied
CVCS safety-related components are environmentally qualified
in accordance with the environmental conditions specified in
Section 3.11.

H. Monitoring

Not Applicable.
*

I. Operational / Control

Not Applicable.

hh,Ib
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J. Inspection and Testing

Refer to Chapter 16.
.

K. Chemistry / Sampling

Not Applicable.
*

.

L. Material

The fabrication and processing of Austenitic Stainless Steel
is in conformance with Regulatory Guides 1.31, 1.36, 1.37,

i 1.38 and 1.44.
O

E. System / Component Arrangenent

1. The reactor drain tank rupture disc is located about 7-

feet below a concrete ceiling to help shield other *

components from rupture dise fragments which may result
* from disc rupture..

2. The CVCS is installed to permit access for in- -

P service inspection in accordance with Section II of
the ASME Code and Testing of ASME Class 2 and 3
components. (Refer to Section 6.6.)

3. a. The following approach will be taken to satisfy the,

interface requirements of CESSAR-F:

| During preoperational vibration testing program,
' modification and relocation vill be made, if

necessary, to alleviate possible excessive piping
vibration. Following corrective action, additional
testing may be performed to determine if the
vibration has been sufficiently reduced to satisfy
the acceptance criteria. Additional testing vill
not be required if the initial results of the test
make it obvious that the corrective action vill
achieve the desired results. In case that the
corrective action is taken, the piping stress,

i analysis will be revised to include the corrective
* measures.

l

|

.

'
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In addition to the above, pulsation dampners are
coupled directly to the charging pump no further *

than 5 feet away. The piping between the pump and
*

dampner is straight.

b. The straight run of pipe at pump discharge and
. suction is 5 feet and 4,.5 feet, respectively.

.- Pipe bends and long radius elbow are used. The
bends are not installed directly adjacent to the
Pump.

,

c. . The charging Pumps are located at the lowest point
i in the system to preclude the collection of vapor or

gas. All piping is velded. The pump flange
connections (suction) are provided with Spiral Wound,

'

Type 304SS asbestos fill flexitallic Style CG
Caskets. '

.

'

4. The location, arrangement, and insta11stion of the
charging pump gravity feed piping, charging pumps,'

charging pump discharge piping, the letdown line be tween
'

the BCS and letdown containment isolation valves, and -

SIS trains suction piping is such that internal floods
will not prevent them from performing their safety
functions. Rafer to Subsection 3.6A.3 for further
discussion.

N. Radiological Waste
i

1. CSSAR-F Tables 11.1.1-1,11.1.1-2 and 11.1.1-3 are
stilized in determining waste management system input
from the CYCS.

O. Overpressure Protaction

| 1. The RITST vent is sized to prevent pressurization of the
! tank during maxistas filling rate operation and to

prevent _ vacuum formation during maximum pumpdown rate
: operation.,

!

.

; GR$ l.13
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1. The WST is sized to satisfy the requirements specified
in CESSAR-F Subsection 9.3.4.6.F.1, a , b and c.

Strainers are provided at the Engineering Safety Feature
Ftmp suction lines to prevent particles larger than 0.09
inch diameter from entering the pumps.

*
.

2. The spent fuel pool provides an alternate source of
_ borated vatar to the CYCS.

m. A minimum of 33.500 gallons is available.
*

b. The boric acid makeup water pumps can be realigned
to take suction from the spent fuel pool.

3. A fire protection system is provided to protact the C7CS,

as discussed in FSAR Subsection 9.5.1.

d. The WST,1xated in'the yard, interconnecting piping to
the safety injection ptap trains and instru=ent lines

will be maintained at a minimum temperature of 60F by *

electrical heat tracing. The electrical heat tracing is

installed in duplicate to provide an independent and
I redundant heating system.

Four alectric heaters are provided to each WST to
maintain a minimum temperature of 60F. Insulation is
also provided for the tanks. Since the EST is an
atmospheric tank, a loop seal is not required.

5. Oil-free, clean and dry instrument air is provided to
all C7CS pneumatic valve operators as described in FSAR
Subsection 9.3.1.

I q. Environmental

An environmental control systaa is provided. The
. environmental conditions which the safety-related equipments

are qualified for, are specified in FSAR Section 3.11.
.

9
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R. Mechanical In2araction 3etween Components

The portions of the CVC3 that are part of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary are designed to tolerate the
events described in CISSAR-F Table 9.4.3-2.

- - - - - - - ___
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Question No.

281.14 The information that you have provided is insufficient for us
SPP to evaluate the secondary water chemistry control program.
(10.3.b) Provide a summary of operative procedures to be used for the
MTEB BTP steam generator secondary water chemistry control and monitoring
5-3 SRP program, accessing the following:
5.4.21

1. Identify the sampling schedule for the critical chemical
and other parameters and the control points or limits for
these parameters for each operating mode of the plant, i.e,
dry lay-up, cold shutdown, hot standby / shutdown, and power
operation.

2. Identify the procedures used to measure the values of the
critical parameters, i.e., standard identifiable procedures

and/or instruments.

3. Identify the sampling points, considering as a minimum the
steam generator blowdown, the hot well discharge, the

,

feedwater, and the demineralizer effluent. We recommend a
process flow chart similar to that in EPRI NP-2704-SR "PWR
Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines".

4. State the procedures for recording and management of data,
defining corrective actions for various
out-of-specification parameters.

5. Identify (a) the authority responsible for interpreting the
data and initiating action (b) the sequence and timing of
administrative events requir~ to initiate corrective
action.

,

Response The operative procedures for the steam generator secondary water
chemistry control and monitoring program have not been
formulated at this time. The Supply System will respond to this
question when the procedures are completed.

_, - - - , , . - ..
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Ouestion No.

281.16 Provide a description of any materials monitoring program for
(SRP 9.1.2) the pool. In particular provide information on the frequency of

inspection and type of samples used in the monitoring program.

Response

The subject monitoring program would have been used for vented
poison plates, which were being considered to alleviate concerns
associated with postulated plate swelling. Testing and elavua-
tions conducted to date have shown that irradiation induced
swelling of the WNP-3 poison plates is highly unlikely. Fur-
ther, in the hignly unlikely event that swelling did occur, the
fuel could ultimr.tely be disassemblied in place if the fuel
handling equipmeat approached the tensil handling limits (5000,

lbs) of the fuel during removal activities.

Based on the above, the WNP-3 poison plates will not be vented
and as such a poison monitoring program is considered unneces-
sary. The FSAR will be revised to reflect this deletion.

:

i
!

!
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WNP-3,

FSAR

('''} The majority of the calculations were performed with methods commonly employed
,/ in light water reactor design, i.e. , four group diffusion theory cell

s

calculations using PDQ-07.
The cross sections for these calculations aregenerated with NUKlCE, the NUS version of LEOPARD. The code uses the same |1cross section library tape and calculational techniques as LEOPARD.

The cross sections for the poison are generated using " blackness theory"
routines available in NUMICE.' This is a well-established technique for
treating slab absorbers in diffusion calculations and has been used in
previous pcisoned rack analyses approved by the NRC, specifically ConnecticutYanke e.

Selected cases were checked and the final design multiplication f actors were
verified with Monte Carlo critictlity calculations using KENO with 123 group
cross sections. The 123 group c ross section libra'ry is generated from the
basic G AM-THERMOS library using A'dPX.

The racks in the storage pool are designed f or an 11.12 inches x 11.12 inches
rectangular spacing with B C plates around each assembly. The result of the4
criticality analysis is as follows:

1

The center-to center spacing of 11.12 inches between fuel assemblies
with neutron absorber surrounding each fuel assembly results in a k
of 0.898 under nominal conditions.

f'~s III - Design Basis Events
( )
N '/;

The worst case Design Basis Event (Safe Shutdown Earthquake), considering
maximum variations in the position of fuel assemblies within the storage rack,
neutron absorber positioning, variations in can dimensions, the most reactive
temperature and calculational uncertainties a k, of 0.933 with a confidence |1level of 95 percent is calculated. This is achieved by assuring that stresses
in rack structural elements remain within elastic limits as described in thediscussion on structural integrity in Subsection 9.1.2.2.2. The assumptionsof Subsection 9.1.2.3.2 11 also apply f or the DBE.

In or assure that suberiticality marsins are maintnf nah-rTeriodic_.

ting program a comiw:2ndJLo verif v ^c suuon absorbing capabilities of
the B C poison ol e .

.

4 .uis prograu o d4scussed in Chapter 12.
-

9.1.2.3.3 Seismic Classification
.

The spent fuel racks, Fuel Building and fuel pool (including the liner) are |1all seismic Category I structures, as discussed in Subsection 3.8,4.4.

,3

0

_
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Question No.

281.17 Provide a list of the Codes and Standards used in the design and
(SRP 9.1.2) fabrication of the spent fuel racks.

Response Attached you will find a list of codes and standards used in the
design and fabrication of the spent fuel locks.

FSAR Section 9.1.2 will be amended to reflect this information.

.
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FSAR ,

f) D+To + Lyg3 1.6S (Note exception described below)

where:
Dead loads which include dead weight of rack and fuel |1D =

assemblies.
L Live loads due to lif ting the empty rack during installation.=

T Thermal loads due to the uniform thermal expansion of racks.=o
An average pool temperature change f rom 40F to 150F at a 20F
thermal gradient between adjacent storage locations.

E Loads generated by the OBE (severe environmental load)=

El Loads generated by the SSE (extreme environmental load)=

LFAD = Accidental spent fuel assembly drop.

LFAS = Postulated fuel assembly stuck causing 5000 lb. upward force. |1 *

S Required section strength based on the elastic design methods=

and allowable stresses defined in Part 1 of the AISC
" Specification for the Design Fabrication and Erection of
Structural Steel for Buildings."

Note that local stresses may be allowed to exceed limits in load combinations
o and f. The seismic load for the fuel rack was determined from a response
spectrum model dynamic analysis in which the stiffness of the fuel assembly is
neglected. Damping factors of two percent for the OBE and four percent for
the SSE vere used in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.61. Clo;iely spaced
rodes were combined directly and then combined with other significant modes
using the SRSS method. The structural responses to each of the three
components of earthquake motion were combined by taking the SRSS of the
raximtun representative values of the co-directional responses in conformance
with Regulatory Guide 1.92.

Impact loads caused by fuel movement within the can during the seismic event
were considered in the analysis. Since a gap on the order of 1/4 in. exists
between the sides of a fuel assembly and the can, the fuel will actually move
within the can during a seismic event and cause impact loads to be transmitted
to the fuel rack restraints. The ef fects of this fuel-can interaction were

, cnalyzed using an energy balance technique. An analysis of a single can and

f fuel assembly is performed to determine the shear force and bending moment
which may occur at critical sections of the can as a result of the fuel
assembly impacting the can. These forces were added directly to those

i obtained from the modal analysis. The impact velocity is taken to be a
! fraction of the peak velocity representative of a can within a rack as

| determined from the modal analysis of the rack. This factor was used to 1
- cccount for hydrodynamic coupling, as treated by Fritz (Reference 4) between
; the fuel and can.
!

|

The can has stiffness characteristics representative of a can within a rack.

| The can is restrained at the upper grid elevation by a spring representative
i of the average grid and horizontal rack restraint stiffness.

Results of the structural and seismic analyses demonstrated that the spent
fu racks are struc ura ade e and eet the design cri ria. gg

'' Wa y at *
.

The spent fuel pool storage rack design and location, dis. cussed in Subsection

9.1.2.2 provides assurance that the design bases of Subsection 9.1.2.1 are met
cs discussed below:

@ 2 81.17
-
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. Table 9.1.2-1

Codes and Standards used for
Design and Fabrication of

,

Spare Fuel Racks

A. American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)

ASTM A240-77 Specifications for heat-resisting chromium and
chromium-nickel stainless steel plate, sheet, and
strip for fusion-welded unfired pressure vessesl

ASTM A262-77a Standard recommended practices for detecting
susceptibility to intergranular attack in stainless
steels-

ASTM A259-76 Seamless and welded austenitic stainless steel tubing
; for general service

ASTM A276-77 Specification for stainless and heat-resisting steel
bars and shapes

ASTM A312-76 Specification for seamless and welded austenitic
stainless steel pipe

ASTM A320-77a Specification for alloy-steel bolting materials for
low-temperature service

ASTM A380-72 Standard recommended practive for cleaning and
descaling stainless steel parts, equipment, and
systems

ASTM A479-78 Specification for stainless and heat-resisting steel
bars and shapes for use in boilers and other pressure
vessels

ASTM A480-75 Specification for general requirements for
flat-rolled stainless and heat-resisting steel
plates, sheet, and strip

ASTM A564-74 Specification for hot-rolled and cold-finished,

' age-hardening stainless and heat-resisting steel bars
and shapes, type 630 material

ASTM #11 1977 Standard Specifications for
,

Wire-Cloth Lines for testing !
purposes

.

,, m -- ..~ ---,,-#-w-.f,,- ,. -- - , - . - w-y , 3 y ,, e,e , . . . . . - . . .,-.m.._,,,.% .-. . -y , . -.m, .-.., -
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T 9.1.2-1 (CONT'D)

B. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code - 1977 Editico - Amended tnrough Winter of 1978

Section II Material Specifications

Section V Nondestructive Examination

Section IX Welding and brazing Qualifications

C. American Society for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT)

ASNT SNT-TC-1A Recommended Practice for Nondestructive Testing
Personnel Qualification and Certification, June 1975
Edition and Supplements

D. American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

ANSI 45.2-71 Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear
Facilities

ANSI N45.2.1-73 Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated Components
During Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants

ANSI N45.2.2-72 Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage, and Handling
of Items for Nuclear Power Plants

ANSI 45.2.5-73 Qualification of Inspection, Examination, and Testing
Personnel for the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power
Plants.

ANSI N45.2.9-74 Requirements for Collection, Storage, and Maintenance
of Quality Assurance Records for Nuclear Power Plants

ANSI 45.2.13-76 Quality Assurance Requirements for Control of
Procurement of Items and Services for Nuclear Power
Plants

ANSI B46.1-78 Surface Texture

ANSI Y14.5-73 Dimensioning and Tolerancing for Engineering Drawings

E. American Welding Society (AWS)

AWS A2.4-76 Symbols for Welding and Nondestructive Testing

AWS A3.0-76 Welding Terms and Definitions



.
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T 9.1.2-1 (CONT'D)

AWS AS.4-add. 1-75 Corrosion-Resisting Chromium and Chromium-Nickel
Steel-Covered Welding Electrodes

AWS A5.9-77 Corrosion-Resisting Chromium and Chromium-Nickel
Steel Welding Rods and Bare Electrodes

AWS A5.11-76 Nickel and Nickel-Alloy Covered Welding Electrodes

AWS AS.12-69 Tungsten Arc-Welding Electrodes

AWS QCl-77 Qualification and Certification of Welding Inspectors

F. Military Standards

MIL-STD-1050 4/29/63 Sampling Procedures and Tables
& Change 2 3{20/64 for Inspection by Attributes

MIL-STD-414 6/11/57 Sampling Procedures and Tables
& Change 1 5/8/68 for Inspection by Variables for

Percent Defective

_

.

i

;
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Question No.

321.1 Table 6.5.1-1 of SRP 6.5.1, providing guidance on minimum
(SRP instrumentation for ESF atmosphere cleanup systems and Position
6.5.1) C.2.g both call for signal, alarm, and recording of system flow

rates in the Control Room. Subsection 6.5.1.5 of the WNP-3 FSAR
does not indicate provisions for flow rate instrumentation on
any of the three ESF atmosphere cleanup systems. Provide your
justification for not including this instrumentation in the
WNP-3 design.

Response The ESF atmosphere cleanup units are instrumented to comply with
Regulatory Position C.2.g of Regulatory Guide 1.52 Rev. 2 March
1978 which is consistent with NUREG-75/087. Table 6.5.1-1 of
SRP 6.5.1 appeared in NUREG-0800.

However, each of the ESF atmosphere cleanup systems is provided
with a low air flow rate alarm and monitoring provision with air
flow rate continuous recording (Section 6.5.1.3, items a.6 and
a.9,respectively).

High flow alarms are not provided because the: maximum air flow
rate associated with clean filters will not exceed 1.25 times
the nominal design flow rate for each system. At this maximum
air flow rate, the residence time through the charcoal adsorber
beds will remain within the range of 0.4 to 0.5 seconds.

-
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Question No-- ;.

321.2 :In the last paragraph of Subsection 10.4.2.1, page 10.4-6, it is |

(SRP stated that an evaluation of the radioactive discharge from the,

10.4.2, Main Condenser Evacuation System is discussed in Section 11.3,
11.3) together with the basis. Tables 11.3.3-1 and 11.3.3-3 of the

~

FSAR contain entries for the Condenser Evacuation System
exhaust, however, the discussion of the evaluation does not
appear in Section 11.3.>

1

Provide a description of the release path for the discharge from
the mechanical vacuum pumps of the Main Condenser Evacuation
System in the non-radioactive operational mode, including the
designation of the normal (non-radioactive) atmosphere release
point, together with the height, dimensions, average temperature'

of exhaust air, and expected range of airflow in either
volumetric flow rate or linear velocity at the point of
discharge; describe the procedure or mechanism for diverting
flow to the Reactor Auxiliary Building Exhaust Ventilation
System upon detection of radioactivity in the mechanical vacuum-
pump exhaust.-

| Response The Main Condenser Air Evacuation System (CAES) is designed to
perform two (2) independent operations.

~

1. Hogging operation during startup.

2. Holding operation during normal operation

A1 separate description of the above operations is provided below;
.,

1. Hogging Operation:

During initial condenser hogging, the exhaust from the
vacuum pumps is discharged directly to the atmosphere via a
16-inch diameter discharge header 6AE16-021 which conveys
the noncondensible gases to the Turbine Building Roof
(Refer to FSAR Figure 10.4-3). The release point on vent

- header 6AE16-018 is 12 feet above the Turbine Building Roof
'

at El. 488.00 ft. The noncondensible gases are released to'

the atmosphere at an average rate of 9,800 CFM. The
temperature of the exhaust gases is estimated at 125*F.

f

1

-
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Q'nstion No. 321.2 (Cont'd)u

2. Holding Operation: -

-

During normal operatior, n'oncondensible gases are
contin'ously monitored for radioactivity by a radiation~ J
monitor (See Figure 10.4-3). The isolation valve 6AEB-001
on the Turbine Building vent header 6AE16-018 remains,

closed.

To preclude the possibility of releasing the radioactive
noncondensible gases to the atmosphere, the vacuum pumps,

exhaust is continuously discharged through the charcoal
filters associated with the RAB exhaust system. During,

this operation, one of the two booster fans (E-44A or
E-448) is placed in service. The noncondensible gases from
the operating fan are discharged by a 3-inch diameter
commnn header 6AE3-015 to the RAB main ventilation system
exhaust duct at EL. 379.00 ft. at a maximum rate of 75 SCFM,

and an operating temperature of 125'F..

The gases then flow upward to the operating nonsafety air
cleaning units which provide filtering through a prefilter,
HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber, before it is discharged
into HVAC Vent Stack No. 1. The vent stack which is 8'-6"
diameter has an atmosaheric release point at El. 501 ft. to
release effluent at a volumetric flow rate ranging between
76,200 and 199,550 CFM The average effluent temperature
at HVAC Vent Stack No. I has a range between 60*F and 104*F.

For further. discussion 'Jf the plant stacks and effluents,
see the' response to Question 321.3.

.
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,

10.4.2 MAIN CONDENSER EVACUATION SYSTEM
m

f-) ne main condenser evacuation is accomplished by the Condenser Air Evacuation
V System (CAES). This system evacuates the main condenser and turbine steam

space during plant startup and thereaf ter maintains the condenser design
vacuum of 2.24/3.08/4.14 in. of Hg . Absolute in I.P/IP/HP condenser shell
during normal plant operation. He CAES maintains this vacuum by continuously
removing noncondensible gases and air in leakage from the three condenser
shells. D e noncondensible gases are monitored prior to exhausting to the
atmosphere. The Gland Steam Condenser Air and Evacuation System is not part
of the CAES. De CAES does not perform a safety function, and is a
non-safety, non-seismic Category I, Supply System Quality Class G system. The
CAES system components design is in compliance with the provisions of NRC,
Regulatory Guide 1.26 Quality Group D for Piping, Pumps and Valves.

We CAES is designed with provision to reroute potentially radioactive
noncondensible gases from the main condenser exhaust to the Reactor Auxiliary
Building (RAB) Caseous Waste Management System.

10.4.2.1 System Description

The CAES, shown schematically on Figure 10.4-3, consists of four two-stage
mechanical vacuum pumps, a moisture separator tank, booster fans, radiation
monitor, and associated valves and piping. During startup all four vacuum
pumps are used for main condenser and turbine steam space evacuation and the
evacuated air is discharged directly to the atmosphere. Operation of the

.

vacuum pumps is initiated from the Main Control Roo s. He four pumps reduce
.wp the condenser pressure to 5 in. Hg Absolute for startup recirculation to
'% i

perform pre-operational cleanup of the condensate-feedwater water system.her ko
Af ter design vacuum is established and the plant is in operation, the gg 1). f
noncondensible gases are monitored continuously for radioactivity nd if
radioactive are discharged through charcoal bed filters associated with the
RAB exhaust systems, prior to being released to the atmosphere. De booster
fan is placed in service to convey noncondensibJa gases to the RAB exhaust
systems (Subsection 9.4.3).

During normal plant operation, one mechanical vacuum pump is sufficient to
evacuate all noncondensible gases from the condenser. However, in the event
of abnormally high air inleakage, three vacuum pumps are always available and
the fourth is on standby.

,

In the event that a steam generator develops a primary to secondary leak, the
gascous CAES effluents will contain a detectable quantity of radionuclides.
, g 4mte g .1 . . . ' - ' .J G. dissw h M5 m.u 6. M; f n :...

n . sea in sectw -Q 2e average and maximum steam--fitetaa *=di

generator tube leakage is given in Section 11.1 along with release rates of
radionuclide materials.

- _

Q 311.1.
.

10.4-6
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The Main Condenser Air Evacuation System (CAES) is designed to perform
two (2) independent operations.

.

1. Hogging operation during startup

2. Holding operation during normal operation

'

Aseparatedescriptionoftheaboveoperationsisprovidedbelowj

1. Nogging pperation:

During initialcondenser hogging, the exhaust from the vacuum pumps
is discharged directly to the atmosphere via a 16-inch diameteri

discharge header 6AE16-018 which conveys the noncondensible gases
to the Turbine Building Roof (Refer to FSAR Figure 10.4-3). The
release point on the discharge header is 12 feet above the Turbine
Building Roof at El. 488.00 ft. The noncondensible gases are
released to the atmoshphere at an average rate of 9,800 CFM. The
temperature of the exhaust gases is estimated at 1250F.

2. Holding Operation:-

During normal operation, noncondensible gases are continuousiv
monitored for radioactivity by a radiation monitor (See Figure

10.4-3). The isolation valve 6AEB-001 on the Turbine Building
vent header 6AE16-018 remains closed.

To preclude the possibility of releasing the radioactive noncon-
densible gases to the atmosphere, the vacuum pumps exhaust is

j continuously discharged through the charcoal filters associated
' with the RAB exhaust system. During this operation, one of the
two booster fans (E-44A or E-44B) is pinced in service. The non-
condensible gases from the operating fan are discharged by a 3-
inch diameter commom header 6AE3-015 to the RAB main ventilation
system exhaust duct at EL. 379.00 ft. at a maximum rate of 75 SCFM

'and an operating temperature of 1250F.
,

The gases then flow upward to the operating nonsafety air clean-
- ing units which provide filtering through a prefilter, FEPA filter

and charcoal absorber, before it is discharged into HVAC Vent
Stack No. 1. The vent stack which is 8'-6" diameter has an atmospheric
release point at El. 501 ft. to release effluent at a volumetric
flow rate ranging between 76,200 and 199,550 CFM. The average effluent
temperature at HVAC Vent Stack No. i has a range between 60 F and 104 F.

f

,
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Question No.

321.3 . There are several discrepancies in the descriptions of
(SRP 11.1, radioactive gaseous effluent release points between the text,
11.3) tables and figures in the Environmental Report and the Safety

Analysis Report. For example, Table 3.5-8 (ER) identifies six
release points, referencing ER Figure 3.5-8 as a pictorial
guide.- In the FSAR, the six release points are designated "HVAC,

' Vent Stacks #1 through #6 " while Table 3.5-8 (ER) gives such :
titles as " Fuel Handling Building Vent." Figure 3.5-8 and
Figure 1.2-15a (FSAR) show discrepancies in stack height; for
example, Vent Stack #4 on Figure 1.2-15a is shown to be 485 feet
above mean sea level (ms1) while Figure 3.5-8 (ER) shows the
same vent at 502.8 feet above msl. No release point is shown
for the effluent from the main condenser air ejector during
normal operation -- only the alternate is shown for use during*

periods of known radioactive release. For all radioactive-
effluent release points, please provide corrected and consistent
tables, diagrams and text showing location, designation or
title, release point elevation, shape and inside dimensions of
release point cross section, average effluent temperature and
either exit velocity or volumetric flow rate. The requested
data is needed to adequately assess the meteorological
dispersion conditions attending gaseous effluent releases.

Response Figure 3.5-8 of the Environmental Report identifies the location
of the radiological and toxic release points for WNP-3. The

i. radiological release points have been extracted and shown in
Figure 1 (attached). Table 1 (also attached) indicates the
designation, elevation, inside diameter, flow rate and
temperature of each release point, as well as the various
systems / components exhausted.;

HVAC Vent Stacks #1 and #4 handle the exhaust from the RAB Main
; Ventilation System, Diesel Generator Area Ventilation System and

the Shield Building Annulus Vacuum Maintenance System. Stack #1
additionally handles the Reactor Building Ventilation System,
Containment Purge System and the exhaust from the Mechanical

I Vacuum Pumps (see response to Question 321.2).

Stack #4 also handles the exhaust from the Fuel Handling
Building Ventilation System. Stacks #2 and #3 serve the Control
Room Ventilation System and the Electrical / Battery Room

,

Ventilation System.

FSAR Sections 11.3 and 6.4 will be revised to reflect this
information as attached. FSAR Figures 9.4.3-1, la, lb & Ic will
be updated by November 1983 to reflect the revised flow rates of
76,200 cfm and 199,500 cfm in the RA8 Main Ventilation System.
The ER will also be updated accordingly.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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QUESTION 321.3

TABLE 1

POIENTI$ ALLY RADI0 ACTIVE GASEOUS
EFFLUENT RELEASE POINTS

Release Elevation Inside Normal Flow
Point (f t MSL) Diameter (ft) Rate (cfm) Temperature (*F) Systems / Components Exhausted

1 501.00 8.50 76,200 (min) 60 (min) RAB Main Ventilation, DG Area
(Stack #1) 199,550 (max) 115 (max) Ventilation, RB Ventilation, Shield Building

Annulus Vacuum Maintenance Containment Purge,
Mechanical Vacuum Pumps.

2 483.33 5.50 4,800(min) 60 (min) Control Room Ventilation, Electrical
(Stack #2) 50,200 (max) 104 (max) . Battery Room Ventilation.

3 483.33 5.50 4,800(min) 60 (min) Control Room Ventilation, Electrical
(Stack #3) 50,200 (max) 104 (max) Battery Room Ventilation.

4 502.83 9.17 76,310 (min) 60 (min) RAB Main Ventilation, DG Area
(Stack #4) 228,355 (max) 104 (max) Ventilation, Shield Building, Annulus Vacuum

Maintenance, FHB Ventilation.

,

I
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6.4.4 DESIGN EVALUATION

@if6.4.4.1 Radiological Protection

The evaluation of the radiological exposure to the Control Room Operators is
presented in the Control Room accident dose analyses given in Chapter 15,
Appendix 15I shows the doses f ollowing the design basis accident (LOCA) and
demonstrates compliance with GDC 19.

Table 6.4-2 is a summary sheet of the Control Room HVAC System parameters used
in the Main Control Room dose analysis.

|

Figure 6.4-2 is a plot plan showing the plant layout, including the location
of onsite potential radiological and toxic gas release points with respect to
the main control roca air intakes.t Elevation and plan drawings showing
building dimensions are given in Section 1.2. Potential sources of toxic gas
release are identified in Section 2.2.

A description of system controls and instruments is provided in Subsection
6.4.6. Redundant Class IE radiation monitors located at the outside air
intakes are discussed in Subsection 12.3.4.,

hMera pecMc.insorrnaticn regardineg6.4.4.2 Toxic Gas Protection g. g:n pgege, p.ng ', s <..<daine2L
n) Protection f rom Chlorine " "" *

Seismic Category I chlorine detectors located in each outside air 1
| intake of the Control Room Area Ventilation System are capable of d

detecting a minimum level of one ppm chlorine and will provide signals
f or isolation valves to start closing wi thin five seconds f rom
detection of chlorine. The delay time f or automatic isolation of the-

Control Room is eight seconds. This delay time includes detector
response time and valve closure time. The Control Room operator will
assure that at least one of the two air cleaning Units is operating in
the recirculation mode throughout the accident period.

b) Carbon Dioxide Generation and Oxygen Depletion

The f ollowing assumptions were used f or determining carbon dioxide
generation and oxygen depletion of the Control Room during a postulated
accident.

1) The number of personnel in the Control Room envelope during a
toxic gas accident is conservatively selected to be twelve.

2) The Control Room HVAC system is in the isolated mode with both
outside air intakes closed to prevent infiltration of toxic gas
into the Control Room envelope (i.e., valves 3PV-B061SA or
3PV-B161SB and 3PV-3063SA or 3PV-B163SB are closed upon actuation
signals addressed in Subsection 6.4.3).

. . ,

?

*

6.4- 6 Amendment No. l,_ ___(10{82)
_
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The values presented in Tables 11.3.3-4 and 11.3.3-6 are only a small fraction m
of the release limits found in 10CFR20, Appendix B, Table 2, Column 1. 'h3k

c

NW
Figure 6.4-2 shows the location of all gaseous release points along with the
olevation, of each release point and release rate.4 For additional discussion |2on ventilation systems see FS,'.R Section 9.4 and Subsection 12.3.3.
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| Qu';stion No.

| 21.4 Your description of the Gas Analyzer Package, beginning on page|3
- 11.3-2 (Amendment 2, 12/82) does not meet the acceptance
| criteria of SRP 11.3. For systems which are not designed to

withstand a hydrogen explosion, Section II.8.5 of SRP 11.3
states "...(gaseous waste management systems) should be provided
with dual gas analyzers with automatic control functions to
preclude the formation of buildup of explosive mixtures...with
dual being defined as two independent gas analyzers continuously
operatir.q and providing two independent measurements verifying
that hydrogen and/or oxygen are not present in potentially=.

dangerous concentrations... control features to reduce potential
|, for explosion should be automatically initiated...The automatic

control features should be as follows...for systems designed to'

preclude explosions by maintaining either hydrogen or oxygen .

below 4%, the source of hydrogen or oxygen...should be
|

i automatically isolated fro;n the system...(or) injection of
| diluents to reduce concentrations below the limits
j specified...If gas analyzers are to be used to sequentially
j neasure several points in a system not designed to withstand a
| hydrogen explosion, at least one gas analyzer which is

continuously or.-stream is required...(and) should be at a point
common to streams monitored sequentially..."

Your design provisions for one sequential hydrogen analyzer and
one sequential oxygen analyzer, with no provisions for automatic

| control features, do not comply with the minimum acceptance
criteria of SRP 11.3. You should provide an additional

|
continuously-operating gas analyzer serving one fixed point,

' preferably between the waste gas compressor and the on-line gas
decay tank. You should additionally provide for one of the
automatic control features described in SRP 11.3.

Response: The gas analyzer package is orovided to monitor hydrogen and
-

oxygen concentrations in various plant components where
potentially explosive mixtures could develop. The gas analyzer
operates continuously by monitoring through a programmed
sequence of sample sources. The gas analyzer is also capable of
monitoring a single sample source for as long as desired by
manually overriding the sequence selector. Each sample source

i is purged - analyzed and recorded. Continuous recording of
! sample concentrations allows for the detection and observation
i of trends which may be developing. When the analysis indicates

that the hydrogen or oxygen concentration of a sample exceeds a
predetermined setpoint an alarm is annunciated.

!

._ - _ _ _ _ _ . . - - _ _ . . . _ . . . - . . . _ _ - . _ . . . _ _ - _ - . . . - . - . . - .
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Response

Q321.6 (Cont'd)
,

(ii) High Range Monitor (KSC Model KMG-HRH) (Cont'd)

The high range GM detector is mounted to monitor thea
.

inlet / outlet tubing of the sample chamber with the necessary
attenuation and collimation to cover the following range:

1 x 101 pCi/cc to 1 x 105 uCi/cc for Xe-133
'

Each of the two GM detector assemblies (Model KDGM) consists of
a Geiger-Mueller tube and associated preamolifier assemoly. The,

Geiger-Mueller tube is Argon-Halogen quench filled. The
preamplifier includes a foldover protection circuit to maintain

.

full scale readings when radiation levels exceed the detectora

range.
,

A check / source assembly containing a 0.05 uti Cl-36 source is,

located next to the GM '.;be in each detector assembly.

Paiticulate and Iodine Assemblies: Three P & I collecting'
-

assemblies are supplied with the High Range Monitor. Each
assembly is identical to that described for the Normal Range
Monitor with the following additions:

r,

Each collector assembly is located within a shielded sampler to
protect personnel from high radiation levels during operation.
This sampler consists of a drawer to house the collector
assembly and a lead shield.

The shield is a 3 inch 4 n lead design with all wetted
surfaces constructed from type 300 stainless steel. The drawer
assembly is attached and sealed to the shield so that the
particulate filter and iodine cartridge are held in a horizontal
position. The sample air flows downward through the shield and

; into this collecting assembly.

Mounted directly above each collector assembly is a GM detector
which measures the radiation build-up level of the collectors.

' The primary function of this detector is personnel protection.
The alarm of this detector is set at the maximum level
acceptable for the personnel who will remove the collector
assembly for lab analysis. When the detector sensing circuit
reaches this high alarm set point, the associated microcomputer,

transfers the flow to the next particulate and iodine assembly,'

isolates the alarmed assembly and indicates to the operator the
need to replace the collector assembly. If all collector
assemblies have alarmed collection continues on the last filter
sequenced.

,-
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Response

Q321.6 (Cont'd)

The door of the collector assembly is attached to the lead
shield by use of a quick release hand operated latch. Once the
door has been opened, the collector assembly can be unclamped
and removed imediately and placed into the supplied portable
three inch lead shield for transporting the collectors to the
laboratory for analysis.

The High Range Main Steam Line Monitor description is as follows:

These monitors provide plant operations personnel with a
measurement and record of the radioactivity released because of
the actuation of the steam generator safety relief valve or the
atmospheric steam dump valves during certain phases of plant
operations. As designed these monitors conform with the
requirements of NUREG-0737 (II.F.1, Att. 1) and RG 1.97 Rev 2
(type E Variabler) for sonitoring airborne radioactive material
released from the plant.

There are four High Range Main Steam Line Monitors, one for each
main steam line. Each monitor consists of an ion chamber
detector, a microcomputer and associated indication units in the
non-seismic portion of tne Main Control Room Monitoring System.
A 5.5 into le.id shield is provided for reducing the effect of
tackg.ound radiation on the detector. The detector will be
mounted in th center of the shield and a slot in the lead shield
will allow an unattenuated view of the steam line of the
detector. The configuration is such that the detector will be
able to detect activity concentration in the main steam through
the pipe wall in the range of 10-l pCi/cc to 103
pCi/cc. The ion chamber detector assembly contains an
internal 0.1 uCi Am-241 " keep-alive" source providing a constant
upscale reading to insure detector operation.

Each detector will be viewing a segment of the main steam line
upstream of the safety relief valves and the atmospheric steam
dump valves. The detector, lead shield and support structure
are seismically qualified.

The FSAR will be amended to reflect the response to this
question.
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TABLE I.ta2 (Cont'd)
?
h

NuaEC- 0737 nelated MuaEC
FSAE
Ites No. Ites No. Escation Requiremente asserke,_

i II.E.4.1* MuaEC-0578 2.1.5.e 6.2.4 Dedicated Nydrogen Femetretione * M2 recombinere are located,

i 2.1. 5. c Imelde the Beacter aullding.
NUEEC-0694 11.E.4.1

<
'

II.E.4.2* NUREC-0578 2.1.4 (6.2.4) Coat lament Isolation Dependebility Note 4, see CassAa-F Appendis a
sl.$ TorsLH M l 9. .

I I . F.1* MuaEC-0578 2.1.8.b. i' ' . O ^ Accident Monitoring Instrwatation hte 4, procedures developed
' 2.1.9 ( AGS) (7.A) ) Containesint Presesre prior to fuel toed1M pV ) batelmeent Water lavetNuaEC-0694 11. F.1 6.2.5

[ 65 I c) Coatsimment Nydrogen Concentratloe0

i d) batainment Radiatlos Intenelty
| e) Nigh Range bble Gne Ef fluente
' from NE Steen Safety and Atmospheric

hamp Valves
]

11.F.2 N0800-0578 2.1.3.b (6.5) Instrumentation for Detection of hte 2
NUaEC-0694 II.F.2 ( 7. A) Imedequate Cora Coollag See Ites II.F.1

See CESSAR-F Apesadia B

II.C.1* MuaEC-0578 2.1.1 (5.4.7) asergency her for Pressuriser Bquipment hte 1*

NUREC-0694 Fort 1 (7.6) See II.E.3.1g
*

.a.

| ct, 11.E .1 1.8 1E sulletins See Table 1.8-3.. See CBSSAR-F
* AppenJim 5;

4

I I . E. 2. 2* Omatrol of Ansulliery Feedwater Indepcmdent Mt Applicable
of the Iacegrated Control Syste.e

11. E. 2. 8* Asalliery Feedwater System Upgreding the Applicebte
j

II.E.2.9* NUREC-0645 2.4.6 Failure Mode Ef fects Analysis on the Not App!! cable
MuaEC-0694 mart 2 lategrated betro1 Systas

f I I. E .2.10 NUREC-0645 2.4.6 Safety crede Anticipatory teactor Trly h t Applicable

A ()J #!aEC-0694 II.K.I

M _P II.E.2.13 NUaEC4645 2.4.5 In seulev 1hermal Mechseltal Report Ef fect of Mish Note 1 (6 monthe prior). See-

k ||L * Pressure Injection on Vessel Integrity CESSAR-F Appendia 5
' D for Small-Break LOCA with no Ausillary
* Feedwa t e r

_

11. E.2.14 Llf t Frequency of P0 ave and delety Valves ht Applicable

II.E.2.15 NUREC-0545 2.6.2.1 Ef fects of Slug Flow on Steam Centrator habes W t Applicable
i NUREC-0645 2.4.6

NUREC-0694 Part 2
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&
11.5.2.4.2 Ef fluent Radiation Monitors

a) Plant Vent Radiation Monitors ( 6%cid hcA
edended range. ' '

TheAplant vent radiation monitors provide plant operations personnel
with a measurement and a record of the airborne activity released
through the plant vents for both nomal operation and post-accident

N8 A conditionsQese monitors sample and monitor radioactive
particulates, sample halogens (iodine) and monitor radioactive gases
which are in the effluent air. The samples are available for later

laboratory analysis. Thus these menWers are sehmggq eg (ir f"t cd/OQ a ddhed and sa M thf te
edeeded fan 9e- G *gv.rements .5 ma te. -o wr . . n of ge3 '

, here are f ourAplant vent radiatio ..e 3.97 (Neo der m%itorht 'piana.r acuitors, one f or e ac <u e 4erbund cu;c,'Qy E ]*
t

vent.;gThese airborne monitors are located on the 417.5 f t, level of the q g
'

Reactor Auxiliary Building near the vertical riser which contribules to% g g* *
each plant m t. The sample for each monitor is taken from the plant
vent stack downstream of the point at which the Jnt tributary joins'

it. At the sampling peint the air first flows through att air
straightener to remove vo thity from the airflow and then a multipcint
isokinetic swpie (per ANSI 13.1) is taken ar;d a multipoint flow
measuremen: la made. The flow measurement is used both for controlling
the isokinet! sampling anJ. f:r integrating the release of radioactive
material. The sample line is heat traced and :Nuted with a minimum
number of bends and horizontal runs to preserve the quality of the
sample. Af ter the samole passes through the monitor it is returned to 2p gthe plant vent. |Physfcall each/cf these mpnitors is two-s age f ~ni 6r as,descr bed i Subs tiod 11.5.2.3. 2, whpchusgsa'ai o e,

%sgEr' d -> f e pa ic ate 1ter, two aral
t corldens tion w thinre/unda9 air pumps and ha[itoaf

f$e monem era re ontr system to prev

sac [le 11, es. /Re udnito/rs aran it seism c, C1 ss IE ualified
/ / / ' / / / / 2d ice .

'
/

The measured activity levels for both the particulate and gas channels
are transmitted to the Main Control Room. Acr the; cre .icplay 1 Or
:: dele: 2nd rc::rd:d by : trip chart :::: d::: :unted ir th ::i :i
Cic a : C pc :10. The information is transmitted through apprgrict;
buf f:rin;; to the Radiation Monitoring System computer f or incorporation
into displays, records, and the system's database. If the activity
exceeds pre-established setpoints an annunciation is made er th: ::in
:::tr:1 ; n:1 : d through the Radiation Monitoring System CRTs and
event typer.

The receipt of these alarms will alert the operator to the pr.esence of
i unusual levels of contamination so that additional surveys, sampling

and equipment isolation can be effected in order to locate and
eliminate the source of the contamination. The records of the total
quantity of radioactiva material released is used in writing the
reports required by Regulatory Guide 1.21. The alarm setpoints are
selected to prevent activity concentrations at the plant boundary or
beyond from exceeding 10CFR20 limits and to support the limits set in
the p1Lant technical specification. The setpoints may be adjusted @
continuously over the entire range of the monitor, ne system will

.}continue to operate f ollowing postulated accidents and will be utilized
to provide the operator with information regarding radioactive releases
during the post-accident peried.

anl.6
scn m .
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... in conformance with Item II.F.1, Attachments 1~and 2 of
NUREG-0737. As designed by Kaman Sciences Corporation (KSC)...
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Q321.6

INSERT B

The extended range effluent monitor is a noble gas monitor that
detects and measures the gross beta /gama activity level 'F
isotopes present in gaseous form in the effluent release vents.
Designed to satisfy current regulatory requirements, this
monitor uses three detectors to cover the gaseous activity range
from 10-7 uCi/cc to 105 pCi/cc. Also included is a
collection system for both particulates and halogens to allow
collection at levels at or below 102 pCi/cc.

The extended r.inge Plant Vent Radiation Monitor is actually two
monitors; a normal range monitor and a high rarge monitor. Each
of these two monitors is mounted on a separate skid. Each of
the skids has it's own microprocessor and the two are
interconnected to provide appropriate "handover" signals to each
Other as the radiation rate increases in an accident condition.
The high range monitor is activated by a "handover" signal from
the normal range manitor when the activity increases above a
pre-set level. For additional reliability, the high range
monitor will automatically turn en if power is lost at the >

normal range menitor, or if the instrument cables are severed.

In order to maintain a reasonable time to events occurring in
the steam being sampled, a flow rate of several SCFM must be
maintained through the monitor. Trying to collect particulates
not practical, however. To overcome this problem and yet
provide a reasonable response time, the following scheme is
employed. An isokinetic tap is provided on the low range unit.
The pumping system on th low range unit operates continuously at

| a high flow rate to minimize the response time. The pumping
i system on the high range unit draws a sample from the tap at a
| much lower flow rate in order to make collection feasible.

Tubing length between the two skids is limited in order to
minimize transit delays and plateout.

| (1) Normal Rance Monitor (KSC Model KMG-HRN).

! The normal range monitor is designed to monitor effluents during
normal operation of the plant.

!
,

'

I

!
~

!

| I
I

|
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INSERT 8 (CONT'D)

(i) Normal Range Monitor (KSC Model KMG-HRN) (Cont'd)

The noble gas sampler assembly consists of a gas sample chamber
and a lead shield. The chamger is cylindrical in shape and has
a volume of 2.2 liters. The lead shield is configured in 4 x
geometry affording 4 inches of shielding thickness around the
chamber. A beta scintillation detector is mounted inside the
sample chamber. The detector is suitable for use down to a low
energy level of 80 kev and covers the range from 1x10-7
uCi/cc to 3x10-1 uCi/cc for Xe-133.

Two particulate and iodine collectors are mounted in parallel in
the sample input line upstream of the gas sampler. The
particulate collector is a paper filter disk with a collection
efficiency of 99% for 0.3 micron particles. The iodine
collector is a charcoal cartridge with a collection efficiency
(for uethyl iodides) of not less than 95% at a flow rate of 4
SCFM. These collectors are used onl*/ during the normal monitor
operation and are isolated and bypassed during accident
monitoring. Both collectors can be removed for laboratory
analysis.

(ii) High Range Monitor (KSC Model KMG-HRH)

The accident range monitor consists of three particulate and
iodine lead shielded collectors and the mid and high range gas
sampler assembly.

The noble gas sampler assembly (Model KMG-HR) consists of a
sample chamber, an attenuator-collimator and a lead shield.

The sample chamber is constructed of type 300 stainless steel
with all wetted surfaces passivated and polished. The chamber
is cylindrical in shape and has a volume of 0.8 liters. One end
of the cylinder is held in place by a snap-ring enabling quick
disassembly for decontamination and cleaning.

A 6 inch 4 x lead shield surrounds the sample chamber. The
mid range GM detector is located within the sample chamber and
is inside of a stainless steel protective well. This detector
covers the following rrnge:

5 x 10-2 uCl/cc to 1 x 102 uCi/cc for Xe-133

.

_
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INSERT 8(CONT'D)4

(ii) High Range Monitor (KSC Model KMG-HRH) (Cont'd)

The high range GM detector is mounted to monitor the
inlet / outlet tubing of the sample chamber with the necessary
attenuation and collimation to cover the following range:

1 x 101 uCi/cc to 1 x 105 uCi/cc for Xe-133

Each of the two GM detector assemblies (Model K0GM) consist; of,

| a Geiger-Mueller tube and associated preamplifier assembly. The
Geiger-Mueller tube is Argon-Halogen quench filled. The
preamplifier includes a foldover protection circuit to maintain
full scale readings when radiation levels exceed the detector
range.

.

A check / source assembly containing a 0.05 uCi Cl-36 source is
lucated ne<t to the 3M tube in each detector assembly.

Parsic91 ate n i Imine Assemblies: Three ? & I collecting *
,

| assemblies are supplied with the High Range Monitor. Each
I asse:nbly is identical to that desce1 bed for the Normal Range
' Monitor with the following additions:

Each collatur assembly is located within a shielded sampler to
protect personnel from high radiation levels during operation.
This sampler consists of a drawer to house the collector
assembly and a lead shield.

The shield is a 3 inch 4n lead design with all wetted surfaces
constructed from type 300 stainless steel. The drawer assembly
-is attached and sealed to the shield so that the particulate
filter and iodine cartridge are held in a horizontal position.
The sample air flows downward through the shield and into this

I collecting assembly.

Mounted directly above each collector assembly is a GM detector,

which measures the radiation build-up level of the collectors.|
| The primary functon of this detector is personnel protection.
i The alarm of this detector is set at the maximum level

acceptable for the personnel who will remove the collector
assembly for lab analysis. When the detector sensing circuit
reaches this high alarm set point, the associated microcomputer
-transfers the flow to the next particulate and iodine assembly,
isolates the alarmed assembly and indicates to the operator the
need to replace the collector assembly. If all collector
assemblies have alarmed collection continues on the last filter
sequenced.

i
_
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INSERT B (CONT'0)

The door of the collector assembly is attached to the lead
shield by use of a quick release hand operated latch. Once the
door has been opened, the collector assembly can be unclamped

-and removed immediately and placed into the supplied portable
three inch lead shield for transporting the collectors to the
laboratory for analysis.

|
,

,

i
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The receipt of an alarm will alert operators to analyze additional "
water and other samples to determine the reason for the alarm. The -

groundwater is not expected to contain any radioactive contamination
therefore setpoints for this radiation monitor are placed just above,

;

and as ses.tistically close as practicable to the measured natural'

background level. The setpoints maybe adjusted over the entire five
decade range of this monitdr. The design of this monitor was selected

gp to give a very high level of sansitivity.
0 7.

11.5.2.5 Noncontinuous Sampling for Radioactivity

To augment the information provided by the continuous process and effluent*

monitors, samples are taken at specified intervals at selected locations in
the process and effluent streams.

r

The scanles are then taken to c.he radiochemistry laboratory for analysis.
Althcagh a number of the analyses are for other than radioactivity content,
each snaple can be analyzed for its isotope **.outent or gross activity by use i

of instrur.entation availabis in the counting room. This instruseptation ,

ccesists of propertional cet.nters, liq tid scintillation detectors and Ge(L1) '

seniconduccor detector and aseo:iated data analysis conputer.

The sensitivity of the liquid scirtillatic swe:trometer and Ge(ti)'

semiconductor,letector spectrometer are sufficient to enabic detect. ion of the
isotopss in the samples within the limits specified by Regulatory Guide 1.21.-

+@h
There are three kinds of samples taken at the plant: samples from the Process

'

Sample System (Subsection 9.3.2), local liquid grab samples, and gas analyzer -

grab samples. In addition grab samples taken directly from all process and
.

effluent radiation monitors and the particulate and iodine filters in the
gaseous monitors may be removed for laboratory analysis. The location and
other data for the specific sampling points are listed in Table 9.3.2-1 for
primary ' samples, and secondary samples, and Tables 11.5-2 and 11.5-3 for local
and gas analyzer samples respectively.

Sample point locations are based on one or more of the following requirements:

a) to check the performance of process equipment, _

b) to alert the operator to any abnormal condition such as leakage, and/or

c) to insure effluent releases are below applicable limits.

.

| o. w .b
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The High Range Main Steam Line Monitor description is as follows:
,

These monitors provide plant operations personnel with a
measurement and record of the radioactivity released because of
the actuation of the steam generator safety relief valve or the
atmospheric steam dump valves during certain phases of plant
operations. As designed these monitors conform with the
requirements of NUREG-0737 (II.F.1, Att.1) and RG 1.97 Rev 2
(type E Variables) for monitoring airborne radioactive material
released from the plant.

There are four High Range Main Steam Line Monitors, one for each
main steam line. Each monitor consists of an ion chamber
detector, a microcomputer and associated indication units in the
non-seismic portion of the Main Control Room Monitoring Systam.
A 5.5 inch lead shield is provided for redecing the effect of
be.ckground radiation on the detector. The detector will be
mounted in tha center of the shield and a slot in the lead
shield will allcw an unattenuated view of the steam line of the
detector. The configuration is such that the detector will be
aule to detect activity concentration in the main steam through
the pipe wall in the range of 10-l uCi/cc to 103
pCi/cc. The ion chanber detectcr assembly contains ar.
internal 0.1 pCi Am-241 " keep-alive" source providing a
constant upscale reading to insure detector operation.

Each detector will be viewing a segment of the main steam line
upstream of the safety relief valves and the atmospheric steam
dump valves. The detector, lead shield and support structure
are seismically qualified.

re- -~~m ., - rw ~---~~~r - xmm m-- ~ ~'w
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TABLE 18.5-t (r .it 'd)o

h
Typical

Design Alarm Set- Automatic
I.

Name Background Sampler Activity Sensitivity Sange po s at a Actions(Instrument Tag Number) Q (ma/hr Co-60) Type Measured 9 Backgroiend gC1/cc pC1/cc Initiated Location Duty

Stram Generator stou- 2 2.5 Ambient Cross y N. A . tal0 5 Alarm Lines Continuous
~I

[. doun Line Radiation 4to la!G 10 Only 2SO4-113SNNorttor (RE-BD-0125A;
RE-BD-01255) 2SD4-112SN

Ref ueling Pool Ambient 4 2.5 Ambient Crosa y W.A. lalb 5 l'ont ai n- Walls of Continoons
~#

I Radt: tion Monitor to is!O' 10 ment Purge RefuelingI (RE-HV-6701-AS;
RE-HV-6702-AS) & Selected Pool

Peactra-' (!E-C'V-6701-BS;
RE-1V-6702-85)s tion Iso-

latson

Spest Fuel Fool Ambient 4 2.5 Ambient Cross y N.A. 1:10*I 5 FHB HVAC Walls of Continuousg Rtdirtion Monitor (RE-HV- 4to let0 10 System Fuel5071-AS; RE-HV-5072-AS)*
,
e Isalation Handling

.} U (RE-HV-5071-BS;RF.-IIV-5072-BS ) Building

J

l Elfluent Radiation
Moritors

_
_ _ _

j Plant Vent Radiatjon

Holltors - Esteuderd Esgt4

a

! f f(RE-HV-4913A & RE f- - 4 2.5 Tuo Cross /I 1:10~9 ci/cc 1 10-10 to 3:10-30 Alarm itVAC Continuous
48 '|(4914 A)

pr St age Partic- Sr-90 1 mR/hr la10'S hl0'9 only Ventk Co-60(g)i IE-IIV-4913e RE-HV- |

in Airborne ulate
49148)

-

Stacits

(RE-HV- 41A & RE-IIV- & Ca s 1 10-6 pCi/cc intO~ of
f5xl. O No. 3 25044 ,

Kr-85 1 mR/hr -2
g o-6] N. 2Co-60gI(R' ilV-50435 & RE-IIV- Iu;* ,5 448)*

,' k No. 4

Msawp! b{'*
L. 1m

S w ul R<su
@ REPS c 6 b> TH- tyt6'{o|4:0 g y g(y24oIx10
E pc _ m_c 3si/a2 t, u uv-el/s4

( ,,_ aV_ e , u lp o n e - ~ ^1/4 4
amai A~p Amui roy

.

; i"f 6 i * i =' 'i=
;! (gg _hy-Soi3Al/A2 2 RE hv.5044 Al/Ah

{ (ge.wv sc43si/s21, re uv sc44 8'/82)
, i
1 9
1 $-;
. .

G
.

b
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TAat.E 11.5-1 (Cont'd)

Typical
'Beelge Alarm Set- Automatic

Name Bacheroemd Sampler Activity Seesitio12T hage pointe Actione
(lastrument Tea hoher) g (mR/br Co-40) _ Type beoered 9 Bacharound >C1/cc pct /cc Initiated imation Dut y

Sump and secondary asah 1 2.5 Uguld Cree a y 1s104 ,01/cc 'c104 to 5 10'' Ala rm & une Batch,

herity Discharge Co-137 ( 1 at/hr 5sla-2 5s10-5 Te rmine- 6so3-098
Radt: tion heiter Co-60(IJ tion of
(ag-SD-0001) Discharge

Discharge to Neutra11:n- 1 2.5 uguld Cress y 1:104 .CA /cc 1 10*7 to 5:10-5 Alarm & une match
ties Ibad Radiation hei- Ca-137 9 1 at/hr 5 sic-I 5:10-4 Te rmina- 6tA 1 1/2-
tir (ag-WN-6106) Co-40(I) tion of 433R

Discharge

Appgestaately k10'I to Above Ala rm Sump in Caet t muou sCreundwater Drate l' O.01 Anhient Croso y

10' pC1/cc L 10-2 Anhient Caly Crove d-Redistion haitor
(RE-RN-0007) Co-137 9 eeblest Background water

heckground(IIe N henne l

(1) Semaitivity le defined as the aht11ty to detect the stated coecentratten of radioactive material, in pCi/cc as an increase in the causting rate equal
to two etendard deviettaes of the comettag rate of the mootter, when it has the specified does rate of samma radiation from the specified isotope

p incident en the outside of its ekleiding during am integrated constias period of one minute.
In
4 (2) Seesttivity is defined as the ability to detect the stated concentration of radioactive material la pC1/cc costelmed la air which is passing through a

filter at two scfm for a period of 10 minutes se sa lacrease in the counting rate equal to two standard deviations of the couettag rate, of theu

monitor, when it has the specified dose rate of samma radiatten from the specified f ootope incident on the outside of its shieldies during sa
f uegrated counting period of one half minute. ,

g

(3) snettivity le defined as the ahility to detect the sta'ted concentration of radioactive material, in pC1/cc as se Increase la the cemeting rate equel
to two standard deviations of the counting rate, of the monitor, when it has the specified does rate of samme radiation free the specified isotope
incident on the outelde of its shielding during an integrated comatlag period of one half minute. -

(4) Vander senettivity data la mot available at thle time.

(5) Efficienaf : C L %to" A|R|br
- - - - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ . .
-

I hin [ Y5.0 A. S ed (t= le 6 lx oND je
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fi-MS locon 2.5) & ul=o. do.y
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Question No.

410.16 Discuss the protection afforded spent fuel from internally
(3.5.1.1) generated missiles.

Response

Spent fuel assemblies will be placed within seismic Category I
storage racks, located in the spent fuel pool of the Fuel
Handling Building. The location of the spent fuel storage
facilities within the station complex is shown on FSAR figures
9.1.2-2a and 9.1.2-2b. The spent fuel pool is a stainless steel
lined, concrete walled pool that is an integral part of the Fuel
Handling Building structure designed to seismic Category I
requirements and which complies with Regulatory Guide 1.13, Rev.
1, (See FSAR Section 9.1.2 for further discussion).

The potential sources of missiles which were evaluated in the
Fuel Handling Building are considered to be generated from
failure of either a pressurized component or a rotating
component as described in FSAR Subsection 3.5.1.1. There are no
high energy systerns located within the Fuel Handling Building.

; Therefore,rnissiles such as valve stems, flange bolts,
; thermowells etc. will not ce generated. The only rotating

pieces of equipment in the Fuel Handling Building are the
component cooling water pumps (EL 338.0), fuel pool cooling
pumps (EL 362.5).and the feel pool clean-up pumps (EL 362.5).
All of these pumps and their s tors are located on elevations
below the spent fuel pool and are separated by seismic Category
I barriers which prevent any missiles from penetrating the spent
fuel pool.

See Subsection 15.7.5 for a description of Spent Fuel Cask Drop
accident.

The Supply System has committed to perform an evaluation of the
WNP-3 design to determine the adequacy of the heavy and light
load handling systems and to assure that the effects of
postulated accidents related to these systems are appropriately
mitigated.

Our resonse to this question will be updated when this
| information becomes available.

|

|
|
,

,
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Question No.

410.17 Provide the results of an analysis which shows that turbine
(3.5.1.1) driven pumps will not become a source of missiles or that

missiles from the turbine cannot damage safety-related equipment.

Response

There are two types of turbine driven pumps incorporated in the
WNP-3 design: Steam Generator Feedwater Pumps and Auxiliary
Feedwater Pumps.

The SG Feedwater Pumps are located in the turbine building,
outside containment, and are classified as non-safety
components. The turbine drives incorporate redundant overspeed
protection devices and both the turbine and pump casings are
designad of sufficient strength to prevent the release of
missiles generated by failure of the rotor or imneller. In the
unlikely event that a missile penetrated the casing, the SG
Feedwater Pumps have been oriented such that the path of the
missile would be away from all safety-related components.

The Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps are located outside containment and
both the turbine drive and pumps ara classified as safety-related
components. The Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps incorporate design
provisions to mitigate the generation and release of missiles.
These include redundant turbine overspeed protection, channelling
of turbine wheel fragments to absorb energy without rupturing the
casing, and turbine and pump casing strengths sufficient to
prevent the release of missiles due to rotor or impeller'

failure. Each safety train of the Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps is
located in a separate concrete cubicle containing a motor driven
and turbine driven pump. The plant design incorporates physical
separation of safety train A and B components to ensure safe
shutdown of the plant assuming a single failure event.

_
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Question No. '

410.18 Explain why consideration was not given to t'he secondary. effects
(3.5.1.1) of postulated missiles such a ricochet or missiles penetrating

reinforced concrete. (See FSAR Subsection 3.5.1.1.2.)

Response All safety related systems outside the containment required,fcr
safe shutdown have redundancy and are physically separated
(refer to FSAR Section 9.5.1). Components of safety related
systems are located inside seismic Category I structures where
concrete floors and internal compartment _ walls are used as
missile barriers so that a single missile is incapable of
negating the redundant function arrangement. Therefore,
secondary effects of postulated missiles are not considered.
For the arrangement of floors and internal walls in Category I
structures outside containment, see Figures 1.2-9 through 1.2-17. i

'

Also, concrete barriers used as missile protection are designed
to prevent perforation from postul'ated missiles. These barriers
satisfy the minimum thickness requirements, including spalling -

and scabbing effects, as described in FSAR Subsection 3.5.3.1.1.
~
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Ouestion No.
i

410.19 With regards to internally generated missiles (inside
(3.5.1.2) containment) verify that a seismic event will not result in

- - gravity missiles which could cause damage to essential systems
required to assure a safe shutdcwn or result in unacceptable,

releases of radioactivity.s

Resoonse Structures, systems and components located inside containment2

are either designed as seismic Category I or are designed forc,,
,

-

- Category I seismic loads. (See FSAR Section 3.2.1 and Table
N' - 3.2-1). Therefore, a seismic event will not generate gravity

missiles which will affect the safe shutdown capability of the3

plant or result in unacceptable releases of radioactivity.
s
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Question No.

410.24 Provide a discussion of the methodology used as the basis for
(3.5.1.1 determining'that the safety-related structures, systems, and
& 3.5.1.2) components are adequately protected against internally generated

missiles.
~

Response ->

!

|
- The methodology employed for determining that safety-related

structures, systems and components are adequately protectedi

e against internally generated missiles inside and outside of the,

containment is based onc

1) the selection of potential internally generated missiles and,

11) the verification that acequate missile protection exists or
is necessary for safety-related structures, systems and

_
components at WNP-3.

| The selection of potential internally generated missiles was done
! by examination of sources of energy such as:
'

a) contained fluid energy - associated with equipment and
components of high energy systems as stated in FSAR
Subsection 3.5.1.1.1 (high energy system as defined in-

i BTP-APCSB-3-1).

b) rotational energy - associated with rotating equipment such
as_ turbines, fan blades, pumps and motors,

and the determination of whether or not that energy within-the
system can be converted into kinetic energy (associated with a

' missile) of sufficient magnitude to damage safety-related
equipment'.'

;

^ Furthermore, by utilizing the general and specific design
conditions delineated in FSAR Subsection 3.5.1.1, some potential

| missiles were disqualified.

For those missiles that were not initially disqualified, design
of shields and/or design modifications such as changing valve

| orientation, adding missile gratings or duct reinforcement were
instituted to preclude the possibility of missiles damaging
safety-related structures, systems and components.

!

|
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Question No.

410.25 Provide typical layout drawin'gs of safety related areas outside
(3.6.1) containment showing the routing cf high and moderate energy

piping systems and their relative position to safety related
equipment and components. These drawings should identify
postulated break and crack locations in high and moderate energy
lines. Further, provide a table which identifies the means of
protection (i.e., pipe whip restraint, jet impingement barrier,
separation, floor drainage, etc.) for safety related equipment
from the effects of the postulated high and moderate energy pipe
breaks.

Response In response to this question, the Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) areas were chosen as typical safety related areas to be
discussed. Five sets of the following drawings are provided to
illustrate pipe rupture analysis and protection in the ECCS
areas of the Reactor Auxiliary Building:

LIST OF ORAWINGS

Item No._ _T.yoe of Drawing Drawing Number

(1) General Arrangement G-1010
(2) General Arrangement G-1021

(3). Inst & Control G-6322
'

(4) Inst &-Control G-6323

(5) Inst & Control G-6324
.

(6) Electrical G-546015

(7) Electrical G-546016

(8) Electrical G-546019

(9) Break & Rupture Rest Location (AS/C) M-705 Sheet 1
(10) Break & Rupture Rest Location (CVCS) M-707

(11) Jet Impingement (CVCS) M-720 Sheet 1
(12) Jet Impingement (AS/C) M-721 Sheet 1

(13) Jet Barriers G-3453

(14) Jet Barriers G-3459

The ECCS areas A & B are located at elevation 335.00 ft outside .

containment between column C and N and Columns 4W and 8 (Ref: l

Drawing Nos. 1 & 2). Safety related equipment and components
,

.

i
l

l
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Question No.

410.25 (Cont'd)

are located in these rooms and in the adjacent corridors. The
only high energy piping in the area is the CVCS charging and
letdown lines and Auxiliary Steam / Condensate lines. For the
routing and postulated break locations of these lines see the
Break & Rupture Restraint Location Drawings (Ref: Nos 9 & 10)
above.

The attached table summarizes the analysis and protection from
high energy line breaks. Please note that the CVCS lines are
enclosed within pipe chases at elevations 357.00 and 347.00 ft.
The Auxiliary Steam / Condensate lines are located in the
corridors outside the ECCS Rooms.

Moderate anergy piping and rupture locations are not shown
because the analysis for moderate energy cracks has
conservatively postu. lated cracks in all moderate energy lines at
any location. This analysis and protection is discussed in FSAR
Subsection 3.6A.3.4.2.

-
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Q410.25
l

HIGH ENERGY LINE 3REAK l

ANALYSIS AND PROTECTION )

RAB elevation 335.00 ft. )
i I. ECCS Area "A"

High Energy Lines - None i

II. ECCS Area "B"

(A) High Energy Lines - CVCS Charging & Letdown
,

(B) Essential Equipment - HPSI, LPSI Pumps, Shutdown Cooling Heat
Exchanger (CVCS break)

(C) Protection

Pipe Whip - Separation and Restraints
(Ref: FSAR Subsection 3.6A.2.1.1)

Jet Impingement - Separation and Barriers
(Ref: FSAR Subsection 3.6A.2.2.1

| Environmental Effects - Isolation of line and qualification
'

of Equipment
(Ref: FSAR Subsection 3.6A.2.3.2
and NRC Question 410.26)

III. Corridors Outside ECCS Areas

(A) High Energy _ Lines - Aux Steam / Condensate

(8) Essential Equipment - Various Instrurrentation Racks and
| Electrical Boxes

(C) Protection

Pipe Whip - Separation and Restraints
(Ref: FSAR Subsection 3.6A.2.1.5)

Jet Impingement - Separation and Barriers
(Ref: FSAR Subsection 3.6A.2.2.3)

Environmental Effects - Isolation of line and qualification
of Equipment
(Ref: FSAR Subsection 3.6A.2.3.2
and NRC Question 410.26)

. . _ - - . .. . . . . .. -. ..
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Question No.

410.29 Provide the following additional information concerning leakage
| (5.2.5) from the reactor coolant pressure boundary:

,

(a) Discuss how the Reactor Drain Tank (RDT) can be used to
detect leakage of primary coolant to the Shutdown Cooling

i System as identified in FSAR Section 5.2.5.1.5.

(b) Describe the means of detection of leakage of primary coolant
from the CVCS reactor coolant pump seals and other
radioactive fluid sources to normally non-radioactive systems
such as the Nuclear Cooling Water System.

(c) Verify that the containment radioactive gas and air
particulate monitor has an accuracy of one gpm or better in
accordance with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.45.

Response

a) Intersystem leakage of primary coolant into the Shutdown
Cooling System is not monitored since intersystem leakage
path does not exist in the shutdown cooling lines. Refer to
CESSAR-F Figure 6.3.2-18. In the event seat leakage takes
place past the two isolation valves SI-651 and SI-653 (SI-652
and SI-654 on SDC Loop 2), the leakage will pressurize the

, shutdown cooling lines and lift relief valves SI-179 and
| SI-189. (Note: relief valves SI-469 and SI-169 located

between the two isolation valves are thermal relief valves ;

and will not open for overpressurization protection.) The;

discharge from relief valves SI-179 and 189 is directed to
'the SIS recirculation sump and monitored as an unidentified

leakage source. The maximum volume of this unidentified I
leakage will be less than .2 gallons / day. FSAR Subsection ,

5.2.5.1.5 will be revised to delete any reference to j
intersystem leakage into the Shutdown Cooling System. ,

l

b) The means of detection of leakage of primary coolant through |
the letdown heat exchanger, reactor coolant pump seal heat

|exchanger and thermal barriers into the Component Cooling '

L Water System are as follows:

1) Component Cooling Water System radiation - heat exchanger
| leaks will produce inleakage of reactor coolant and
! fission products into the cooling water. Such inleakage

will increase the radioactivity content of the cooling
water. The increase will be detected by the Component
Cooling Water System radiation monitors (RE-CC-7020AS and<

RE-CC-7020BS) located in the recirculation lines across
the component cooling water pumps of each train. These
monitors are described in Subsection 11.5.2.4.1(a).

- -- - - . . .- - - . .- - . _ - - . - - . . - - - . - _ - - _ _ __ --
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Response

410.29 (Cont'd)
'

2) Component cooling surge tank level - leakage of reactor
coolant increases the inventory in the Componrnt Cooling
Water System, causing an increase in the surca tank
level. Level switches LS-CC-7013AS and LS-C3-7013BS
provide a high level alarm in the Main Con +rol Room.

FSAR Subsection 5.2.5.1.4 will be updated accordingly.

c) The containment atmosphere monitor has been designed to
accurately measure the gaseous and particulate activity in
the containment atmosphere. (See Subsection ll.5.2.4.1.g.)
Its response to a one gpm reactor coolant leak depends on
numerous plant factors such as coolant activity and
particulate behavior that may vary widely with time. This
variability is inherent in the method due to the indirect
relationship between the measured variable (radiation) and
leak rate.

Regulatory Guide 1.45 does not require an accuracy of one
gpm for the containment monitor, (this requirement applies
to the flow measurement devices) but specifies a detector
sensitivity and response time adequate to detect a one gpm
leak in less than one hour. Under realistic assumptions of
failed fuel, the containment atmosphere monitor could detegt
a one gpm leak in less than one hour. For example:

| Assuming reactor coolant concentration equivalent to 0.1%
failed fuel, a prior coolant leak for 30 days of 0.1 gpm,
Containment Vent System in operation, and a 2.5 mR/hr
background at the monitor, the gaseous monitor will detect a
one gpm leak in 22.5 minutes.

Assuming 0.1% failed fuel, a prior coolant leak for 30 days
of 0.1 gpm, Containment Vent System in operation, Airborne
Radioactive Removal System not in operation, an airborne
particulate production equivalent to 100% of noble gas
daughters and 1.25% of released iodines, neglecting settling
or resuspension, the particulate monitor will detect a one
gpm leak in less than 11 minutes.

|

!

_ _ _ _
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Leakage from the Main Steam, 7eedwater, and Component Cooling Water
Systems and other nonradioactive sources results in increased
quantities of condensate without an assoc'iated increase in background
radioactivity. RCPB leakage is identifiable by a simultaneous increase |)in condensate and. radioactivity.

b) Airborne Particulate Radioactivity Mon!*oring

The containment atmosphere is monitored for radioactive particulates by
the Containment Atmosphere / Containment Purge Airborne Radiation
Monitors described in Subsection 11.5.2.4.1(g) and Table 11.5-1. These |2monitors are a. pair of identical and redundant units.

The particulate channel in each nonitor is capable of detecting the
airborne radioactive particulates resulting from an increase of one gpm
in the leakage race from the primary coolant pressure bounday into the
containment atmosphere within one hour. In addition, the particulate
filter tape and the downstream iodine filters may be r'emoved for
laboratory analysis.

The airborne radioactive particulate monitoring equipment used for
leakage detection has been designed to remain functional following an
SSE. The equipment seismic capability is consistent with guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.45.

^1 c) Airborne Gaseous Radioactivity Monitoring

The containment ' atmosphere is monitored for radioactive gases by the
.

Containment Atmosphere / Containment Purge Airborne Radiation Monitors
described in Subsection 11.5.2'.4.l(g) and Table 11.5-1. These monitors |b
are a pair of identical and redundant units.

The gaseous channel in each monitor is capable of detecting the
airborne radioactive gases. resulting from an increase of one gpm in the
leakage race from the primary coolant pressure boundary into the
containment atmosphere within one hour.

The airborne radioactive gas moi.itoring equipment used for leakage
detection has been designed to remain functional following an SSE.

d) - Reactor Coolant Inventory Monitoring

Abnormal leakabe from the Reactor Coolant System can be detected
through measurement of the net amounc of makeup flow to the system.
(Refer to CESSAR-F Subsections 5.2.5.1.1 and 9.3.4 for details) .

5.2.5.1.3 Leakage Through Steam Generator Tubes or Tubesheet

Refer to CESSAR-F Subsection 5.2.5.1.3.
@HIO-)f(

-

5.2.5.1.4 Leakage to Auxiliary Systems* %,

Subsection 11.5.2.4 describes the design basis for process nonitors used in
all potentially contaminated auxiliary systems and their sensitivity.

.

aMN _ - - - . . _ - - - - ~ . . . _____ __ ____ _M ad' s -
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5.2.5.1.5 Intersysten Leakage

" Intersysten leakage typically is not decected by monitoring o5 the normal
" identified" or " unidentified" leakages-

|.

leakage from the RCPS may occur into cae '"..-- 1_-._ __ _ _ - -
_Safacy Injection System.

_ .

I & |2.

,. . J

leakage into cna Safety Injection System
jcan. be idencified by high pressure reading and alarm. defer to CF.SSAR-F

Figure 6.3-L for the- system instrumentacion provided.

Incorsysten leakage between ene RCPS and the CVC5 is not monitored since the
CVCS is in operacion vnen the RCS is pressurized, and is thus processing
fluid; nowever, ene CVCS can be used to identify any leakage from the RCS by

i obsorving makeup ficw races. to the volume control cant for the purposes of
idancifying gross leakage over an extended period of plane operacion. Leakage

*

can also be idencified through monitoring of the- level changes within the
' volume control tank.

5.2.5.2. Control Ecom Leazage Instrumancation-<

5.2.5.2.L Primary Indicators of Reactor Coolane Leakage

The primary instrumencacios indicacious. of reactor coolanc leakage car the-
containmene environs are:

a) RC25 - Identified I4akage Flow Indicator (0-20 spa) and Alarz (10 gpa),

!
h) RCPS. - Unidentified Laakage Flow. Indicator (0-5 spm) and Alars (1 gym 1

or Seactor Cavity Sump Pump raning)

e) Containment airborne radioactivity monicor indication (particulace and
gaseous)

d) Eigh containmene parciculate radioactivity increase alars.
,

i 2
o) - High, containmenc gasecus radioactivity increase alarz

5.2.5.2.2 ceher Indicators of anaccor Coolanc Lakage

oth r Control Room. inscrumenes chac would indicate gross- reactor coolant
leakage are:

a) Reactor drain tank level C\ |2
b) Pressurizar pressure indicacces

,

|
Ri.

| Ty
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Question No. 410.29

Insert 1

The means of detection of leakage of primary coolant through the letdown heat
exchanger, reactor coolant pump seal heat exchanger and thermal barriers into
the Components Cooling Water System are as follows:

a) Component Cooling Water System radiation - heat exchanger leaks will
produce in-leakage of reactor coolant and fission products into the
cooling water. Such in-leakage will increase the radioactivity content
of the cooling water. The increase will be detected by the Component
Cooling Water System radiation monitors (RE-CC-7020AS & RE-CC-7020BS)
located in the recirculation line across the component cooling water
pumps of each train. These monitors are described in subsection
ll.5.2.4.l(a). .

b) Component cooling surge tank level - leakage of reactor coolant increases
the inventory in the component cooling water system, causing an increase
in the surge tank level. Level switches LS-CC-7013AS and LS-CC-7013BS

| provide a high level alarm in the main control room.

i

;

;

. - . - . .-. - .- - - . -
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Question

410.30 Verify that the vault housing the new fuel storage racks is not
(9.1.1) located in the vicinity of any moderate or high energey lines or

rotating machinery to insure physical protection for the new
fuel from internally generated missiles and the effects of pipe
breaks.

Resoonse New fuel storage racks are located within reinforced concrete
vaults which are an integral part of the Fuel Handling Building
structure that has been designed to seismic Category I
requirements and complies with Regulatory Guide 1.13, Rev. 1.
The location of the ncw fuel storage area can be found in FSAR
figures 9.1.2-2a and 9.1.2-26.

A survey of the Fuel Handling Building indicates within the
vicinity of the new fuel storage area no moderate or high energy
lines exist. (No high energy lines exist within the Fael
Handling Building). Rotating machinery capable of generating a
missile is located on lower elevations and seismic Category I
barriers are provided. Some of the fuel handling devices employ
hoist and drive motors. These rotating devices are not
considered to be capable of generating creditable high energy
missiles.

.

|
.

l

, -- .- - _ . , _ _ _ - - -.. - - . -.



Question No. -

410.32 Verify the spent fuel pool is not located in the vicinity of any
(9.1.2) high energy lines or rotating machinery to ensure physical

protection for the fuel from internally generated missiles and
the effects of pipe breaks.

Resoonse Spent fuel assemblies will be placed within seismic Category I
storage racks, located in the spent fuel pool of the Fuel

t Handling Building. The location of the spent fuel storage
facilities within the station complex is shown on FSAR figures
9.1.2-2a and 9.1.2-2b. The spent fuel pool is a stainless steel

lined, concrete walled pool that is an integral part of the Fuel
Handling Building structure designed to seismic Category I
requirements and which complies with Regulatory Guide 1.13, Rev.
1. (See FSAR Section 9.l.2 for further discussion).

The potential sources of missiles which were evaluated in the
Fuel Handling Building are considered to be generated from

,

failure of either a pressurized component or a rotating
component. However, there are no high energy systems located
within the Fuel Handling Building. Therefore, missiles such as
valve stems, flange bolts, thermowells etc. will not be
generated. Rotating pieces of equipment in the Fuel Handling
Building include the component cooling water pumps (EL 335.0),

. fuel pool cooling pumps (El 362.5) and the fuel pool clean-up
l pumps (EL 362.5). All of these pumps and their motors are

located on elevations below the spent fuel pool and are
separated by seismic Category I barriers which prevent any
missiles from penetrating the spent fuel pool. Additionally,
hoist and drive motors are provided with some of the fuel
handling equipment located in the Fuel Handling Building. These
rotating devices are not considered to be capable of generating
creditable high energy missiles.

!
!

!

i

|

|

L
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Question No.

410.35 In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.27, a continuous capability
(9.2.5) to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition for at least

30 days is recommended for the ultimate heat sink. The FSAR
refers to an analysis of the 30-day period following a design
basis accident, but the analysis is inconclusive due to the

| following missing information:

(a) Table 9.2.5-5 (total heat load from Component Cooling Water
System) provides the data up to 25.9722 hours only, not for
the 30-day period.

(b) Figures 9.2.5-2a through 9.2.5-2d have not been supplied
yet.

(c) Table 9.2.5-3 indicates that certain data will be provided
later.

Resoonse The Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) which is a dry cooling tower
operates in conjunction with the Component Cooling Water System
(CCWS). The CCWS is a closed loop cooling water system
requiring no makeup. Redundant UHS's and CCWS trains have been
provided as discussed in FSAR Subsection 9.2.2.

Each UHS is sized to reject 180 x 106 BTU /HR compared to a
maximumprogecteddesignbasisheatrejectionrequirementof158.43 x 10 BTU /HR which occurs approximately four hours
after initiation of the design basis event. The UHS heat
rejection requirement steadily decreases from this maximum value
as verified by the analysis for the first 25.9722 hours of the
event. This decrease continues throughout the postulated 30 day
period as referenced in Subsection 9.2.5. Details of the
analysis are provided in Subsections 6.2.1 and 5.4.7.

The UHS in conjunction with the CCWS is designed to provide heat
rejection capability exceeding the maximum calculated
requirement per the analysis and to do this on a continuous
basis for an indefinite period of time beyond the 30 day
requirement following the accident event. On this basis, it is
considered that Table 9.2.5-5 need not be revised to include
data beyond 25.9722 hours. Subsection 9.2.5.3 will be amended
to reflect the above information.

FSAR Figures 9.2.5-2a through 9.2.5-2c and Table 9.2.5-3 have
been provided in FSAR Amendment 3 and are attached to this
response for your use.

|
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During normal operation the UHS in conjunction with the CCWS heat exchanger,
can reject the maximum normal heat loads while maintaining CCWS temperature at
or below 95F. Table 9.2.5-1 presents expected tower performance requirements
during normal conditions. Parame'tric performance expectations for a range of
ambient temperatures with and without heat rejection to the SWS under normal
and emergency conditions is presented in Table 9.2.5-2. During emergency
operation the UHS provides sufficient cooling to safety-related heat loads

,

identified in Subsection 9.2.2. In the event of the less of one train for any
reason, the redundant train can reject the maximum instantaneous heat load.
Non-essential heat loads can be manually aligned as reactor decay heat affords

7

! spare UES capacity. The appropriate controls as discussed in Section 7.3
| permit the operator to monitor and select these heat load alignments.

9.2.5.3 Safety Evaluation Mses Insed A
9 fThe UHS, with one tower operating alone is designed to meet maximum heat load

following an accident. Its long term heat rejection capacity is sufficient to

mitigate a postulated LOCA and return the containment pressure and temperature"j
ktoambientconditions.

The results of nalysis of the _" ! eriod following a design basis
accident are found in Tables 9.2.5-4 and 9.2.5-5 and Figures 9.2.5-2a through
9.2.5-2c. This analysis has determined the total heat rejected, the sensible |3,

| heat rejected, the station auxiliary system heat rejected, and the decay heat
! release from the reactor. Details of this analysis are provided in

3
Subsections 6.2.1 and 5.4.7.j m

|V As per Branch Technical Position ASB-9-2, the decay heat curves for fission
| products and for heavy elements were obtained using the assumptions and
| uncertainties set forth in the October 1973 draf t proposed ANS standard,

" Decay Energy Release Rates Following A Shutdown Of Uranium-Fueled Thermal'
! Reactors" ( ANS-5), to establish the heat input due to decay of radioactive

material. An equilibrium fuel cycle and an increase in the calculated heat
inputs were assumed as follows:

3a) For the time interval 0 to 10 seconds, 20 percent was added to the
heat released by the fission products to account for uncertainties in
their nuclear properties,<

3 7
b) For the time interval 10 to 10 seconds,10 percent was added to

the heat released by the fission products to account for uncertainties
in their nuclear properties.

7c) For the time interval O to 10 seconds, the heat released by the

| heavy elements was calculated (using the best estimate of the
production rate for each unit) and 10 percent was added to account for
uncertainties in their nuclear properties.

'@
Q4 IO . h-
_ _ _
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INSERT A

The UHS, with one tower operating alone, is designed to reject
the maximum design basis heat load following an accident. Based
on an analysis of the period following a design basis accident,
the maximum heat rejection rate to the Component Cooling Water
System occurs approximately 4 hours after initiation of the
event. From this maximum, the heat rejection requirement
steadily decreases until safe shutdown of the reactor is
achieved. Since the CCWS is a closed water system requiring no
makeup water, the UHS has the capability to provide the maximum
heat rejection required to mitigate a postulated LOCA and return
the containment pressure and temperature to ambient conditions
well beyond the 30 day requirement.'

|

|

|

|

|

|

i
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|

|
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TABLE 9.2.5-3p).l
.V UHS (%)MPONENT DESIGN DATA

Component Description

1) Number of Cells: Ten (10) ;er Tower |3
2) Type of Tube Bundle: Multipass,

Multiparallel pass, Baffled water
box on each end, Number of Bundles Forty (40) per Tower

3) Weight per bundle (dry) lbs. 26,400
3

4) Bundle length f t. 45' - 7"

5) Bundle width ft. 7 ' - 5 1/ 2"

6) Nominal Nozzle size inches 4

7) Fan type - Axial flow, propeller
type with provision for manual
blade pitch adjustment. 13
Horizontally mounted on fan deck.
Electric fan, motor driven

3p through a reduction gearbox with one
motor / gearbox per fan. Number of fans 20

8) Heat retention doors. |3Electrically operated. Number
of doors 40

9) Total train design heat rejection race,
106 Btu /a r 180

10) Total water quantity cooled, spm 11,000

11) Ambient design dry bul_b
temperature, F 101.5

12) Inlet Water Temperature, F 153

13) Outlet, F 12 0

|14) Approach, F 18.5 j

15) Cooling Range, F 33

9
cllO. W

9.2-50 Amendment No. 3, (4/83)

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 9.2.5-3 (Cont'd)

Component Description |3
16) Maximum allowable tube side

Pressure drop, psi (tube bundle
inlet flange to outlet flange
- 100% tubes) 8 |3

17) Tube side design pressure,
temperature psig/F 150/200 |3

18) Maximum allowable connected 2,000
fan horsepower, hp

.

19) Design allowance for plugged
tubes 5%

ym
L)

.

|

Ja
v 1
U

64to.35-
9.2-51 Amendment No. ' 3, (4/83)
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Question No.

410.36 Concerning the compressed air system, provide the following
(9.3.1) information:

.

(a) Describe the means provided to verify that proper
instrument air quality will be maintained over the plant
life to assure the safety function of the system (i.e., air
operated valves will fail in their safe position on loss of
instrument air supply). Include the air quality limits
which should not be exceeded in order to assure the above
safety function.

(b) Verify that a single failure of any air operated valve to
assume its fail safe position will nnt prevent the function

,

! of a safety related system or compromise the ability to
safely shutdown.

(c) Identify the testing requirements and frequency of tests
for the accumulators and check valves provided within the
compressed air system.

(d) Discuss how the safety related portions of.the system meet
the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 regarding protection
against natural phenomena, missiles and environmental
effects. .,

(e) Verify that failure of this non-safety related system does
not affect the safety system functions.

Response (a) The air quality limits which will not be exceeded are in
i accordance with the recommendations of ISA S7.3, dated 1975

and consist of the following:
| Max Dew Point - 40*F @ 75 PSIG

Filtration 100% Removal of all particulates 3-

microns and larger.
Oil Content Negligible (compressors are 2-stage,-

reciprocating, oil free with carbon
filled Teflon piston rings).

Contaminants The instrument air system is designed-

to preclude the ingress of corrosive
! contaminants and hazardous gases,

flammable or toxic.

1

-- - - - . _ - . - - .
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' Response
,

410.36(Cont'd)

FSAR Table 9.3.1-1, "After Filters" will be amended to
-

state "100% removal of all particulates 3 microns and
larger".

(b) Safety related systems and components (i.e., air 'peratedo

containment isolation valves) which utilize instrument air
and whose function is to mitigate an accident or safely
shutdown the plant are designed such that no single active
failure will prevent the safety related system from

! performing it's intended function as indicated by the
applicable failure modes and effects analyses for safety
related systems.

,

(c) Compressed Air System components will be tested in
accordance with the Revised Code of Washington and

' Washington Administrative Code.

(d) The only portions of the compressed air system that are
safety related are the containment penetrations and
associated piping and isolation valves. The compressed air
system's containment penetrations are located within a
seismic Category I structure which is designed to protect
the containment isolation system against natural phenomena
such as earthquakes, tornadoes, tornado generated missiles,
etc. The compressed air system containment penetrations
associated piping and isolation valves are designed to ASME
Section III, Class 2, seismic Category I requirements and

,

| LOCA transient and environmental conditions.

, (e) Operation of the compressed air system is not required for
| the initiation of any ESF systems, safe-shutdown system or
'

any other safety related system. All safety related system
valves using compressed air are designed to assume the

,

positions required for a safe shutdown if the compressed
air supply is lost as described in FSAR Section 9.3.1. '

|

:

,

I

'
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,- TA31Z 9.3.1-1 (Coat 'd) - - - - - - -

|

. . _ _

. Air Receiver
|

Type Vertical vessel with ~ integral drain
to re=ove condensed =oisture

Quantity 1

Design Pressure 125 psig

Design Te=perature 125F

Code ASME Section VIII

Prefilters

Typ e Ca rtridge

Quantity 1

Filtration 100% re= oval of all entrained
particulate 10 =icrons in size and
larger

Air Drying Towers

- Typ e Deciccant regenerative drying tower

Quantity 1

Design Pressure 125 psig

Max Dew ?oint -40 F @ 75 psig

Af ter Filters

Type Cartridge

Quantity 1 Unic

Filtration 100% re=o wl of all particulates
/civer 5 =1cron,s%
C 3 m a c.r o n s a n d / o.rg e r

2 - Service Air System

Air Comoressor

Type ?do stage, reciprocating oil-f ree
compressor, with carbon filled
Teflon piston rings

Quantity 1. . .
'
-

d 581 j 3% SCFM G 60*F and 14.7 psia iCapacity

Gsito.%
9.3-6 A=endMtNo 1, (10/82)Y
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-Question No.

410.38 Some of the licensees have provided measures for detecting and
(9.4) correcting dust accumulation on safety related equipment in

order to assure their availability on demand. Verify that dust
acct 2ulation doesn't pose a problem in this plant.

Response Dust problem within the plant buildings housing the safety
related systems is negligible due to design considerations and
administrative procedures.

A dust laden atmosphere is not a prevailing site characteristic )
because of the topographical and climatic conditions.

Concrete walls in areas housing safety related equipment are
generally treated with a special non-porous coating to preclude,

dust collection and generation.

The Reactor Auxiliary Building Main Ventilation System is
provided with evaporative air cooling sprays and filters which
separate large particulate matter from the outside air before it
is supplied to most safety related equipment areas in the iReactor Auxiliary Building. The remaining safety related
equipment areas are served by independent ventilation systems
which include particulate air filters having 55 percent maximum
efficiency except for the Diesel Generator Areas Ventilation
System.

The Diesel Generator Areas Ventilation System and provisions in
the design which inhibit dust accumulation are discussed in the
response to Question 430.55.

.

6 m
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Question No.

410.43 Describe the measures for assuring a proper operating environment
(9.4.1) for essential control room and ESF switchgear room air handling

units when the normal control building HVAC system is not-

available during emergency conditions.-

Response

The Control Room Area Ventilation System and the Electrical
Equipment and Battery Rooms Ventilation System are independent
safety-related systems which provide continuous ventilation and
cooling to the Control Room and ESF switchgear rooms,
respectively for all modes of operation including normal and
emergency conditions. Each safety system is provided with
redundant seismic Category I air handling units located in
separate HVAC equipment rooms.

Each HVAC equipment room is ventilated and cooled during all
modes of operation from a common distribution ductwork connected
to the equipment train air handling units for each system. The
single failure of one of the two system air handling units cannot
result in complete loss of ventilation and cooling to both of the
HVAC equipment rooms. The standby air handling unit is available
to assure ventilation and cooling to both trains through the
common distribution ductwork.

The HVAC equipment rocms are ventilated and cooled to maintain
the proper environment in the rooms for each system's air
handling units regardless of.a single component failure which can
cause one train of ventilation equipment to be temporarily shut
down.

. For further discussion refer to FSAR Subsections 9.4.1.2.3 and
I 9.4.5.1.2.3, respectively.

=

|

.

|
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Question No.

410.45 Describe the means provided for isolating the Radwaste Building
(9.4.3) Ventilation System following a design basis event (such as SSE)

in order to prevent the release of potentially radioactive
airborn contaminants through building openings.

Response As described in Section 15.7 of the FSAR, radioactive releases
resulting from the failure of components and systems located in
the Reactor Auxiliary Building have been assumed to reach the
environment unfiltered (without isolation of the structure).
The analysis provided in Section 15.7 show that the off-site
doses resulting from the unfiltered releases are well within the
limits of 10CFR100. As such, a design basis event (such as an
SSE) which may cause the failure of systems and components
containing radioactive liquids or gases does not require
isolation of the Reactor Auxiliary Building in order to contain
the released sources.

.
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Question No.

410.47 Identify Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIV's) on Figure 10.3-1.
(10.3) In order to prevent blowdown of more than one steam generator,

verify that the Main Steam Isolation Valves are designed to stop
full main steam flow at the maximum design differential pressure
in both directions in the event of a main steam line break in
one steam line upstream of an MSIV and corresponding single

- failure (to close) in an MSIV to the other steam generator.

Response Each of the four main steam lines is equipped with a quick
acting automatically operated Main Steam Isolation Valve
(MSIV). These valves have an actuation time of five seconds
from receipt of a Main Steam Isolation Actuation Signal .:1 SIS)
and are designed to be capable of maintaining tight shutoff at
the maximum design main steam line temperature and differential
pressure in both directions. This is to prevent uncontrolled
blowdown from more than one steam generator in the event of a
break in the main steam line inside or outside the containment
beyond the Break Exclusion Region (BEX), assuming a single
active failure.

FSAR Figure 10.3-1 will be amended to identify the Main Steam
Isolation Valves and FSAR Subsection 10.3.2.2.2 will be amended
to reflect the above response.

.
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p different auxiliary feed pump turbine. Corresponding branch l~n'es from the
,

two steam generators are joined together before entering each auxiliary feed;

turbine, so as to provide a redundant supply of motive stean in case of
depressurization of one. steam generator due to steam or feedwater pipe rupture.

10.3.2.2.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves
:

Each of the four main steam lines is equipped with a quick acting
automatically operated Main Steam Isolation Valve (HSIV). These valves are
located downstream of the safety relief valves and the atmospheric dump
valves, close to the Reactor Building tall. The design of the MSIVs conforms
to the CE interface requirements described in CESSAR-F Subsections 5.1.4.E.2,
5.1.4. F. 3, 5.1. 4. F.4, 5.1.4. F. 5, 5.1. 4.G.10, 5.1. 4. G.11, 5.1. 4. H. 3, 5.1. 4. I .1
through I.4, 5.1.4.I.8. 5.1.4.J.1, 5.1.4.J.2. 5.1.4.M.7 and 5.1.4.M.8. 2

Each valve has( D I E W E X. N4 % E$e A % & r h *6 ' A ~
/
an actuation time or rive seccans d_r les><f rom receipt of Main

Steam Isolation Valve Actuation Signal (MSIS) 'and is gap'able of maintaining y
tight shutoff.saster tuli mainstreaa line R esaure and maman ture from either)

,

directions, This is to prevent uncontrolled blowdown from more than one steam
generator in the event of a break in the main _ steam line inside or outside
containment beyond the Break Exclusion Region (BEX), assuming a single active
failure.

The MSIVs are double-disc-type gate valves, designed and manufactured in
accordance with ASME Section III, Class 2 requirements. MSIV closure on MSIS
is assured, and spurious closures, due to a single failure, are avoided by the;

| ( 'D design of the two independent hydraulic circuits, each connecting one.-

, hydraulic accumulator to the operator's cylinder. The hydraulic accumulatoe
~

is pressurized by nitrogen (N ). Upon operation of the MSIV or leakage,2
hydraulic fluid is drawn from the accumlator and nitrogen pressure decreases,,

! initiating the air oparated-hydraulic fluid pump. The air operated pump will s

then deliver hydraulic fluid to the accumulator to maintain the n'ormal _'

hydraulic fluid pressure. Each hydraulic accumulator has a built in capacit
of holding the valve open for eight hours, andipermits one open and clos'e'

y~'

cycle without need for recharging. Redundant air receivers are provided to
operate the pilot solenoid valves which are used to connect the hydraulic
fluid lines for the operation of the MSIV actuators. Air for the' air operated
hydraulic pump and the air receivers are provided from the p. ant Instrument
Air System-(Subsection 9.3.1). '

Loss of ac power does not result in automatic valve closure. One 120V ac and
one 125V de power supply is provided for each operator, either of which is

!' capable of closing the valve. The fail as-is position for tae MSIVs was
selected in order to prevent possible plant tribs due to spurious valve.
closures. The actuator still, retains the ability'to close both valves 'upon
any single failure.-

A main steam isolation valve bypass line is provided on each steam generator. | 2
These lines are used for warnup of the steam lines downstream of the isolation
valves, and pressure equalization prior to admitting steam to the turbine.

,

& &l0e f
SQ| 9)O *

10.3-5 Amendment No. 2, (12/82 ),
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Question No.

410.50 FSAR Subsection 10.4.7.3.2(b) discusses compliance with CE
(10.4.7) interface requirements of CESSAR-F Subsection 5.4.4.I.10. This

subsection requires maintaining a leak rate of less than 1000
'

cc/hr under certain main feedwater line break conditions. The
FSAR does not cover the above interface requirements. Clarify
the--di screpancy.

Response

The maxihum leak rate through the downcomer and economizer
feedwater line isolation valves does not exceed 1,000 cc/hr.
Hence, CESSAR-F interface requirement 5.1.4.I.10 is met by the
WNP-3 design.

FSAR Subsection 10.4.7.3.2 will be amended to reflect the
response to this question. .

.
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.

and with one low pressure heater string out of service (which imposes a A
higher head) to maintain the 100 percent load feedwater flow. It is
equipped with a lube oil system providing lubrication for both the
turbine and the pump and with lube oil coolers serviced by the Service
Water System.

10.4.7.3.1.4 Motor Driven Feedwater Pump (MDFP)

The MDF pump is provided with a forced f eed, water cooled, lubrication
system. The main oil pump is driven by the shaf t and mounted on the thrust
cnd bearing housing. This pump supplies lube oil for both the pump and motor
end is serviced by .he Service Water System Subsection 9.2.1.

An auxiliary oil pump driven by an electric motor is provided to supply oil
during starting and stopping periods. The auxiliary oil pump starts
cutomatically and cuts off and remain on standby when full flow f rom the shaf t
driven pump is reached.

10.4.7.3.2 Valves

a) Feedwater Economizer Control Valves

The economizer control valve is an 18 inch, ANSI Class 1500 angle w1ve
equipped with a spring loaded, air piston operator. The w1ve fails in
the closed position to avoid overfilling the steam generator and
possibly damaging the turbine blades. The ulve is rated for a maximum
flow of 25,200 gpm at 450F and can control flow down to 1800 gym at

@A200F, nd c #^ ~e t: 05 is;. d .:: ::;uir rr-te se dercribed in CESS!?.-F A
Seb :-H a- 5.1. E . I .10. %

b) Feedwater Downcomer Control Valves

The downcomer control valve is 8 inch, ANSI class 1500, angle valve
equipped with a spring loaded diaphragm operator. The ulve fails in
the closed position for the same reasons as the economizer valve. The

,

valve is rated for a maximum flow of 3500 gpm at 200F and 2100 gpm at'

450F with a minimum flow of 60 gpm at 40F, cad caafe : te CE-int:: free 4.
::quirrr :te're dercribro 'a N cci?-F SabreeMaa 5.1. A . I .10. X

~

c) Feedwater Isolation Valves
-

These valves are ASME-Class 2 Class 900. The Nalves are designed to
close within 5 seconds af ter receipt of Main Steam Isolation Signal
(MSIS) and the design conforms to CE interf ace requirements as

described in CESSAR-F Subsections 5.1.4.E.3, 5.1.4.F.8,h respeci 4e
5.1.4.H.3,

5.1.4.I.9, 5.1.4.M.16 5.1.4.M.17 cmd F.id.I.so wit waxiwem kak
|

rate. wt e.sceedi%g icco ec/ Ar.
There are two valves on each line supplied with redundant electric
power f rom their respective saf ety-related buses, SA and SB. |2

d) Preart Cleanup Pressure Control Valve

k.:}h
9This valve controls and limits the pressure of the cleanup water
*returned to the electromagnetic filter.

W10* W
xN 413

10.4-43 Amendment No. 2, (12/82)
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Ouestion No.

410.52 It is our position that 'you commit to perform a steam generator /
(10.4.7) feedwater water hammer test in accordance with the guidance for

preheat type steam generators as identified in NUREG/CR-1606,
"An Evaluation of Condensation-induced Water Hammer in Preheat
Steam Generators." The following procedure should be followed:

"Run the plant at approximately 15% of full power by using
Feedwater through the downcomer nozzle at the lowest feedwaer
temperature that the plant Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
allows. Switch the feedwater at that temperature from the
downcomer nozzle to the economizer nozzle by following the 50P.
Observe and record the transient that follows."

Response Refer to CESSAR-F Subsection 14.2.12.2.14 for a description of
the feedwater water hammer test to be run at WNP-3.

|
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Question No.

430.3 Identify the vital areas and hazardous areas where emergency
(SRP lighting is needed for safe shutdown of the reactor and the
9.5.3) evacuation of personnel in the event of an accident. Tabulate the

lighting system provided in your design to accommodate those areas
so identified.

Response

Vital and hazardous areas, where emergency lighting is needed are
shown in the attached Table A with their respective illumination
levels (fc). In addition, the self-contained storage battery
assemblies are strategically located so that in the event of an
accident personnel can evacuate safely, and operation of the
required vital and safety-related equipment can be performed. The
exact orientation for the battery pack heads shall be determined
in the field to obtain optimum illumination for evacuation, as
well as vital and safety-related equipment operacion.

.
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TABLE "A"

) Illumination Levels in Vital, Safety Related,
)- and llazardous Areas Needed For Safe Shutdown

and Evacuation
,

)
:- Illumination Level (fc)l I | |'

Vital / Hazardous Area | Normal / Emergency | DC Emergency | Remarks
| System (Per train) | System I
1 I I

-

I I I
1. Control Room Louvered (Main | 38.5 | 10 | .

,,

j Control Board) | | |
1 Control Room Acoustic | 12.5 | 11 I
l I l |

} 2. Remote Shutdown Room | 19 | 13 |
: I | |
~

3. Technical Support Center | 55 | N/A |
| |

'

I
4. Boric Acid Make-Up | 10 | |

*

Operating Area | | |.

1 | | |
1 5. Diesel Generator Rooms | 4 | | Normal / Emergency*

! | | | Lighting Fed by
?

| | | Security Diesel
| | |

6. Security Center (CAS) | 45 | *
|

| | | |
7. Aux Feedwater Turb. I 2.3 | |*

1 Panel Area | | |

) | | |
1 | | |
1 1 | |

'

: | | |
4

| |
| * Self-contained storage battery |
| lighting fixtures. I

: | |'
| |j l I

i | 1

i



.

Question No.

430.4 For the areas identified in the above request, 430.1, provide a
(SRP tabulation of the illumination levels that will be maintained
9.5.3) during emergency conditions. Demonstrate that illumination levels

in the control room will conform to the requirements of
NUREG/CR-0700, assuming a single active failure of a diesel
generator. Show that illumination levels in other vital areas
meet the reconnendations of the Illumination Engineering Society
(IES) handbook., , , ,

Response

The Normal / Emergency Lighting System illumination levels shown in
the attached Table A are in accordance with NUREG/CR-0700
guidelines and the Illumination Engineering Society
recommendations for emergency conditions. The Normal / Emergency
Lighting System extends throughout the plant to provide the
necessary lighting essential to the :;afe and orderly operation
and/or shutdown of the plant during loss of normal ac power.
During a loss of offsite power, the Normal / Emergency Lighting
System receives its power from the standby diesel generators.

The DC Emergency Lighting System is designed to provide
illumination only during loss of the normal / emergency lighting
source. The DC Lighting System for the Control Room and remote
shutdown room utilizes the safety-related 125V de system batteries
as a source of power.

In other areas where safety-related functions are performed such
as the essential switchgear rooms, ECCS pump area and

; access / egress routes to and from these areas, self-contained
| stor, age battery lighting fixtures designed to provide illumination

for a minimum of eight hours are utilized.

|

l
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't TABLE "A".,

.

.

Illumination Levels in Vital, Safety Related, .

and Hazardous Areas Needed For Safe Shutdown'

;; and Evacuation
:s

'

IF Illumination Level (fc) .

~~

l . I I

Vital / Hazardous Area i Normal / Emergency i DC Emergency i Remarks.

| System (Per train) | System | |

| I I

I I I
~

1. Control Room Louvered (Main 1 38.5 | 10 |

3 Control Board) | | |

tj Control Room Acoustic 1 12.5 1 11 1

y .
I I I

H 2. Remote Shutdown Room i 19 | 13 i

P 1 I I

1 55 i N/A |3. Technical Support Center i
[:: 1 I I

.

|
% 4. Boric Acid Make-Up I 10 |

*

m Operating Area l I | -

1 I I"
'

| Normal / Emergency5. Diesel Generator Rooms 1 4 |
*

| | | Lighting Fed by

N) | | | Security Diesel
I I I

c
16. Security Center (CAS) | 45 |

*

1 I I

I7. Aux Feedwater Turb. I 2.3 i *

1 Panel Area l l |q

I I I

I I I
,

'

1 I I
:

I I I

])
'

. I I,

Self-contained storage battery I% |
*

i l lighting fixtures. I

1 | |

J l i

I |

| 1

1
- - - - - - - -
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Question No.

430.5 In Section 9.5.3 of the FSAR, you describe the Normal / Emergency
(SRP (N/E) lighting transformers as being " seismically supported,"
9.5.3) and " meets the reouirements of Class IE." These descriptions are

unclear. Provide a clarification.

Response

As described in Subsection 8.3.1.2.8.15e), Normal / Emergency
Lighting Systems receiving power from the Class lE MCC's are fed
through lighting transformers which are purchased to Class lE re-
quirements and are seismically supported. Each feeder is pro-
tected by a circuit breaker and a fuse connected in series. These
items are also purchased to Class 1E requirements and are seis-
mically supported and located in the corresponding MCC. All
lighting transformers are designed and constructed to have an in-
ternal impedance to preclude any unacceptable disturbance in the
Class lE 480 Volt system due to a fault in the lighting circuits.

i
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Question No.
|

430.6 In Section 9.5.3 of the FSAR, you state that the lighting fixtures i

(SRP in safety related areas for both the normal and normal / emergency
9.5.3) lighting systems are not seismically supported. This is not

acceptable. We require lighting system components and fixtures in
safety related areas to be seismically supported, or provide the
results of an analysis that shows that failure of these components
and/or fixtures will not impair the safety function of equipment.

( Response
1
'

As described in our response to Question 430.7, the lighting sys-
tem as a whole is designed as a non-class lE system.

Lighting fixtures and components, in general, are not seismically
supported. Lighting fixtures in the control room and remote shut-
down room are in addition to their supporting structures, further
restrained by high tensile strength cables to preclude the falling
of these fixtures should they be dislodged from their mounting
location during a seismic event.

Upon completion of installation of all equipment in safety related
areas, a survey will be conducted to ascertain that the failure of
any lighting system component does not cause unacceptable interac-

, .
tion wth safety related equipment or impair their safety func-

| tion. Additional seismic restraints will be provided where unac-
| ceptable interaction is deemed possible.
|

-

FSAR Subsection 9.5.3 will be amended to reflect the response to
this question.

!

|
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9.5.3.2 System De scription
,

9.5.3.2.1 Nomal Lighting System

Ihe nomal ac lighting system is continuously energizqd from plant
non safety-related 480V Motor Control Centers (MCC's) . Dry type distribution
transformers, fed from these MCC's rated 480-480Y/277V or 480-208Y/?20V (3
phase, 4 wire) supply local area lighting panels.

The Nomal Lighting System is arranged so that each lighting transformer and
an associated lighting panel are located near the center of the lighting loads
they serve. Each lighting panel is supplied by one lighting transf orme r.
Areas remote from the center of the lighting loads served are supplied by a
local lighting transfurmer and panel for that area. Cables f or the Normal
Lighting System are routed in conduits and trays separate from both the 1

"nwl/E. rgency Lighting System and the DC Emergency Lighting System.-

The normal ac light ing systen fixtures are not seismically supported.
Ibwever, these fixtures are of light weight design (maximum 50 lbs) and

lucated such that a f alling fixture (in a seismic event) will not damage
safet y-related equipment.

Noriaal lighting is provided in all plant areas.

9.5.3.2.2 ;bmal/Energency AC Lighting System

bThe Normal / Emergency Lighting System is continuously energized from (g
safety-related 480 volt motor control centers through 3 phase, 4 wire
480-480Y/277V and 480-208Y/120V dry type distribution transformers. These |I
transfomers feed N/E lighting panels.

,

The Normal Emergency Lighting System consists of two completely redundant and
physically separate trains ( A and 3). Either train of lighting is capable of
providing the necessary lighting during the safe and orderly operation and/or

shutdown of the plant following the loss of of fsite power. Upon norma 1
of fsite power f ailure, each train is re energized f rom its associated standby
diesel generator.

Cables for each train of the Nomal/ Emergency Lighting System are routed in
conduits and trays separate from the Ibrmal Lighting System, the DC Faergency
Lighting System, and the other train of Normal / Emergency.

The Nurmal/Faergency Lighting System supplements nomal plant lighting in all
of the plant areas including the control rooms, remote shutdown rooms,
recess / egress routes and areas containing safety-related equipment such as the
essential switchgear rooms and shutdown cooling area.

?bemal/Faergency Lighting System fixtures are located at strategic points in
order to provide illumination for personnel safety, emergency operation and

emergency maintenance during loss of normal power except for the first ten
seconds following a loss of of fsite power during which de emergency light ing
is used. All N/E Lighting System equipment up to and including the N/E |1 gh
light ing transf ormers a rgseismically supported. These light Ing fixtures a re @y
h: uui M ^-liy ;uppur: M but are c' lig'l ice!g": der !gr (~ ~i-- M l') "

'
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10:sted ;uch that a fallia; fixtur; 'in a ::iscic cvent) vill act da=rge

hCNSEEI Al;;f ty r:leted equipr::t- j
,

The redundant system design f eature of the Normal / Emergency Lighting System
precludes the total loss of e dequate illumination in all operating plant areas
required to support site activity during loss of of f site power.

9.5.3.2.3 DC Emergency Lighting System

DC emergency lianting is provided in areas where saf ety-related f unctions are

performed; including access routes to these areas; such as but not limited to
the control rooms, essential switchgear rooms, saf ety injection pump areas,

emergency cooling equipment and standby ac sources. Emergency de lighting is
also provided f or egress. The DC Emergency Lighting System provides adequate
illumination required f or saf e plant shutdown, evacuation and emergency
op e ra tion.

The DC Emergency Lighting System consists of two completely separate and
redunda nt systems ( A and B). This system is automatically energized upon loss
of the respective normal / emergency se source and is automatically de-energized
upon restoration of normal / emergency lighting. Power f or system operation is

supplied f rom the 125V de saf ety-related batteries f or the control rooms and
remote shutdown rooms only. For all other areas, the DC Emergency Lighting
System is supplemented by self-contained storage battery lighting fixture

/'~'i assemblies. These assemblies consist of two lighting heads, storage battery,

(' ') charger unit and control device. The units are arranged in two functionally
redundant separate trains ( A and B). The battery for each unit in a train is
kept charged via the associated normal / emergency lighting train. Each unit is
automatically energized upon failure of its respective normal / emergency power
sou rc e . Although the de battery power supply is de-energized automatically
upon restoration of its normal / emergency power source, the battery is designed
to provide illumination f or a minimum of eight hours without recharging.

The operation of the de emergency lighting supplied by the station 125V
batteries, is annunciated in the Main Control Room.

DC Emergency Lighting System fixtures (i.e. , the incandescent lamp holders and
associated reflectors) are supported by high tensile strength cables. Ba t t e ry
packs in the RAB and FHB are seismically supported, and replacement lamps are
saf ely stored in such a way as to ensure that they are asellable during and
af ter plant t ransient s.

9.5.3.3 Failure Analysis

In the event that normal ac power is lost, the Normal / Emergency Lighting
System provides adequate illumination necessary to support plant safe shutdown
and emergency operations in the saf ety-related areas (i.e., control rooms,
diesel generator rooms, essential switchgear rooms, etc.) Power f or the
normal / emergency lighting in these areas is supplied f rom redundant Class IE
saf ety-related buses. N/E lighting system meets the requirements of Class IE |1

fgpj f rom MCC's up to and including lighting transf ormers. These redundant systems
are physically and electrically separated. Consequently a f ailure or loss of've
one of the Class IE systems will not result in the ultimate failure of the
remaining system. *b9.5-16 Amendment No. 1, (|O/82)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ .
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Ouestion No. 430.6

Insert A

Not seismically supported except in the control room and remote shutdown room
where fixtures are further restrained by high tensile strength cables. Upon
completion of installation of all equipment in safety related areas, a survey
will be conducted to ascertain that the failure of any lighting system compo-
nent does not cause unacceptable interaction with the safety function of
safety related equipment. Additional seismic restraints will be provided
where unacceptable interaction is deemed possible.

.
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Question No.

430.7 Your FSAR does not cover lighting panels for the normal / emergency
(SRP ac and emergency de lighting systems. Expand your FSAR to include
9.5.3) a discussion of these panels, including location and classifica-

tion (seismic, quality group, etc). Show that adequate lighting
will be maintained in all safety related areas, as well as in
access routes, following a design basis seismic event.

Response

Normal / Emergency lighting panels and lighting fixtures are located
at strategic points throughout the plant to provide continuous
illumination for personnel safety, emergency operation and emer-
gency maintenance during loss of normal power. DC emergency

. lighting is automatically energized for the first ten seconds
following a loss of off-site power.

The Normal / Emergency lighting system consists of two completely
redundant and physically separate trains. Either train is capable
of providing the necessary illumination in the event of loss of
off-site power.

Due to the unavailability of seismically qualified lighting fix-
tures, the lighting system is designed as a non class IE system
and is not seismically supported, except the N/E lighting trans-
formers which are designed to meet class lE requirements and are
seismically supported.

Normal / Emergency lighting panels are designated as non class lE
and are not seismically supported. These panels, however, are
flush-mounted to the wall or otherwise mounted to prevent interac-
tion sith the safety function of safety related equipment during a
seismic event.

!
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Question No.

430.8 Refer to FSAR Fig. 9.5.4-1 and Fig. 1.2-13a. On Fig. 9.5.4-1, the
(SRP level of fuel oil in a full storage tank is shown to be around
9.5.4) elevation 420 '-0. On Fig. 1.2-13a, the elevation of the day tank

is shown to be around 409'-0. Consequently, when the storage '

tanks are full, there is a positive head differential between the
storage and day tanks of 8'-10'. Under these conditions, a fail-
ure of a transfer pump discharge solenoid valve would result in
fuel oil overflowing the day tank (Table 9.5.4-3) and entering oil
sump 8A or 9A. The FSAR does not provide sufficient information
on adequately evaluating the consequences of this event. There-
fore, provide the following information:

(1) A detailed description of the fuel oil overflow sump system,
including but not limited to, seismic and quality group clas-
sifications of oil sumps is discharged, and-

(2) Results of your analysis that show that overflow of the day
tank will not create a fire hazard in the diesel generator
room or at any other safety related area, or revise your
design such that an overflow of the day tank (s) is not a
credible event.

.

Response

1) The oil drainage system for the diesel generator fuel oil day
tank is designed for a 1,100 gal. maximum oil spill resulting
from a day tank failure. This is achieved by surrounding the
day tank with a seismic Category I curb one foot high to con-
tain the spill, in lieu of a sump.

The curbed area is further protected by a 6 in. diameter
seismically supported overflow line. The overflow is
designed to convey the contents of the day tank plus sprink-
1er system discharge by gravity to the fire water retention
basin. The overflow lines have no isolation valves and by-
pass all oil sumps (8, 8A, 9 and 9A) provided for standard
spills and drips. A failure or malfunction in a portion of

| the piping system will not result in adverse effects on
i essential systems or components necessary to mitigate an

accident or safely shut down the plant.

2) A failure of the diesel fuel oil transfer pump solenoid valve
when the diesel fuel oil storage tank is full will result in
a maximum day tank overflow of 350 gallons. This quantity is
considered extremely conservative based upon the following
assumptions:

ua- , - , - . - ---.,m _ m ..--m ~m. ,,- -, - - - - , - - ~ -- .._ _ - _.
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)
Response

430.8 (Cont'd) a) The overflow rate of 11 gpm was calculated based on
gravity flow with the maximum static head difference
between the diesel storage and day tank, and minimum I

'frictional losses without considering the frictional
losses across the positive displacement fuel oil transfer
pump. However, the positive displacement transfer pump
will effectively limit the gravity flow due to minimal

,

static head produced by the diesel fuel oil transfer !
! system,
l

b) Operator action to manually close the day tank fill line j
isolation valve, within the affected diesel generator i

cubical, is assumed to occur 30 minutes after the day
tank high level alarm is received in the Main Control
Room via the common trouble alarm.-

c) No consideration was given for the available free board 1

in the day tank between the high level, alarm setpoint and i
Ithe tank overflow.

FSAR Appendix 9.5A-4, " Fire Hazard Analysis Fire Areas: DGA and
DGB," verifies that the additional combustible loading due to the
350 gallons of the fuel has no significant impact on the overall
combustible loading of either fire area.

As discussed in Appendix 9.5A-4, the occurrence of a single fire
during a loss of offsite power, which might render one emergency
diesel generator inoperative, would in no way jeopardize the safe
shutdown of the plant due to the availability of a redundant
emergency diesel and associated auxiliary systems, nor would the
damage from such a fire extend beyond the fire area boundary.

!
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Question N3.

430.9 In the remarks column of Table 9.5.4-3, you state that a failed
(9.5.4) (open) transfer pump solenoid valve can be isolated using a manual

bypass valve. It is not clear from the piping arrangment shown on
Figure 9.5.4-1 just how this isolation can be accomplished.
Revise your FSAR to provide clarification of how a failed solenoid
valve can be isolated, and what operator action is required to
ensure the isolation.

Resoonse Failure of the fuel oil transfer pump discharge solenoid valve
(fail open) when the diesel generator is not operating, does not
jeopardize the functional operability of the system, since the
fuel oil path from the transfer pump to the day tank is not

| blocked.

If the solenoid valve fails in the closed position when the system
is required to operate, the fuel oil flow to the day tank will be
temporarily interrupted. However, the normally closed, hand;

| operated bypass globe valve can be opened to allow the resumption
of the fuel oil supply to the day tank. The day tank low level'

alarm and local indicators on the Diesel Generator Control Panel
are used to detect a tank low level resulting from the above
scenario. These alarms are retransmitted to the main control room
and appear as a " Diesel Generator Trouble" alarm on CB-1 in the
control room. An operator can be dispatched to the Diesel
Generator Panel to determine the specific trouble. Since day tank
is sized for two and one quarter hours of fuel supply (see
Subsection 9.5.4.2.3), it allows sufficient time for operator
action.

FSAR Table 9.5.4-3 will be amended to reflect the response to this
question.

t

|

|

|
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|
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TAALE 9.5.4-3

DIESEL CENERATOtt FUEL OIL STORACE AND TRANSFER SYSTEH
FAlt. uke MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

o

Equipment Failure Made Probable cause Method of Detection Ef f ect on System Remarks

1. Diesel ott storage a) Imakage a) mrsaf acturing lau level alar 06 Loss of one ott tank Redunda nt storage tank with

tanks A-SA or B-SB def ec t respecttwo dies 1 neven day supply amtlable,
generator contro rd to meet the safe shutdoun of the

plant assuming a loss of coolant
accident concurrent utth loss of

I of f site pouer

b) Erroneous lou Electrical or kna kne

levet alare secM atcal
malfunction

c) Erroneous high Electrical or Hone hue ,

level alare mechanical
malfunction

Fuel oil transf er ppaqr loss of suction to Re:dundant fuel 011
pressure indicatto# X ]"2. Transf er pump a) Plugged Contamina nt s

one fuel ott transf er transf er pump is
suction strainers 0 awilable uhtch can
3EG-D00tSA 3EG- respective diesel pump,

e D003SB and dis- generator control b f eed either of two day
t a nks , t h rou gh t he* chstge filters interconnecting pipingw

.'., 3EG-F002SA, 3EG- betueen auction and dis-" F004SB ch.arge of the pumps

|Ib) Dues not strain liigh perf orated Periodic inspection Probable malf unction Redundant 1002

or filter element of one diesel capacity diesel

gene ra tor generator is auntlable

c) Esternal 1cakage k nufacturing 11sy tank level alare loss of fuel ott Bedundant fuel oil
|1defect Of1 M 2especttwo dieret transf er path to transf er system is

aderator control board da y ta nk a vaila ble

3. Transf er puses a) Pump or motor a) Mechanical seal 7%} position indication loss of one fuel ott Redundant 100%

A-SA & B-SB or electrical o,gJa' respective diesel transf er pump capacit y f uel ott
j

fatture enerator control board t ransf er pump is

f*'~ "' N a v.a ll a bl e

k aluns
4. Transf er pumps g)Fatteinopen Electrical maty{ Day tank lavel -4*d6,ettee- ve r f lou of da y Fuactional oper-

{ g 1

discharge solenoid position uhen function cJ)pt" respectt we diesel tank a bat (ty of a b.

g valves 3EG-VE038SA system is not generator control t,oa system is ut Si c hoel oj| Su ho

Jimi nt Ged
-s n.e.ma Pg g gn 4a"and 3EG-VE040SB operating j

a
- aa,._4J.tal.c ta.ta,, 15 = of h drieied ,-

y
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Question No.

430.10 In the FSAR, you classify the Fuel Oil Gravity Drain Tank (s) as
(SRP Non-Nuclear Safety. This is not acceptable. The gravity drain
9.5.4) tanks and associated pumps, piping, and controls must remain

functional during prolonged diesel generator operation (7 days) in
order to prevent overflowing of fuel oil and creation of a fire |

hazard. Revise your FSAR to show the gravity drain tanks, pumps,
piping, and components as Seismic Category 1, ASME Section III,
Class 3, or demonstrate that your design will not result in

.

I

unacceptable discharge of fuel oil and fire hazard during diesel
generator operation following the design basis seismic event.'

Response

Refer to FSAR Figures 9.5.4-1, 9.3.3-Ic, 9.5A-3, and 9.5A-4.

The Fuel Oil Gravity Drain Tanks, Gravity Return Fuel Oil Pumps,
and Associated Piping and Controls are designated as Non-Nuclear

i

Safety and are provided strictly for housekeeping purposes. The
piping is designated to ANSI Standard B31.1 and is seismically |

supported. Following the desigr. basis seismic event, and |

subsequent loss of offsite power, either diesel generator is
capable of operating continuously without the fuel gravity
system. The failure of the non-seismic oil gravity drain system
could lead to a leakage of approximately 0.5 gal / hour from the
diesel engine injectors and injector fuel plungers of either

; diesel engine. This leakage will be collected by the non-safety
room floor drainage system and drained by gravity away from one
operating diesel engine to the floor sump located in the
respective Diesel Generator Room, (DG-ll of DG-21). The failure
of the diesel generator non-seismic floor drainage system could
lead to some fuel oil leakage into the Radwaste Fire Area RW.
Fire Zones RW-4 (below DG-21) or RW-62 (below DG-11) located on
RAB EL. 362.50 ft., and does not contain essential equipment
required for safe shutdown, nor safety-related equipment.

Maximum combustible loading resulting from the diesel fuel gravity2

system failure, with one Emergency Diesel Generator running seven
| (7) days is conservatively estimated at 180 gallons, including 96

gallons, considering that both fuel oil gravity drain tanks are
full at the time of the design basis seismic event. This
additional combustible loading represents 2500 Btu /sq. ft.
increase in the fire loading of Fire Area RW and a fire in this
area can be contained within the fire area bcundaries.

During emergency diesel operation, the Diesel Generator Control
Room (Fire Zone DG-12 and DG-22, EL. 390.00 ft) will be attended
facilitating manual fire fighting response, if requi %,

ymmw w, - n,- ,n = ~ nm s pyy .y 33prm-3
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Question No.

430.10 In conclusion, it is our position that based on the above descrip-
(Cont'd) tion, the plant design does not result in unacceptable discharge

of fuel oil, nor fire hazard during diesel generator prolonged
operation up to seven (7) days, following a design basis seismic*

event.

;
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Question No.
, .

430.12 Expand your FSAR to include a discussion of the tornado missile
(9.5.4) protection provided for the fuel oil storage tanks fill, vent, and

return lines, and for the day tank and gravity drain tank vent.

lines. In your discussion, include details of where these lines
are located on the storage tank building and reactor auxiliary
building, respectively.

Response The diesel generator fuel oil storage tank vent, fill, overflow
and drain pipes extend outside the storage tank room. (The
portion of these lines outside the building, directly in front of
the opening is fabricated as a ten inch tee having a one inch
thick wall and acts as missile barrier to provide protection of
the safety related equipment inside the room.) The storage tank
vent lines exit the roof of the storage tank room at elevation
437.33 ft and the fill, overflow and drain lines exit the outside

wall at elevations 412.17, 407.92 and 403.67 ft respectively. All
room penetrations are located above the maximum oil level
elevation of 403.00 ft in the event of tank rupture.| -

The diesel generator fuel oil day tank and gravity drain tank vent
lines exit the Reactor Auxiliary Building (RAB) outside wall at'

elevations 413.00 ft and 411.50 ft respectively. To provide
tornado missile protection, these lines are offset in the center
of 5 ft thick RAB wall.

FSAR Subsection 9.5.4.3 will be amended to reflect the response to,

this question.

.
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All openings in the diesel generator and storage tank rooms such as vent".gg linesafill lines and drain lines are designed to block any externallyjgenerated missile from entering the Category I structures.g nJ h ::ted w A"'
- th! y M1 7111 = "ill he :::;1c t.ly :x. :ird "' *M n rh. and ee_+=_ 4

The diesel generator fuel oil storage tank, day tank, and fuel oil gravity
drain tank vent lines terminate outside the structure and are equipped with
flame arrestor devices.

The diesel generator enclosure is provided with fireproof doors and wall
louvers for natural ventilation to the outside atmosphere to insure that any |2
diesel fuel vapors are maintained well below the combustible limit.

Fire hazards are minimized through an autocacic Aqueous Film Forming Foam
(AFFF) fire protection system located in each fuel oil storage tank
structure. The fire protection system also permits manual activation frem a
local manual release station, see Subsection 9.5.1. Backup fire protection is
provided by fire hoses from the yard hydrant system.

Where possible, fuel oil piping is of welded construction to minimize leakage.

The fuel oil piping is routed away from possible ignition sources such as high
onergy electrical lines.

In addition, all hot surfaces in the diesel generator room are insulated. Due
to the diesel generator design there are no open flames in the diesel
generator room.

Selection of suitable materials compatible with the type of fuel oil required
to operate the diesel generators assures that the system will not be subject
to material corrosion. The system design prevents any fuel oil '

contamination. The temperature of the fuel will be maintained st 40F to 104F.

9.5.4.4 Testing and Inspection

All components of the diesel generator fuel oil storage and transfer system ,

are inspected and cleaned prior to installation. l

InstrumentIs are calibrated during testing and automatic controls are tested
for actuation at the proper setpoints. Alarm functions are checked for
operability and limits during plant preoperational testing. Automatic
actuation of system components is tested periodically, see Section 7.4

After installation all components of the system will undergo initial
hydrostatic testing to applicable code test standards set forth in ASME
Section III Codes Subsection ND-6000, and will be tested with regard to flow
paths, flow and head capacities and operability. Pumps, valves, and controls

|

@
dM30. n.

9.5-24 Amendment No. 2, (12/82)
_, - ._. . ._. ._ _ _ _ _ _
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QUESTION 430.12
INSERT A

The diesel generator fuel oil storage tank vent, fill, overflow and drain
pipes extend outside the storage tank room. The portion of these lines
outside the building opening is fabricated as a ten inch tee having a one
inch thick wall to provide missile protection of the safety related equipment
inside the room. The storage tank vent lines exit the roof of the storage
tank room at elevation 437.33 ft and the fill, overlow and drain lines exit
the outside wall at elevations 412.17, 407.92 and 403.67 ft respectively.
The diesel generator fuel oil storage tank rooms are designed to contain the
entire contents of the storage tank in the event of a tank rupture, by

,

| locating all room penetrations above the maximum oil level elevation of
403.00 ft.

The diesel generator fuel oil day tank and gravity drain tank vent lines exit
the Reactor Auxiliary Building (RAB) outside wall at elevations 413.00 ft and
411.50 ft respectively. To provide tornado missile protection, there lines
are offset in the center of 5 ft thick RAB wall.

f
,
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Ouestion No.

430.13 Refer to FSAR Figure 9.5.4-1. What is the purpose of the valve
(9.5.4) 3 EG-VE002SB and line 6EG10-084 on storage tank B-SB, as well as

similar lines on storage tank A-SA? Also, provide a table
explaining the legends and note references on Figure 9.5.4-1.

Response Valves 3 EG-VE001 SA and 3 EG-VE002SB are used to drain the
Diesel Oil Storage Tanks. The subject normally closed (locked
closed) drain valves and their associated drain lines between
the valves and the Diesel Oil Storage Tanks, are designed to
ASME Section III, Class 3 requirements to maintain the integrity
of the tanks.

Lines 6EG10-083 and 6EG10-084 are part of the Diesel Oil Storage
Tank drain lines which penetrate the Diesel Oil Storage Tank
room wall to facilitate tank drainage fro- the outside. (These
lines, located directly in front of the pcaetration, are
fabricated a ten inch tee with one inch wall thickness and act
as missile barriers to provide protection for the safety related
equipment located within the seismic Category I Diesel Oil
Storage Tank room.) For further clarification, refer to the
response to Question 430.12.

Figure 1.7.2-1 provides the legend used in the Diesel Generator
Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System Figure 9.5.4-1. FSAR
Figure 9.5.4-1 will be amended to reflect the response to this
question.

;
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. Question No.

430.15 Regulatory Guide 1.137 (by reference to ANSI N195) requires that
(SRP duplex fuel oil strainers and filters by fitted with differential

'

9.5.4) pressure indicators and ailrms. This instrumentation is not
discussed in the FSAR, not is it shown on Fig. 9.5.4-1. Revise
your FSAR to include this instrumentation, or provide
justification for not having same. Show instrumentation and
control on Fig. 9.5.4-1.'

Response FSAR Subsection 9.5.4.2.2 and Figure 9.5.4-1 will be revised to
include differential pressure indicating switches across the
duplex fuel oil strainers. The differential pressure indicating
switches will alarm logically in their respective Diesel
Generator Room and in the Main Control Room via a common trouble
alarm. ANSI N195 does not require fuel filter differential
pressure indicating switches.

*
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Each tank may be filled with f uel oil dire'etly f rom a tank truck. A return dE2Iline to the tanker is necessary to prevent overfilling the reservoir.
1

'

Each fuel oil storage tank is prosdded with local lesel indicators and
high-level switches to actuate annunciators in the local Diesel Generator
Centrol Room, adjacent to diesel generator room.

The diesel oil storage tanks are provided with surrounding enclosures such
that a maximum oil spill, resulting f rom a tank f ailure, is completelycsntained.

9.5.4.2.2 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Transfer Pump
'

In each supply subsystem, a fuel oil transf er pump takes suction f rom the fuel
oil storage and discharges to an associated diesel generator fuel oil day
tank, through a discharge solenoid val ve.

Tha fuel oil transf er pumps which are positive displacement pumps are designed
to deliver 14 gal / min.

This capacity corresponds to approximately one and one half the maximum
con:umption rate of each diesel engine under full load conditions. The fuel
oil transf er pump is provided with a normally closed solenoid operated walve
and normally closed bypass valve on the discharge side of the pump to
climinate leakages f rom storage tank to day tank to maintain a full storage
tank oil inventory. These solenoid operated val ves are opera ted by signals
cctuated by the fuel oil day tank level switches. rgy

5

Each pump is located in the fuel oil storage tank are,a adjacent to the dry I
cooling tower structure and is driven by a 3 hp, 460V, 3 phase, ac induction
motor. In case of loss of off site power each pump is powered f rom its
corresponding diesel generator bus.

Each transf e'r pump and pump discharge line to the diesel oil day tank are
physically separated so that a pump f ailure or a pipe rupture will ha ve no
st f set on the other diesel genera tor subsystem.'

|
t

! Each fuel oil transf er pump is provided with a duplex type strainer at the
i cuction side for pump protection and a duplex, renewable, cartridge type, fuel

oil filter at the discharge side for removal of particles f rom the fuel oi1 e Ioserf A]Th2 duplex strainer and filter enable operation of the fuel oil transf er pum[p
if one strainer and/or one filter is out of service or needs replacement.

!

| 9.5.4.2.3 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Day Tank
i

Each diesel oil day tank is a horizontal, cylindrical, steel tank that stores
diosel f uel f or immediate use by the emergency diesel generator. Each f uel oil
day tank has a capacity of 1100 gallons, and can provide two-and-one quarter
hours supply to its respective diesel engine operating at full load conditions

| .without resupply to the day tank.

A W' |5 ,
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Question 430.15
fNSERT A

_

Each duplex strainer is provided with a pressure differential indicating
'

switch (POIS) which alarms locally in its respective diesel generator room
and in the main control room via a comon trouble alarm to alert control room
operators of a potentially clogged strainers

;
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, ', Question No.
F

430.16 Describe the instruments, controls, sensors and alarms provided
(SRP for monitoring the diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer
9.5.4) system and describe their function. Dist.?:s the testing necessary

to maintain and assure a highly reliable instrumentation,
controls, sensors and alarm system and where the alarms are
annunciated. Identify the temperature, pressure and level sensors
which alert the operator when these parameters exceed the ranges
recommended by the engine manufacturer and describe what operator
actions are required during alarm conditions to prevent harmful
effects to the diesel engine. Discuss the system interlocks
provided.

,

Resoonse

The Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System
(DGF0STS) is shown on Figure 9.5.4-1. The DGF0ST system consists
of two separate, independent trains of fuel oil supply subsystems
serving each of the two standby diesel generator engines. Each of
these redundant subsystems consists of a 100 percent capacity fuel
oil storage tank, with fill, vent, drain and overflow lines, a
duplex filter, a day tank, a gravity drain tank, a gravity drain
return pump, interconnecting piping, valves and associated

,

instruments and controls.

Each fuel oil storage tank is provided with local level indicators
and high and low-level switches to actuate annunciators in the*

local Diesel Generator Control Room,~ adjacent to the diesel
" generator room.

Both fuel oil day tanks are provided with local level indicators,
high and low-level switches, and water detectors which activate
alarm annunciators. Two . low and high-level switches contro1.the
supply valve and transfer pump operation. Water _ detectors on each
tank will generate alarms at the local' diesel generator control
panel and a Diesel Generator trouble alarm in tne-Control Room as

;

well, if actuated.

In each supply subsystem, a fuel oil transfer pump takes suction
from P.c fuel oil storage and discharges to an associated diesel )
gedra* w fuel oil day tank, through a' discharge solenoid valve. ,

4 i.rca position (hand-off-auto) switch is provided on the Diesel 1*

i R$J .:sr Control Panel for the transfer pump. The system will
maintait; the proper supply of diesel oil in each' day tank by means
of electric interlocks between the high and low-level switches in
the day tanks, the corresponding pump motor starters, and pump
discharge solenoid valves. The low-level switch on each day tank
starts the fuel oil transfer pump automatically and opens the
respective discharge solenoid valve. The pump will de-energize
when the day tank level raaches the high-level limit. Each
transfer pump discharge line will be provided with a low-pressure

.c
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Response

430.16 alarm switch. This switch will close its normally closed
(Cont'd) contacts to give an alarm at the local diesel generator control

panel if the fuel oil pressure should decrease to 10.0 psi.

The fuel oil gravity drain tanks are provided witn local level
indicators and high and low-level switches for control of the
gravity return fuel oil pump.

.

The instruments are calibrated during testing and automatic
controls are tested for actuation at the proper setpoints. Alarm
functions are checked for operability and limits during plant
preoperational testing. Automatic actuation of system components,

is tested periodically.

During normal plant operation, maintenance and testing of each
DGF0STS will be individually performed to ensure integrity and
reliability of instruments, controls and components. All major
components of the system are accessible for inspection and
available for testing during normal plant operation.

FSAR Subsection 9.5.4 will be amended to reflect the above
; response.

d
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Each * tank may be filled with fuel oil directly f rom a tank truck. A return
lina to the tanker is necessary to prevent overfilling the reservoir. 1G-,d log ()
Eac fuel oil storage tank is provided with local level indicators and
his level switches to actuate annunciators in the local Diesel Generator
Csntrol Room, adjacent to diesel generator room.

The diesel oil storage tanks are provided with surrounding enclosu'res such
that a maximum oil spill, resulting f rom a tank f ailure, is completely
csntained.

9.5.4.2.2 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Transf er Pump

in each supply subsystem, a fuel oil transf er pump takes suction f rom the fuel
oil storage and discharges to an associated diesel generator fuel oil day
tank, through a discharge solenoid valve.

Th3 fuel oil transf er pumps which are positive displacement pumps are designed
to deliver 14 gal / min.

This capacity corresponds to approximately one and one half the maximum
consumption rate of each diesel engine under full load conditions. The fuel
oil transfer pump is provided with a normally closed solenoid operated wilve
end normally closed bypass valve on the discharge side of the pump to
elicinate leakages f rom storage tank to day tank to maintain a full storage
tank oil inventory. These solenoid operated valves are operated by signals ,_

,

actuated by the fuel oil day tank level switches. '

Each pump is located in the fuel oil storage tank area adjacent to the dry 1
cosling tower structure and is driven by a 3 hp, 460V, 3 phase, ac induction
motor. In case of loss of of f site power each pump is powered f rom its
corresponding diesel generator bus.

Each transf er pump and pump discharge line to the diesel oil day tank are
phyalcally separated so that a pump f ailure or a pipe rupture will have no
sf f cet on the other diesel generator subsystem.

Each fuct oil transf er pump is provided with a duplex type strainer at the
_

cuction side for pump protection and a duplex, renewable, cartridge type, fuel
oil filter at the discharge side for remosel of particles f rom the fuel oil.
Ths duplex strainer and filter enable operation of the fuel oil transf er pump
if one strainer and/or one filter is out of service or needs replacement.

9.5.4.2.3 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Day Tank

Each diesel oil day tank is a horizontal, cylindrical, steel tank that stores
dioret fuel f or immediate use by the emergency diesel generator. Each f uel nil
day tank has a capacity of 1100 gallons, and can provide two-and-one quarter
hours supply to its respective diesel engine operating at full load conditions
w it hou t resupply to the day tank.

h OO.b
su s 5 t,. <
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will be tested for operation at the proper setpoints. The testing of the
isystem is further discussed in Sections 14.1 and 14.2

During normal plant operation, maintenance and testing of each DGFOSTS will be
individually performed to ensure integrity and reliability of instruments,controls and components. Surveillance of the quality of the fuel oil supply
will be done by periodic testing for water and other contaminants. See

.

Section 14.2 for further details.

All major components of the system are accessible for inspection and available
for testing during normal plant operation. The ASME Section III Code Class 3
DCFOST system piping will be tested and inspected in accordance with ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III and XI requirements.

' 9.5.4.5 Instrumentation Applications

Each of the diesel generator fuel oil storage and transfer systems is
controlled from the associated emergency diesel generator control board,
located inside the Reactor Auxiliary Building. Alarms are provided for each
system for early detection of any malfunctions. See Section 7.4.Wy

Each[dieseloilstoragetankisprovidedwithlocallevelindicatorsand
higl+-level switches to actuate alarm annunciators in the local Diesel
Generator Control Room.

Each transfer pump discharge line will be provided with local pressure
indicators. The system will maintain the proper supply of diesel oil in each !

day tank by means of electric interlocks between the high and low-level
switches in the day tanks, the corresponding pump motor starters, and pump

>

i discharge solenoid valves. The low-level switch on each day tank starts the
| fuel oil transfer pump automatically and opens the respective discharge'

solenoid valve, The pump will de energize when the day tank level reaches the
high-level limit.

The Diesel Generator, Control Panel is provided with high and tow-level
cnnunciators for all the tanks in the system, and electric control switches
for remote control of each complete transfer system train.

A category trouble alarm is provided in the Main Control Room.
1

Refer to Subsection 8.3.1 for the diesel generator fuel oil storage and|

transfer system fuel oil transfer logic.
|

|
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Question No.

430.18 In the FSAR, you do not include a section covering corrosion
protection for buried piping. Expand the FSAR to include a
description of proposed protection of underground piping. Where
corrosion protective coatings are being considered (piping and
tanks) include the industry standard which will be used in their
application. Also discuss what provisions will be made in the
design of the fuel oil storage and transfer system in the use of.

an impressed current type cathodic protection system, in
addition to waterproof protective coatings, to minmize corrosion
of buried piping or equipment. If cathodic protection is not
being considered, provide your justification.

Response It is the intent of the design to furnish DC current flow to all
underground ferrous structures of sufficient magntiude to assure
adequacy of cathodic protection to all underground pressure
piping. Practical considerations, such as the presence of large
amounts of copper grounding conductors in the earth, limit the
design of the cathodic protection facilities to impressed
current systems. Therefore, only impressed current system will
be discussed herein.

Dielectric coatings applied to the exterior of ferrous ,eessure
| piping systems will effectively prevent soil-instigated
| corrosion wherever the intergrity of the coating is maintained

over the useful life of the structure. .Unfortunately, there is
no practical means for assuring such continuing integrity of a
coating system. Presence of an effective, though imperfect
dielectric coating on the surface of a line does significantly
reduce the .nagnitude of the cathodic current necessary to
adequately protect that line. However, the discontinuities, or
holidays, in the coating have the undesirable effect of
concentrat'ng and accelerating corrosion of the structure at
that point. Presence of a dielectric coating does significantly
reduce tt'. amount of cathodic protection current necessary to
protect tv structure. Therefore, the corrosion control program
for the ux.erground plant piping is an integrated system
employing Jielectric co_atings, concrete encasement and cathodic
protection.

| Concrete encasement of ferrous pressure piping is employed under
slab and within 50 feet of the slab in the plant island area.
Due to the presence of large amounts of bare copper and rebar in
concrete (which exhibits some of the characteristics of copper
in a corrosion system) it becomes very difficult to achieve
adequate distribution of cathodic protection current flow in
congested areas of the plant underground environment. By
placing ferrous piping in concrete, corrosion of the exterior
surface may be prevented, without achieving a negative potential,

! shift, due to the favorable alkaline environment,
l

- - . _ - .. . - . . . -. .
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Question No. 430.18

Response (Cont'd)

Cathodic piotection will provide effective mitigation of-

corrosion to the exterior surface of all ferrous pressure piping
in direct contact with soil or water. Other structures, such as
fuel oil storage tank bottoms, that are electrically continuous
with the plant grounding grid and in contact with the earth will
receive cathodic protection.

Bonding of all ductile or cast iron joints and all mechanical
couplings is required in order to assure electrical continuity
throughout the structure's length. Necessary bonds (mechanical
or electrical) to the plant grounding grid are also required.
By assuring electrical continuity throughout all underground
piping and the grounding grid, stray DC current flow wiil be
avoided. This is necessary to avoid the possibility of cathodic
interference current flow in the underground network.

A structure is considered to be adequately protected when it
meets at least one of three criteria set forth by the National
Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) in their Standard .

RP-01-69 " Control of External Corrosion on Underground or
Submerged Metallic Piping Systems". The criteria are:

1 "A negative (cathodic) Voltage of at least 0.85 volts as
measured between the structure surface and a saturated
copper-copper sulfate reference electrode contacting the
electrolyte. Determination of this Voltage is to be made
with the protective current applied".

2 "A minimum negative (cathodic) Voltage shift of 300
millivolts, producted by the application of protective
current. The Voltage shift is measured between the
structure surface and saturated copper-copper sulfate
electrode contacting the electrolyte. This criterion of

- Voltage shift applied to structures not in contact with
- dissimilar metals".

3 "A minimum negative (cathodic) polarization voltage shift
of 100 millivolts measured-between the structure surface
and a saturated copper-copper sulfate electrode contacting
the electrolyte. Tnis polarization Voltage shift is to be
determined by interrupting the protective current and
measuring the polarization decay. When current is
initially interrupted, an immediate voltage shift will-

occur. The Voltage reading after the insnediate shift shall
be used as the base reading from which to measure
polarization decay".

. _ . - - -. . - . . - .- .. - . . .- _ . - - - . _ - - - . .
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Question No. A30.18

Response (Cont'd)

The cathodic protection system for the plant underground
structures will consist of two (2) remote anode ground beds
energized by individual transformer-rectifier units. This
system consists of a group of anodes installed remote from all

.

plant underground structures, a DC source, interconnecting'

cables and an AC power supply. The positive terminal of the
transformer-rectifier is connected to the anode ground bed and
the negative terminal is connected to the structures to be
protected.

The capacity of the transformer-rectifier, number, size and
spacing of the anodes, cable size and other factors are'

calculated according to the soil electrical resistivity, the
resistance to remote earth of the station, and the surface area
of the structures to be protected which determines the magnitude
of the current necessary to achieve protection.

Except for shielded areas within the plant, good current
distribution is achieved with a remote ground bed. These
shielded areas can be best defined after energization of the
remote anode ground beds, with a structure-to-soil potential
survey, allowing adequate time for polarization of thei

underground structures. Any such low potential areas would then
be protected by an impressed current system with distributed
anode or semi-deep anode ground beds designed to furnish
necessary supplemental current to the areas requiring same.

;

|

| A distributed anode ground bed consists of a group or network of
|

anodes installed at specific intervals and in close proximity of
the structures to be protected. Current distribution is
concentrated to the structures in the immediate vicinity of the,

anodes.

Semi-deep anode ground beds behave in a manner similar to
distributed anode ground beds. They may be employeu when the

- physical constraints of the site severely limit the practical
application of a distributed anode system. A semi-deep anode
ground bed consists of a vertical hole drilled to sufficient

i depth with a number of high silicon cast iron or graphite anodes
| with individual lead wires installed at staggered depths. The

hole is backfilled with a carbonaecous backfill material
suitable for the installation. Individual anode leads are
terminated in a nearby aboveground junction box which provides a

i means for monitoring the output of individual anodes.

i

|
|

!
'
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Question No. 430.18

Response (Cont'd) .

Either of the above discussed ground bed systems would be
energized by a transformer-rectifier unit as described for the
remote anode impressed current system.

FSAR Subsection 6.1.2 will be amended to reflect the response to
this question.

!
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6.1.2.2 Insulation

-

. . :.i __ :. .- ; __ ;. , , . ' .: _[
.. _ .. . - .,

-.. .-. . . , .

~ . Insulation used to . cover .the piping and equipment inside the containment is
I either reflective metallic type or nonmetallic. All nonmetallic insulation is
i jacketed with stainless steel. Jacketing covers the entire length of the .

insulation including valves and fittings. All exposed cable insulation is
comprised of Hypalon or XLPE-cross linked polyethylene. Both the jacketing
and the exposed insulation are qualified to the post-accident conditions given
in Section 3.11. Total weight of cable insulation is approximately 60,700 lbs.

6.1.2.3 Other organie Materials

Plastic and wood are present in the containment in a very insignificant
amount. The major lubricant present in significant amount is the lubricating
oil associated with the four reactor coolant pumps' lubricating oil system,
403 gallons each, and approximately 28 gallons f or wirious bearings such as
fan motors, etc. (total of 1640 gallons) and approximately 9300 lbs. of

| charcoal present in the HVAC filters. The oil and charcoal are contained in a
| closed system and are not exposed to the containment spray, Asphalt is not

used inside the containment.
,

6 .t . 2. 4 Cercesien A4.f an

9
see Insec+ A
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Question 430.18
INSERT A

6.1.2.4 Corrosion Protection

It is thE intent of the design to furnish DC current flow to all un'derground
ferrous structures of sufficient magntiude to assure adequacy of cathodic
protection to all underground pressure piping. Practical considerations,
such as the presence of large amounts of copper grounding conductors in the
earth, limit the design of the cathodic protection facilities to impressed
current systems. Therefore, only impressed current systems will be discussed
herein.

Dielectric coatings applied to the exterior of ferrous pressure piping
systems will effectively prevent soil-instigated corrosion wherever the
intergrity of the coating is maintained over the useful life of the
structure. Unfortunately, there is no practical means for assuring such
continuing integrity of a coating system. Presence of an effective, though
imperfect dielectric coating on the surface of a line does significantly
reduce the magnitude of the cathodic current necessary to adequately protect
that line. However, the discontinuities, or holidays, in the coating have
the undesirable effect of concentrating and accelerating corrosion of the
structure at that point. Presence of a dielectric coating does significantly
reduce the amount of cathodic protection current necessary to protect the
structure. Therefore, the corrosion control program for the underground
plant piping is an integrated system employing dielectric coatings, concrete
encasement and cathodic protection.

Concrete encasement of ferrous pressure piping is employed under slab and
within 50 feet of the slab in the plant islant area. Due to the presence of
large amounts of bare copper and rebar in concrete (which exhibits some of
the characteristics of copper in a corrosion system) it becomes very
difficult to achieve adequate distribution of cathodic protection current
flow in congested areas of the plant under environment. By placing ferrous
piping in concrete, corrosion of the exterior surface may be prevented,
without achieving a negative potential shift, due to the favorable alkaline
environment.

Cathodic protection will provide effective mitigation of corrosion to the
exterior surface of all ferrous pressure piping in direct contact with soil
or water. Other structures, such as fuel oil storage tank bottoms, that are
electrically continuous with the plant grounding grid and in contact with the
earth will receive cathodic protection.

Bonding of all ductile or cast iron joints and all mechanical couplings is
required in order to assure electrical continuity throughout the structure's
length. Necessary bonds (mechanical or electrical) to the plant grounding
grid are also required. By assuring electrical continuity throughout all
underground piping and the grounding grid, stray DC current flow will be
avoided. This is necessary to avoid the possibility of cathodic interference
current flow in the underground network.

A structure is considered to be adequately protected when it meets at least
one of three criteria set forth by the National Association of Corrosion
Engineers (NACE) in their Standard RP-01-69 " Control of External Corrosion on
Underground or Submerged Metallic Piping Systems". The criteria are:

i

. ,
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Question 430.18
INSERT A (Cont'd)

1 "A negative (cathodic) Voltage of at least 0.85 Volts as measured between
the structure surface and a saturated copper-copper sulfate reference
electrode contacting the electrolyte. Determination of this Voltage is
to be made with the protective current applied".;

2 "A minimum negative (cathodic) Voltage shift of 300 millivolts, produced
by the application of protective current. The Voltage shift is measured
between the structure surface and a saturated copper-copper sulfate
electrode contacting the electrolyte. This criterion of voltage shift,

applies to structures not in contact with dissimilar metals".,

i

I
3 "A minimum negative (cathodic) polarization voltage shift of 100

millivolts measured between the structure surface and staturated
copper-copper sulfate electrode contacting the electrolyte. This
polarization voltage shift is to be determined by interrupting the
protective current and measuring the polarization decay. When current is'

initially interrupted, an immediate Voltage shift will occur. The
voltage reading after the ima,ediate shift shall be used as the base,

' reading from which to measure polarization decay".

The cathodic protection system for the plant underground structures will
consist of two (2) remote anode ground beds energized by individual
transformer-rectifier units. This system consists.of a group of anodes
installed remote from all plant underground structures, a DC source,
interconnecting cables and an AC power supply. The positive terminal of the'

' transformer-rectifier is connected to the anode ground bed and the negative
j terminal is connected to the structures to be protected.

The capacity of the transformer-rectifier, number, size and spacing of the
,

anodes, cable size and other factors are calculated according to the soil
electrical resistivity, the resistance to remote earth of the station,. and
the surface area of the structures to be protected which determines the,

i magnitude of the current necessary to achieve protection.

Except for shielded areas within the plant, good current distribution is
achieved with a remote ground bed. These shielded areas can be best defined
after energization of the remote anode ground beds, with a structure-to-soil
potential survey, allowing adequate time for polarization of the underground
structures. Any such low potential areas would then be protected by an
impressed current system with distributed anode or semi-deep anode ground
beds designed to furnish necessary supplemental current to the areas
requiring same.

A distributed anode ground bed consists of a group or network of anodes
installed at specific intervals and in close proximity of the structures to'

l be protected. Current distribution is concentrated to the structures in the

| innediate vicinity of- the anodes.

\
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Question 430.18
INSERT A (Cont'd)

,

Semi-deep anode ground beds behave in a manner similar to distributed anode
ground beds. They may be employed when the physical constraints of the site
severely limit the practial application of a distributed anode system. A

semi-deep anode ground bed consists of a vertical hole drilled to sufficient
depth with a number of high silicon cast iron or grpahite anodes with
individual lead wires installed at staggered depths. The hole is backfilled
with a carbonaecous backfill material suitable for the installation.
Individual anode leads are terminated in a nearby aboveground junction box
which pro' ides a means for monitoring the output of individual anodes.v

Either of the above discussed ground bed systems would be energized by a
transformer-rectifier unit as described for the remote anode impressed
current system.

|
|

t

.

|

|

|
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Question No.

430.19 Identify all high and moderate energy lines and systems that
(SRP 9.5.4) will be installed in the diesel generator room. Discuss the mea-

sures that will be taken in the design of the diesel generator
facility to protect the safety related systems, piping and compo-
nents from the effects of high and moderate energy line failure to
assure availability of the diesel generators when needed.

Response

There are no high energy lines in the diesel generator room. The
moderate energy systems are as follows:

a) Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System

b) D'iesel Generator Lube Oil Make-up System

c) Diesel Generator Cooling Water System

d) Component Cooling Water System.

Flooding due to postulated cracks in moderate energy lines are
studied and explained in Subsection 3.6A.3.4.2.4. The worst

-

flooding was determined to oe due to a crack in the component
cooling water system piping. However, no safety-related equipment
would ba damaged.

I
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' Question No.

430.20 Section 9.5.4.1 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer
(SRP 9.5.4) System (DFG0STS) does not specifically reference ANSI Standard

N195 " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators." Indicate
if you intend to comply with this standard in your design of the
DGF0STS; otherwise provide justification for noncompliance.

Response

The diesel generator fuel oil storage and transfer system is in
compliance with ANSI Standard N195-1976, " Fuel Oil Systems for
Standby Diesel Generators." FSAR Table 9.5.4-2 will be amended to
include the subject standard.

See also the response to Question No. 430.15.

.
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Question No.

430.22 In FSAR Section 9.5.4.2.1, you state that additional fuel can be
(SRP 9.5.4) delivered to the site by tanker truck within six hours. Expand

this section of the FSAR to include a discussion of unfavorable
environmental conditions which may occur in the vicinity of the
plant site and how fuel will be delivered under these conditions.

Response

FSAR Subsection 9.5.4.2.1 will be amended to include a discussion
of unfavorable environmental conditions that may occur in the
vicinity of the plant site and how diesel fuel will be delivered
under these conditions.

.
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9.5.4.2 System Description

The diesel generator fuel oil storage and transf er system (DGh0STS) is shosn
on Figure 9.5.4-1. The DGFOST system consists of two separate, independent
trains of fuel oil supply subsystems serving each of the two standby diesel
generator engines. Each of these redundant subsystems consists of a 100
percent capacity fuel oil storage tank, with fill, vent, drain and overflow'

lines, a duplex filter, a day tank, a gravity drain tank, a gra vity drain
return pump, interconnecting piping, ulves and associated instruments and
controls. *

Train A normally serves emergency diesel generator A and train B normallyi

serves diesel generator B. All necessary electric power f or the operatien of
each train is supplied f rom the a ssociated emergency diesel generator bus.

In each diesel fuel oil train, the transf er pump takes suction f rom the
storage tank and discharges fuel to the associated diesel generator day tank
to automatically maintain the fuel oil level as shown on Figure 9.5.4-1.
Should one of the pumps f ail, the operator has the option to align the
operating transf er pump f rom either storage tank to the available day tank.
In neder to accomplish this, locked closed m1ves located on the
interconnecting piping between the two fuel oil transf er pump suction lines
(3EG-VH00lSA/B and 3EG-VH002SA/B) and discharge lines (3EG-VE022SA/B and
3EG-VE023SA/B) are manually opened as deemed necessary.

. . . Tne DGFOSTS components are described in subsequent sections. The design data
f or major components are shown in Table 9.5.4-1.

9.5.4.2.1 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Tanks

The DGFOSTS provides adequate storage fuel oil supplies. Based on diesel
generator guaranteed fuel consumption rate of 486 gal /hr at full load, each
fuel oil storage tank has a usable capacity of 8E,000 gallons which is 1

sufficient to supply f uel oil f or seven days of continuous operation f or one
diesel engine operating at full load conditions. The minimum supply
requirement is 82,000 gallons.

.

Assuming the loss of one storage tank, seven days is considered adequate ti=c
f or obtaining additional f uel oil, since additional fuel can be a vailable a t

the site within six hours. No. 2 Grade diesel fuel oil can be obtained in 1

Montesano, approximately 10 miles away, McCleary, approximately 10 miles away,
j and Aberdeen, approximately 20 miles.4 Thus, a minimum L4 day total dieselp

inventory is available onsite f or operation of a single emergency caesci l

i i
3ene ra to r. The diesel generator fuel oil storage tanks are located in I
separate rooms in a missile protected seismic Category I diesel oil tank
storage building adjacent to the Dry Cooling Tower structure. |1
The tanks operate at ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure, and are
both designed in accordance with seis=ic Category I and Supply System Quality

, . . . . . Class I requirements. ,,
~
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Question No.

430.24 Expand your FSAR to incude a discussion of the corrosion pro-
(SRP 9.5.4) tection you will use to protect the interior surface of the fuel

oil storage tanks.

Response The interior surfaces of the fuel oil tanks will receive
corrosion protection from the inhibitive characteristics of the
fuel oil. As the tanks will be over 90% full, the majority of
surface area will be immersed in oil and therefore protected.

As fuel is drawn from the tank, there will be sufficient oil
residue on surfaces to provide corrosion protection for periods
of up to 4 to 6 weeks. The tanks are not expected to remain
empty for more than 7 days as indicated in Subsection 9.5.4.2.1.

FSAR Subsection 9.5.4.2.1 will be amanded to reflect the
response to this question.

|
1
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Each tank may be filled with fuel oil directly f rom a tank truck. %gA returnline to the tanker is necessary to prevent overfilling the reservoir. ,.

1P
Each fuel oil storage tank is provided with local level indicators and
high-level switches to actuate annunciators in the local Diesel Generator
Centrol Room, adjacent to diesel generator room.

The diesel oil storage tanks are provided with surrounding enclosures such
that a maximum oil spill, resulting f rom a tank f ailure, is completely

{ce nta_ined .g

@Tx4.2.2-~- Med I _ S
1

Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Transf er Pump
|

In each supply subsystem, a fuel oil transfer pump takes suction f rom the fuel
!oil storage and discharges to an associated diesel generator fuel oil day

tank, through a discharge solenoid valve. ',

Tha fuel oil transf er pumps which are positive displacement pumps are designedto deliver 14 gal / min. ,

This capacity corresponds to approximately one and one half the maximum
consumption rate of each diesel engine under full load conditions. The fuel
oil transf er pump is provided with a normally closed solenoid operated valve
and normally closed bypass valve on the discharge side of the pump to
eliminate leakages f rom storage tank to day tank to maintain a full storage
tank oil inventory. These solenoid operated valves are operated by signals (Jc4cctuated by the fuel oil day tank level switches. $/
Each pump is located in the fuel oil storage tank area adjacent to the dry 1cooling tower structure and is driven by a 3 hp, 460V, 3 phase, ac induction

| motor. In case of loss of of f site power each pump is powered f rom its
corresponding diesel generator bus.

Each .ansf er pump and pump discharge line to the diesel oil day tank are
| physically separated so that a pump failure or a pipe rupture will ha ve no
| ef f ect on the other diesel generator subsystem.
;
'

Each fuel oil transf er pump is provided with a duplex type strainer at the -

suction side for pump protection and a duplex, renewable, cartridge type, fuel
oil filter at the discharge side for removal of particles f rom the fuel oil.
Tha duplex strainer and filter enable operation of the fuel oil transf er pump
if one strainer and/or one filter is out of service or needs replacement.

! 9.5.4.2.3 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Day Tank

Each diesel oil day tank is a horizontal, cylindrical, steel tank that stores,

) dieeel fuel f or immediate use by the emergency diesel generator. Each f uel oil
i day tank has a capacity of 1100 gallons, and can provide two-and-one quarter
i hours' supply to its respective diesel engine operating at full load conditions
j without resupply to the day tank.

i

G D C,AN NpWSt.N fit
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Qu stion 430.24
INSERT I

The interior surfaces of the fuel oil tanks will receive corrosion protection
from the inhibitive characteristics of the fuel oil. As the tanks will be
over 90% full, the largest majority of surface area will be immersed in oil
and therefore protected.1

As fuel is drawn from the tank, there will be sufficient oil residue on
surfaces to provide corrosion protection for periods of up to 4 to 6 weeks.
The tanks are not expected to remain empty for more than 7 days as indicated
above.

.
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Question No.

430.25 Describe the instrumentation, controls, sensors, and alarms
(SRP 9.5.5) provides for monitoring of the diesel engine cccling water

systein an describe their function. Discuss the testing
necessary to maintain and assure a highly reliable
instrumentation, controls, sensors, and alarm system, and where
the alarms are annunciated. Identify the temperature, pressure,
level, and flow (where applicable) sensors which alert the
operator when these parameters exceed the ranges recommended by
the engine manufacturer and describe what operator actions are
required during alarm conditions to prevent harmful effects to
the diesel engines. Discuss the systems interlocks provided.

Response In response to your question the following information is
provided:

Jacket Water System Instrumentation and Controls

a) Expansion Tank Instrumentation

The remotely located expansion tank is provided to take
care of the expansion of the coolant, in both the

intercooler coolant and jacket coolant systems during
normal engine operation.

This tank is equipped with a fill valve, a vent, a low
level alarm switch (CLLA), a level control switch (CLC), a
coolant make-up solenoid valve, a sight glass, and a drain
line.

A fill cap is provided, on the top of the expans' ion tank,
for adding a water treatment compound to the system to
prevent corrosion in the coolant systems.

The expansion tank level switch (CLC) and the coolant
make-up solenoid valve (CSV) (provided on the 1 in. fill
line from the domineralized water supply) work together to
maintain a constant level of coolant in the expansion
tank. When the coolant level in the expansion tank
decreases to approx. 15-3/8 in. below the level of the
switch mounting flange, the level switen (CLC) energizes
the make-up solenoid valve to open, allowing water (from
the demineralized water supply) to flow into the expansion
tank. The water flow continues until the level in the
expnsion tank reaches approx. 8-3/8 in, from the bottom of
swi'cch mounting flange. The level switch (CLC)
de-energizes the make-up solenoid valve (CSV), which shuts
off the flow of water to the expansion tank. An alarm is
given whenever the filling device actuates.

m -- m . .- . - - m.m. . __..; , - , , - , - - m. , ,,.- m



Qurstion No. 430.25

Response (Cont'd)

A low level alarm switch (CLLA) mounted on the expansion
tank gives an alarm if the coolant level in the expansion
tank should fall below a predetermined point. The switch
is set to give an alarm when the level decreases to 18-3/4
in below the level of the switch mounting flange.

b) Temperature Control Valve

A thermostatically controlled 3-way valve is provided to
divert the flow of coolant around the jacket coolant heat
exchanger (when the temperature of the coolant discharge
from the engine is below 165"F) to permit fast engine warm
ups. This valve also controls the flow of coolant through
the jacket coolant heat exchanger to maintain the
temperature of the coolant discharged from the engine in
the 170* to 180* range with all loads and amb.ient
temperatures.

c) Pressure Switches

- Coolant Pressure Switch (CPS)
iThis switch is provided as a backup for the high speed

portion of the tachorceter relay (ESSB). This switch is
connected to the disciarge line of the engine driven pump.
This switch is set to operate at the coolant pressure
existing when the engine speed has increased to 375 rpm.

- Coolant Pressure Low Alarm Switch (CPLA)

This switch is connected to the discharge line of the |

engine driven pump. This switch will actuate, to alarm if
| the coolant pressure should decrease to 25 psi.

d) Temperature Switches

Three temperature switches are connected to the jacket l

| water discharge line from the engine. The coolant |

| temperature high alarm switch (CTHA) is set to alarm if the l

| temperature of the coolant should increase to 185*F. The
~ coolant temperature high shutdown switch (CTHS) is set to 1

trip, in test mode only, if the temperature of the coolant i

should continue to increase to 195'F. The third switch is
j the coolant temperature low alarm switch (CTLA) which will
' alarm when the coolant temperature decreases to 135*F.

e) Filling and Venting,

i

Since check valves are used in the jacket coolant cooling
system, to restrict the flow of coolant during the
operation of the jacket coolant keepwarm heating system,
special care is required during the filling of the system |I

to assure that the system is full of coolant.

. _ . _ _ - - . - . __ .-. -. -. . ..



Question No. 430.25 !

1

Response (Cont'd)
:

A small filling bypass line, between the inlet to the
thermostatic bypass valve and the inlet to the jacket
coolant heat exchanger, is provided with a normally closed !
manually operated valve. The valve in this filling bypass
line should be opened only when filling the system with
coolant. When this valve is opened, it allows the coolant
to bypass the normally closed ("C") port of the
thermostatic bypass valve, and fill the jacket coolant heat
exchanger.

Intercooler Water System Instrumentation and Controls

a) Temperature Control Valve

A thermostatic 3-Way valve is provided in this system to
keep the temperature of the coolant (to the air coolers)
high enough to prevent any condensation, and temperature-

inducted expansion and/or contraction difficulties under
the following conditions:

a. During periods of low ambient temperature

'b. During periods of low coolant temperature

c. During periods of low load conditions

d. Any combination of the above conditions

This thermostatic valve begins to open the "C" port to the
heat exchanger at 95*F. The "C" port (to the intercooler
heat exchanger) will be fully opened and the bypass "B".

port will be fully closed when the coolant temperature is
110*F.

b) Injector Nozzle Cooling

A branch line of the intercooler system is provided so that
the coolant is supplied to the injection nozzle headers for

,

l each cylinder bank.

A three-way thermostatic mixing valve allows the jacket
coolant and the intercooler to mix, to produce a mixed
coolant (at approximately 120*F under all conditions of
load and ambient temperatures) to enter the injector nozzle
cooling headers. The coolant discharged from the injector
nozzle cooling system is returned to the remote mounted
expansion tank.

_.___ _
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Question No. 430.25

Response (Cont'd)

Diesel Generator Shutdown & Interlocks

The diesel generator is shutdown in a jacket water
temperature high condition (in test mode only). There are

,no other shutdowns initiated by the diesel engine cooling.

water system.

One interloc' is provided to de-energize the jacket coolant
water heater upon starting of the diesel generator,

t

Tables 1, 2 and 3 list the local instrumenation, alarm signals,

| to diesel control panel and control devices respectively.

FSAR Subsection 9.5.5 will be amended to reflect the responce to
this question.

/
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Qurstion ho. 430.25

Response (Cont'd)

i Table 1

'
LOCAL INSTRUMENTATION (

Tag No. Service Range / Unit Loction Remark

CSP Jacket water (J.W.) at 375 rpm Skid Backup for
' coolant pressure switch speed switch

.- CPLA J.W. coolant pressure 25 psi Skid
low alarm switch

CTHA J.W. coolant temperature 185*F Skid
high alarm switch

CTLA J.W. coolant temperature 135'F Skid
,

low alarm switch -

CTHS J.W. coolant temperature 195'F Skid In test mode
high shutdown switch only

CHT J.W. heater thermostat 150*F - Skid
155'F

CLLA J.W. expansion tank level low Tank
low alarm switch

CLC J.W. expansion tank level 8-3/8" Tank Maintain level
control switch from bottom from demineral-

lized water

.
CRTI RTD temperature of 100 Skid

| coolant from engine

CRTX RTD temperature of 100 Skid
coolant to engine

|
|

[All switches are included in the present Fig. 9.5.5-1]

|
'

,
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Question No. 430.25

Response (Cont'd)

Table 2

ALARM SIGNALS TO DIESEL CONTROL PANEL

Initiating Set
Devices Alarm Description Condition Point Remark

CPLA Jacket Water pressure low pressure 25 psi
low

CTHA & J.W. temperature, Out of range 185*F -
CTLA high or icw 135'F

CLLA J.W. expansion tank icw level 18 3/4 in.
low level

CLR J.W. expansion tank Filling 15 3/8 in - Operating
fill 8 3/8 in. Range

.
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Question N3. 430.25

Response (Cont'd)

Table 3

CONTROL DEVICES

Range / Unit
Tag No. Service Application Loction Remark

#4 J.W. pressure meter 0-61 psi Panel

JWM J.W. temperature meter 0-200* F Panel

RS3 J.W. temperature meter To Engine / Panel
switch from Engine

SS42 J.W. warm up pump switch Hand /off/ Term box
Auto ,on skid

LI26 J.W. coolant pump off, Green Term box
light on skid

LI27 J.W. coolant pump on, Red Term box
light on skid

SS41 J.W. heater switch Off/0n/ Term box
Auto on skid -

LI24 J.W. heater off, light Green Term box
on skid

.

LI25 J.W. heater on, light Red Term box
on skid

:

I

|
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The DGCWS will be protected from freezing and long-term corrosion by an '

1
Ethylene Glycol solution which will be maintained throughout the life of the
unit. Since this is a closed system no organic fouling is expected. The
design data for major components of this system is shown in Table 9.5.5-1 and
the instrumentation and controls for this system are described in Section 7.4

9.5.5.3 Safety Evaluation

The Diesel Generator Cooling Water System meets the single failure c:!.terion
in that if a failure of the system prevents the operation of its associated
diesel generator, the remaining diesel generator will not be affer ;ed and will'
provide adequate power to s'afely shutdown the plant or to mitigate the affects
of a LOCA during loss of offsite power conditions.

Failure of the non safety portion of the systes piping will not impact the
operation of the system. 7

In the event of loss of offsite power, DGCWS pump's which supply cooling water
to the heat exchangers will begin o'peration automatically upon startup of
engines. Full flow of component cooling water will be available in 15 seconds. 1

A failure mode and effects analysis of the DGCWS is presented in Table 9.5.5.-2. ^~

9.5.5.4 Insoection and Testing Requirements'

The system will be operated and tested initihlly with regard to flow path, .

'

flow capacity and mechanical operability. To insure continued integrity of
the diesel generator closed cooling water system, scheduled inspection and.
testing of equipment will be performed as part of the overall engine '

performance checks at regular intervals. Testing of the diesel generator- -

system is discussed in Section 14.2. ~

Instrumentation will be provided to monitor cooling water temperature,
pressure and expansion tank level, and alarm on high jacket water 1
temperature. These instruments will receive periodic calibration and '

inspection to verify their accuracy. ,

.

The cooling water in the closed loop system'~uill be periodically analyzed and'
~

treated as necessary to maintain the desired quality.

All major components of the system are accessible for inspection, and
available for testing during normal. plant operation. The ASME Section 11Ir.

j Class 3 DGCWS piping will be inspected and tested in accordance with ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI and III requiremnts, respectively.

A b
, ,

t

|
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9.5.5.5 Instrumentation and Controls

9.5.5.5.1 Jacket Water System

eQ Expansion Tank Instrumentation

The remotely located expansion tank is provided to take care of
the expansion of the coolant, in both the intercooler coolant
and jackat coolant systems during normal engine operation.

This tank is equipped with a fill valve, a vent, a low level
alarm switch (CLLA), a level control switch (CLC), a coolant make_
up solenoid valve, a sight glass, and a drain line.

,

A fill cap is provided, on the top of the expansion tank, for
adding a water treatment compound to the system to prevent
corrosion in the coolant systems.i

The expansion tank fill switch (CLC) and the coolant make.up
solenoid valve (CSV) (provided on the 1%sfill line from the

. - demineralized water supply) work together to maintain a constant
level of coolant in the expansion tank. When the coolant level
in the expansion tank decreases to approx. 15-3/8 in. below
the level of the switch mounting flange, the fill switch (CLC)
energizes the make up solenoid valve to open, allowing water
(from the demineralized water supply) to flow into the expansion
tank. The water flow continues until the level in the expansion
tank reaches approx. 8-3/8 in. from the bottom of switch mounting
flange. The fill switch' (CLC) de-energizes the make up solenoid
valve (CSV), which shuts off the flow of water to the expansion
tank. An alarm is given whenever the filling device actuates.

A low level alarm switch (CLLA) mounted on the expansion tank
gives an alarm if the coolant level in the expansion tank should ,

fall below a predetermined point. The switch is set to give
an alarm when the level decreases to 18-3/4 in. beIbw the level'
of the switch mounting flange.

!

)
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b) Tamperature Control Valve

A thermostatically controlled 3-way valve is provided to divert
the flow of coolant around the jacket coolant heat exchanger

.

'(when the-t'emperature of the coolant discharge from the engine
is below 1650F) to permit fast engine warm ups. This valve also
controls the flow of coolant through the jacket coolant heat
exchanger to maintain the temperature of the coolant discharged
from the engine in the 1700 to 180 range with all loads and

,

ambient temperatures.!

c) Pressure Switches
.

- Coolant Pressure Switch (CPS)

This switch is provided as a back-up for the high speed portion
of the tachometer relay (ESSB). This switch is connected to
the discharge line of the engine driven pump. This switch is

i set to operate at the coolant pressure existing when the engine
; speed has increased to 375 rpm.

"

- Coolant Low Pressure Alarm Switch (CPLA)

This switch is connected to the discharge line of the engine
driven pump. This switch will actuate, to alarm if the coolant
pressure should decrease to 25 psi.

d) Temperature Switches

Three temperature switches are connected to the jacket water discharge
line from the engine. The high coolant temperature alarm switch (CTHA)

|-
is set to alarm if the temperature of the coolant should increase to
1850F. The high coolant temperature shutdown switch (CTHS) is set to

i trip, in test made only, if the temperature of the coolant should
'

continue to increase to 195 F, The third switch is the low coolant
temperature alarn switch (CTLA) which will alarm when the coolant

.

temperature decreases to 1350F.

e) Filling and Venting

S.ince check valves are used in the jacket coolant cooling system, to
i restrict the flow of coolant during the operation of the jacket coolant

keepvarm heating system, special care is required during the filling of
,

the system to assure that the system is full of coolant.
r

A sus 11 filling bypass line, between the inlet to the thermostatic
' bypass valve and the inlet to the jacket coolant heat exchanger, is

providad with a normally closed manually operated valve. The valve in
this filling bypass line should be opened only when filling the system
with coolant. When this valve is opened, it allows the coolant to bypass
. the normally closed ("C") port of the thermostatic bypass valve, and fill.

the jacket coolant, heat exchanger.
,

a n
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IntercINerWatersystem9.5.5.5.2

a) Temperature Control Valve

A thermostatic 3-way valve is provided in this system to keep the
temperature of the coolant (to the air coolers) high enough to
prevent any condensation, and temperature induced expansion and/or
contraction difficulties under the following conditions:

a. During periods of low ambient temperature

.

During periods of low coolant temperatureb.
4

c. During periods of low load conditions

d. Any combination of the above conditions.

This thermostatic valve begins to open the "C" port to the heat exchanger
at 950F. The "C" port (to the intercooler heat exchanger) will be fully
opened and the bypass "B" port will be fully closed when the coolant

,

temperature is 1100F.

b) Injector Nozzle Cooling

A branch lina of the intercooler system is provided so that the coolant
is supplied to the injection nozzle headers for each cylinder bank.

A three-way thermostatic mixing valve allows the jacket coolant and the
intercooler to mix, to produce a mixed coolant (at approximate 1'y 120 F
under all conditions of load and ambient temperatures) to enter the
injector nozzle cooling headers. The coolant discharged from th- njector
nozzle cooling system is returned to the remote mounted expansion tank.

9.5.5.5.3 Diesel Generator Shutdown & Interlocks

The diesel generator is shutdown in a jacket water temperature high condition
(in test mode only). There are no other shutdowns initiated by the diesel
engine cooling water system.

One interlock is provided to de-energize the jacket coolant water heater upon
starting of the diesel generator.

Tables 9.5.5-3, 4 and 5 list.the local instrumentation, alarm signals to diesel
control panel and control devices respectively.

Q q)D. AI
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Trbin 9.5.5-3

LOCAL INSTRLHENTATION,

Tag. No. Service Range / Unit Location Remark
,

CPS Jacket water (J.W.) pressure at 375 rpm Skid Back up for
switch speed switch

CPLA J.W. pressure low alarm switch 25 psi Skid

CTHA J.W. temperature high alarm 185 F Skid
switch

*

CTLA J.W. temperature low alarm 135 F Skid
switch

CTHS J.W. temperature high shutdown 195 F Skid In tect mode
switch only

'

CHT J.W. heater thermostat 150 F - Skid
1550F

.

CLLA J.W. expansion tank level low low Tank
alarm switch

CLR J.W. expansion tank fill alarm high Tank
switch

CLC J.W. expansion tank level control 8-3/8" Tank Maintain level
switch from from

bottom demineralized
water

CRTI RTD temperature of coolant from 100j3. Skid
engine

CRTX RTD temperature of coolant to 1003). Skid
engine

.

CL 450.h
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Table 9.5.5-4

! A M RM SIGNALS TO DIESEL CONTROL PANEL

Initiating Set
Devices . Alarm Description Condition Point Remark

CPM Jacket Water low pressure low pressure 25 psi

CTHA & J.W. temperature, high or out of range 185 F -
CTLA low 135 F

CLLA J.W. c.xpansion tank low low level NA
level

CLR J.W. expansion tank fill Filling NA

.
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Tebin 9 5.5-5
CONTROL DEVICES

Range / Unit
Tag. No. Service Application Location Remark

#4 J.W. pressure meter 0-60 psi Panel

JWM J.W. temperature meter 0-200 F Panel

RS3 J.W. temperature meter To Engine Panel
switch from Engine

SS42 J.W. warm up pump switch Hand /off/ Auto Term box
on skid

LI26 J.W. coolant pump off, light Green Ter= box
on skid

LI27 J.W. coolant pump on, light Red Term box
on skid

SS41 J.W. heater switch Off/On/ Auto Term box-

on skid

LI24 J.W. heater off, light Green Term box
on skid

LI25 J.W. heater on, light Red Term box
on skid

.
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Question No.

; 430.32 Provide a description of how the diesel engine jacket water
j (SRP 9.5.5) keepwarm system operates. Include such things as operating tem-

perature range, source of power for pump and heater, controls, and
instrumentation.

Response

The jacket water keepwarm heating system (JWKHS) is designed toi

| maintain the required jacket coolant temperature between 150*F and
| 155'F to permit the diesel engine to reach its rated speed in the

specified time of ten seconds. This eliminates the time delay for
engine warmup. The jacket water keepwarm heating system consists
of a motor driven centrifugal pump, electric heater, pressure,

relief valve, piping and instrumentation. The JWKHS system takes
suction from the main jacket water system loop, thru a branch line
just before the 3-way thermostatic valve and jacket water heat
exchanger. This system circulates jacket coolant through the
keepwarm heater and returns to main jacket water system loop down-

, stream of the main engine jacket water pump, as shown on Figure
'

9.5.5-1. A check valve is provided on the keepwarm piping down-
stream of the heater to prevent bypassing of the jacket coolant to !

the main engine heaters during operation. The keepwarm pump oper-
ates continuously whenever the engine is in a standby mode.,

A "three position" control switch is provided for manual selection
of pump operating conditions. When the switch is in " auto" posi-
tion, a speed relay (LSX) will open the circuit to stop the keep-
warm pump when the engine is in operation. In all modes of diesel
engine operation, the keepwarm heater is controlled by a thermo-
stat, in order to maintain the coolant temperature between 150F

,

l minimum and 155F maximum. A low temperature switch, located in
the suction line of the keepwarm pump, provides an alarm signal to

| the annunciator at the local Diesel Generator Control Panel and a
" System Trouble" alarm in the Control Room upon failure of the
jacket water keepwarm system. This temperature switch is set to
actuate at a coolant temperature of 135F. A temperature gauge is
provided on the Diesel Generator Control Panel, to monitor the
jacket water temperature. A pressure relief valve is provided for
the keepwarm heater protection in the event of restricted coolant

[ flow and failure of.the heater to cut-out automatically. This ,

| relief _ valve is located on the piping downstream of the heater,
| and is set at 60 psi. The power source to the 1.5 HP keepwarm

pump and 75 KW heater is provided from the non-Class IE, 480V, AC
motor control center powered by the unit auxiliary transformer as
well as the offsite power source.

FSAR Subsection 9.5.5.2.1 will be amended to reflect the above
response.

_. . - -. . . - - - ... . - .- .. --.- - - - -. -..-_. - .- - -..
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Item 4) which senses the temperature and directs it through or around the heat h@cxchanger as required to maintain the propor temperature. The water then
3r: turns to the pump suction.

-

A thermostatic control M atric heater is provided to maintain a constant, M I

warm engine jacket wate.. temperature to assure quick starts when the engine is ;

en standby. A motor-driven centrifugal pump supplies a flow of warm water
from the heater to the water jacket to achieve this purpose. Upon startup,
tha diesel engine jacket water circulating system will be transferred from the
hacting mode to the engine driven cooling mode.

p/Sc4 T 1 --P
9.5.5.2.2 Intercooler Water System

Tha Cooling Water System also includes the Intercooler Water System. This
system is a closed circuit which removes the heat of compression generated by
tha turbocharger from combustion air.

W ter is drawn from the engine intercooler by an engine-driven centrifugal
intercooler pump and is directed to an intercooler thermostatic three-way
valve (see Table 9.5.5-1, Item 9) which senses the temperature and directs the
v2ter through or around the intercooler heat exchanger proportionally as
r; quired to maintain the proper temperature. The water then goes to the
cugine intercoolers. Cool water from this system is blended as required with
hot jacket water by the injector cooling thermostatic three-way valve to
provide slightly warmer water for injection nozzle cooling. After. cooling the

, Mfu 1 injector nozzles it is directed to the expansion tank and then returns to 1

tha jacket water and intercooler systems through the pump surge lines. Block g
valves allow isolation of fuel injector nozzles for replaceme,nt without
drcining the major systems.

Tha Intercooler Water System also furnishes water to cool the alternator shaft
cutboard bearing.

.

Tha closed loop jacket water and intercooler water systems include an
| cxpansion tank with sufficient volume to provide for thermal expansion of the
| water and for minor leakages. The location of the expansion tank ensures that

th2 pump suction piping and most of the remaining system is initially filled
with water. During startup, air trapped in the engine will be displaced by
the pump discharge. The expansion tank is sized for seven days of expected
10cses for continuous diesel operation.

Makeup water to the expansion tank of the DGCWS is provided by the
s fety-related condensate storage tank through the condensate makeup pump. A

vicuum breaker is provided on the vent line of the tank to insure operation of
tha tank should the vent line become blocked. The expansion tank is sized for
c;ven days of expected losses for continuous diesel operation.

In the event of loss of offsite power, the component cooling water system
pumps, which supply cooling water to the diesel generator jacket water and
intercooler heat exchangers, will begin operation automatically upon startup;

! cf the diesel engines.
.Q

| *%W'
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INSERT 1

(

The jacket water keepvarm heating system (JWKHS) is designed to
maintain the required jacket coolant temperature between 150*F &
1550F to permit the diesel engine to reach its rated speed in the
specified time of ten seconds. This eliminates the time delay for
engine warmup. The jacket water keepwarm heating system consists of
a motor drivan centrifugal pump, electric heater, pressure relief
valve, piping and instrumentation. The JWKHS system takes suction
from tim main jacket water system loop, thru a branch line just before
the 3-way thermostatic valve and jacket water heat exchanger. This
system circulates jacket coolant through the keepvarm heater and
returns to main jacket water system loop downstream of the main
engine jacket water pump, as shown on Figure 9.5.5-1. A check
valve is provided on the keepvare piping downstream of the heater
to prevent bypassing of the jacko. coolmat to the main engine
heaters during operation. The.keepwarm pu:y operates continueusly'

whenever the engine is in a standby mode.

A "three position" control switch is provided for manual selection
of pump operating conditions. When the switch is in " auto" position, '

a speed relay (LSX) will open the circuit to stop the keepvarm pump
when the engine is in operation. In all modes of diesel engine

, operation, the keepwarm heater is controlled by a thermostat, in order
- to asintain the coolant temperature betiveen 150 F minimum and 155 F

maximum. A low temperature switch, located in the suction line of
the keepwarm pump, provides an alarm signal to the annunciator at the
local Diesel * Generator Control Panel and a " System Trouble" alarm in
the Control Room upon failure of the jacket water keepwarm system.
This temperature switch is set to actuate at a coolant temperature of
135'F. A temperature gauge is provided on the Diesel Generator Control
Panel, to monitor the jacket water temperature. A pressure relief valve
is provided for the keepwarm heater protection in the event of restricted
coolant flow and failure of the heater to cut-out automatically. This
relief valve is located on the piping downstream of the heater, and is
set at 60 pai. The power source to the 1.5 IIP keepwarm pump and 75
KW heater is provided from the non-Class 1E, 480V, AC motor control
center powered by the unit auxiliary transformer as well as the
offsite power source.

.
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Question No.

430.34 Expand your description of the diesel engine starting system.
(SRP 9.5.6) The FSAR text should provide a detail system description of what

is shown on Figures 9.5.6-1 and 9.5.6-2. The FSAR text should
also describe: 1) components and their function, 2) operating
pressures and relief valve settings, 3) instrumentation, controls,
sensors and alarms, and 4) a diesel engine starting sequence. In
describing the diesel engine starting sequence include the number
of air start valves used and whether one or both air start systems
are used.

Response

The Diesel Generator Starting System is an integral part of the
Diesel Generator Package and is supplied by the Diesel Generator
Manufacturer. The arrangement of the DGSS is shown on Figure
9.5.6-1.

Each diesel generator is equipped with two independent train air
start systems. Either train can start the engine and supply con-
trol air. Each train provides air to each of two banks of cylin-
ders and consists of an ac motor' driven air compressor, air dryer,
air receivers with safety relief valves, associated piping,
valves, and instrumentation and control equipment.

.

Each air compressor is driven by an ac motor fed from a separate
normal power supply. The air compressor motor is controlled by a
pressure switch at the associated air receiver. This pressure
switch is set to start the motor on decreasing pressure at 600 psi
and stop the motor on increasing pressure at 670 psi. By manually
opening the dual cross connect valves on the cross connection line
on the inlet side of the air receivers, either air compressor can
be used to fill and pressurize both receivers. Each air compres-
sor is provided with a safety valve on the discharge side set to
open at 700 psi. In addition, each air compressor is provided
with an automatic unloader to allow it to come up to rated speed
before starting to fill the air receiver. The air compressors are
not required during startup and/or operation of the diesel engine.

A crankcase heater is provided for each compressor to maintain the
temperature of the crankcase oil above the optimum temperature of
95F. A thermostat, set to actuate on decreasing temperature at
95F, controls the crankcase heater. Each air compressor is pro-
vided with a condensate drainpot which is periodically drained
automatically by a timer and solenoid operated drain valve.

|

A refrigerant type air dryer is provided at the discharge side of |
each air compressor, to provide moisture free air for starting and '

. - - - , - _ -
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Response

430.34 (Cont'd)

controls. A check valve, at the inlet of the air receiver, sepa-
rates the non-safety portion of the system from the safety-related
portion, thus preventing a sudden loss of air due to a break in
the non-safety portion of the air start system.

Each air receiver is sized to provide sufficient air capacity
without makeup for five diesel generator normal cold start cycles,
independent of a malfunction or failure of the other train. The
startup time is defined as the total elapsed time between receipt
of an automatic start signal and the closure of the diesel gener-
ator circuit breaker in the safety-related ac power distribution
system. A normal successful start is considered to be a start
that results in the diesel generator unit reaching rated speed of
514 rpm, frequency of 60 Hz and voltage of 4160 volts within 10
seconds of receipt of the start signal.

Both air starting systems are used for normal starts, therefore,
the combined capacity of both air receivers is 10 cold start
cycles without recharging the air receivers. The average expected
cranking cycle duration.is three to three and one half seconds. A
timer is provided to limit the duration of the cranking cycle to a
maximum of seven seconds. If this duration exceeds seven seconds,
the air supply for cranking will be shut off. Each air train is
provided with a low pressure alarm. Each receiver is provided
with a safety relief valve set to open at 700 psi. By closing the
two normally operated shutoff valves, each air receiver can be
isolated for maintenance. A manually operated drain valve is pro-
vided at the lowest point of the air receiver for use in the peri-
odic blowdown of the accumulated moisture and foreign materials.
A cross connection line, with two normally closed valves, is fur-
nished on the discharge side of the air receivers to provide oper-
ational flexibility.

On the engine skid, an air start solenoid operated three way valve
(normally closed; energize to open) is provided which pilots the
main air start control valve to allow the starting air to enter
the engine under the control of the air start distributor. Pre-
ceding these solenoid valves, a line strainer and filter are pro-
vided to remove dirt and foreign material from the line. Each air
line is also provided with a low air pressure alarm switch set to
actuate on decreasing pressure at 435 psi and to annunciate on the
diesel generator control board. A barring interlock device is
provided between the air start solenoid valve and the main air
start valve to prevent engine start during maintenance. Only when
the barring device is disengaged will the air start solenoid valve
be able to admit air to the main air start valve and start the
engine. When actuated, it shuts off starting air flow into the
engine and is annunciated on the diesel generator control board.

|

|
u

__ _ _ _ _
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Response

430.34 (Cont'd)

A shetdown air accumulator with a solenoid operated shutdown valve
(normally closed; energize to.open) is provided, which holds
enough air trapped by a check valve on the upstream side of the
accumulator, to close the fuel racks and shut the engine down even
if both starting air systems lose pressure.

FSAR Subsection 9.5.6.2 will be amended to reflect this response.

Also, refer to the Supply System responses for Questions 430.35
and 430.38.

.
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t 9.5.6 DIESEL GENERATOR STARTING SYSTEM

The Diesel Generator Starting System (DGSS) is designed to provide sofficient
charging air to allow starting of its associated diesel generator.

9.5.6.1 Design Bases

The DGSS bases are as follows: -

a) the DGSS is designed to store sufficient compressed air in each air
storage tank for performing the diesel generator cranking cycle five
times without recharging the Air Receiver System.

b) the DGSS is designed to remain functional during and af ter an SSE.

c) the DGSS is designed such that a single failure of any component cannot
cause loss of the system capability to mitigate the consequences of an
accident or to saf ely shutdown the reactor.

d) the DGSS is capable of being monitored and controlled f rom the local
diesel generator control panel and is monitored in the Main Control
Room via a common diesel generator trouble alarm.

9.5.6.2 System Description

Os,1: As
if' The diesel generator

generator package and(starting system is an integral part of the dieseltwt 2%=be supplied by the diesel generator manufacturer.
The arrangement of the "DGSS is shown on Figure 9.5.6-1.

Each diesel generator is equipped withiaMn isdqcsdwe,

train pressurized air starting-
p o p e c 2. J system 3.) Each i..J.p udent train provides air to each of two banks of cylinders
[ and consists of an ac motor driven air compressor, air dryer, air receivers

with saf ety relief wives, associated piping, wives, instrumentation and
control equipment. fSo cross-ties between trains are furnished on the suctnti ' j_- -
and discharge of the receivers by means of double manual isolation wives to,

7 provide operational flexibility. This flexibility will permit the operator to
maintain needed or technical specification pressure on both receivers even
with an air compressor out of service. Each compressor..is powered from a

~~separate buqu_
. yacALL.- y , rro ' n cqci :

Each syrten air receiver is sized . co provide sufficient.I air capacity without
makeup for five diesel generator / normal cold startgafeempts, independent of a |1
malfunction or failure of the oth'eBayeten. The startup time is defined as
the total elasped time between receipt of an automatic start signal and 'rn a

'

closure of the diesel generator circuit breaker in the safety-related ac power
distribution system. A The normal successful start is considered to be a start
that results in the diesel generator unit reaching rated speed of 514 rpm,
f requency of 60 Hz, and voltage of 4160 volts within 10 seconds of receipt of
the start sf.gnal.

- _ . _ -

T, NN/ here is a manually operated plug ulve located on the lowest point of the air
r { receivers which _can.be.used. for periodic blowdown of the accumulated moisture_ _ j

G 430.34
9.5-39 Amendment No, 1, (10/82)
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Both air starting / systems are used for normal starts 3 T@e..4 fcJeign-materials.

.Therefore, the combined capacity offth +"1 3"% system is 10 col' start

cycles without recharging the air receivers. The average expected cranking * "',
cycle duration is three to three and one half seconds. A ltsit switely,i's''
provided to limit the duration offd$nking cycle to a maximum of seven
seconds. If this duration exceeds seven secondsj the air supply for cranking
,ill be shutoff. The air receivers are- provided-with a pressure switch to ._w

start and stop the compressor as required 4. Each air train is provided with a
gg3 low pressure,alarjaThe compress' ors are not' reifu' ired ' uliiWg the stHting~ d ~-

operation or dur'ing diesel engine operation. Two complete automatic
( ref rigerant type air dryers on the discharge side of the air compressors ''

provide moisture-f ree air by reducing the air dewpoint tor starting and -'

control. A check wlve located upstream of the air receiver ensures that a
broken line in the non-saf ety portion of the piping will not result in a
sudden loss of air. The main air start control ulve and air start solenoid

-. ___ 4 . . :z. -valves are used for startup of the system. _._.._ _ _ = -

u - _ _ - -- - - .- ( ,, , , , , , , , , , . . .

A shutdown air accumulator with a solenoid operated shutdowri~valvejis , 3, d e '%
provided, which holds enough air trapped. by a check velve on the upstream.4of
the accumulator to close the fuel racks /'te shut the diesel engine down even if
both starting air systeme lose pressure. y The design data for major components
of this system is shown in Table 9.5.6-1.\ , nee, e q

i nsert s' m - ^-

975.6.3 Saf ety Ewluation
.

The' portion of the diesel generator starting system between the diesel h
generator and the first check velves upstream of the air receivers is U
classified as Nuclear Saf ety Class 3 and designed to ASME Section III, Class
3, seismic Category I requirements to ensure system operation during an SSE.
The non-saf ety portions of the starting air system are designed in accordance
with the applicable codes and standards listed in Table 9.5.4-2. The system

1
is shown on Figure 9.5.6-1.

The air starting systems for one diesel are physically and electrically

separated f rom those for the other diesel to assure that no single failure can
cause malfunction of both divisions of standby ac power. |

The single failure criterion is satisfied and significantly enhanced by having
a dual train air starting system for each diesel generator.

The dual train starting system ensures that a failure of any components of any
train cannot cause loss of system ability to start the diesel, to supply i
emergency power, so as to saf ely mitigate the consequences of an accident and
saf ely shutdown the reactor. A f ailure in the non-saf ety portion of the

system piping will not have any impact in the saf e operation of the system. A
f ailure mode and ef f acts analysis of the DGSS is presented in Table 9.5.6-2.

9.5.6.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

The system will be operated and tested initially with regard to flow path,
flow capacity and mechanical operability in accordance with Section 14.0. To

(9.Q-.

0%oJH \

:

9.5-40 Amendment No. 1, (10/82)
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Insert 1

Either train can start the engine and supply control air.

Insert 2

Each air compressor is driven by an ac motor fed from a separate normal
. power supply. The air compressor motor is controlled by a pressure switch
at the associated air receiver. This pressure switch is set to start the
motor on decreasing pressure at 600 psi and stop the motor on increasing
pressure at 670 psi. By manually opening the dual cross connect valves
on the cross connection line on the inlet side of the air receivers, either
air compressor can be used to fill and pressurize both receivers. Each air
compressor is provided with a safety valve on the discharge side set to open
at 700 psi. In addition, each air compressor is provided with an automatic
unloader to allow it to come up to rated speed before starting to fill the
air receiver. The air compressors are not required during startup and/or'
operation of the diesel engine. ~

A crankcase heater is provided for each compressor to maintain the temperature
of the crankcase oil above the optimum temperagure of 95 F. A thermostat,
set to actuate on decreasing temperature at 95 F, controls the crankcase heater.
Each air compressor is provided with a condensate drainpot which is periodically
drained automatically by a timer and solenoid operated drain valve.

A refrigerant type air dryer is provided at the discharge side of each air
compressor to provide moisture free air for starting and controls. A check
valve, at the inlet of the air receiver, separates the non-safety portion of
the system from the safety related portion thus preventing a sudden loss of
air due to a break in the non-safety portion of the air start system.

Insert 3

Each receiver is provided with a safety relief valve set to open at 700 psi.
By closing the two manually operated shutoff valves, each air receiver can be
isolated for maintenance. A manually operated drain valve is provided at the
lowest point of the air receiver for use in the periodic blowdown of,the
accumulated moisture and foreign materials. A cross connection line, with two;

' normally closed valves, 1_s furnished on the discharge side of the air receivers
to provide operational flexibility.

On the engine skid, an air start solenoid operated three way valve (normally
closed; energize to open) is provided which pilots the main air start control
valve to allow the starting air to enter the engine under control of the air
start distributor. Preceding these solenoid valves, a line strainer and filter
are provided to remove dirt and foreign material from the line. Each air line
is also provided with a low air pressure alarm switch set to actuate on
decreasing pressure at 435 psi and to annunciate on the diesel generator control
board.

A barring interlock device is provided between the air start solenoid valve and
the main air start *a4+nnid valve to prevent engine start during maintenance. Only
when the barring device is disengaged will the air start solenoid valve be able to
admit air to the main air start valve and start the engine. When actuated, it shuts

| off starting air flow into the engine and is annunciated on the diesel generator
| control board.

| ONd
,
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There are four shuttle valves used in series to control the rack boost func-
tion of the fuel rack servo cylinder. The operations of each of the valves

; are as follows:
1

,

a) The first shuttle valve selects.the starting air header that will
i supply the rack boost pressure.
a

b) The second shuttle valve vents the boost pressure in case of over-
speed governor actuation during cranking.

c) The third shuttle valve vents the boost pressure if a shutdown signal
from any source other than the overspeed governor activates the shut-
down solenoid during cranking.

I d) The fourth shuttle valve vents the boost pressure when the engine has
built-up sufficient lube oil pressure to move the shuttle against the
spring pressure.

|
'

Control air used to operate the pressure transmitters in the lube oil and fuel
oil systems, the five solenoid operated 3 way valves and the pressure switches
are supplied from a branch line connected to the starting air inlet lines to
the engine. The.five solenoid valves are connected downstream of the control
air oil removal filter. They are as follows:

a) AC control power solenoid valve *

b) Fuel level solenoid valve
.

c) Low speed solenoid valve

d) Oil heater solenoid valve

e) Emergency stop solenoid valve.'

These valves, with the exception of the emergency stop valve, are normally closed
(energized to open). The emergency stop valve is normally open (energized to close).
Operation of-these solenoid valves allows control air pressure to be admitted to,
or shut-off from the pressure operated switch associated with each valve. The
design data for major components of this system is shown on Table 9.5.6-1.

4

a
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9.5.6.2.1 Instrumentation'and controls .

The instrumentation, controls, sensors, interlocks and alarms provided
in the design of the diesel engine air start system are the following:

. ..

9.5.6.2.1.1 Air Receiver Pressure Gauges

A 0-800 psi range pressure switch is provided on each air receiver.
Readings are made periodically to ensure that the compressors
are charging the air receiver adequately and maintaining the air
pressure within the range of 600-680 psi.

9.5.6.2.1.2 Compressor Start-Stop Pressure Switches

Each air compressor is automatically controlled by a pressure switchi

mounted on the air receiver it is chargin'g. This pressure switch
is set to start the compressor motor on decreasing air pressure at
600 pai and stop on increasing pressure at 670 psi. These switches
can be tested periodically by means of test connections or the

'

pressure gauges in the line.

9.5.6.2.1.3 Low Pressure Alarm Switches
.

Low air pressure switches are provided in the dual inlet air lines
on the engine skid. These switches are set to actuate on decreasingstarting air pressure at 435 psi. Starting air pressure low alarms
will be displayed on the engine annunciator located in diesel *

generator local control board and retransmitted to control room
annunciator as diesel generator trouble. Low starting air pressure
will also be displayed on bypass inoperable status panel alerting ,

the operator that the diesel generator starting air system is in
trouble.i

9.5.6.2.1.4 Barrina Interlock Device

A barring interlock device switch is provided between the air start
solenoid valve and the main air start valve. If these switches are
actuated, starting air flow into the engine is shut off and the
engine cannot be started. Only when the barring device is disengaFed
will the air start solenoid valve be able to admit air to the main
start valve and start the engine. Whenever the barring devices are
engaged an alarm "Barring Device Engaged" will be displayed on the
local annunciator on the diesel generator control board and retransmitted-
to control room annunciator as diesel generator trouble..

.

Q 430.34
,
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TABLE 9.5.6-2 (Cont'd)

INilEREN T
(UMlUNENT FALLURE pf.TitJD OF W HitNSATING

M MAME MODE CAUSE EFFtCT ON SYSTDI DETECTION t*RtW IS ION REMARKS
.

Falls Materis1 ateeds of f the air low Pressure Redundant air
closed or/ or elec- receiver . alarm starting solenoid
leaks trical valve on redundant

failure train is available

7. Pressure looperable Materlat low pressure in systee low pressure Redusada nt train
switch for or e lec- alarm is available
compres sor trical
start

8. Air piping Line Breas Seismic Mo ne Visual Seismically Line is
from compressor Event qualified check non-s a f e t y
to air valve prevents related
receivers loss of air from

the receivers

9. Air piping Line treak Cor rosion low pressure in one low pressure Redundant air
from receivers air train s ta ru train is available
to engine

e
e
see w'" " ' '
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Question No.

430.35 Describe the instrumentation, controls, sensors and alarms
(SRP 9.5.6) provided for monitoring the diesel engine air starting system, and

describe their function. Describe the testing necessary to main-
,

tain a high':y reliable instrumentation, control, sensors and alarm
system and where the alarms are annunciated. Identify the temper-
ature, pressure and level sensors which alert the operator when
these parameters exceed the ranges recommended by the engine manu-
facturer and describe any operator actions required during alarm
conditions to prevent harmful effects to the diesel engine. Dis-
cuss system interlocks provided. Revise your FSAR accordingly.

Response

The instrumentation, controls, sensors, interlocks and alarms pro-
vided in the design of the diesel engine air start system are the
following:

1) Air Receiver Pressure Gauges

A 0-800 psi range pressure switch is provided en each air re-
ceiver. Readings are made periodically to ensure that the
compressors are charging the air receiver adequately and main-
taining the air pressure within the range of 600-680 psi.

2) Compressor Start-Stop Pressure Switches

Each air compressor is automatically controlled by a pressure
switch mounted on the air receiver it is charging. This pres-
sure switch is set to start the compressor motor on decreasing
air pressure at 600 psi and stop on increasing pressure at 670
psi. These switches can be tested periodically by means of
test connections or the pressure gauges in the line.

3) Low Pressure Alarm Switches _

Low air pressure switches are provided in the dual inlet air
lines on the engine skid. These switches are set to actuate
on decreasing starting air pressure at 435 psi. Starting air
pressure low alarms will be displayed on the engine annunci-
ator located in diesel generator local control board and re-
transmitted to control room annunciator as diesel generator
trouble. Low starting air pressure will also be displayed on
bypass inoperable status panel alerting the operator that the
diesel generator starting air system is in trouble.

.
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Response

430.35 (Cont'd)

4) Barring Interlock Device

:

A barring interlock device switch is provided between the air
start solenoid valve and the main air start valve. If these
switches are actuated, starting air flow into the engine is
shut off and the engine cannot be started. Only when the
barring device is disengaged will the air start solenoid valve
be able to admit air to the main start valve and start the
engine. Whenever the barring devices are engaged an alarm
"Barring Device Engaged" will be displayed on the local annun-
ciator on the diesel generator control board and retransmitted
to control room annunciator as diesel generator trouble.

FSAR Subsection 9.5.6 will be amended to reflect the response
to this question.

&r k k respu-tb G mk# 450.'54
|

|

.
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Question No.
.

430.38- Diesel generators in many cases utilize air pressure or air I

(SRP 9.5.6) flow devices to control diesel generator operation and/or emer-
; gency trip functions such as air operated overspeed trips. The

air for these controls is normally supplied from the emergency
diesel generator air starting system. Provide the following:'

a) Expand your FSAR to discuss any diesel engine control func- i
tions supplied by the air starting system or any air systems.
The discussion should include the mode of operation for the
control function (air pressure and/or flow), a failure modes
and effects analysis, and the necessary P&ID's to evaluate the
system.

b) Since air systems are not comp,letely air tight, there is a
potential for slight leakage from the system. The air start-
ing system uses a non-seismic air compressor to maintain air
pressure in the seismic Category I air receivers during the
standby condition. In case of an accident, a seismic event,
and/or loop, the air in the air receivers is used to start the

' diesel engine. After the engine is started, the air starting
system becomes non-essential to diesel generator operation |

' unless the air system supplies air to the engine controls. In
this case the controls must relay on the air stored in the air
receivers, since the air compressor may not be available to
maintain system pressure and/or flow. If your air starting
system is used to control engine operation, with the compres-
sor not available, show that a suf:'icient quantity of air will
remain in the air receivers, following a diesel engine start,
to control engine operations for t. minimum of seven days as-
suming a reasonable leakage rate. If the air starting system
is not used for engine control describe the air control system
provided and provide assurance that it can perform for a
period of seven days or longer.

Response

Item A

The diesel generator starting system is an integral part of
the diesel generator package and is supplied by the diesel
generator manufacturer. The arrangement of the DGSS is shown
on Figure 9.5.6-1.

On the engine skid, an air start solenoid operated three way
valve (normally closed, energize to open) is provided which
pilots the main air start control valve to allow the starting
air to enter the engine under control of the air start dis-
tributor. Preceding these solenoid valves, a line strainer
and filter are provided to remove dirt and foreign material
from the line. Each air line is also provided with a low air

__
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Response
,

430.38 (Cont'd)

pressure alarm switch set to actuate on decreasing pressure at
435 psi and to annunciate on the diesal generator control
board.

A barring interlock device is provided between the air start
solenoid valve and the main air start valve to prevent engine

| start during maintenance. Only, when the barring device is
disengaged, will the air start solenoid valve be able to admit'

air to the main air start valve and start the engine. When
actuated, it shuts off starting air flow into the engine and
is annunciated on the diesel generator control board.

>

A shutdown' air accumulator with a solenoid operated shutdown
valve (normally closed, energize to open) is provided, which
holds enough air trapped by a check valve on the upstream side
of the accumulator to close the fuel racks and shut the diesel
engine down even if both starting air systems lose pressure.
There are four shuttle valves used in series to control the
rack boost function of the fuel rack servo cylinder. The
operations of each of the valves are as follows:

a) The first shuttle valve selects the starting air header that
will supply the rack boost pressure.

i b) The second shuttle valve vents the boo'st press'ure in case of
overspeed governor actuation during cranking.

,

c) The third shuttle valve vents the boost pressure if a shutdown
! signal from any source other than the overspeed governor
| activates the shutdown solenoid during cranking.

d) The fourth shuttle valve vents the boost pressure when the
engine has built-up sufficient lube oil pressure to move the
shuttle against the spring pressure.

| The control air used to operate the pressure transmitters in thet-

lube oil and fuel oil systems, the five solenoid operated 3 way
valves and the pressure switches are supplied from a branch line
connected to the starting air inlet line to the engine. The five
solenoid valves are connected downstream of the control air oil
removal filter. They are as follows:

a) AC control power solenoid valve

j b) Fuel level solenoid valve
!

i

i
t
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Response
.

430.38 (Cont'd)

c) Low speed solenoid valve

d) 011 heater solenoid valve

e) Emergency stop solenoid valve.

The valves, with the exception of the emergency stop valve, are
normally closed (energized to open). The emergency stop valve is
normally open (energized to close). Operation of these solenoid
valves allow control air pressure to be admitted to, or shut-off
from the pressure operated switch associated with each valve.

Refer to the Supply System responses to Questions 430.34 and-

430.35.

A failure mode and effects analysis of the diesel generator
starting system is presented in FSAR Table 9.5.6-2.

Item B

A response to Item B of question 430.38 has been requested from
the Diesel Generator Manufacturer. When the information becomes
available it will be transmitted for NRC review.,

.
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y| Question No.
,

J 430.40
(SRP 9.5.6) energy system.The air starting system for your plant is defined as a highR,

system of one diesel generator, plus any single active failure inA high energy line pipe break in the air starting
&
B

any auxiliary system of the other diesel generator could result in:? loss of all onsite AC power.y following information: This is unacceptable. Provide theo

9 a)
W.

Assuming a pipe break at any location in the safety relatedA

portion of the air start system, demonstrate that no damage
from the resulting pipe whip, jet impingement, or missiles) (air receivers, or engine mounted air tanks) will cause fail-
ure of the redundant diesel generators or its auxiliary4 systems.

#
b) Demonstrate that a pipe break in the non-safety portion of the

"

air start systems (compressor and piping up to ASME Section
III check valves) will not cause damage to the corresponding
safety portions of the systems or to its diesel generator and

a

its auxiliary systems.
Response

The air starting system is an integral part of the diesel gener-ator package.
This system does not function during normal plant;

-

operation, and therefore, it is not classified as a high energy
system and it is exempt from pipe rupture considerations.i

A fail-ure in_the safety or non-safety-related portions of the air start-?

ing system may cause failure of their related diesel generator,!
but the redundant diesel generator will be available to perform

'

the required safety function.

The two redundant diesel generatur rooms are physically separated
by the Fuel Handling Building, and are located in the northeast
and southeast corners of the Reactor Auxiliary Building at EL.390.00 ft. Consequently, damage to one diesel generator is not
comunicated to its redundant counterpart.

L

|

.

, . , , . , -_
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Question No.
'

430.41 Describe the instrumentation, controls, sensors and alarms
(SRP 9.5.7) provided for monitoring the diesel engine lubrication oil system

and describe their function. Describe the testing necessary to
maintain a highly reliable instrumentation, control, sensors and
alarm system and where the alarms are annunciated. Identify the
temperature, pressure and level sensors which alert the operator
when these parameters exceed the ranges recommended by the engine
manufacturer and describe any operation action required during
alarm conditions to prevent harmful effects to the diesel engine.
Discuss systems interlocks provided. Revise your FSAR accordingly.

Response

The instrumentation, controls, sensors and alarms including recom-
mended setpoints monitoring the Diesel Generator Lubrication Sys-
tem are described below.

1. Water Detector

This detector is provided in the prelube/keepwarm system to
detect the presence of water in the lube oil system. It is
located in the line, on the inlet side of the lube oil fil-

ter. This detector will be set to detect the presence of 2
percent of water. When activated this detector will energize
the annunciator. ,

2. Pressure Switches

a - Actuation of one of the Low Lube Oil Pressure Switches
(Items 15,16,17 and 18 of Figure 9.5.7-1) will energize
the annunciator circuits, and will alarm to show the lube
oil pressure has reached a dangerous low-level. Actuation
of any two pressure switches (Items 15 and 17 or 15 and 18
or 16 and 17 or 17 and 18) will cause the shutdown of the
engine.

The settings of these pressure switches are below the
normal operating lube oil pressure. The setpoints are as
follows:

Item 15 - The normally closed contacts of this switch
close, on decreasing pressure, at 70.0 psi and reopen, on
increasing pressure, at 80.0 psi.

Item 16 - The normally closed contacts of this switch
close, on decreasing pressure, at 65.0 psi and reopen, on
increasing pressure, at 75.0 psi.

.
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Response -

430.41 (Cont'd)

Items 17 and 18 - The normally closed contacts of both
switenes close, on decreasing pressure, at 60.0 psi and
reopen, on increasing pressure, at 70.0 psi.

b - High Crankcase Pressure Switch

This pressure switch is mounted on the engine and is con-
nected to the engine crankcase. This switch will close
its normally open contacts and cause the engine to be
shutdown if the pressure in the crankcase should increase
to 0.6 inches of water (pressure) for any reason and if
the engine was started in the test mode.

3. Temperature Switches

a - High 011 Temperature Alarm Switch (Item 13 of Figure
9.5.7-1) is connected to the engine driven lube oil pump
discharge line. This switch will actuate to energize the
annunciator and alarm when the lube oil temperature in-
creases to 167F and reclose on decreasing temperature at
160F.

b - Low 011 Temperature alarm switch (Item 20 Figure 9.5.7-1)
has its sensing element located.in the engine lube oil
sump. This switch will actuate to energize the annunci-
ator and alarm when the temperature of the lube oil in the
sump decreases to 120F and closes on increasing tempera-
ture at 125F.

4. Lube Oil Sump Level Control System

A remotely mounted lube oil make-up tank, a make-up control
solenoid valve (Item 28 of Figure 9.5.7-1) and a sump level
control switch (Item 26 of Figure 9.5.7-1) maintain a prede-
termined level of lube oil in the engine lube oil sump. When

the oil level in the engine sump falls below a predetermined
point, the sump level control switch actuates to energize the
make-up control solenoid valve. The normally closed valve
will now open, allowing oil to flow from the make-up tank to
the engine lube oil s"mp. When the oil level in the engine
sump rises to a predetermined point, the sump level control
actuates to energize the make-up control solenoid valve. This
valve now closes to shut off the flow of oil from the make-up

tank to the engine lube oil sump.

5. Lube Oil Level Alarm Switches

a - Low Lube Oil Level Alarm Switch (Item 19 of Figure 9.5.7-1)

.. . _ - -
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Response

430.41(Cont'd)

This switch is mounted opposite the drier end on the
engine sump. It will actuate to energize the annunciator
circuits which will give an alarm when the oil level in
the engine sump decreases to the " Low" mark on the crank-
case dip stick.

b - High Lube Oil Level Alarm Switch (Item 21 of Figure
9.5.7-1)

This switch is mounted on the side of the engine sump. It

will actuate to energize the annunciator circuits, which
will give an alarm when the oil level in the engine sump
rises above the " Full" mark on the crankcase dip stick.

6. Lube Oil Temoerature Measurement

Resistance Temperature Detectors are installed in the lube oil
lines to and from the engine to measure the temperature. The
signals are sent to a remote meter located in the generator
control panel. One meter is used by both RTD's. A selector
switch is positioned to the temperature measurement selected
to be indicated.

7. Pressure Test Connections

a - Pressure Test Connections are provided in the inlet and
outlet of the lube oil strainer. When the pressure dif-
ferential between the inlet and outlet exceeds 10.0 psi,
the strainer elements should be removed and cleaned.

b - Pressure test connections are provided in the inlet and
outlet of the lube oil filter. When the pressure differ-
ential between the inlet and outlet exceeds 15.0 psi, the

! filter element must be removed and replaced with new
elements.

8. Rocker Arm Lube Oil System - Engine Mounted

a - Rocker Arm Lube Oil Reservoir Level

This reservoir is equipped with a sight glass, a vent,
connections for supply and return lines, and a drain con-
nection. The supply line to this reservoir has a level
control valve, a manual shut-off valve and a high level
alarm switch (Item 24 of Figure 9.5.7-1) the alarm switch
will actuate to energize the annunciator circuit, which
will give an alarm when the level in the rocker arm oil
reservoir becomes too high.
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Response

430.41 (Cont'd) ,

b - Low Rocker Arm Oil Pressure Alarn Switch (Item 23 of
Figure 9.5.7-1) ~

.

This switch will actuate to start the rocker arm prelube
piamp and energize the annunciator circuits which will give
an alarm when the rocker arm lube oil pressure (at the
discharge of the duplex filter) decreases to 11.5 psi, and
reopen on increasing pressure at 12.0 psi.

c - Rocker Arm 011 Pressure Regulating Valve
,

/

This valve is provided to regulate the rocker arm oil
pressure at the discharge of the duplex filter. This
valve will open when the rocker arm lube oil pressure, at
the discharge of the duplex filter, becomes too high.'
Opening this valve allows some of the rocker ' arm lube oil
to return to the suction side of the engine driven rocker
arm lube oil pump. This valve will be set to open at 15.0
psi.

9. System Alarms

The following system-malfunctions will be displayed in alarm --

windows of the annunciator which is located on the generator
control panel:

!
' a - Lube Oil Temperature High/ Low

,

L - Rocker Arm Lube Oil Level High

! c - Rocker Arm Lube Oil Pressure Low

d - Lube Oil Sump Level High/ Low

e - Crankcase Pressure High

| f - Lube Oil Pressure Low -

~g.- Lube Oil Water. Detector

10. Interloc!< sj

: The lube oil heater control is interlocked with the prelube/

| keepwarm pulmp and engine controls so that the oil heater will
| :not operate unless the pump is in operation and the engine is

not.: running.
"

t
-

FSAR Subsection 9.5.7 will be~ amended to reflect the above|
I information.

-
._
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To protect the crankcase oil from contamination by possible cooling water and
m ,

fuel leaks at the cylinder head upper deck level, the valve rockers are Q1;

lubricated and drained by a separate rocker lube system. A crankcase *

. evacuation system is provided to extract accumulated combustible gases in
order to reduc,e the hazards of crankcase explosions. A number of explosion
covers are provided on the diesel engine crankcase to permit controlled

- release of gases in the unlikely event of an explosion. A gea r-type pump ,
mounted at the free end of the engine, is driven by the engine crankshaf t.
The pump draws oil f rom an engine-mounted reservoir and discharges under

''
pressure through a duplex filter to a header. Pipes f rom the header f eed each

!) , cylinder head rocker assembly with lobe oil. Drain pipes return the oil
through a drain header back to the reservoir. The system includes a sisall AC |1
motor-driven pre-lubrication pump mounted on the engine. Alarms are provided
f or indicating low and high engine lube oil sump level. <

The AC motor-driven pre-lubricating pump mounced on the diesel engine skid !

draws oil f roa the main sump thrc agh a suction strainer and discharges it
through an electric heater and a 5 micron filter into the main lube system.
For engine standby this system provides continuous pre-lubrication and
filtering of the oil charge at the ke'ep-warm temperature. During engine
operation, tha system is used for continuous filtration of the oil charge. On |1
engine initial startup, the pump is used for filling the external system and
f or pra-lubrication of the engine. For maintenance operations, the auxiliary-

pump is used f or draining the engine sump.

The cooling water for lube oil heater exchanger is provided by the component
cooling water eystem through the diesel generator cooling water system.

h'Q
/,

^

_ The diesel generator lubrication system includes a saf ety-related lube oil
- makeup tank with the vent pipe routed outside of the RAB, and equipped with a

' '

flame arrestor, fill line, drain line, and overflow line. The lube oil makeup
-tank feeds the diesel engine sump by gravity through a safety-related solenoid
fvalve which provides makeup for oil losses of the system during required

- _ . emergency operation. A wcuum breaker is provided on the vent pipe of the
tank to insure operation of the tank in the event the vent pipe becomes
blocked. The design data and classification for major componenta of this
system is shown in Table 9.5.7-1. Instrumentailon for the DGLS is described

iin FSA2 Subsection 8.3.1.
tMsNTZ;

9.5.7.3 Safety Euluation

The diesel generator lubrication system is capable of supplying suf ficient
lubricating oil to its associated diesel generator. |y

s

The lube oil systems for both diesel generators are completely independent of
one another and are capable of supplying lube oil without augmentation f rom
other sources. The lube oil pump is driven by the diesel engine with which it

is associated. Because of these arrangements and the redundancy of the
9

emergency diesel generator design and installation, a f ailure of any single
active component of the DGLS cannot result in a complete loss of any diesel

- .
- - - - --
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9.5.7.2.1 Inttrum ntetion snd Contro1n

The instrumentation, coatrols, sensors and alarms provided for monitoring the
Diesel Generator Lubrication System are as follows:

9.5.7.2.1.1 Water Detector

This detector 1 provided in the prelube/keepwarm system to detect the presence
of water in the lube oil system. It is located in the line, on the inlet side of
the lube oil filter. This detector will be set to detect the presence of 2%

. of water. When activated this detector will energize the annunciator.

9.5.7.2.1.2 Pressure Switches

a. Low Lube 011 Pressure Switches (Items 15, 16, 17 and 18 of Figure 9.5.7-1)

Actuation of one of these switches will energize the annunciator circuits,
'

and will alan,to show the lube oil pressure has reached a dangerous low
level. Actuation of any two pressure switches will cause the shutdown of
the et.gine.'

:

i h. High Crankcase Pressure Switch

This pressure switch is mounted on the engine and is connected to the
engine crankcase. This switch will close its normally open contacts and
cause.the engine to be shutdown if the pressure in the crankcase should
increase to 0.6 inches of water (pressure) for'any reason and if the
engine was started in the test,gmode.

Or ww.|9.5.7.2.1.3 Temperature Switches
| -

!
.

a_- High 011 Temperature Alarm Switch (Item 13 of Figure 9.5.7-1) is connected
| to the engine driven lube oil pump discharge-line. This switch will actuate

to energize the annunciator and alarm when the lube oil temperature increases
to 167 F.

,

_ b - Low 011 Temperature Alarm Switch (Item 20 of Figure 9.5.7-1) has its sensing
element located in the e'ngine lube cil sump. This switch will actuate to

| energize the annunciator and alara when'the temperature of the lube oil in
| the sump decreases to 120 F.

'

9.5.7.2.1.4 Lube 011 Sump Level c'entrol' System

A remotely mounted lube c:ll make-up tank, a make-up control solenoid valve (Item
28 of Figure 9.5.7-1) and a sump .lavel control switch (Item 26 of . Figure '9.5.7-1)
maintain ' a predetermined level of lube oil in the engine lube oil sump. When the
oil level in the engine' sump falls below a predetermined point, the sump level
control switch actuates to energize the make-up control solenoid valve. The
normally closed valve will now open, allowing oil to flow from the make-up tank
to the engine lube oil sump. When the oil level in the engine sump rises to a
predetermined point,the sump level control actuates to energize the make-up
control solenoid valve. This valve now closes to shut off the flow of oil from~

-the make-up tank to the engine lube oil sump.

, . .
G9 sow I,
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|9.5.7.2.1.5 Lube oil Level Alarm Switches i

a - Low Lube 011 Level Alarm Switch (Item 19 of Figure 9.5.7-1)

This switch is mounted oppocite the drier end on the engine sump. It will
actuate to energize the annunciator circuits which will give an alarm

i

! when the oil level in the engine sump decreases to the " Low" mark on the I

crankcase dip stick.

b - High Lube Oil Leyel Alarm Switch (Item 21 of Figure 9.5.7-1)

| This switch is mounted on the side of the engine sump. It will actuate
to energize the annunciator circuits, which will give an alarm when the
oil level in the engine sump rises above the " Full" mark ,on the crankcase
dip stick.

9.5.7.2.1.6 Lube 011 Temperature Measurement

Resistance Temperature Detectors are installed in the lube oil lines to and from:

the engine to measure the temperature. The signals are sent to a remote meter
located in the generator control panel. One meter is used by both RTD's. A
selector switch is positioned to the temperature measurement selected to be
indicated.

i 9.5.7.2.1.7 Pressure Test Connections
'I

a - Pressure Test Connections are proviaed in the inlet and outlet of the lube
oil strainer. Whenthe pressure differential between the inlet and outleti

exceeds 10.0 psi, the strainer elements should be removed and cleaned.
!

b - Pressure Test Connections are provided in the inlet and outlet of the lube
oil filter. When the pressure differential between the inlet and outlet

! exceeds 15.0 psi, the filter element must be removed and replaced with new
elements.

9.5.7.2.1.8 Rocker Arm Lube Oil System - Engine Mounted

a - Rocker Arm Lube oil Reservoir Level

( This reservoir is equipped with a sight glass, a vent, connections for supply
; 'and return lines, and a drain connection. The supply line to this reservoir

has a level control valve, a manual shut-off valve and a high level alarmt

switch (Item 24 of Figure 9.5.7-1). The alarm switch will actuate to energize
the annunciator circuit, which will give an alarm when the level in the rocker
arm oil reservoir becomes too high.

,

l

! b - Low Rocker Arm Oil Pressure Alarm Switch (Item 23 of Figure 9.5.7-1)

This switch will actuate to start the roc.ner arm prelube pump and energize
the annunciator circuits which will give an alannwhen the rocker arm lube
oil pressure (at the discharge of the duplex filter) decreases to 11.5 psi.

|

dhl304l|
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9.5.7.2.1.8 (cont'd)

c - Rocker Arm 011 Pressure Regulating Valve

This valve is provided to regulate the rocker arm oil pressure at the
discharge of the duplex filter. This valve will open when the rocker
arm lube oil pressure, at the discharge of the duplex filter, becomes too
high. Opening this valve allows some of the rocker arm lube oil to
return to the suction side of the engine driven rocker arm lube oil
pump. This valve will be set to open at 15.0 psi.

9.5.7.2.1.9 System Alarms

The following system malfunctions will be displayed in alarm windows of the
annunciator which is located on the generator control panel:

a - Lube Oil Temperature High/ Low

b - Rocker Arm Lube 011 Level High

c - Rocker Arm Lube Oil Pressure Low

d - Lube 011 Sump Level High/ Low

e - Crankcase Pressure High

f - Lube 011 Pressure Low

g - Lube Oil Water Detector
.

9.5.7.2.1.10 Interlocks

The lube oil heater control is interlocked with the prelube/keepwarm pump and
engine controls so that the oil heater will not operate unless the pu=p is in
operation and the engine is not running.

O A30 41
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generator function. Alternately considered, a single failure may be assessed

@ as a failure of the diesel generator with which it is associated; in such a
c ircums tanc e, the remaining diesel generator is adequate to safely shutdown
the plant or mitigate the effects of a loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) during
loss of offsite power conditions.

The failure of the non-s afety portion of the system will not have an impact on
the safe operation of the system. A failure mode and effects analysis of the
DCIS is presented in Table 9.5.7-2.

When the engine is not operating, lube oil is heated by the electric heater
and is circulated with an electric pump. Extreme lube oil viscosities which
accompany low lube oil temperatures are thus prevented, and quick starting of
the diesel engine is assured.

9.5.7.4 In spection and Te sting Re <2 uire men t s

4. a c w A .. 3 % c. c.c acx.t.c n o k
s,, . r ..s g (s a d 4-W e c.ba 5

The system /will be operated and tested initially with regard to flow path,
flow capac ty and mechanical operability. To insure continued integrity of

the Diese Generator Lubrication System, scheduled inspection and testing of
equipment 4will be performed as part of the overall engine performance checks
at regular intervals. Testing of the diesel generator system is discussed in
Sections 8.3 and 14.2.

All major components of the system are accessible for inspection, and
available for testing during normal plant operation. The ASME Section III,

Class 3 DCIS piping will be inspected and tested in accordance with ASMEgusn Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Sections XI and III requirements, re spectively.Y,Fw

.

e o.\. no cd e el dwr.nc3 4 c. .+ ,'a cy cu n c( o, w 4e m cu41 c.P n 'S 4m.n e_ nk r. ou r e_

u on+r .t s cure -ec_s+ e.c) t-or o.c Ac.-tn e n o.1 '+-h e p r c p ct- s e_t pc.o d 1 4 ( o r '"

cLa ck l . ,~, . t s e4 u ,- . n g
C we c ;b o o t cm. e C. q.we.qF.Ed (cv op(rsulos 1.$7
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Question No.

430.49 Provide a discussion of the measures that will be taken to maintain
(SRP 9.5.7) the required quality of the lube oil, including the inspection and -

replacement when oil quality is degraded.
,

Response

Representative samples of diesel lube oil will be collected quar-
terly. Viscosity, water and sediment, and additive retention will
be determ hed for each sample. If the diesel lube oil does not
meet the manufacturer's specifications it will be replaced or, in
the case of water and sediment, treated to remove impurities.

.

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ . . _ _ . _
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Question No.

430.51 In FSAR Section 9.5.8.1, you state that the combustion air intake
(SRP 9.5.8) filter and combustion air silencer are "non-safety equipment."

This is not acceptable. We require these components to be Seismic
Category I and conform to ASME Section III, Class 3 requirements,
or provide justification for nonconformance and include the indus-
try standaros used for the design, construction, and inspection of
the combustion air intake filter and silencer.

Response

The combustion air intake filter and silencer are safety-related
equipment, and FSAR Subsection 9.5.8.1 will be revised accor-
dingly. The filter and silencer meet Quality Group C criteria as
discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.26 Rev. 3, Supply System Quality
Class I and Seismic Category I criteria, the details of which
follow:

(a) Material is ASTM A36 and A538.

(b) Seismic design loads are:

F = (-l ! 2) x weight of intake filter
ex

F,y=F,y3.5xweightofintakefilter
F = (-1 ! 1.6) x weight of silencer

ex

F =F 2.6 x weight of silencerey ez

These loads are assumed to act simultaneously in the worst
combination.

(c) Welding is performed in accordance with AWS D1.1.

(d) Since the loads on the intake filter and silencer are not the
result of pressure, and since leakage will not affect the
operability of the diesel generator, no pressure or leak test
is required.
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9.5.8 DIESEL GENERATOR COMilUSTION AIR INTAKE AND EXHAUST SYSTEM j

| This section discusses the mechanical f estures of the diesel generator i

[- comination air intake and exhaust system. '

| l
! 9.5.8.1 Design Bases
i

In addition to the design criteria for the diesel generator ancillary systems
described in Subsection 9.5.4, the, following are also design bases f or the

| diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system (DGAIES).

a) The DGAIES is capable of supplying adequate combustion air and
disposing of resultant exhaust products to ' permit continuous operation
of both diesel generators for each unit.

' * * g cp
;nc.tv.d.n3 L n + w o n d . i t eo c e '~J

b) The diesel generator normal exhaust piping within the RAB, the diesel
generatjor alternate exhaust piping and the diesel generator air intake

j pipingfa-ra J i p d m .'i"i ?:: tie- m , C1_.-.-?.,,A seismic Ca tego ry I
| requirements. Th. .Lvvu ..utivacd c ho et pipin; i: de:ignated-ASME*

| S;; tion III, Cle:: 3 21theogh the-a-1-lowable--p4 ping-strose-is obtained
I f.v. M;0I B31.1-d; ; te th; high :: perat"re of the diesel-generator
| .6aL . . - theris, as greL%el k kofu%&,c/c QG tcp 3, .S. gf y
| e.c+ ba s4- on WW''' Mtb M T& ,

The[airi-M filt::, th; ;i; int;h: ;d exhaust silencer, and thel

normal exhaust expansion joint outside the RAB are classified as non
saf ety equipment. The normal exhaust piping outside t.he RAB is

@ classified as non safety piping.:nd de ie..~ in awv&J-un -i ^ N
021J 3. c eter

c) The material for the diesel generator exhaust piping and equipment is
selected f or high exhaust temperature conditions.

d) All portions of the DGAIES designated as saf ety-related are missile y
protected and located in the confines of the seismic Category I RAB.

e) The DGAIES design conforms to applicable portions of the codes and
standards listed in Table 9.5.4-2.

f) The system is designed f or the design basis ashf all.
_|

9.5.8.2 System Description

The diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system is an integral

part of the diesel generator package and most of the system equipment is
supplied by the diesel generator manufacturer. ,

-

|

( The arrangement of the dicsel generators and components of the DGAIES are
shown on Figure 9.5.8-1.

:

9.5.8.2.1 Intake and Exhaust System

|- The diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system consists of an
' air intake filter, an air intake silencer, an exhaust silencer, exhaust

expansion joints, air intake rubber expansion joints, air intake and exhaust'

dN30, El
9.5-51 Amend:nent No.1, (.10/82) |;

|

- . . . - - - - - . _.
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Question No.

430.54 Show by analysis that potential fire in the diesel generator
(SRP 9.5.8) building together with a single failure of the fire protection

system will not degrade the quality of the diesel combustion air
so that the remaining diesel will be able to provide full rated
power.

Resoonse

As shown on FSAR Figure 1.2-11, the two diesel generators, and
their respective combustion air intakes, are situated on opposite
sides of the Reactor Auxiliary Building, and enclosed by three-
hour fire walls, ceilings and floors. The Fuel Handling Building
is also located between the two DG rooms. Each diesel generator
has an independent intake and exhaust system. In the unlikely
event of a fire in the diesel generator "A" or "B" rooms, the
smoke generated would be ex,hausted by the ventilation system
through HVAC vent Stack #4, or #1, respectively. The shortest
distance between a Stack (#1) and an intake ("A") is 189 feet
(horizontal) and 103 feet (vertical).

Due to the fact that the hot smoke would be exhausted in the up-
ward direction 103 feet above the air intake, it is very improb-
able that the quality of the DG combustion air would degrade to
such a level as to cause a malfunction of the remaining diesel
generator. Also, since the air intakes are situated on the sides
of RAB (EL. 398.00 ft.), the RAB and/or the FHB will further dis-
perse any smoke exhausted from either of the stacks.

Even though the postulation of a fire in a diesel generator room,
'

and a single failure of the fire protection system coupled with a
loss of offsite power is beyond the design basis of the plant, a
conservative analysis was performed to determine the impact such a
fire would have on the remaining diesel generator. The results
indicate that the smoke exhausted would deplete the oxygen avail-
able for combustion by only 0.1 percent. This would have a negli-
gible impact on the ability of the remaining diesel generator to
provide full rated power.

|
'

Further assistance is provided by the fact that even with a single
failure of the fire protection system (sprinklers fail to oper-
ate), the fire detection system would alert the Control Room oper-
ator to take corrective action.

FSAR Subsection 9.5.8.3 will be amended to reflect the response to
this question.

-

___ -
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9.5.8.3 Safeev Evaluation.g
ne diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system meets the single
failure criterion in that the failure of the system and its a ssociated diesel

generator will not affect the remaining diesel generstor set which provides
adequate power to safely shutdown the plant. A failure mode and effects
analysis of the system is presented in Table 9.5.8-2.

* ne diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system is capable of
supplying an adequate quantity of filtered combustion air to the engine and of
disposing of the resultant exhaust gases without creating an excessive
backpressure on the engine. Intake air filters will reduce particulates such
as airborne dust or volcanic ash to concentrations suf ficiently low enough to
permit the diesel generator to operata in accordance with the design basis
criteria.

The combustion air intakes are located on the south and east walls of the
Reactor Auxiliary 3uilding (RAB) 3 1/ 2 f eet above grade elevation. ne diesel
generator hot exhaust gases are discharged in the upward direction through the
normal exhaust pipe which terminates above roof of the RAB approximately 95
feet above grade elevation or through emergency exhaust pipe terminating
approximately 35 feet from their respective air intake openings. These design
f eatures will preclude the possibility of recirculation of the diesel engine
combustion products into the air intake thereby reducing the oxygen content
below acceptable levels. No atmospheric conditions such as ice or snow are

j expected to clog or in any way affect the intake and exhaust openings.

There are no gas storage facilities near the air intake opening, enerefore
accidental release of any gases is not expected. ne consequences of high and
moderate energy pipe breaks in the vicinity have been accounted for in the
. design of the system.

InSerfI 5.8.4 Insoection and Te sting Recuirements

Pre-operational and periodic tests and inspections of all system functions
will be performed in accordance with the plant operating procedures. Pe riodic
testing of the diesel generators proves the integrity of the intake and
exhaust systems.- Testing of the diesel generator system is discussed in
Sections 8.3 and 14.2. _

All major components of the system are accessible for inspection, and testing
during nortal plant operation. The ASME Section III, Class 3 DGAIES ,,iping
will be inspected and tested in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code Sections XI and III, respectively.

i

4 30. 64- |t

I
l9.5-53
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In the unlikely event of a fire in one diesel generator room, coupled with
a single failure of the fire protection system, the results of an analysis
indicate that the smoke exhaustad through the ventilation system (vent Stack
#1 or #4) would deplete the oxygen in the combustion air of the remaining
diesel generator by only 0.1%. This would have negligible impact on the
ability of the remaining diesel generat'or to prc, vide full rated power. Further
assurance is provided by the fact that even with a single failure of the fire
protection system (sprinklers fail to operate), the fire detection system
would alert the control room operator to take corrective action,

i

/

.

!
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Question No. |

430.55 Experience at some operating plants has shown that diesel engines
(SRP 9.5.8) have failed to start due to accumulation of dust and other deli-

terious material on electrical equpiment associated with starting
of the diesel generators (e.g., auxiliary relay contacts, control
switches etc.). Describe the provisions that have been made in
your diesel generator building design, electrical starting system,
and combustion air and ventilation air intake design (s) to pre-
clude this condition to assure availability of the diesel gener-,

| ator on demand.

Also describe under normal plant operation what procedure (s) will
be used to minimize accumulation of dust in the diesel generator
room; specifically addrcss concrete dust contrcl.

Response

Provisions have been made in the building design to preclude dust
generation from concrete surfaces. Diesel generator area floors

,

; are prepared, primed and topcoated with nuclear coatings. Diesel
generator room walls and ceilings are covered with acoustical
panels having smooth surfaces. . Diesel Generator Control- Room
walls are prepared, primed and topcoated with nuclear coatings to
a smooth finish and the ceiling is constructed of a concrete slab

,

i formed with a galvanized steel deck.

The Diesel Generator starting system electrical controls such as
auxiliary relay contacts, control switches or other circuit compo-
nents are housed inside NEMA 12 enclosures. These enclosures pro-
tect the enclosed controls from dust, lint, fibers,. liquid drip-

i pings and deleterious materials by excluding an entrance path to
'

the inside of the enclosure.'

The NEMA 12 enclosures are provided with hinged oil resistant syn-
- thetic gasketed doors with integral locks for authorized entry |

only.- Since some dust accumulation outside the enclosures may i

occur during normal operation, administrative controls will be j
used to remove accumulated dust from the exterior surfaces of the .

enclosures. These administrative controls will minimize entry of |
'

dust during access to controls by authorized personnel.

The diesel generator combustion air intake filter is located in a
separate room adjacent to the outside air intake missile protected )
opening and louver. This arrangement permits dust accumulation to l
be centralized in the filter room and prevents infiltration of )
dust into the diesel generator area. The combustion air filter

;

| housing is provided with an access door which permits periodic
inspection and replacement of disposable filter elements that
become loaded with dust from the outside air. The frequency of

,

, , . . _ _ , , , . . . _ , - . , . . .,-_m.. - , . ._ ,__,._--....--.-..-,.-m ._..,...-_m. , . ~ . ~ , - . .,,,-_--.m . - _ - ..
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Response

430.55 (Cont'd)

replacement of the filter elements is dependent on the local dust
conditions.

During normal operation when the diesel generators are not running
the diesel control rooms are cooled and ventilated by ventilating
units HV-2A-SA and HV-28-SB. Each ventilating unit includes an
automatic roll air filter designed to separate dust particulates
from the air supplied to the spaces of the diesel generator
areas. The filters will minimize dust particulate in the diesel
control rooms.

The provisions in the overall design, described above, assure dust.

accumulation is controlled and the administrative procedure will
prevent dust accumulation on controls so that an adverse environ-
mental effect will not jeopardize the diesel generator capability
to start on demand.

Administrative controls will be provided to minimize the accumula-
tion of dust in the diesel generator room.

.

t

>
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Question No.

430.56 Describe the instrumentation, controls, sensors and alarms pro-
(SRP 9.5.8) vided in the design of the diesel engine combustion air intake and

exhaust system which alert the operator when parameters exceed
ranges recommended by the engine manufacturer and describe any
operator action required during alarm conditions to prevent harm-
ful effects to the diesel engine. Discuss system interlocks pro-
vided. Revise your FSAR accordingly.

Response

The instrumentation, controls, sensors interlocks, and alarms pro-
vided in the design of the diesel engine combustion air intake and
exhaust system are the following:

Air Intake Manometer

A manometer connection is provided in one of the air intake lines,
between the discharge of the air intake silencer and the engine.
A manometer reading is made, with clean air filter panels in
place, to establish a baseline reading. Readings are made peri-
odically and compared with the baseline reading to ensure the air
intake system is operating properly.

Air Manifold High Temperature Alarm Switches

A high temperature alarm switch is connected to the combustion air
manifolds on each side of the engine. Both of these switches are
set to alarm if the temperature of the combustion air should in-
crease to 158F or greater.

| Air manifold high temperature alarm will be displayed on alarm
windows of the engine annunciator, which is located on the gener-i

ator control panel.

Air Exhaust Manometer

A manometer connection is provided on the air exhaust line between
the engine and the exhaust silencer. A manometer reading is made
periodically to insure the air exhaust system is operating
properly.

High Exhaust pressure Alarm Switch

This pressure alarm switch is connected to the exhaust line and it |
will annunciate if the exhaust pressure increases to 1.0 psi.

Crankcase Vacuum Manometer j

The manometer (mounted on the generator control panel) has its
sensing element located in the engine crankcase. This manometer

- _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ . __ ..____.___.____u
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Resoonse

430.56 (Cont'd) .

indicates the engine crankcase vacuum in inches of water. Normal
crankcase vacuum is in the range of 0.5 to 2.0 inches of water,
when the engine is operating at full rated load.

High Crankcase Pressure Alarm Switch (CCP)

The high crankcase pressure alarm switch (CCP) is connected to the
line between the engine crankcase and the crankcase vacuum mano-
meter. This pressure switch (CCP) will alarm and cause the engine
to shutdown it the engine crankcase pressure should increase to
+0.6 inches of water.

FSAR Subsection 9.5.8.2.2 will be amended to reflect the response
to this question.

_

_ _ . _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _
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adaptors, an exhaust pressure relief check valve, a crankcase vacuum ejector
and oil separator, and associated piping and instrumentation. The air intake
flow and gas exhaust of the system is not dependent upon the actuation of flow
control devices.

' Upon initiation of a diesel generator start signal, combustion air is drawn by
turbocharger suction from the atmosphere into the air intake filter, through
the intake silencer and the flexible connector and delivered to the engine.
The air intake filter, intake silencer and the combustion air piping are sized
to provide an adequate supply of air to the engine. he air flow requirement
for each diesel engine is 31,000 CFM (total for both banks) at 101.5F. The
air intake filter is open to atmosphere and is located outside of the diesel
generator engine room within the RAB. he air intake room opening is
protected from external missile by shield bars.

The 18 cylinder engine exhaus t gases are discharged from the exhaus t gas
turbine of each turbocharger, through expansion joints, into two 28 inch
exhaust pipes leading to the main 48 inch normal exhaust pipe, and through the
exhaust silencer located outside of the Reactor Auxiliary Building. An
alternate 36 inch emergency exhaust path is provided for each diesel generator
set to ensure the operation of the generators in the event that the normal
exhaust path is not available. An emergency diesel generator exhaust valve is
provided for each of the alternate exhaust paths (3AG-R003SA and 3AG-R004SB).
Each valve is a weight-balanced typa which is normally closed, and is designed
to lock open when the engine exhaust reaches a pressure of 15 inches of
water. If the exhaust pressure is such that it lifts the clapper of f its e
seat, but fails to engage the locking mechanism (at a pressure of less than 15 i
inch H O), the counter-balance will force the valve closed thereby ensuring2
that the generator exhausts through the normal exhaust path. The normal
exhaust path is designed for maximum diesel generater engine exhaust back
pressure. Eoth normal and emergency exhaust path openings through the seismic
, Category I Reactor Auxiliary Building are protected against externally
generated missiles. His missile protection design prevents any missile from
entering the building and damaging safety-related equipment, and precludes
transmission of any load generated by the missile to the piping and/or

I components of th.e diesel generator systems. The exhaust gas flow from the
diesel engine is approximately 79,300 ACEM (total, both banks) at 870F
operating temperature. Tha design data for major components of the system is
shown in Table 9.5.8-1.

9.5.8.2.2 Crankcase vacuum System |

The engine crankcase is maintained at a partial vacuum by an ejector powered
by air manifold pressure. 1he ejector draws vapor from the crankcase through
an oil separator and discharges to the atmosphere. A final drip catcher
guards against pollution of the outside air. h e crankcase vacuum is
constantly monitored and a pressure switch activates an alarm if the crankcase
pressure rises above the safe value.

'

~~~+Imed |

'
.

$

9.5-52
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Insert 1

9.5.8.2.3 Instrumentation and Controls
,

.

The instrumentation, controls, sensors, interlocks and alarms provided
in the design of the diesel engine combustion air intake and exhaust
system are the following:

9.5.8.2.3.1 Air Intake Manometer

A manometer connection is provided in one of the air intake
lines, between the discharge of the air intake silencer and the
engine. A manometer reading is made, with clean air filter
panels in place, to establish a baseline reading. Readings are
made periodically and compared with the baseline reading to
ensure the air intake system is operating properly.

9.5.8.2.3.2 Air Maniforld High Temperature Alarm Switches

A high temperature alann switch is connected .to the combustion
, air manifolds on each side of the engine. Both of these

switches are set to alarm if the temperature of the compustion
air should increase to 158'F or greater.

,

:

Air manifold high temperature alarm will be displayed on alarm
i- windows of the engine annunciator, which is located on the

generator control panel.

9.5.8.2.3.3 Air Exhause Manometer

A manometer connection is provided on the air exhaust line be-
tween the engine and the exhaust silencer. A manometer reading
is made periodically to insure the air exhaust system is oper-
ating properly.

! 9.5.8.2.3.4 High Exhaust Pressure Alarm Switch

This pressure alarm switch is connected to the exhaust line and
it will annunciate if the exhaust pressure increases to 1.0 psi.

9.5.8.2.3.5 Crankesse vacuum Manometer

The manometer (mounted on the generator control panel) has its
sensing element located in the engine crankcase. This manometer
indicates the engine crankcase vacuum in inches of water. Nor-
mal crankcase vacuum is in the range of 0.5 to 2.0 inches of
water, when the engine is operating at full rated load.

!

. - . _ . _ _ - _ . - - _ . - _ - . . - .. -- ..---_ .- --
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Insert 1 (Cont'd)

9.5.8.2.3.6 High Crankcase Pressure Alarm Switch (CCP)

The high crankcase pressure alarm switch (CCP) is connected to
the line between the engine crankcase and the crankcase vacuum
manometer. This pressure switch (CCP) will alarm and cause the
engine to shutdown if the engine crankcase pressure should in-
crease to +0.6 inches of water.

.
.

1
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 9.5.8-2 .

|
|

FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS -
DIESEL CENERATOR OWBUSTION AIR INTAKE

AND EXHAUST SYSTEM

Inhe rent

component Failure Ef f ec t s o f Method of Compensating

No Name Mode cause System De t ec t ion Provision _ Eema r k s

1) Air Intake Plugged Blockage Malfunction of one law air Redunient 10 01
' Filter Filte r due to diesel generator / ietske capacity dieseli

pa rticulate s no air received by pres su r e generator is
| buildup erigine available

2) Ai r Int ak e Blocked Opening Halfunction ok one law air Redundant 10 0%

Opening covered by diesel generator / i nt ake capacity diesel
large object no air received by pressure generator la

eng ine available'

3) Ai r Int ak e Int erna l Cor rosio n Halfunction of one law ai r Redundant 10 01

$ Silencer f ailure/ diesel generator int ake capacity diesel
Blocked pres su re . generator is

-

available

S.
airflow

v

4) Exhaust Inte rna l Cor rosion/ No effect Pres su re Exhaust thru

Silencer f ailu re/ missile indicator ternate

Exhaust effecta - en au t em ust path

blocked piping
a s.u. .. :. . . s a .

5) Exhaus t Falls in He chanica l No ef fec t on note Indicat io n Be undant 10 01

Valve closed f ailure operation, however on control c ap ity diesel

position if valve failure boardon r ht gener or is
occurs in conjune ion W. r.v.. ..I' avaita le

with loss of noce I h ..s.s

exhaust path diese
engine will trip

k Fa ils Hechanical No effect, exhaust Periodic N/A Diesel generator

open failure / through normal and testing is operable, how-
Cor rosion emergency line e ve r, e ng ine

will emperience*

exhaust su rge s
-

Cf

_ _ _ ..

.

.

.

. .

.
. . . _ _ _ _ . ___
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Qu stion No.

430.57 Provide the results of an analysis that demonstratas that the
(SRP 9.5.8) function of your diesel engine air intake and exhaust system

design will not be degrade.to an extent which prevents
developing full engine rated power or cause engine shutdown as a
consequence of any meteorolgical or accident condition. Include
in your discussion the potential ano effect of fire
extinguishing (gageous) medium.

Response The Emergency Diesel Generator Air Intake and Exhaust Systems
are located within a sesimic Category I structure which is
designed to withstand the effects of a safe shutdown earthquake,
tornado, and tornado generated missiles. The portion of the
exhaust system which is located outside the structure is
designed and supported to withstand the effects of safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE) and tornadoes.

An alternate exhaust path, in addition to the normal exhaust
path, has been provided in the event the normal path is not
available. Tornado missile protection has been provided for the .
exposed alternate exhaust piping and portions of the exposed
normal exhaust piping. (See Figure 9.5.8-1). The two exhaust
paths of each diesel are located a minimum of 35 feet from their
respective combustion air intake to preclude the possiblity of
recirculating exhaust products and thereby reducing the oxygen
concentration in the combustion air (refer to Question
430.52(3)). Additionally, no gas storage facilities are located
near the diesel combustion air intakes.

Both Diesel Generator Combustion Air Intake and Exhaust Systems
are arranged such that no atmospheric conditions such as ice or
snow is expected to clog or in any way affect the air intake or
exhaust openings (refer to Question 430.53).

The diesel generator rooms have been provided with preaction
type sprinkler systems and therefore will not degrade the diesel
combustion air as a result of discharging gaseous extinguishing
media.

Refer to FSAR Subsection 9.5.8.3 and Table 9.5.8-2 for the
Diesel Generator Combustion Air Intake and Exhaust Systems
safety evaluation and failure mode and effects analysis,
respectively.

l
1
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Question No.

430.60 Expand your FSAR to include a description of the motor operated
(SRP 10.2) steam extraction valves in the lines from the steam turbines to

the first, second, third, and fourth stage heaters. Discuss the
sequence of operation of these valves in the event of a turbine
trip and/or load rejection, including the valve closure times, and
show that the turbine stabilizes.

Response
j

J -

The technical content of the concerned identified herein is beyond
the scope of SRP 10.2 and the subject valves are not Nuclear
Safety Related; however, the following information is provided for
your use.

The motor operated valves in the extraction steam lines from the
Main Steam Turbine to the first, second, third and fourth stage
condensate and feedwater heaters are for water induction protec-
tion. If abnormally high water level is sensed in any of these
heaters, these motor operated valves will close, isolating the
misoperating heater from the steam turbine. These valves do not
close on either a turbine trip or load rejection.

To aid in reducing turbine overspeed resulting from a turbine trip
when the generator is disconnected from the grid, Reverse Current
Valves (RCV) are placed in series with these motor operated valves
to these heaters (see Figure 10.3-2). The turbine design requires
that the RCV's close within one second after a turbine trip to|

keep turbine overspeed to less than 111 percent of rated speed.
The closing of.the RCV will prevent the steam in the extraction
steam lines and heater from travelling back through the turbine to
a lower pressure source and thereby mitigate turbine overspeed.
The RCV's act as a swing check valve, piston assisted, to close
the valve. As such, when the extraction steam reverses after a
turbine trip the valves close. Closing will occur within 0.5
seconds after a turbine trip signal. These valves will therefore
be closed well within the design requirements of one second.

The FSAR will be revised to reflect the response of this question.

!

.

. _ , . _ . _ . _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . . _ - - _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . . . - . . . _ . __ -.
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FSAR

OPC action. All governor and interceptor valves are then rapidlyM closed. Load drop anticipator reset is determined by the speed being"

less than 103 percent and an elapsed time of five seconds followingbreaker opening.,

Overspeed Action - Complete loss of Load
,

Governor and interceptor valves are closed when turbine speed is equal
to, or greater than,103 percent of rated speed. The interceptor
valves are opened when the speed drops below 103 percent and an elapsed
time of five seconds following breaker opening occurs. Since the

. breaker open condition causes the reference to reset to rated speed,! the speed error signal of the normal speed control loop holds the
- governor valves closed until the speed decreases to rated speed. At
this time, the governor wives open to maintain rated speed.

The OPC System may be tested using the OPC key-switch on the Operator
Panel. If the breaker is open and the key is turned to the OPC TEST
position, a signal is generated. The OPC System then closes the valves -

as though an actual overspeed condition has occurred.

Three speed channels are located in the analog system: two OPC speed
channels and the supervisory speed channel. The selected OPC speed
channel is compared to a ref erence voltage to detect a system overspeed
condition. The selected OPC speed signal is also used to drive the
speed meter on the operator panel and is provided to the Digital System
as an analog input.

The electrohydraulic operated solenoid valves 20-1/0PC and 20-2/0PC are
controlled by the OPC portion of the DEH controller (see Figure
10.2-2). They are arranged in parallel and are energized closed under
normal operating conditions. In the closed position, they block a path
for draining of the OPC Trip Header fluid and pressure can be established |2under the interceptor valve and governor valve servoactuators. In the
event of an OPC action, such as occurs if the unit reaches 103 percent
of rated speed, the solenoid valves open releasing the OPC Trip Header
fluid to drain thereby unseating the dump valves and causing the
immediate closing of the interceptor valves and governor valves.

_

Check wives between the autostop emergency trip fluid circuit and the
OPC fluid circuit retain the pressure in the autostop emergency trip
line, and the reheat stop and throttle valves remain open. With a
reduction in speed to rated speed, the solenoid wives will close, the
interceptor and governor wives will reopen, and the governor ulves
will take over control of the turbine and keep the unit at rated speed.

Insert 1

O
Q %0. b 0

!10.2-7 Amendment No. 2, (12/82)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ------r---- - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ "j
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0430.60

Insert 1

Upon receipt of a Turbine Trip signal the Reverse Current Valves (RCV) in each
extraction steam line from the turbine will start to close. The RCV's are
constructed as a free swing check valve, piston assisted in the closing direc-

| tion. The valves will close when the flow stops or reverses. The RCV's will
! close within 0.5 seconds after a receipt of a turbine trip signal. This clo-

sure time is within the 1 second c'osure time required by the turbine design.
Closing the RCV's within 1 second will keep the turbine overspeed to less than
111% of rated speed.

.

!

|

|
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Question No.-

430.62 As explained in issue No. 1 of NUREG-0138, credit is taken for
(SRP10.3) all valves downstream of the Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIV)

to limit blowdown of a second steam generator in the event of a
steam line break upstream of the MSIV. In order to conform
satisfactory performance following such a steam line break

: provide a tabulation and descriptive test (as appropriate) in
the PSAR of all flow paths that branch off the main steam lines
between the MSIV's and the turbine stop valves. For each flow
path originating at the main steam lines, provide the following
information:

, a) system identification
.'

b) maximum steam flow in pounds per hour
c) type of shut-off valve (s)
d) size of valve (s)
e) quality of the valve (s)
f) design code of the valve (s)
g) closure time of the valve (s)
h) actuation mechanism of the valve (s) (i.e., solenoid

'

operated, motor operated diaphragm valve, etc.)
1) motive or power source for the valve actuating mechanism

in the event of the postulated accident, termination of steam
' flow from all ; systems identifed above, except those that can be

used for mitigration of the accident, is required to bring the
reactor to a safe cold shutdown. For these systems describe

, that design features have been incorporated to assure closure of
| the steam shutoff valve (s). Describe what operator actions (if

any) are required.

Response No credit has been taken for any valves downstream of the MSIV's
~

to limit blowdown of a second steam generator in the event of a
Main Steam Line Break upstream of the MSIV since they are not
safety-related and are located in a non-Seismic Category I
structure.

,

Each main steam isolation valve has two physically separate and
electrically independent hydraulic actuators in order to provide
redundant means of valve operation. An electrical or mechanical
malfunction of one actuator shall, therefore, have no effect on
the operation of the redundant valve actuator. A Main Steam
Isolation Actuation Signal (MSIS) is tramsitted to each actuator.

.

!

t
.__ _ _ _____ ._



Question No.

430.63 Provide the permissible cooling water inleakage and time of
(SRP operation with inleakage to assure that condenstate/feedwater
10.4.1) quality can be maintained within safe limits.

Response Inleakage of Cooling Water into the condenser is indicated by
an increase in condensate /feedwater conductivity.

If the conductivity exceeds the values specified in Combustion
Engineering Chemistry Design Guide 00000-PE-CG and NSSS
Chemistry Manual CENPD-28, it is considered as an abnormal
condition and operator action is required to bring the
condensate polisher on line immediately to return the
conductivity to normal specification levels.

The sectionalizated design of the Condenser Waterbox permits the
location and isolation of a faulty section, and the required
corrective action such as plugging of a faulty tube while the
unit is in operation.

,

.
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Question No.

430.65 Indicate that design provisions have been made to preclude
(SRP failures of condenser tubes or components from turbine bypass
10.4.1) blowdown or other high temperature drains into the condenser i

shell. '

Response The turbine bypass blowdown lines discharge into the condenser
through spray pipes located in the condenser neck at a level
sufficiently higher than the condenser tubes. The spray pipes
help to diffuse the high energy discharge away from the tubes
and thus preclude tube failure due to impingement.

1

! All other high temperature drains discharge through spray pipes
j or baffles are provided to deflect the discharge away from the

tubes and minimize impingement effect on condenser tubes.

i

!

:

. _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ __



Question No.
i

I 430.66 Discuss the effect of loss of main condenser vacuum on the
(SRP operation of the main steam isolation valves.

.

10.4.1)
'

| Response Loss of main condenser vacuum will trip the turbine and the
( turbine trip will cause a reactor trip. The Main Steam

Isolation Valves will close only on Main Steam Isolation Signal,,

'

which is discussed in Subsection 10.3.2 and Subsection 7.3.1.1.2.

After a turbine ' trip, the MSIV's will remain open (as long as a
MSIS is not initiated) and the atmospheric dump valves will
provide a heat removal path to remove the reactor decay heat and
limit the steam generator pressure rise.

Therefore, loss of condenser vacuum does not affect the'
operation of the Main Steam Isolation Valves.

1

'

|

|
~

/

'

~

!
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,

Question'No.

430.67- Discuss the effect of main condenser degradation (leakage,
(SRP . vacuum, loss) on reactor operation.

.10.4.1),

' Response

For a discussion of the effect of main condenser degradation
(. leakage, vacuum loss) on reactor operations, refer to CESSAR-F
Subsection 15.2.3 " Loss of Condenser Vacuum." For a tabulation of
the sequence of events from t = o sec. to t = 1800 sec., refer to-

CESSAR-F Table 15.2.3-1 " Sequence of Events for the Loss of Con-;

denser Vacuum (LOCV)." For a discussion of the effect of main
' ~ ~ ;

condenser leakage on reactor operation, refer to FSAR Subsections<

10.4.1.2 and 10.4.1.3.

)
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Question No.

450.4 F3AR Table 6.5.3-1 idetifies the leak rate for the primary
(SRP containment and specific fractions of the containr. ant leak-r

6.5.3) age to particular pathways. Provide the basis for the specified
leakage fractions. The staff also notes that the " conservative"
case in Table 6.5.3-1 is non-conservative with respect to

soffsite consequences because the " anticipated" case contains
more unfiltered direct leakage to the environment.

Response The basis for the leakage fractions specified in Table 6.5.3-1
is given in appendix.151. Table 6.5.3-1 will be amended to
reflect the correct leakage fractions (see the Supply System<

; response.to Question 450.7).
|

ihe leakage fractions to the annulus, the controlled ventilation|

area and bypass leakage are expressed as fractions of the leak
rate.of.the pr.imary containment. For example, for the bypass
leakage fraction under the " anticipated" case 10 percent of the
containment leakage value of 0.12 volume percent per day may be
released unfiltered. Similarly under the " conservative" case, 8

! percent of 0.5 volume percent may be in the form of bypass
'

- leakage. Consequently, the bypass leakage value for the
- " conservative" case is indeed more conservative than the

" anticipated" case.h '
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Question No.

450.5 The systems descriptions of the safety-related and non-safety-
(SRP 's related portions of the Fuel Handling Ventilation System, Reactor
9.4.2, Auxiliary Building Main Ventilation System and the ECCS Area / Fuel
9.4.3) Handling Building Filtered Exhaust Systems are not provided in

sufficient detail for us to complete our review. It is not clear
how these three systems interact during an accident. Provide one
drawing which shows the interconnection of all these systems and a
description of the alignment of the isolation dampers in these
systems for both normal operation and for the loss-of-coolant and
fuel handling accidents.

Resoonse

Figures 6.5-14, 6.5-15 and 6.5-16 will be added to the WNP-3 FSAR
to illustrate how the safety-related ECCS Area / Fuel Handling
Building Filtered Exhaust System interacts with the non-safety
Reactor Auxiliary Building Main Ventilation System and the Fuel
Handling Building Ventilation System for normal operation,
loss-of-coolant accident and fuel handling accidents,
respectively. The figures, which are schematic diagrams, can be
correlated with Table 6.5.1-4 for normal, LOCA and Fuel Handling
Building accident operating modes respectively to assist ir, the
description of the alignment of isolation valves and dampers and

t the air flow paths.

During normal operation, the safety-related ECCS Area / Fuel
Handling Building Filtered Exhaust System is shut down and the
ECCS Areas receive ventilation and cooling from the non-safety RAB
Main Ventilation System. The Fuel Handling Building receives
ventilation and cooling from the non-safety Fuel Handling Building
Ventilation System with the safety-related isolation supply and
exhaust dampers 0-10A-SA, 0-10B-58 and 0-IIA-SA, D-118-SB
respectively in the open position. The safety-related exhaust

| isolation valves 80075A and B107SB remain in the closed position.

It is assumed that an accident occurs without a loss-of-offsite
power. During a LOCA the RAB Main Ventilation System safety
supply and exhaust isolation valves at the ECCS Areas are closed.

,

| Both trains of ECCS Area / Fuel Handling Buildft Shaust System are
| started and the system safety isolation valves u ?$e ECCS Area
i are open. The isolation valves'80075A and B10 Q :o the Fuel

Handling Building remain in the closed position to assist the
safety system to draw down the ECCS Area envelope to 0.25 inches
water gage below atmospheric pressure.

|

|
|

!

|
|

|

'

_ --



Q450.5

INSERT A

Figures 6.5-14, 6.5-15 and 6.5.16 illustrate the interaction of the ECCS
,

Area /FHB Filtered Exhaust System with the RAB Main Ventilation System and the
Fuel Handling Building Ventilation System during the Normal LOCA and Fuel
Handling Accident operating modes respectively.

i
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FSAR

TABl.E 6.5.1-4

ECCS ABkA/FIIB Fil.TERED EBitAtfST SYSTEM orESATillC VALVE SC1LEDULE

Velve or limit or Area Type of FAILDamper 100. Served Fu nc t ion Operater bra loca retB ACC. POSITIUt1
2FV-802 75A (2PV-Bl2758) CU-5A (CU-58) Insi t teolation 11 a0 10 L. 0 -

2 PV-90 2BSA (2 PV-812 BS B) CU-5A (CU-58 ) Unit teolation it L. 0 L.0 L.0 -2FV-90295A (2FV-Bl29SB) CU-5A (CU-58) Flow abdulatios t on bo k - Ell ti :nt c. M .r/o und.C/c, -q y r-

2 PV-90 375 % (2 rt-Bl 3 75 8) ECCS, RAB El.335 Emergency Enh. M C 0 C F AI2FV-903BSA (2PV-813BSB) ECES , bah El.335 neergenc y Enh. M. C 0 C FAI2 FV-50 39SA (2 Fv-Bl4 0S B) Mech. Pen BAB.El.362 Emergency Enh. M C 0 C FAI2FV-804tSA (2rv-Bl4|SB) EC(3. B AB. El.33 5 bra . Enh. Is o l. F 0 C 0 C2FV-9042SA (2PV-Bl4 2S B) Mech. Pea BAB.El.362 llore. E sis. leol. F 0 C 0 C2FV-904 35A (2PV-514 3SB ) 04r c h . Fe n B AB .E l . 36 2 kam. Esh. lao l. F 0 C 0 C2PV-8044SA (2FV-Bl44S B) ECCS . BAB , El . 3 35 Boorm. Supply leol. F 0 C 0 C2rV-5045SA (2PV-Bl45SB) LC t3, RAB . El.315 Ibra. Supply laol. P O C 0 C2FV-9046SA (2PV-Bl46SB) Hech. Fen BAB.El.362 leers. Supply leol. F 0 C 0 C2FV-904 75 A (2PV-Bl4 7SB ) Hech. Pe n BAB .El.36 2 krs. Sup pl y Isol. F 0 C 0 C2 rV-904BSA (2 PV-Bl4 BS B) ECCS , BAB , El . 3 35 16erm. Enh. Isol. F 0 C 0 C2PV-Bl5?eSB (2PV-90545A) CU-5 A (C0-58 ) Decay llee t Clg. H C C* C* FAIem 2 FV-Bl5 5S B (2 PV-60 55SA) CU-54 (CU-58 ) Decay lle et Clg. tl C C* C* FAIh 2PV-800 7SA (2PV-B107SB) F ilB Beergenc y Eule. N C C 0 FAIso 0- 8 04-S A ( D- R OB-S B) Fim 0.A.I. lool. F 0 0 C CS-I I A -SA ( D-l l B-SB ) FitB Ibra. Esh. Is o l . F 0 0 C CA H o ~ si, Q'A (.3 ? se n; s L L $t? ) css - 91iC si 3 0 ) {fgw pp,;,j, y j,p,g y, y p,g ,,g} f,ff

htes: M= Electric Operator - two pooltion
P= Pneumatic Operator - two position

Ett = El ec t ro-lW dr aulic
(f MOD = Dbdulat ing

H= Hand Opera ed
L. O . = locked Open..

gg 0- Full open
\ C= Full closed

FAl - Fail As le
0.A.I.= Outside Air intake
Isol. - Is ol a t ion

Component desituations are f or Train A; designation f or Train B are in parenthesis.
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Question No.

450.7 The containment pathway fractions given in FSAR Table 15-1 are
(SRP not consistent with the fractions presented in FSAR Table
15.6.5) 6. 5. 3 -1. Resolve this apparent discrepancy and modify.the FSAR

as necessary, Please identify your intent to include technical
specifications for all assumed containment leakage pathway
fractions.

Response The correct leakage fractions are:

- to annulus 0.40
- to control ventilation area 0.38
- bypass leakage 0.22

| Table 6.5.3-1 will be amended to reflect the correct leakage
fractions.

The values for the various leakage pathway fractions will be
included in the plant technical specifications.

.

Also, see the response to Question 450.9.

:

:

|
l
|

|

|

I

|
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WNP-3
FSAR

TABLE 6.5.3-1

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT OPERATION
FOLLOWING A DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT

General

Type of Structure: Free Standing Steel Shell

Internal Fission Product Removal System: Containment Spray System 1

ESF Primary Filter System: None

3Total Free Volume of Primary Containment: 3,218,000 f t 1

Mode of Hydrogen Purge: To annulus

Time-Dependent Parameters Anticipa ted Conservative

Leak Rate of Primary 0.12 volume 0.5 vo$ume percent
Containment: percent per day for first day and

0.25 volume percent |1
per day thereaf ter

r Leakage Fractions
( ]) To Annulus: 0.40 0.40
%j

To Controlled Venti-
lation Area: 0.50 0.;2 0M

Bypass Leakage: 0.10 -9-90- O .'2.1

Ef f ectiveness of Fission
Product Removal Syctem
(containment spray),
Decon Factor (DF): 10 5

Initiation of Backup not in use ( 2 8.5 days 0 3% H )2
Hydrogen Purge:

!1Hydrogen Purge Rate, Scfm not in use 200
(assuming 2-H2 Recombiners
f ail - not assumed f or doses):

i

$F

a4So.7

6.5-39 Amendment No. 1. (10/82)



Question No.

450.9 On Page 15I-6 of Appendix 15I of the FSAR it is stated that the
post-accident containment leakage is limited by technical
specifications to 0.2 percent of the containment volume per day
for tne first 36 hours, and then 50 percent of this value for
the duration of the accident. Table 15-1 lists the containment
leak rate as 0.5 percent per day for the first 24 hours and then
50 percent of this value for the duration of the accident.

Identify the proper set of containment leakage assumptions used
in calculting the EAB LOCA dose of 250 Rem (as given in FSAR
Table 15-3) and modify the FSAR as necessary. (Note that FSAR
Table 6.5.3-1 also prescribes a containment leak rate of 0.5
percent per day.)

Response The proper set of containment leak rate and leakage pathway
fractions (expressed) as a fraction of containment leak rate is
as follows:

a) Containment leak rate

0-24 hour 0.5% per day

1-30 day 0.25% per day

b) Leakage pathway fractions (of containment leak rate)
~

i. to Annulus 0.40

11. to controlled ventilation area 0.38
'

iii. Bypass O.22

Subsection 15I.1.3.1 will be amended to reflect the correct
assumptions.

Also, see the response to Question 450.7

I -

!

|

|

|

!

i
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FSAR-r

-Qa1. = Secondary containment leak rate coef ficient (see-1}
t;#.5 -2n

E = air exchange race between sprayed and unsprayed region Icfm]

Vs, Vu = volumes of sprayed and unsprayed regions, respectively
(cubic-f t}

A (t) = Ac tivity in Secondary Containment (Ci]

2 = First order removal coefficient for Shield BuildingR

Recirculation System (sec-1]

(,= Total activity released to the environs (Ci)
A.. = Integration constants for sprayed and unsprayed regionsU *" primary containment, i=1,2; j=s,u

B = Breathing rate. The following values of 3 are used:

0 - 8 hours 3.47 x 10-4 3m /se c

8 - 24 hours 1.75 x 10-4 3m /sec .

1 - 30 days 2.32 x 10-4 3m /sec .O|
' -

??.t.
X, = Atmospheric dispersion factor (sec/m ) ~@3

Q

T DCF = Thyroid dose conversion factor [ rem /Ci-inhaled]
(See Table 151-1)

WDCF = Whole body dose conversion factor [ rem m /sec-Ci]. (See"
Table 151-1.) ~

151.1.3 PRIMARY C3NIAINE NI LEAKAGE Pt.THWAYS

15I.1.3. 1 Introduction g
Post accident containment leakage is limited by Technical S ecifications to

0 5 -&ri percent of the containemnt volume per day for the firs tg (:r hours and 503
percent of this value for the duration of the accident. From a dose

| cvaluation standpoint, this leakege can take any of three following pathways:
a) Leakage to Shield Building annulus which will be created by the Shield

Building Ventilation System.

Q
~y

a 4s~o.9
151-6
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Question No.

450.10 Standard Review Plan Section 15.7.4 requires an evaluation of the
(SRP offsite consequences following a fuel handling accident inside
15.7.4) containment. Provide this analysis, including all the assumptions

used, and describe the method of detection and the response times
of the ventilation systems. Provide a drawing which identifies
the location of the monitors used and the exhaust locations for
the ventilation system with respect to the refueling pool.

Response

FSAR Subsection 15.7.4 indicates that isolation of the containment
will be effected prior to any radioactive releases that can take
place following a fuel handling accident inside containment. The
analysis which is presented provides the justification for this
conclusion.

Following a fuel handling accident inside containment, the gaseous
radioactivity and direct radiation will be detected by the
Refueling Pool Ambient Radiation Monitors (RE-HV6701AS/BS,
RE-HV67602AS/BS). A description of these monitors is given in
Subsection 11.5.2.4. The location of these monitors is shown on
Figure 12.3-13a.' Upon detection of the radioactivity, the
monitors will initiate the closure of the containment isolation
valves and shutdown of the containment purge. The isolation time
of th'e valves is 5 seconds. The detection and response time.of
the radiation monitors does not add any significant time to the
overall system response. Consequently, as long as the total
travel time of gaseous radioactivity from the refueling pool
surface to the first isolation valve is more than the ventilation
system isolation time of 5 seconds, any radioactivity released as
a result of the accident will be contained.

The total time for gaseous radioactivity travel consists of
transit time between the refueling pool surface and the entrance
of the exhaust duct plus travel time from the duct entrance to the ;

first containment isolation valve. These times were evaluated as i
follows:

A. Travel time from refueling pool surface to exhaust duct
entrance. The equations of flow for round hoods is obtained from
" Industrial Ventilation," 8th edition, by the American Conference
of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. The velocity profile is

given by:

; V= 0 (1) ,

1i 10 x2 +A

,

j

9 T- ey7u. awy-te v -m.--g -i->- --*-.,ywy:,-- -ye.wi-qu-m n m--,y.r--.rw-p - n.'pase.w --- g- m-, e-,-.,ew- - - - - - -



38W-13

aponse

0.10 (Cont'd)

where:
.

V = centerline velocity at distance x from hood, ft/ min.

X = distance outward along axis, ft
(equation is accurate only for limited distance of x,
where x is within 1.50, where D is duct diameter)

Q = air flow rate, cfm

A = area of hood opening, ft2
'

D = diameter of round hoods or side of essentially square
hood, ft

Using Equation (1) above, the average velocity between the hood
can be obtained as follows:and any distance x

x
f, 0 (2)

= _1_d 10
V avg.

x x2 +A ox

*1 * *-
-

tan-l{x(10A)E )0,V avg. =

A /; xl = 0*

x (10A)A

The intake header is at EL. 445 ft. The water level in the
refueling pool is a EL. 423 ft.

The distance between pool surface and intake header is then:
445 ft -423 ft = 22 ft.

X = 1.50 = 1.5 x 36 = 4.5 ft.
Tf

(x is evaluated using the smaller side of the intake header) )

Q = 14,000 cfm |

A = 481n x 361n = 12 ft2
!

144
!
'

V avg. in the first 45 ft of the distance from the intake header
equals:

V avg = 14,000 tan -1 4.5 (10 x 10)E',

4.5 x (10x12)4- 12

V avg = 378.3 ft/ min

Travel time for the first 4.5 ft becomes: |

:,9 - y--



Question No.

450.11 Provide a drawing which identifies the locations of the
redundant radiation monitors above the spent fuel pool as well
as the exhaust intakes for the Fuel Handling Building
Ventilation System with respect to the spent fuel pool.

Response Attached please find copies of drawing WPPS-3240-G-4341 which
shows the Fuel Handling Building Ventilation System ductwork
arrangement at the spent fuel pool, including the exhaust
intakes. For locations of the redundant radiation mdnitors
above the spent fuel pool, refer to FSAR Figure 12.3-17a.

mm"& n - mm: a c+- -- ~x ,: . m -n~ -

=c , . = ~ ~ . - + .e -m-m-m
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Question No.

451.4 If precipitation measurements have continued between 1980 and the
(SRP 2.3.3) present, have any rainfall amounts exceeded previous onsite

measured ancunts for 24 hours, monthly or annual totals provided
in Tables 2.3-86, 2.3-87, and 2.3-88? Provide the amounts and
identify the corresponding dates, months and year.

Response Rainfall measurements for the period of October 1980 through
September 1981 have been collected and processed. Total monthly
rainfall in February 1981 (12.00"), April 1981 (9.09"), June
1981 (4.12"), and September 1981 (4.87") exceed previously
recorded onsite values for the same months in other monitoring
years. The absolute monthly maximum (16.49" in January 1974)
was not exceeded. FSAR Tables 2.3-86, 2.3-87, and 2.3-88 will
be amended based on the 1979 through 1981 monitoring period.

There was no exceedance of any of the short-term precipitation
extremes during the additional 1980-81 monitoring year. Slight
changes in the new tables are due to round off error caused by
using English-to-metric-to English unit conversion, which was
not applied to the original tables.

,

!
!

.

!

!
1

I
t
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WNP-3

TABLE 2 3-86

MONTHLY PRECIPITATION DATA TOTALS FOR THE WNP 3 SITE AND
ELMA, WASHINGTON

Total Montnly Maximum 24 tir . Days witn Measuracie7.

Precipitation Precipitation Precipitation
Montha,b (inches) (inches 7 (0.01 inch or more)

On-Site Elna On- e Elma On-Site Elma
/

May 1973 1.93 3.40 .98 .82 13 13
June 3.16 4.23 .72 .77 15 15
July .11 .17 .04 .06 6 4

August .45 .35 .16 .21 9 5

September 2.85 2.9 .64 .57 12 9

6. .91 1.04 24 19
11.y40

October 5.58 .

1.21 2.20 27 25November 14.33
December 14.69 14.42 1.89 1.63 28 28
January 1974 16.49 15.47 2.30 1.77 22 21
February 9.29 9.05 .97 1.12 23 21
March 12.02 11.50 1.57 1.75 26 22
April 6.22 6.93 .80 1.24 20 19
May 4.08 3.94 .68 .63 22 19

.# June 2. 7, 2.45 1.00 1.05 11 8
'ob? July 2.47 2.03 .63 .71 12 10.

h August 30 .27 .26 .25 5 2

\j September .59 .46 .41 .36 8 3
October 1.67 .67 7- - -

November -8.84 2.15 17- - -

December 10.70 12.33 1.40 1.73 22 28
January 1975 10.05 11.82 1.72 1.50. 26 25

Februarf 7.50 7.05 1.52 1.81 23 21'

d October 197 6.45 7.75 1.44 1.37 23 13
'

November 1.07 3.26 .68 .72 4 14yy
0 December 12.08 18.48 4.00. 2.78 18 29

V \ January 1 80 6.30 6.50 1.94 1.98 13 16
February 10.41 9.95 3.06 1.86 20

-

20
March 5.04 4.72 .97 .89 25 25
April 3.50 4.91 .81 .90 16 15
May 1.25 1.81 .41 .55 10 13

June 1.17 2.26 .27 .64 15 15
July .79 .71 .62 .43 5

Aug t 1.25 1.27 42 .26 9 8
Sep ember 2.72 2.95 .86 .68 18 14

() Peried of record May 1973 - February 1975 and October 1979 -
September 1980.

(b) Onsite Precipitation data missing for period 9-17-74 to 12-2-74.

2.3-124
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WNP-3
FSAR -

TABLE 2.3-87

COMPARISON OF ONSITE AND ELMA MON Y

AND AhNUAL PRECIPITATION TOTALS

MonthlyPrecipitationfInches)
Mean Mean eparture of Elma

,

Month Onsite Total Elma Total Total from Normal

Jan 10.95 11 6 1.83

Feb 9.07 8.68 .19

Mar 8.53 8.11 1.22

Apr 4.86 5.92 1.42

May 2.42 3.05 .59

Jun 2.36 2.98 .90

Jul 1. .97 .01

Aug 67 .63 .66

Sep 2.79 2.94 .26

i'sfE Oct 6.02 6.89 .13
! Nov 7.70 8.33 .79

'

| Dec 12.56 15.08 5.03
'

|

Annual 69.05 74.84 10.11

[|

'

O'

v (a) Aver ges for May 1973 - February 1975 and October 1978 -

Se ember 1980.

|
|

|
|

.
-

|

2.3-125
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TABLE 2.3-88

MAXIMUM ONSITE PRECIPITATON FOR VARIOUS DURATION (a)

Duration Maximuny[recipitation
(hrs) (inches)

1 0.65j
2 / 0.90

3 1.15
6 1.70

12 2.72
18 3.63

24 4:01

/

(a) Period of recor is May 1973 - February 1975 and October 1979 -
September 198 .

;

,

s

Q'!E
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,

@
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TABLE 2.3-86
-

MONTHLY PRECIPITATION DATA TOTALS FOR THE WNP-3 SITE AN.D
ELMA, WASHINGTON

Total Montnly Maximum ze-Hr uays witn Measuraole
Precipitation Precipitation Precipitation

Montha (i nches) (i nches) (0.01 inch or more)

On-Site E1ma On-Site Elma On-Site Elma

! October 1979 6.56 7.75 1.45 1.37 23 13
| November 1.09 3.26 0.81 0.72 4 14
: December 12.13 18.48 3.99 2.78 18 29
t January 1974 6.35 6.50 3.18 1.98 13 16

February 10.51 9.95 3.05 1.86 20 20
Ma rch 5.19 4.72 1.29 0.89 25 25
April 3.57 4.91 0.97 0.90 16 15
May 1.29 1.81 0.43 0.55 10 13
Ju ne 1.24 2.26 0.39 0.64 15 15
July 0.81 0.71 0.64 0.43 7 5
August 1.29 1.27 0.44 0.26 9 8
September 2.78 2.95 0.86 0.68 18 14

Oc tober 1.81 2.18 0.61 0.44 16 9
November 10. 07 13.44 2.21 1.94 27 24
December 13.81 12.79 1.94 1.58 29 24

; January 1980 2.57 2.74 0.57 0.78 22 13
I February 12.00 11.6 7 2.81 2.42 17 17

Ma rch 5.24 5.12 1.54 1.49 17 14
| April 9.09 9.28 1.58 2.26 24 23
| May 2.50 2.47 0.46 0.33 16 18

Ju ne 4.12 4.28 1.28 0.82 19 19
July 0.74 1.03 0.61 0.71 5 7
August 1.06 1.05 0.46 0.31 13 5
September 4.87 5.61 1.60 1.63 22 18

(a) Period of record is October 1979 through September 1981.

i

1

Q 4514
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TABLE 2.3-87-

QJMPARISON OF ONSITE AND ELMA MONTH (Y
AND ANNUAL PRECIPITATION TOTALS Lai -

Monthly Precipitation (Inches)

Mean Mean Departure of Elma.

Month Onsite Total Elma Total Total from Normal

Ja nuary 4.45 4.62 -4.81
Februa ry 11.26 10 .8 1 2.32
Ma rch 5.24 4.92 -1.97
April 6.34 7.10 2.60
May 1.93 2.14 -0.32
June 2.72 3.27 1.19
July 0.79 0.87 -0.11
August 1.18 1.16 -0.13
September 3.86 4.28 1.60

| October 4.21 4.97 -1.79
November 7.60 8.35 -0.77

! December 12.99 15.64 5.59
|
,

'

Annual 62.57 68.13 3.40

i

(a) Averages for Octob3r 1979 through September 1981.
~
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TABLE 2.3-88 )
-

MAXIMUM ONSITE PRECIPITATON FOR YARIOUS DURATIONS (a)
_

Duration Maximum Precipitation,

(hrs) (inches)

1 0.49
2 0.90
3 1.15

6 1.69
12 2.71
18 3.61

.

24 3.99

(a) Period of record is October 1979 through September 1981.

G 4 5 1. 4
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Question No.

; 471.11 NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan, lists several Regulatory Guides
and NUREGS as programs acceptable to meet the Regulations. Sev-
eral of these Regulatory Guides and NUREGs have been referenced in.

your FSAR as having been "used as guidance" or as "the technical
basis." You should indicate if the guidance in the Regulatory
Guides and NUREGs listed below were fully implemented. If not,

| the particular guidance not followed should be specified and an
alternative control described.

I

1. Regulatory Guide 1.8 as it applies to personnel qualifications
in Section 12.1.2.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.140 as it applies to ventilation design
features in Section 12.3.3.3.-

3. Regulatory Guide 8.2 as it applies to instrumentation in
Section 12.3.4.

4. Regulatory Guide 8.8 as referenced in Section 12.4.1.1.
'

5. Regulatory Guide 8.8 and Regulatory Guide 1.97 where they
! apply to Health Physics instrumentation selection in Section

12.5.2.2.
~

I 6. Regulatory Guide 8.4, Regulatory Guide'8.8 and Regulatory
Guide 8.14 as they apply to selection of personnel monitoring!

instruments in Section 12.5.2.4.

7. NUREG-0041 as it applies to respiratory protection devices in
Section 12.5.2.4.

8. Regulatory Guide 8.9, Regulatory Guide 8.20 and Regulatory
Guide 8.26 as they apply to your bioassey program in Section
12.5.3.4.2.

Response 1) Reg. Guide 1.8 - FSAR Table 1.8-1 under Reg. Guide 1.8 has a
note that refers to Section 17.2 of the FSAR. Section 17.2
refers to the Supply System Operational Quality Assurance Pro-
gram Description.

| 2) Table 1.8-1 amended April 1983 shown in compliance with Regu-
! latory Guide 1.140 Rev. 1, 10/79 which has been used as guid-
| ance for design of the non-ESF air cleaning systems. The ANSI

standards ANSI N509-1976 and ANSI N510-1975 frequently men-
tioned in the regulatory guide are the technical basis that
was fully implemented.

FSAR Subsection 12.3.3.3 will be revised to reflect the extent
| of compliance and the correct revision of R.G. 1.140.

"
_ _ _ _ _ . _ .
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Question No.

471.13 As specified in Section 12.1.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.70, you
should describe the management policy related to ensuring that
occupational radiation exposures are ALARA. Describe related
activities to be conducted by the management individuals having
responsibility for radiation protection and the policy of main-
taining occupational exposures ALARA. In particular, identify
those individuals responsible for ensuring effective control in
the major areas listed in Subsection 12.1.1.1 of WNP-3 FSAR.

Response

The Supply System Health Physics Program Description No. 3.1.2,
approved by the Director of Support Services contains the follow-

i ing ALARA policy statement:

" Washington Public Power Supply System shall conduct all cpera-
tions involving radiation and radioactive material such that radi-
ation exposures to employees, contractors and the general public
are maintained as low as is reasonably achievable. " Reasonably
achievable" takes into account the state of technology and the
economics of exposure reduction in relationship to the benefits to
health and safety."

The individuals responsible for the major areas listed in
Subsection 12.1.1.1 are:

a) Upper management direction and support - The Director of -

| Support Services,

b) Detailed ALARA Policy and Procedures - The Plant Manager,
1
l c) Consideration of ALARA during design of facilities and

equipment - The Engineering and Program Directors of WNP-3,

d) Development of good procedures and radiation practices, in-
cluding preplanning and proper use of appropriate equipment
and work techniques by well trained personnel - The Plant
Health Physics / Chemistry Manager,

e) Audit and appraisal of performance - The Manager of
Radiological Programs, and

f) Implementation of improvements wherever and whenever they are
reasonably achievable - The Plant Manager.

l
,

I
>
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Question No.

471.15 Section 12.5.3.1.2 of WNP-3 FSAR provides for a general exemption
of health physics personnel or personnel escorted by health
physics personnel. This is not in compliance with the
10 CFR 20.203 requirement of maintaining " positive control over
each individual entry" to a high radiation area, and should be
deleted from the FSAR. (SRP reference, section 12.3-12.4).

Response

Attached is a marked up page from Subsection 12.5.3.1.2.
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12.5.3.1.2 Parsonn21 C ntrol Proceduras
-

Th] WHP-3/5 Plant Administrative Procedures and dealtn Physics Procedures
centain the administrative control procedures for entry into radiation and
high radiation areas. Ihe procedures limit the entry and time spent in
radiation areas to the , time necessary to perform routine operations,
maintenance and surveillance activities. The Radiation Work Per. nit (RWP) is
us:d as the primary tool to insure the control at WNP-3/5. M : 1 '-
n.j s ic s / C..e..i s t s j persennci cr personnel whc are providcd direct :vce:g: by

-

H:;1th Pr.j s l:3/Chcai;;;j Tccrr.icica ;;y be cac;pt f:ca :nc i;suanc; cf ; '"?
en-e ca;c c can: b::!c : 2pproved by pl? * -'a2;e-aat. Provision will be
included on an individual basis for exposure tracking by job category and
funerton.

Ih2 radiation work permit is issued tor a particular task or function, and is
r quired before entering a radiation area. Ihis permit provides current data
on radiation levels within ene area of interest, any restrictions on allowable
work time, protective clotning and respiratory protective requirements,
information on special tools or equipment needed, special radiation safety and
p2rsonnel monitoring requirements and any other special instructions

b

~
_

_-

UY 7/, /b

12.5-9a Amendment No. 2, (12/82)
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,

Question No.
.

471.16 As per the requirements of NUREG-0800, Sections 12.3-12.4 Facil-.

ity Design Features, describe the local audible and visible
alarming radiation monitors that alert personnel if the lead shot
bags, provided for shielding the fuel transfer tube access way,
are removed during fuel transfer operations.

Response It is unlikely that removal of the lead shot bags provided for
shielding the fuel transfer tube access way would be attempted
during fuel transfer operations. In any case the removal of the
lead shot bags would be performed under a radiation Work Permit
(RWP) which would have a pre-job radiation survey and ALARA re-
view by Health Physics. The RWP would also have to be approved
by the Shift Manager or his designee. If the conditions warrant,

portable continuous radiation monitoring equipment with local and
audible and visual alarms will be set up to warn workers of-

unexpected radiation dose rates.
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Question No.

471.19 From the resume listed in Appendix 13B of WNP-3 FSAR .your Radia-.
, - tion Protection Manager does not meet the criteria.of Regulatory

Guide 1.8. Provide additional information outlining'the RPM's
experience, particularly that which applies to his radiation pro-
tection work in an actual nuclear power station. Also, your
Radiation Protection Manager backup coverage is not discussed.

- The qualifications of the individual who will act 'as RPM in the
RPM's absence (e.g., while on vacation) should be described in
the FSAR. It is our position that the temporary replacement-

should have at least a B.S. degree in science or engineering, 2'

j years experience in radiation protection: 1 year of which should
' be nuclear power plant experience, and 6 months of which should

be onsite (in accordance with the December 1979 draft of ANSI
3.1). Describe your plan to meet these qualifications for your
RPM backup.- ;

Response

The individual in the position of Health Physics / Chemistry Man-
ager has changed. The resume of the new manager is attached.

A change to Subsection 13.1.2.2.8 showing the Health Phy' :s
Supervisor as the backup RPM is attached. '
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*

..

*aparationsi phasas of the pla=t. Offsito support to this depart = ant is .- e
provided by the Technology Directorate personnel as discussed in Subsection 1 #E513.1.1.1.3

13.1.2.2.7 Nuclear Engineering Supervision
*

.

Tha Plant Nuclear Engineering Supervisor supervises the activities of the
Nuclear Engineering staff in the functional areas of nuclear engineering,
plcat performance engineering, computer engineering.

.,

13.1.2.2.8 Radiacian Pro'tection Supervision
.

Tho Health Physics /Che .istry Manager functions as the Radiation Protection.

Manager (RPM) and is respo'niible for managing the plant radiati~en protection
cud chesista control programs. The Health Physics / Chemistry Manager reports
to the Plant Manager. . ':be Health Physics / Chemistry Manager is assisted by the 1

Esalth Physics Supervisor, Eealth Physicists, Chemistry Supervisor, Che=ist,|

B,2&lth Physics / Chemistry Foremen and Technicians.

c) The Health Physics Supervisor supervises the plant Health Physics;

| program. The Health Physics Supervisor'is responsible for ensuring that'

radiation protection procedures and programs are implemented by
assigning Esalth Phy. sics / Chemistry technicians to various plant
' activities and monitoring their performance and specifyi=g radiation
protection requirements for radiological controlled areas. Tha.144.46Mfhysh Tw vde.,. git h4 Ma. be*f CW=ane R F/O N +&a cLl,s=u a 4. tb. N.2% @fn, /cy,,,|g 8

,

| . ,.

b) - The Chemistry Supervisor supervises the activities of the
% ,, .g-. Chemistry /Radiochaciatry section. The Chemistry Supervisor is ~ ~

.

-" responsible for activities in the Chemistry Laboratory, Radiochemistry
' Laboratory, 'and radiological Counting Room. The Chemistry Supervisor is

.

, .'~ lso responsible for the development and implementation of plant'.a
, chemistry, radiochmaistry, and appropriata programs that provide. .

! . .s.unitoring of plant processes and discharges.. '

' y .- ?t-
.

-

. 13.1,.2.2.9 *

I.,' nsenamentation and Controls Engineering Supervision-

. <
-

.y: ;. ..
.

: Provided by the Plant Z=gi=eering Supervisor.
, '. :?-

.

;. 13.1.2.'2.10 Inst umentation and Controls Maintenz:ca Supervisions'-

, . , . .v.
.

Referito Subs'e'ci: ion,13.1.2.2.11 for a description of duties and
r:cponsibilities. ~

-

.: ' . .. ,

13.*1.2.2.li Maintenance Dipartment
~

. . _ . . - .

..The Maintenance. Department is responsible for all plant maintenance and is
anddr the direction of the Maintenance Manager. The Maintenance Manager

'
,

~

r; ports' to the Plant Managai'. ' Raporting to the Maintenance Manager, are the
Mechanical Supervisor, the Instrument and Control Supervisor, and Electrical |1' Supervisor. - .

s; _,..
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MATTHEW LYON
'

MANAGER, HEALTH PHYSICS / CHEMISTRY'

\
4

L

Educational Background Professional Level Experience
.

;

;

Chabot College e General Electric Ccmpany
A. A. (1964) Health Physics Technician (1961-1965)

San Jose State Cc11ege Controls for Radiation, Incorporatede
B. A. Physical Srience (1965) Shift Health Physicist (1965-1967) -

U. S. Bureau of Radiological Health Wisconsin Michigan Power Ccepanye
Occupational Radiaticn Health (1968) Plant Health Physicist at Point Seach

(1967-1971)
General Electric Company
BWR Chemistry (1979) e Tennessee Valley Authority

Plant Health Physics Supervisor
.

'

Ur.iversity cf Washingten at Brcwns . Ferry (1971-1974),

Assessment of. Environm. ental Supervisor Radiaticn Controln-
'

!'' Releases of Radioactivity (1980) Section-(1974-1976)

National Center for Air Pol- e Puget Sound Power & Light Company
[ lution Control.. and Northwest Energy Services Company> Meteorological Aspects of. (Subsidiary of PSP &L and others)
'

.

Pollutien (1967) . . Health Physicist-Operations (1976-1980)' ~ "

.. . - Licensing Engineer (1980-1981)
Various Company Sponsored Staff Health Physicist (1981-1982)

|' Management Ccurses
. J ."? -

i
- ''

Washington Public Pcwer. Supply System
, e'

Senior Health Physicist (1982-1983)-i '. ..~. .
'

|
- -

Manager, Health Physics / Chemistry.

|. ' . . , . . . -
*

r

(1983 - Present)
'

| '
. . . .

'' ~

.' ' <

-

Recent assignments to operating plants ase
. . , ' . o, f Health Physicist:> :

,,
, ,

: .s . .
-

.

-

. . .j. 1979 - 1 month at Trojan during cutage,
,.. . . . .' -

1981 - 4 months at Trojan during cutage.

U,Ef.(*[i].4.1)y 1981 - 2 months at Rancho Seco during
-

-
.-

, ,.

. J. - . . . . operation. .
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Question No.

471.20 Based on information contained in NUREG-0731, " Criteria for Util-
ity Management and Technical Competence," it is our position that
the radiation protection group should be a separate organization-

from the chemistry group. Subsection 12.5.1.2 of your FSAR indi-
cates your radiation protection and chemistry technicians are com-
bined. These technicians report via two technical staffs to the
RPM. Chemistry and radiation protection are two separate special-
ties. Therefore, a qualified technician must meet the work exper-
ience requirement (4.5.2 of ANSI N18.1-1971) for each individual.
Also, it is our position (based on NUREG-0731) that the enemistry
staff report to a Technical Manager other than the RPM. Your FSAR
should be revised to outline how your planned radiation protection
program reflects these positions.

Resoonse

The WNP-3 Health Physics / Chemistry organization complies with the
characteristics specified in NUREG-0731, para. II.A.1 as follows:

o The organization includes one or more individuals knowledge-
able in each of the fields,

o The reporting chain of the radiation protectio 7 function is
independent of the operations, technical and maintenance
functions,

o The Health Physics / Chemistry Manager has a clear line of
authority to the Plant Manager,

o The organizations activities are clearly defined,

o Each functional area is separately supervised, and

o Qualified backup personnel are available.

Additionally, the organization presented in NUREG-0731 "is a rep-
resentative type organization." We do not find the NUREG to pro-
hibit the current WNP-3 organizational structure.

It is t W Supply System's intent that Health Physics / Chemistry
Techr.icians meet or exceed the ANSI N18.1 qualification criteria.
It is noted however, that time requirements for the specialties
are not considered to be additive in that many of the knowledge
and skill areas are common. Current industry documents,
INP0 82-006 Radiological Protection Technician Qualifications and
INP0 82-007 Chemistry Technician Qualifications illustrate the
overlap of the two specialties. Of the 33 training areas for
Radiation Protection, 20 are comon to the Chemistry Technician
qualification criteria.

__ ___
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Question f.'o.

471.22 Provide the information requested in 11.F.1.(3) and 111.D.3.3 of
NUREG-0737 " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements."

Response

1. The Containment high range radiation monitors at WNP-3 meet
the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97. Therefore, they
satisfy the requirements of NUREG-0737, Section II.F.1.(3).

2. In plant iodine sampling will be accomplished under
accident conditions by using portable air samplers and
silver zeolite sample media. Analysis will be performed in
the plant laboratory, if conditions permit, or in the
laboratory in the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF).
Measurements will be performed by either germanimum type
detectors or portable multi-channel analyzers.

. .
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Question No.

480.7 Provide the following information in accordance with Table 6-1
(6.2.1) of Regulatory Guide 1.70: containment design temperature and

service water temperature used in containment analysis.

Response The containment peak temperature analysis results in a peak
containment temperature of 367.0*F for an 8.78 ft2 MSLB at
102% power as shown in FSAR Table 6.2.1-2. The plant design
basis includes the most limiting single failure which is the
loss of a single cooling train.

The component cooling water temperature utilized for the LOCA
containment peak pressure-temperature analysis is 120*F and is
provided in FSAR Table 6.2.1-5.

.

,

|
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Question No.

480.8 Provide the curve of energy removed by the containment spray
(6.2.1) system as a function of time along with the other energy removal

mechanisms shown on Figure 6.2-11 for the DBA LOCA.

Response

Figure 6.2-11 presents the energy distribution inside the
containment. The effects of containment spray system operation on
the steam-air mixture are included in curve 2 of this figure.
Including a curve of energy removed by the sprays is unnecessary
since the sprays do not remove energy from the containment, but
merely redistribute the energy from the steam-air mixture to the
liquid phase in the sump. Energy is removed from the containment
primarily through the operation of the Shutdown Cooling Heat
Exchanger, which takes suction from the sump. Since the sump
region energy reflects.the operation of the containment spray
system, curve 4 illustrates the heat removal capabilities of the
combined spray-heat exchanger heat removal system.

.

|

I
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Question No.

480.10 Provide additional information on the net positive suction
(6.2.2) head (NPSH) analysis of the spray pumps, for both the injection

and recirculation phases, in sufficient detail to justify the
adequacy and conservatism of the analysis. Include the bases for
obtaining the elevation pressure head (Pe) of 37.5 ft, the
friction pressure loss (Pi) of 4 ft and the required NPSH of 12.5
ft.

Resconse

A Containment Spray Pump net positive suction head (NPSH) analysis
has been performed for both the injection and recirculation
modes. Calculations show that the recirculation mode is the
governing case. The available NPSH for the injection mode (53.7
ft.) well exceeds the available NPSH during recirculation mode
(33.5 ft.), primarily because of the large elevation head (63.4
ft.) available between the minimum RWST level and the Containment
Spray Pump's first stage impeller. Subsection 6.2.2 of the FSAR
details NPSH parameters for the limiting recirculation mode.

The available NPSH calculation utilizes the equation outlined in
Subsection 6.2.2. The basis for each parameter in the NPSH
equation (i.e., NPSH = Pa + Ps + Pe - Pi - Pv) is as follows:

a) The partial pressure of the containment air (Pa) together with
the Containment Steam Pressure (Ps) are conservatively assumed
to be equal to the sump water vapor pressure (Pv). This
assumption is equivalent to the sump water being at saturated
conditions. This assures that the actual available NPSH is
always greater than or equal to the calculated available NPSH
(33.5 ft.).

b) The elevation head (Pe = 37.5 ft.) is obtained from the
elevation difference between the minimum containment water
level (EL. 370.10 ft.) and the centerline elevation of the
pump's first stage impeller (EL. 332.60 ft.). The minimum
containment water level is based on the ECCS design

| water volume of the RWST (664,000 gallons) and the four safety
' injection tanks (57,600 total gallons) emptying into the

Containment.

c) The friction head loss (Pi = 4 ft.) is calculated, using
maximum operating flow through pipe lengths based on actual
piping layouts from the Containment Sump to the Pump Suction.
For the common suction header, the flow considered is the
maximum recirculation flow for all three pumps (i.e., LPSI,
HPSI and CS). In additior., the total head loss of 4 ft

includes a 25 percent margin for piping degradation. ~

- . _-- _ - .
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Question No.

480.10 The required NPSH (12.5 ft.) at the pump's first stage impeller
(Cont'd) has been determined by vendor NPSH testing. The calculated

available NPSH (33.5 ft.) has conservatively determined that
sufficient suction head is available to preclude the possibility
of cavitation.

.

.
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Question No.

480.11 Provide an analysis of the heat removal capability of the
(6.2.2) containment spray system. The analysis should include the degree

of thermal equilibrium attained by the spray water.

Response

Thermal equilibrium is attained utilizing a containment spray
| pattern as shown on FSAP, Figures 6.5-3 and 6.5-4. Each train has
| been located as high as practical in the upper portion of the

containment dome. The spray nozzles are equally spaced along each
header and their orientations are designed to provide maximum
spray coverage for optimum heat removal. FSAR Figures 6.5-3 and
6.5-4 also detail the spray header configurations, nozzle spray
distributions and the spray heights relative to internal
structures.

The spray nozzles, which are of open throat design, break the flow
into small droplets, which enhance the cooling effect of the
containment atmosphere. As these droplets fall through the
containment atmosphere they absorb heat until they reach the
temperature of the containment air-steam mixture. In order that
the spray droplets attain thermal equilibrium with the containment
atmosphere during the fall, at least 112 ft. has been provided
between the spray nozzles and the top of the steam generators.,

' Each spray nozzle is designed for a flow of 15.2 gpm with a 40 psi
pressure drop across the nozzle. These nozzles have a 3/8 inch

: spray orifice diameter and are not subject to clogging. The
| nozzles are designed to produce droplets of approximately 230
! microns median diameter at rated system conditions (see FSAR

Figure 6.5-7). Detailed spray nozzle parameters are given in FSAR
,

Table 6.5.2-3.

Maximum heat removal capability is therefore attained through the
optimization of the spray coverage by utilizing the most suitable
header / nozzle orientation and atomization of the spray droplets.
Additional information can be found in FSAR Subsections 6.2.1,

6.2.2, Appendix 6.28, and 6.5.2.

|
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|

|

| Question No.

480.14 Appendix 6.2A describes the computer code WATEMPT, used for
(6.2.3) calculating the shield building annulus transient. Provide

additional information to clarify the following description in !
this Appendix: l

a. Provide a more detailed discussion on how radiation heat is
accounted for in the analysis. Provide the gray body
radiation heat transfer equations used in the code and justify 1

their use. I

Ib. The fan curve on Figure 6.2-35 shows that for a static
pressure greater than 28 inches W.G., there exist two possible i

CFM values. Explain how the code input table was developed to l

obtain a proper CFM value. j

| c. The dependency of the annulus volume on the containment wall ,

temperature and differential pressure across the containment )
vessel is considered in the code. Describe how the i
containment vessel expansion and corresponding annulus volume '

change are accounted for in the analysis, and provide the
,

equations describing this effect. '

d. SRP 6.2.3 states that adiabatic boundary conditions should be
assumed for the surface of the secondary containment structure

j exposed to the outside environment. Verify that this
assumption has been used in the analysis.'

e. SRP 6.2.3 states that no credit should be taken for secondary
containment outleakage. Verify that the analysis complies i

with this guidance.

Response

! a. For a more detailed discussion on how radiation is accounted
for as well as the gray body radiation heat transfer equations
used in the analyses, please refer to the proprietary
description of the WATEMPT code. The proprietary code was
also used to analyze the performance of SB annulus transients
for St Lucie Unit 2 (Florida Power & Light Co.), and its
approval by the staff was benchmarked via St Lucie Unit 2's
Safety Evaluation Report (NUREG-0843).

b. Figure 6.2-35 shows the full range performance characteristics
of the Shield Building Ventilation System fan.

Under accident conditions the fan will be operating at a CFMj

| range as shown on Figure 6.2-35a extracted from the WATEMPT
; computer code utilized for the transient analysis. Therefore,

in the event of a LOCA the fan can draw only one possible air
flow at one specific static pressure value. FSAR Subsection

! 6.2.3.3.1 will be amended to clarify the above concern.
(

- -. ,_ . - , , , . _ - - , - -
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Response

480.14(Cont'd)

c. For the equations that describe how the containment vessel
expansion and corresponding annulus volume change are
accounted for in the analysis, please refer to the proprietary
description of the WATEMPT code. This proprietary code was
also used to analyze the performance of the SB annulus
transient for St. Lucie Unit 2 (Florida Power & Light Co.) and
its approval by the staff was benchmarked via St. Lucie Unit
2 's Safety Evaluation Report (NUREG-0843).

d. It has been assumed, in accordance with ANSI Standard 56.4
that heat transfer due to free convection takes place between
the concrete shield building and the outside environment.
However, the amount of heat lost from the shield building is
minimal, and is typically approximately three orders of
magnitude less (1/1000th) than the amount of heat absorbed by
the building.

e. The shield building annulus pressure response analysis does
account for inleakage between the annulus and the outside.
However, since the annulus is always at a negative gauge
pressure, leakage is always into the annulus.

.

O
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FSAR

@ In the event of an SBVS train failure due to self malfunction, or loss
of emergency power af ter the train has been operating, the Decay Heat
Remowl Mode will be manually energized to open valves 2PV-B152SB or y

2PV-B052SA and a minimum of 200 cfm of room air is drawn through the
recently shutdown filter train to the annulus, where it can be
processed by the operating SBVS air cleaning unit. The inoperatiw
SBVS train is cooled by the reversed air flow through the train
components.

6.2.3.3 Design Evaluation

6.2.3.3.1 Perf ormance Requirements and Capabilities

Each of the two full-capacity, redundant fan-filter trains of the Shield
Building Ventilation System have been designed to fulfill the perf ormance
requirements stated in the Design Bases, Subsection 6.2.3.1. Each subsystem
is capable of maintaining the subatmospheric pressure in the annulus under the
pressure and temperature transient conditions associated with the surge and
reduction of annulus volume, due to containment vessel expansion and heat
tranafer through its wall.

The Shield Building annulus is maintained at minus 10 in. water gage below
atmospheric pressure during normal operation. The pressure is low enough to
prevent the annulus pressure from rising to minus one in. pressure in the
period following a CIAS, when the Annulus Vacuum Maintenance System is
deactivated and during the interim 30 seconds required for the SBVS to start 1

; and reach full operating speed.

The analysis of the functional capability of the SBVS to depressurize and
maintain a subatmospheric pressure within the Shield Building annulus is
performed with the worst long term LOCA: the double-ended suction leg slot
with minimum saf ety injection break case, using the WATEMPT computer code as
described in Appendix 6.2A. The analysis results include the f ollowing y
information:

a) Containment pressure and temperature as function of time
(Figure 6.2-32, Sheets 3 and 4).

b) Annulus pressure and temperature as function of time (Figure 6.2-32,
Sheets 1, 2 and 4).

c) Containment vessel wall temperature gradient as a function of time and
distance (Figure 6.2-33).

d) Containment vessel surf ace temperature as a function of time
(Figure 6.2-34).

fan (bo c)narac ter'tstics (Mque,4,.2-35a"), based on 5BVS
e) SBVS purge and recirculation flow rate as a function of fanA

differential pressure (Figure 6.2-35).

f) Shield Building wall surface temperature as a function of time (Figure
6.2-34a).

QWOA
6.2-107 Amendment No.1, (10/82)

. _ _ _ . . _ _ _ - _ . _ . - . , - . _ _ - _ _ -_ _ . _ . - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Question No.

480.15 Provide additional information to describe the conditions
(6.2.4) requiring containment isolation. This information is required

in accordance with Section 6.2.4.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.70
(design bases for containment isolation system).

Response Automatic initiation of a Containment Isolation Actuation Signal
(CIAS) occurs when a high containment pressure or low
pressurizer pressure is detected, or when a safety Injection
Actuation Signal (SIAS) is initiated. Manual initiation of CIAS
is provided in the control room through push button controls.
Refer to FSAR Subsection 7.3.1.1.2.1 for details regarding the
Isolation Signal. Design Basis Events (DBE) requiring
Containment Isolation are provided in Table 7.3-1.

The Reactor Building purge supply, Reactor Building purge
exhaust, containment vent makeup and containment purge exhaust
isolation valves, in addition to CIAS (automatic or manual
initiation), are . interlocked such that on receipt of a
containment high radiation signal they will close.

FSAR Subsection 6.2.4.1.1 will be amended to incorporate the
above response.
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FSAR

gi() 6.2.4 CONTAIMENT ISOLATION SYSTEM

The Containment Isolation System (CIS) prevents the release of radioactivity
through containment mechanical penetrations following postulated accidents
while, at the same time, allowing operation of the systems which mitigate the
accident. The CIS perf orms this function by the use of passive and active
isolation barriers.

6.2.4.1 Design Bases
.

6.2.4.1.1 Criteria and Governing Conditions for Isolation of Fluid Systems
{nS2rY Y
g Fluid systems penetrating the containment fall under one of three design

categories discussed below. Table 6.2.4-1 identifies for each penetration the
specific category.

6.2.4.1.1.1 Closed Systems Inside Containment

Systems which connect to the secondary side of the steam generators are closed
systems inside containment. The secondary side of the sceam generators and
its attached systems are not open either to the containment atmosphere or to
the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) during normal operation or
pos t-LOCA and, thus, comprise a passive containment isolation barrier. Le
isolation valves for these lines meet the explicit requirements of GDC 54 and
57. The isolation valves are either automatically isolated by the Main Steam

g;y Isolation Signal (MSIS) or are normally-closed as discussed in Subsection
F 6.2.4.2.1.

6.2.4.1.1.2 Closed Systems Outside Containment

Engineered Safeguard Features (ESP) Systems open to the containment atmosphere
or the RCPB are designed as closed systems outside containment. Rese systems
become an extension of containment during an accident. he isolation valves
for these systems meet the explicit requirements of GDC 54, 55 and 56 except
that these normallyklosed valves are opened either automatically or
remote-manually when required in an accident. Closure is accomplished only by
remote-manual actuation.

6.2.4.1.1.3 Open Systems

Systems not meeting the design bases of Subsections 6.2.4.1.1.1 or 6.2.4.. 1.2
fall into this category. In general this category consists of all
n'on-essential and ESF-related systems which are not connected to the steam
generators. This category relies on redundant containment isolation valves to
prevent the release of radionuclides from the containment. He isolation
valves meet the explicit requirements of GDC 54, 55 and 56 (as clarified by
NUREG-0737 Item II.E.4.2) and conf orms to CE interf ace requirements as
described in CESSAR-F Subsection 5.1.4.F.1. 1he valves are either normally

lock-closed or automatically closed by the containment isolation actuation
signal (CIAS) .

@ Q Mo. ts'
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Question 480.15
INSERT 1

Automatic initiation of a Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS)
,

occurs when a high containment pressure or low pressurizer pressure is
detected, or when a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) is initiated.
Manual initiation of CIAS is provided in the control room through push button
controls. Refer to FSAR Subsection 7.3.1.1.2.1 for details regarding the
Isolation Signal. Design Basis Events (DBE) requiring Containment Isolation
are provided in' Table 7.3-1.

The Reactor Building purge supply, Reactor Building purge exhaust,
containment vent makeup and containment purge exhaust isolation valves, in
addition to CIAS (automatic or manual initiation), are interlocked such that
on receipt of a containment high radiation signal they will close.

'

,

s

e

e

1
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Question No.

480.16 Provide the following information regarding the fluid system
(6.2.4) isolation provisions described in Table 6.2.4-1:

For Penetration Nos. 84, 86, and 87, provide the additional
information identified in the table as "Later."

Response

The 'information identified in FSAR Table 6.2.4-1 as "Later" is not
yet available because the system design has not been finalized.
When the information becomes available, it will be provided in a
future FSAR Amendment.

,

, , _ _
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Qusstion No.

480.22 The combustible gas control system should be designed to
(6.2.5) facilitate periodic inservice inspections, operability

testing and leak rate testing of the system components.
Discuss the design provisions which will permit the above
actions.

Response

The Combustible Gas Control System consists of the:

(a) Containment Hydrogen Analyzer
(b) Containment Hydrogen Recombiner
(c) Containment Hydrogen Purge System

1. Design provisions which will permit periodic inservice
inspection are as follows:

(a) All components of the Containment Hydrogen Analyzer
: System are accessible for periodic inspection and
! maintenance as shown on Figure 1.2-10.

(b) All components of the Containment Hydrogen
Recombiner System are accessible for periodic
inspection and maintenance as shown on Figures 1.2-5

| and 1.2-11.

(c) All components of the Containment Hydrogen Purge
System are accessible for periodic inspection and
maintenance as shown on Figure 1.2-12.

2. Design provisions which will permit operability testing
are as follows:

- (a) Preoperational testing of the Combustible Gas
Control System is conducted, as discussed in Section
14.2, during the final stages of plant construction
price to initial startup. These tests assure
correct functioning of all components such as
controls, instrumentation, alarm setpoints, fans,
pumps, recombiners, piping and valves. System
reference characteristics, such as pressure
differentials and flow rates, are documented during
the preoperational tests and are used as base points
for measurements in subsequent operational tests.
For further details see Subsections 14.2.12.2.28 and
14.2.12.2.32.

|
.

|
|

N
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Question No.

480.25 An interface requirement in CESSAR-F, Section 5.1.4, specifies
(6.2.4) that the containment spray system shall provide 4000 gpm per

train at a head which can be set between 250-300 feet.
Provide evidence which shows this interface requirement has
been met.

Response

The Containment Spray System interface requirements indicated
| above have been specified in CESSAR-F Subsection 5.4.7, item

P.3.a. and not in section 5.1.4 as stated in question.

The basis for this interface requirement is that during the
Shutdown. Cooling Mode when the Reactor Coolant Temperature is
below 200F (typically 170F), the Containment Spray Pumps are
realigned to provide additional Shutdown Cooling flow (seei

FSAR Subsection 9.2.10). Each Containment Spray pump has a'

design flow capacity of 5500 gpm at a head of 645 feet. Each
4

Containment Spray System train (A and B) is provided with a
I flow control valve on the pump discharge (see Tag Nos.

2CS-F003SAR-(SI-678) and 2CS-F004 SBR (SI-679, on FSAR Figure
6.2-27). The flow control valve is used to throttle the
Containment Spray pump to allow parallel operation with the
Low Pressure Safety Injection pumps. This throttling processi

- with the Low Pressure 1 Safety Injection pumps. This
'

|
throttling process provides the flow conditions required.

:

< - .

h

!

!

L
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Question No.

492.1 According to SRP 4.4 (Section II.7) the design description and
proposed procedures for use of the loose parts monitoring system
(LPMS) should be consistent with the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.133. You have provided much of the information in
Section 4.4.6.1 of the FSAR. Indicate your compliance to the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.333, including item C4J, on
the training program for plant personnel that addresses
operation of the system hardware and the purpose and
implementation of the loose-part detection program.

Response The Loose Parts Monitoring System is in full compliance with the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.133. FSAR Subsection 4.4.6.1
has been revised in accordance with SRP 4.4 (Section II.1) fcr
consistency with the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.133.

A Technical Specification for the Loose Parts Detection System
will be developed in accordance with Position C.5 of Regulatory-

Guide 1.133.

Additionally,. training will be provided to address technical
specifications, purpose and operation of the system.

The FSAR will be changed to reflect this response.

.

4 8
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is''h4.3 NUCLEAR DESIGN

Ref er to CESSAR-F Section 4.3.

4.4 THERMAL AND HYDRAULIC DESIGN

Refer to CESSAR-F Subsections 4.4.1 through 4.4.6.

Replace CESSAR-F Table 4.4-8 with Table 4.4-1 presented in this FSAR.

4.4.6.1 Loose Parts Detection System

The Loose Parts Detection System's (LPDS) pri=ary purpose is the early
detection of loose metallic parts in the primary system. The LPDS also y
functions to minimize radiation exposure to operating personnel by providing
f or the early detection and general location of abnormal structural r
conditions. The LPDS is a non-safety-re'ated system. The Lo<:4.OMYS O*b''c0
5ptem ecmpiin, wa tk repred y Aepidg G-s4. i 133
Loose Parts in the primary system are detectec by pairs of piezo-electric
accelerometers. The sensors are strapped around the lines at their locations

y
by mounting blocks. The sensors, placed to provide broad coverage, will be
located at each natural collection region, as indicated below:

a) Hot leg nozzle adjacent to steam 4 Sensors
Benerator inlet plenum

d$b) Incore instrument nozzle located 2 Sensors gon the vessel bottom beam, adjacent
to vessel inlet plenum

c) CEDM nozzle located on vessel head 2 Sensors

Each channel consists of a sensor, preamplifier, signal conditioner (filter) !
and adjustable trip units f or alarming and auto recording. In order to
monitor the unfiltered signal of any one of the eight channels, the LPDS
monitoring equipment includes a loud-speaker, volume control knob, audio
amplifier and channel selector switch on the Loose Parts Detection Panel 1
(LPDP) in the Control Room. One on-line eight channel cassette, FM/ direct
tape recorders are used to automatically record all the channels
simultaneously. Manual recording is automatically bypassed upon detection of
loose parts by any one channel. For locating and determining the impact
energy of a loose part, a loose part locator, with a printer is provided with
the following f eatures:

1

Location Accuracy: Within a cubic meter

Printout: Da te
Time in hours, minutes and seconds
L2g time of each channel f rom the ref erence channel
Peak impact energy

' f, .

4-2 Amendment No. 1, (10/82)
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Channel checks, which is the qualitative assessment of channel behavior during %ecperation by observation, is perfomed by turning the channel selector knob W
cnd listening for anything unusual. The channel function test is performed by 1
injecting a simulated signal as close to the sensor as possible to verify
operability including alarm and trip functions. Background noise is filtered 1
cut on startup by setting the individual sensors alert level high enough to
preclude nuisance alarms.

L.ler+ Y%

By having remote indication, recording, resetting, testing and calibration in
the Control Room, the radiation exposure to operating personnel is minimized.

The anticipated major sources of external and internal extraneous noise are
f rom those signals induced by normal hydraulic, mechanical and electrical
bickground noises and large amplitude electrical transients (pump and control
valve operation, etc.). Noise rejection capability is accomplished through 1
the following:

a) Electrical isolation of the sensors from the plant structure,

b) Loose part detection is at a high frequency that is above the plant
background noise spectrum.

c) Methods previously described to increase signal-to-noise ratio.

d) Double-shielding of sensor to preamplifier cable through use of coaxial
cable in either a cable tray or conduit.

/h
c) Preamplifier placed as close as practical to the sensor. D
f) Single point grounding at the cabinet is used.

1g) For prevention of nuisance alarms, the LPDS has provision for
temporarily bypassing the monitoring of loose part ,'e. Conto.,i eccl Steffy
c k.k pig,d frkuv M'e ).

There are me"ans for detecting a loose part other than the LPDS. Any unusual
change in the indications or an alars of the primary coolant parameters such
as pressure or flow might indicate a loose part. If the control rod position 1
indicator shows that a rod is not in position, a loose part may exist. Other
parameters include: high reactor coolant leg temperature (caused by steam
grnerator tube blockage), zero reactor coolant flow and pressure (caused by a
broken reactor coolant pump impeller) and low power level (caused by all the
above).

Szusors and preamplifiers located inside the containment and the LPD Panel
1:cated in the Control Room are qualified by testing to verify the functional 1

operability following an Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE). The input motion,
squivalent to 1.1 times the sum-of-the-absolute values of an OBE, is applied. 1

-

4-4 Amendment No. 1, (10/82)
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Question 492.1
INSERT A

The alert level signal is a digital signal indicating an impact. This signal
is derived by comparing a delta (A) signal (analog) with the background
output (analog). The background signal is a long-term average rms value
taken over a time period. The delta signal is an output signal that is the
short-term rms value of the amplified signal minus the background signal. To
indicate an alert, the delta signal voltage must exceed the background
voltage multiplied by a factor of "K". For steady nonfluctuating signals,
the deta signal is at 0 volts, and a sudden increase or burst of signals will
cause the delta signal level to go positive. The parameter "K" is controlled
for each channel by potentiometers that are accessed at the LPDP. This
accessibility therefore allows the performance of channel calibration. For
operator convenience, a momentary contact toggle switch is provided on the
panel. When this switch is depressed to the "BKGND" position the background
signal voltage (+rms) is sent to a digital voltmeter on the CPDP. Similarly,
when this switch is depressed to the " THRESH 0LD" position, a voltage (-rms)
equal to the alert level times the background level is sent to the meter.
This monitoring capability gives the operator a means to check the background
level and the alert level from the panel front.

_
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The design bases analysis, list and locations of display instrumentation for
the LPDS is found in Section 7.6.

4
4.5 REACTOR MATERIALS

Ref er to CESSAR-F Section 4.5.

4.6 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN OF REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

Refer to CESSAR-F Section 4.6.

Ref er to Sections 3.5 and 3.6 f or protection against missiles and pipe breaks
respectively.

Figures 1.2-3 through 1,2-22 show the general arrangement (including
7separation provisions) of the major components of the reactivity control

systems (CRDS, CVCS and SIS).

4A . APPENDIX 4A

Refer to CESSAR-F Appendix 4A.

4B APPENDIX 4B

Refer to CESSAR-F Appendix 43.

, 4C APPENDIX 4C
.

Refer to CESSAR-F Appendix 4C.

Q Yse% a-L 5 s'ca& {cr N s N * *CN fm
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Question No.

Question No.

630.4 Provide a training program for mitigating core damage as described
in Item II.B.4 of NUREG-0737 in accordance with the guidance as
specified in Enclosure 3 of H. R Denton's letter dated
March 28, 1980. Provide a listing of those individuals and their
qualifications who must participate in the training program and
provide a schedule for that training as related to the
presently-scheduled fuel load date.

Response

Training in the subject area of Enclosure 3 of H. R. Denton's
letter, dated March 28, 1980 as applicable to WNP-3, will be
provided. Training will be provided in the systems lectures or a
separate course may be provided. Training was scheduled to be
provided during the summer of 1984. This schedule will be updated
following resumption of construction activities at WNP-3.
Participants will be the shift manager and senior operator
candidates.

.
*

b

|
!

(
_ - - -
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Question No.

630.5 Discuss the program which will provide the training to Reactor
Operators and Senior Reactor Operators in the following areas:
(SRP References 13.2.1, I.B.I, and II.l.b).

.

(a) Recognition of emergency conditions.

(b) Classification of observed emergency conditions in accordance
with the Emergency Classification System.

(c) Notification of emergency to offsite authorities.

(d) Recommendation of protective actions to offsite authorities.

(e) Direction of station staff to take protective actions.

Response

(a) The program for training licensed operators will include
simulator training. The simulator is an excellent tool to
teach recognition of emergency conditions.

(b) through (e) See Section 13.3.2 of FSAR.

.

.. . ____________a
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b) Demonstrations of how to control individual systems and the integrated
plant;

c) Practice of normal and emergency plant operations, including response
to malfunctions by the license candidates,; ag
Exercises during which the licens(e cancicatesre c o s .'T[-;w h t wg 'la/ L A*,W s~

d) vy rate che s mu tor
without instructor assistance and receive evaluation on ability to
safely and efficiently operate the plant.

Simulator sessions will include all of the control =anipulations identified in
Subsection 13.2.3.1. Simulator examinations will evaluate the candidates
ability to:

a) Manipulate the controls in a safe and competent canner;

b) Predict instrument response and use the instru=entation available;

' ,c) Follow the facility procedures;

d) Understand alarms and annunciators and take proper action; and

e) Communicate properly.

Onsite Experience (26 weeks)

Training in the form of practical work assignments at the WNP-3 will be .c;;;
provided for approximately 26 weeks. Work assignments may include: plant
operating procedure preparation and verification, preoperational testing of -

plant systems, participation in hot functional testing program, preparing and
providing instruction on plant systems. Emphasis shall be on the license
candidate gaining thorough knowledge of WNP-3. Some of this experience will -

be gained in the Control Room of the plant.

The plant operating staff will be heavily involved in reviewing, preparing for
and conducting the preoperational tests, hot functional tests, low power
physics and escalation to power test programs. Most of the low power physics
and escalation to power testing will be performed during simulator training
prior to actual test performance.

!
'

Senior Operators and Shif t Managers Duties (1-3 weeks)

Senior Operators and Shif t Managers will have instruction in the following |
subjects relating to their duties * '

a) Imadership
|

b) Communication
I

c) Motivation of Personnel

d) Problem Analysis
*

e) Decision Analysis [
G (c 30. s~

13.2-4
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Question No.

630.6 Discuss the certifications completed pursuant to Sections
55.10(a)(6) and 55.33a(4) and (5) of 10CFR Part 55. Provide the x ''

title of the individual who will certify the eligibility of

individuals fo* licensing or renewal of license. Enclosure I of
H. R. Denton's March 28, 1980 letter Section A.3.:

.

"

Response ,-
*

-
s

' *e
en

.. ''- Certific'ation of those items identified in, Sections 55.10(a)(6)i-
,.. .

-

55.33a(4), and (5) of 10-CFR Part 55'snall be made by the Plant ~
.

-

,u Manager. (Item 1 and Item A3, Page 13.2-18).,- -..
'
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f) Command responsibility and limits.: :

( -.:.:::
g) Administrative requirements for the particular SRO position.

License Review Training (4 weeks)a.

!

' A comprehensive examination is given to the license candidates to determine
their knowledge of the plant (written examination) and ability to safely

, operate (simulator examination). Based on the results of the examination,
4 view training and/or individual tutoring may be provided. Instruction on1

plant. design and operating problems at similar plants will ne provided.g.

'[ raining Program Evaluation

SThPperfortlance of employees participating in rne Cold License Training
~

Program are~ monitored and evaluated throughout the program. Frequentn
'

"

examinations are given to license candidates in order to determine tne
effectiveness of ene training and the knowledge of the trainees. Records will
be maintained'on an individual basis. In the event tne scheduled fuel loading

'

#

date is aue'stantially delayed, the cold license candidates will continue to
'-

intain proficiency through participation in training similar in scope to the> .c ma,.

s retraining program described in (Section 13.2.3.1).

; Training Schedule

'

Tae- training senedule for license operator candidates is based upon three
training groups. The enree groups include initial license candidates and

==* r placements. Tne senedule for the three groups is shown on Figure 13.2-2.
2'

p At the time of FSAR submittal the first group was in training and had
completed the following courses:

n
APPROXIMATE-

i g. CONTACTs

, J' , COURSE HOURS,

Pre-Calculus Math (Math 103, 105) 90

Trigonometry 25

Chemistry 45
1

, , , Calculus I, II, III 135

General Physics I, II, III 135
. , +

s.

,
Fluid Meehenica 45

' '

*' Material Science 45
,

f',,
,

. |:: L "W WW. =.: - '

~

e , ~;
s

$6 N+ bW
\

. 13.2-5 Amendment No. 2, (12/82)
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e,

Training programs for Senior Operators and Shift Manager
'

; 7 consist of the following:

!I ' ,a- ,.,
Weeks

t .

.'S Cold Hot'
,< c, e

.

,, ,

.,;., ,

, , .

v s Academic Fundamentals 20 19'

,.

" .J . ' Plant ~ Systems 9 9'~
-

/ 00servation 4
'

-f e f, r Simulator 10 5
'. :

' 'Onsite Experience 26
T '- ; ' '

..

Control Room Experience 12'

!/
$ /j' .

. SO/SM Cuties
- 1 1

.

I e Review 4
W 46

'
e

.
-:,

$ g .-

w

/

%

*9

\- a

6-.

< , ,

f

I

a

!

!

!
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Question No.

630.10 Provide a commitment to comply with the following TMI-related
requirements as specified in Item I.A.2.1 of NUREG-0737:

(a) As an operating license Applicant, WNP-3 is not subject to the
one-year experience requirements for cold license SR0
candidates. However, after one year of station operation, we
will require WNP-3 to comply with the one-year experience
requirement for hot license SR0 Applicants.

(b) The requirement for three months onshift experience for
Control Room operators and SR0 candidates as an extra person
on shift is not required for cold license candidates and,
hence, is not applicable to WNP-3. However, we will require
WNP-3 to comply with this requirement for hot license i

' candidates after three months of station operation.

(c) The criteria for requiring a licensed individual to
par'ticipate in accelerated requalification shall be modified
to be consistent with the new passing grade for issuance of a
license; 80 percent overall and 70 percent each category.

4

Response

(a) Experience requirements for Itcense operators will be
indicated in a future FSAR Amendment.-

(b) See FSAR Section 13.2.4.2 (Operating Practice-Control Room
Experience).

(c) See Item 1, FSAR Page 13.2-18 (Item C.2).

--~. ._,.- ---,-..- -- - -.m .-. . _. - , . . - . , ~ . - . ...-, .m
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Question No..

630.11 With regard to the fire brigade training program, provide
additional discussion of the drills and records in accardance with
the guidance outlined in NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan Sections
13.2.2,II.6.a(iii)and(iv).

Response

See FSAR Section 13.2.2.9, Subsection C. Additional information
,

! is as follows.
1

o At least one drill per year shall be performed on a
j "backshift".

.

o Randomly selected unannounced drills will be evaluated by
corporate staff or others who do not work for the Plant
Manager,

o Records shall be maintained for at least 3 years.

-
,

:

I

|

!

I

{

,

'

-

|
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,

b) Practice ; |

'

Practice sessions will be held for fire brigade members on the prope'r , ,' , d ' ,,

' pQmethod of fighting various types of fires. These sessions will provide i

brigade members with practice in extinguishing actual fires, except in. ,

the case of energized cables. Practice sessions may-be conducted at a ,.

remote facility. These practice sessions will be provided at about one
year intervals. , , ,

-

Practice sessions will be conducted that require fire; brigade members
.

ji1
' '

,

to don protective equipment, including emergency breaching apparatus..- |
These practice sessions need not include fire fighting. These practice '

,'

sessions should be provided at about one year intervals.
- ,

c) Drills i -

Fire brigade drills will be performed in the plant so that a fire
brigade can practice as a team. Drills will include,the following: q

1) The simulated use of equipment for the various situations and
types of fires which could reasonably occur in safety-related
areas.

,,

*

2) Conformance, where possible, to the established plant fire '

fighting plans. i

*
,

3) Operating fire fighting equipment where practical. This would
also include self-contained breathing apparatus, communication -, .

equipment and portable and/or installed ventilation equipment.

4) The drills will be' performed at regular intervals, but not to
exceed three months average for each fire brigade. The minima

' number of fire brigade drills conducted within a period of six
months shall be equal to the number of operating shifts at'the

; station. Each individual member of the fire brigade shall
participate in at least two drills per year. At least one drill
per year for each fire brigade shall be unannouncedTc-J. O(.uoF e
,ke.;ll pu ju.r w. it Le-j:u-ber A n .~ We l<. sh Ef+ o *

5) Periodically (at least annually), these drills should include ,

offsite fire department personnel. These drills should also
,

conform with the f acility plan for coordination with'offsite fire
departments.

6) The drills will be preplanned to establish the training objectives
of the drills. Tha drills will be critiqued to determine how well
the training objectives have been met. At a minimum, the critique
will assess:

(a) Fire alarm effectiveness, response time, selection,
placement and use of equipment:

'

(b) The leader's direction of the effort and each member's ''

response.

kw& 64 lt.c.bek w nMa eu.d do.'l|$ ar|( |u .uc.|n h:d
CDrPCM Sfdo r CL rs J km clo no F ass ek. W. p F ~y r. Q
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Question No.

640.1 FSAR Subsection 14.2.4.2.2 states that certain tests may be
waived or rescheduled at the discretion of the plant manager if
WNP-3 is found to behave in an acceptable manner relative to the
lead CESSAR Standard Design Plant. Because your operating
license will be conditioned to require NRC prior approval of
major changes to the Initial Test Program, you should either
identify those preoperational or startup tests (or applicable
portions) listed in FSAR Subsection 14.2.12 or CESSAR Chapter 14
which are subject to being waived or rescheduled, or delete the
statement. In addition, for each test subject to change,
reference the source of the acceptance criteria (not required
for the criteria provided in CESSAR FSAR Chapter 14 Table
14.2-7) which will be used to determine if WNP-3 is behaving in
an acceptable manner relative to the lead CESSAR Standard Design
Plant.

Response The WNP-3 FSAR will be revised to delete the last sentence of
Section 14.2.4.2.2 as shown and add test acceptance criteria.

.
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14.2.4.2.2 Startup Test Senedulind and Sequencing

Scheduling and sequencing ot testing during startup is performed under the
direction of the Plant Manager.

.

The test sequence and individual Startup Test Procedure identify hold points
for data review and authorization to proceed and establishes the general plant*

condition for each group of tests. ,

Those tests which are deemed necessary to ensure tne safe operation of the
plant will be conducted at all incremental power plateaus during Power
Ascension Physics Testing (PAPT). These tests will be identified in the PAPT
program procedure and will include such tests ar. verification of negative
power coefficient or reactivity and steady state core performance including
calorimetric NI calibrations. Certain other tests may be waived at
intermediate power levels or rescheduled to a higner power level if WNP-3 is
found to behave in an acceptable manner relative to the lead CESSAR Standard

2Design plant (CESSAA-F, Chapter 14) and any test results obtained at lower
power levels are found to be acceptable. h-t 2:7 5: ;;i;;d .; ruc..edMy

n - .s u. .c ~ e,.. n.--- ,e y Q, u gg Q g,mg e e
ft. M ed % h kdS+5 (ONee YkhJ Cr devcA. iN (55SAf hie 14. 2. 7 ) d'N.

14.2.4.2.3 Startup Test Pe rformance be%d a CW & PA VCNe (PVNQ". Mb AJq t CO M O \ c.NCk .Before starting eacn test, the assigned test engineer $will re+iew the test
procedure ta assure that prerequisite activities or conditions have been
satisfied as described in Subsection 14.2.4.3.

The test will be stopped or curtailed if it cannot be performed safely or in
cecordance witn the approved test procedure. Required test procedure

. deviations or changes may' be effected in accordance with a " Test Change
j Notice" as described in Subsection 14.2.4.4.

.

Should apparent deviations of test results from performance requirements or
acceptance criteria be revealed, or should other anomalies develop, the plant
will be placed in a' safe condition and relevant test data reviewed by the test-,

ongineer and Shift Manager. If tne apparent discrepancy or anomaly is
; substantiated, tne situation will be reviewed by tne Plant Operations

Committee to ascertain if a. plant safety question is involved. Control of any
| identified nonconformance or noncompliance will be in accordance with the
| plant administrative procedures.
!
| Evaluation of the effect of the discrepancy or anomaly on plant safety will be

performed at the appropriate level of review and appropriate corrective action
will oe taken oefore resumption of the test or test conditions at wnich tne
problem was revealed.

At the completion of an entire test procedure, the test engineer will assemble
all of cne data'and supporting information, nonconformance documentation and
test- results evaluations for review by the Plant Operating Comnittee. Any,

| data reduction or analysis required will be done as soon af ter tne data is
j ,available as is practical so that the results of the analysis may De included

in the completed test package.

Test records will be maintained as descrioed in Subsection L4.2.6.

G M O-
14.2-16 Amendment No. 2, (12/82)
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Question No.

640.2 Regulatory Guide 1.70 (Standard Format and Contents of Safety
(14.2.7) Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants) states that in FSAR

Subsection 14.2.7 the applicant is to list all those regulatory
guides applicable to the initial test program, and if the
regulatory guidance is not to be followed, describe specific
alternative methods along with justification for their use.

! 1. Modify your exception to Regulatory Guide 1.68 (Initial
Test Program for Water Cooled Power Reactors, Appendix
A.l.c) to ensure that response time testing of Reactor
Protection and Engineered Safety Feature instrumentation
systems accounts for process-to-sensor delay. If the input
signal is injected downstream of the sensor, ensure that
referenceable technical justification for the
conservatively assumed delay time from the sensor to that
point is provided and is applied to the determination of
the instrument response time (See CESSAR response to
Question 640.12 and ISA-dS67.06 for guidance).

A.1.h.(your exception to Regulatory Guide 1.68 (Appendix
Modify2.

1).(c)) to ensure that. Emergency Core Cooling System
pu.'ps will be operated at a sufficient number of flowrate

_

and discharge pressure conditions to provide:

a. ' Assurance that system flow rates during all modes of
operaton are equal to or in excess of design;

b. The minimum and maximum possible flow conditions are
within acceptable limits for sustained operation of
the pumps.

| 3. Delete your exception to Regulatory Guide 1.68 (Appendix
' A.4.p and a.5.t) and include test descriptions in FSAR
| Subsection 14.2.12 that provide for demonstration of the

operability of pressurizer relief valves; main steam line
relief valves; atmospheric steam dump valves; turbine
bypass valves; and turbine stop, intercept, and control
valves. Such a demonstration should include response
times, relieving capacities, setpoints, and reset
pressures. Open and reclosure setpoints for all relief
valves should be checked at temperature. Where relief
valves are not tested in situ with the process fluid,

testing should be conducted to verify that discharge piping
is clear and will not choke flow or produce back-pressure
affecting set-reset pressures of valves. When referencing
bench tests instead of performing installed capacity
checks, technical justification must be submitted.

. -. , _ _. - . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __ .,
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Questien No.

640.2

(NOTE: This item is not applicable to ASME Code safety
valves subDet to ASME Section XI preservice tests).

Response 1) The last sentence of FSAR Section 14.2.7.1(a) will be
revised to modify the exception to Regulatory Guide 1.68

| and add a statement concerning ISA - ds 67.07.

| 2) CESSAR-F Section 6.3.2.5.b, 14.2.12.1.22 and 14.2.12.1.23
provide the assurance requested in item 2(b) of Question
640.2. The exception to Regulatory Guide 1.68 was taken
because of CE system 80 design features which preclude
runout flow conditions and pump damage due to violation of
NPSH requirements. Nothing in the FSAR exception waives-

the Regulatory Guide requirement to demonstrate pump / system
injection at the required flow rate and pressure or in any
way prevent the assurance requested.

| 3) The Supply System will continue to take exception to
in-place testing of main steam and pressurizer relief code
safety valves. WNP-3 valves are ASME Code Stamped which
provides sufficient evidence of lifting pressure, relieving
capacity and reset pressure. Setpoints of relief and
safety valves will be checked in accordance with plant
inspection program procedures. These will be available for
NRC review.

Atmospheric steam dump valves are tested as part of testing
shutdown from outside the Control Room and will be conducted as
part of CESSAR-F 14.2.12.5 please refer to CESSAR-F Subsection
14.2.12.1.3 for " Pressurizer Safety Valve Test", FSAR revised
Subsection 14.2.12.2.21 for Main Steam Valve testing CESSAR-F,

,

Subsection 14.2.12.1.32 for Steam Bypass Control System,|
CESSAR-F subsection 14.2.12.5.19 for Steam Bypass Valve Capacity

i Test, and FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.9.8 titled " Digital Electro
| Hyraulic (DEH) Turbine Control" which will demonstrate paper
| function of turbine controlling valves (Attachment 1).
|

,

I
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Question No.

640.2
ATTACHMENT 1

14.2.12.9.8 .

(PT-82C) Digtal Electro Hydraulic (DEH) Turbine Control

1.0 Objective

To Demonstrate the ability of the DEH system to operate the
turbine within its design limits.

2.0 Prerecuistes

2.1 Construction activities are complete.

2.2 System flushing has been completed with system
restored.

2.3 Support systems are available

L 2.4 Instrument calibration and component testing is
complete.

f 2.5 Test equipment calibrated and available.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 test signals will be injected into the system to
| Demonstrate that control devices respond as required.

| 3.2 Demonstrate that control devices fail to their failed
' position on loss of DEH pressure.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria
~

4.1 Verify the DEH system will regulate turbine
controlling devices so that the turbine can be
started, operated and shutdown within the design
criteria.

4.2 Verify that all turbine controlling valves close on
loss of DEH pressure.

.

,
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FSAR

14.2.n.3 Types of Documents and Records Requiring Test Record File
ne:eneton

(Q. .y.
Documentation and records that will be maintained within test and startup
program files are:

a) Test and Startup Program records as specified by ANSI H45-2.9.

b) All records and documents as specified by the Startup Manager.

Other records, docu=ents, correspondence, etc., =ay be maintained at the
. discretion and approval of the Startup Superintendent, provided their access

requirements do not comprise the security of the mandatory files.

14.2.7 CONF 0dMANCE OF IEST PROGRAMS WlfH REGULATORY GUIDES

14.2.7.1 Conformance with Regulatorv Guide 1.68

Ine WNP-3/5 Test and Startup Program generally conforms to the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, " Initial Test Program for Water-Cooled-

Power Reactors," August, 1978, except where :pecifically noted'otherwise.
.

Tnis Regulatory Guide has been reviewed by ene Supply System for applicability
or individual items in the guide to WNP-3/5 and its systems. Exceptions to
the testing required by this guide have been specifically addressed and are
discussed below. The Start.up Test Program is consistent with CESSAR-F

,

Subsection 14.2.7.'

'

i

a) Appendix A, Section 1, item "c" requires that the response time of each [of the Reactor Protection System and Engineered Safety Feature s

Actuation System channels, including sensors be tested. Except for ai

l very few cases, it is not feasible to perturb the variable to the
extent necessary to obtain response time of the sensors and associated
hardware. Regulatory Guide 1.68 references Regulatory Guide 1.118 as
providing a test criterion acceptable for pre-operational testing of
protaction channels, including sensors. Regulatory Guide 1.118

| references IEEE 338. These references do provide a means of testing
! sensors with the latest indus try standards "" --- 2''certie r ~'h i ;

-deu i; h;ir s m. - = A e OTO:J < s-u2 MM -d3 42:07I _ c r ,.9sQ ~ ~ As::: - Tw4 . s_ a 2, v2 .s . y=_W^jL -: - xs s, .i _

| 6) Appendix A, Section 1, item "h (1) (c)" requires that the operability
j of the imergency Core Cooling System be demonstrated under design

system runout conditions. This requirement imposes an undue hazard on
ECCS pump operation. The ability of these systems to provide flow to
the reactor core in excess of that needed to terminate loss of coolant

; accidents as defined in 10CFR50.46 will be demonstrated.
;

i c) Appendix A, Section 4, item "p" requires a " demonstration of the
operability of pressurizer and main steam relief valves at rated
temperature," and Appendix A, Section 5, item "t" requires verification

i

G(o#O,2. 4=

11. . ' 'O
.
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14.2.12.2.21 MAIN STEAM SAFETY AND ISOLATION VALVES

1.0 Obiective

To demonstrate the operability of the Main Steam Sa fety and Isolation
Valves. .

2.0 Pr erequisite s_

2.1 Installation is cogleta.~

2.2 Instrumentation calibration and coeponent testing are complete.

2.3 Test equipment and instrumentation available and calibrated.

3.0 Te at Me thed_ ,

3.1 Demonstrate operation o f the MSIVs.

3.2 . )etermine closing time of the MSIVs 'and the MSIV Bypass valves.
..m .

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify proper operation of the MSIVs.

4.2 Verify that the closing time of the MSIVs and the MSIV Bypass
valves is within the specified tolerances.

N.3 U & .
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Ouestion No.

640.3 Modify FSAR Subsection 14.2.11 to conform to Regulatory Guide
1.68 (Appendix B) such that copies of all test procedure will be
available (not just in normal cases as stated in FSAR Subsection
14.2.11) for examination by the NRC regional personnel
approximately 60 days prior to the scheduled performance of the
preoperational tests, and that not less than 60 days prior to
the scheduled fuel loading date, copies of procedures for fuel
loading, initial startup testing, and supporting activities will
be available. Drafts of these procedures should be made
available as early as practical. Exceptions to the 60 day
criterion are subject to the ap' proval of the NRC Region 5
Administrator.

Response The WNP-3 test program will schedule copies of test procedures
to be made available for examination by the NRC Region:2:
personnel at l' east 60 days prior to the scheduled test
performance. Drafts of all tests requiring Test Working Group
approval will be made available as early as practical.

FSAR Section 14.2.11 will be amended to conform explicitly to
R.G. 1.68 App. B as it pertains to Scheduling of Test Procedure
review and approval.

1
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14.2.10.2 Precritical Tests and Initial Criticality

Refer to CESSAR-F Subsection 14.2.10.2 f or a description of initial
criticality.

.

14.2.11 TEST PROGRAM SCHEDULE,

s
Provision [ acceptance and system lineup testing on each unit will commence

*

approximately 24 months before fuel loading. The first preoperational test
will occur at least 12 months before fuel load. Scheduling of test program
activities is accomplished through a project computer program having the test
program integrated with construction completion activities. The
preoperational test schedule is depicted on Figures 14.2 ,2a and 2b.

Preoperational and pre-core hot functional testing are the controlling path'

for about 16 months. An additional six months are devoted to fuel loading.
*

Post-core hot functionals, low power physics, and power ascension testing.
4

The scheduling of individual tests or test sequences is made to ensure that
systems and components ,that are to prevent or mitigate the consequences of

j postulated accidents are ' tested prior to fuel loading. Tests that require a
substantial core power level for proper perf ormance are perf omed at the
lowest power level commensurate with obtaining acceptable test data.

, Safety-related systems are tested to provide reasonable assurance that they
operate satisfactorily when required, prior to exceeding 25 percent of rated
thermal power.

Testing will commence when construction has turned over testable portions of
sys t em s. - Tast procedures will contain a list of prerequisites which will
enumerate which tests must be completed and approved prior to the start of a
particular test. The use of prerequisites in test procedures a,nsures that the

j safety of the plant is not dependent on the perf ormance of untested systems.

Test procedures are ..;. 117 scheduled to be approved and available f or review
I by NRC inspectors at least 60 days prior to their. scheduled perf ormance date,

gfor fusi loading and startup test procedures at leas.tMdays prior,eUCT
g A m .& p-:=A = M A u n .
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Question No.

640.4 Modify the acceptance criteria provided in FSAR Subsection'

(14.2.12) 14.2.12 such that for all tests subject to FSAR Chapter 17
Quality Assurance Program requirements include specific
acceptance criteria or a discussion of the sources for the
acceptance criteria to be used when test procedures are
prepared. This information is necessary for the NRC inspectors
who review tests procedures and evaluate test results. The test
description should provide " traceability" to acceptance criteria
sources such as: other FSAR Subsections, Technical

i Specifications, topical reports, vendor-furnished test
specifications, and/or accident analysis assumptions.

Response Test acceptance criteria will be identified by precedure writers
and reviewed by the Test Working Group (TWG). Membership of TWG

.shall be as described in Section 14.2.2.3. Review of test
procedures and acceptance cirteria will be as described in
Section 14.2.3.2. Objectives and acceptance criteria are
provided by Combustion Engineering Co. (CE) thru testi

guides / procedures or thru the Architect Engineer's (Ebasco) in
the form of test acceptance criteria.

All procedures provided to NRC Region 3 inspectors for review*

will contain a section with acceptance criteria and a reference
section for source information. Procedures will be made

,

available for review in a timely manner as indicated in response'

to Question 640.3.
:

I
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Question No.

640.5 Modify FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.29 (Containment Spray System)
:

to state that testing will be conducted to verify that paths for
the airflow test of containment spray nozzles overlap the
water-flow test paths of the pumps to demonstrate that there is
no blockage in the flow path.

Response Subsection 14.2.12.2.29 (Containment Spray System) will be
revised to include verification of paths for airflow test of
containment spray nozzles overlap the water-flow test paths oft

the pumps to demonstrate freedom of obstruction from the water
tested paths tnrough the nozzles.

|
|

r

|
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14.2.12.2 29 CONTAI!OENT SPRAY SYSTDi

10 Objective

To functionally check the operation of the Containment Spray System
including Iodine Removal Subsystem, pump perfor=ance and that the ,

spray nozzles are free from obstruction.
.

2.0 Prerequisites

21 Construction is complete.

2.2 Instrument calibration and component testing is complete.

f 2.3 Test ' equipment and instrumentation available and calibrated.
.

2.4 Support systems available.
.

3.0 Test Method
. .

3.1 Demonstrate pump recirculation flow to the refueling water
tank.

3.2 Demonstrate, pump perf orzance.
'

Air will be used to demonstrate that the nozzles aregot[M3.3 .

plugged. A ,''W 4 N N '"r % N ~'

,e w m - 7 .,

3.4 Demonstrate the flow path from the Chemical Storage Tank to
the pump suctions.

|

3.5 Demonstrate manual and automatic system control.
|

4.0 Acceptance N 8 M -

41 Verify pump perf ormance.
- M . add 5'8.$b' ,hy'& s d-- f

,,4.2 Ver gt ,

4.3 Verify the flow path from the Chemical Storage Tank to the
pump suction.

.

|

/

G640. 7.

.
~

.
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Ouestion No.

640.6 Modify FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.5.1 (Natural Circulation Test)
(14.2.12) to include a description of the required training and to commit

to providing that training for each licensed operator.
NUREG-0694, "TMI Related Requirements for New Operating
Licenses," Item I.G.1, requires applicants to perform "a special
low power testing program approved by NRC to be conducted at
power levels greater than 5% for the purposes of providing
meaningful technical information beyond that obtained in the
normal startup test program and to provide supplemental
training". To comply with this requirement, the natural
circulation tests must fulfill the following training objective:

Training -- Each licensed reactor operator (R0 and SRO who
performs R0 or SRO duties, respectively) should participate in
the initiation, maintenance, and recovery from the natural
circulation mode. Operators should be able to recognize when
natural circulation has been stabilized and should be able to
control saturation margin, RCS pressure, and heat removal rate
without exceeding specified operating limits.

Since tests will have been performeo at a comparable prototype
plant in accordance with CESSAR Subsection 14.2.12.5.1 (Natural
Circulation Test), they need be repeated only to the extent
necessary to accomplish the above training objectives. Test,

I data should be utilized as feedback for simulator
| verification / update.

Response The test description of FSAR 14.2.12.5.1 Natural Circulation
Testing will be modified to reflect that it is a special
training exercise as well as a test. Training objectives will,

| include the operators ability to recognize natural circulation
| stabilization and ability to control saturation margin, RCS

pressure and heat removal.
i
,

|

|

l
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14.2.12.5.1 NATURAL CIRCULATION TEST

r 'n rec d I-6 A nahtAnel dir*ccAldds
p d.in d @+ m odcr51.0 Objective

OAd con iI in ., e. Plu Marin jc

1.1 To cr:1:-" natural circuldtion flow conditio ,

1'

2.0 Prerequisites

2.1 The reactor has been operated at powers and tices sufficient to
provide adequate decay heat (determined later) .

O_R The NSSS has been heated to hot standby te=peratures using the2. 2
reactor core or reactor ecolant pumps.

2.3 Licensed reactor operators are present at various tices during the
tests to observe major evolutions and actions taken.

3.b Test Method

3.1 Tite reactor coolant pumps are tripped.

3.2 11.e plant is tripped.

3.3 Steam is drawn from the steam generators, and pressurizer pressure
is controlled as ne< essat/.

3.4 Plant parameters indicative of natural circulation conditions are
monitored .

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Stable natural circulation conditions are established, controlled
and recovered from.

4. 2. AI I |iceosecQ opeph:vs po. cmc.iportc .-

_

Q (s40. lo
Amendment ro. 1, (10/82)
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Question No.

640.7 Modify FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.30 (Auxiliary Feedwater System)
(14.2.12) to include the following testing:

1

1. A 48-hour endurance test on all Auxiliary Feed Water (AFW)
system pumps, is such a test or continuous period of

,

operation has not been accomplished to date (to comply with ;
'

Standard Review Plan Section 14.4.9). Following the
48-hour pump run, the pumps should be shut down the cooled
down and then restarted and run for one hours. (Letter to I

all CE System OL applicants form NRC - D. F. Ross, Dated
March 10,1980).

2. To verify conformance with Item GS-5 of the above
referenced letter, the AFW system should be tested for

*

capability to start and operate for two hours under
simulated loss of all AC power conditions.

Test acceptance criteria for the above tests should includ-e
demonstrating that the pumps remain within design limits with
respect to bearing / bearing oil temperatures and vibration, both
normal and backup water supply source flowpaths are verified,
ar;d that pump room ambient conditions (temperature, humidity) do
not exceed environmental qualification limits for safety-related
equipment in the room.

Response FSAR Section 14.2.12.2.30 will be revised to include pump and
driver endurance testing and demonstration of system operability
under a simulated loss of all AC power condition.

t

I

|
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14.2 12.2 30 AUXILIARY FEEDb'ATER SYSTDi
.

1.0 objective -..

To demonstrate the ability of the Auxiliary Feedwater Systes to
supply sufficient feedwater to the Steam Generators for design
emergency conditions. .

,

2.0 Prerecuisites

21 Construction is co=plete.

2.2 Instrument calibration and co=ponent testing is co=plete.

2.3 Test equipment and instrumentation available and calibrated.

2.4 Support systems available.

3,. 0 Test Method

31 Demonstrate automatic and manual controls.
4

3.2 Demonstrate pump perfor=ance.

3.3 Demonstrate turbine perf ormance.

3.4 Demonstrate capability to cross-connect headers.
3.T 6.a b4. Q -

4.0 Acceptance Criteria *' '
a

al.t Verify that the Auxiliary Feed Pumps provide the required flow to the i

Steam Generators.
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Question No.

640.8 Modify FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.23 (ECCS Area Ventilation)
(14.2.12) to provide assurance that the emergency ventilation systems are

capabile of maintaining all ECCS equipment within their design
temperature range with the equipment operating in a manner that
will produce the maximum heat load in the compartment. if it is
not practical to produce maximum heat loads in a compartment,
describe the methods that will be used to develop acceptance
criteira that verify design heat removal capability of the
emergency ventilation systems.

Resoonse Testing will not be done with maximum area heat loads as this is
not practible. Data taken during the ECCS Area Ventilation test
will be extrapolated to verify design heat removal capability.
Criteria for evaluation of test data will be based on ASHRE
standards and included in the test procedure.

.

I

$

f
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Question No.

640.9 Modify FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.16.3.3 to include a description
(14.2.12) of the test (s) that will be performed to ensure conformance to

Regulatory Guide 1.95, Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control
Room Operators Against an Accidental Chlorine Release (i.e.,
testing of control room leakage, testing of monitors, alarms).

Response: FSAR Section 14.2.12.2.16.3.3 will be modified to read:

... including verification of features necessary to assure
conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.95.

FSAR Section 14.2.12.2.16.4 will be modified to read:

4.5 Verify leakage rates and automatic features meet
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.95.

"- _ ~.-~N n a..- .a ..a_ ,x m..a- m - .~. . .. ~ ~. - -
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14.2.12.2.16 CONTROL ROCM HEATING, VENTILhTION AND AIR CONDITIONING

1.0 Cbiective

To demonstrate proper operation o f the Control Room Heating,
Ventilation * and Air Conditiening (HVAC) System to maintain a habitable
condition for personnel and an adequate environnental conditica for

,

equipment. -
,

2.0 Pr erecui sit es_
.

2.1 Control Room construction is co=plete.

2.2 Control Ecom HVAC systen construction is complete.

2.3 System co=ponent testing and instru=ent calibration is co=plete.

2.4 Support systems are cceplete.

2.5 Te st equipment is properly calibrated and available.

3.0 Test Method .

'

3.1 Demonstrate operation of the equipment.
'

3.2 Demonstrate operation o f the " automatic system.

3.3 Demonstrate the system's ability to isolate and maintain the j

hab).tpility o f the contro1gC e#<- @&' 9..a:,g
'

- J 2--

- = y- s 4 , u., -
.

,
3.4 Perform filter testing.

'

4.0 Accectance Criteria
-

.

.

4.1 Verify proper operation of the equipment.
.

4.2 Verify design air flows.
.

4.3 Verify that with the system isolated habitability can be
maintained.

4.4 Verify filter effectiveness.
gf/Q~ .,4L*A!n$ c f $uM A '2~w&

f
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Qu1stion No.

640.10 Modify and expand FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.12 (Loss of
(14.2.12) Instrument Air) to conform to regulatory position C.8 of

Regulatory Guide 1.68.3 (Preoperational Testing of Instrument
| and Control Air Systems),

t Response FSAR Section 14.2.12.2.12 " Loss of Instrument Air" will be
revised as shown on the attached in response to this Question.'

,

L

!

|

,

I
T

!

!

.

J

i

.

i

!
|

|

!

|

|
|
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|

14.2.12.2.12 LOSS OF INSTRUMENT AIR

1.0 Objective ,

- 1

To demonstrate proper operation o f air operated valves serviced by the
Instrument Air System.

2.0 Prerequisites

2.1 Safety-related system valves serviced by the Instru=ent Air System
are operable.

2.2 Instrument Air System operating.
.

c o-ra~ + ~ 0 |}s n o ve a l CP'' P*''p.,

3.0 Tese Method *^
-

3.1 Place each ee4*e to be tested in p t:iti. off;si;e ; i;s f ailed

p::iti::.

3.2 I::1:t: 'r t. uaa; .1 r.o A ;;1;;: t e K. e,= rad and vent the

hz ei= .

3.3 ' Verify that the valves e.ove to the f ailed position.

3,4 Re-establish Instrument Air to the valves and verify the valve s
return to their original position.

"

|[ 4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify that the valves tested nove to the f ailed position upon
.

loss of Instrument Air.

4.2 Verify that the indication of valves tested is the actual position.
.

.

Evaluate the list of safety related system failed valve position4.3 to verify that their f ailed position vill render a safe condition
of the plant.

L'<-4-+ 5.2 1soMe 1 - des + Air lo <- - .y

.pve e k e 1:,1c a . d ve -f fLc f s knd )n
a

c oye - 2 ''P c b r u k.
h sa 6. } o ci- of Je <

3,s Re pel s desi 3.1 Lv 3. t' A m bu/ rssis
_

th r u s +v a A er s .4 s ic - ~/ xe-J fle
'

y dval & /o.usys fe- .s/ow/ /s .s r., s /4 a
3
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Question No.

640.11 1. Modify FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.18 (Diesel Generators and
(14.2.12) Auxiliary Systems) to include a demonstration of diesel

starting ability (design number of diesel starts) with the
design minimum quantity of starting air available.

2. FSAR Subsection 14.2.7.10 (Conformance to Regulatory Guide
1.108 - Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used as
Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants)
states that the WNP-3 test program generally conforms to
the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.108. List and
provide appropriate technical justification for any tests
described in Regulatory Guide 1.108, part C.2.a (1-9) which
will not be performed as part of the Diesel Generator and
Auxiliary Systems preoperational test or as prerequisite to
the test.

3. Modify FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.18 (Diesel Generator and
Auxiliary Systems) and/or FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.17
(Component Cooling Water) to include testing to ensure the
satisfactory operability of all check valves in the flow
path of cooling water for the diesel generators from the
intake to the discharge (see IE Bulletin No. 83-03: Check
Valve Failures in Raw Water Cooling Systems of Diesel-

Generators).

Response 1. The demonstration of the ability of the starting air system
to start the Diesel a minimum number of times with.the
design minimum quantity of air available was carried out
successfully, and witnessed, at the manufacturers shop.

2. Table 1.8-1 of the WNP-3'FSAR provides a commitment to
.

Regulatory Guide 1.108, Rev. I with no exceptions.

3. The component cooling water system piping to the Diesel
Generators has no check valves. The Diesel coolers are
isolated by automatic isolation valves. When a Diesel
Generator start signal is received, the automatic isolation
valve opens. FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.18 will be revised
to address the requirements for testing of these isolation
valves.

m+ +mu _ m n.w w m=ww. .mm .s= mmc ~~ vmd
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~ 14. 2.12. 2.18 DIESEL CENERATORS AND AUXILIARY SYSTEMS ,

1.0 objective-
,

.

The purpose of this test is to demonstrate that the Diesel Generators*

arc troperly installed adequately sized and per ?orm their ieJended
-

function. /

'
*+

2.0 Prerequisites

2.1 Construction is cocplete on the Diesel Generators aSd htxiliary
'' '

equipment. .

Construction is ec=plete on alysupporc'shste=s.2.2 -

2.3 Instrument calibration and co=ponent 'ecating is coc:plete'.
~

2.A Te st instrumer.tation is available and calibrated.
. -

3.0 Test Method - ~

3.1 Demonstrate the alcrm and safety features.

Demonstrate that each unit can carry design loa 71 and-ia capable of3.2
load rejection.

3.3 Demonstrate that each unit is capable of starting and loading
"

within specifications.

3.4 Denonstrate that each unit is capable cf carrying fuli. load while
maintaining operating parameters within design linits.

.- ,

Demon' ir&t, e that' the Fuel Oil Transfer Syste: meets thg3.5 s
requirements for specified fuel availability. -

S # 9 %r '4.0 en r s
0Of 8-% W,AN. %t.22.t.OA i/;m,[u".3

4.1 Verify that all alarms and safety features operate as dosis:.ed.

4.2 Verify that each unit can carry the design load and is capable of-

load rejection.
,

4.3 Verify that each unit is capable of starting and loading within'

\the design specifications.

4.4 Verify that each unit is capable of carrying full load while
.

maintaining operating parameters within design limits.

4.5 Ve rify that the Fuel Oil Transfer System meets the requirements
for the specified fuel availability. .,

HD. ||'
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-Question No.
' <

640.12 1. Modify existing.or provide new test abstracts which address
(14.2.12) the test requirements listed in Regulatory Guide 1.41

(Preoperational Testing of Redundant On-Site Electric PowerL
"

s - Systems to Verify Proper Load Group Assignments), Positions
' C.1 and C.3. This should include a modification of FSAR

'i Subsection 14.2.12.2.4 (Essential 125VDC) to incorporate.

2 v testing to verify that at the minimum design battery
voltage, required Class IE systems can be started and. 'a .,

.,,,1 , f operated.
s
M- 2. Modify FSAR Subsection; 14.2.12.2.1.3.3(Standby'

. . ,
~ '

Transfonners ST2A and ST28) to demonstrate the proper
" .

-operation of transformer cooling under rated load or.<

x describe how data from testing under available load will be.
" '

used to verify cooling capability under design loading.
,-

' <- Response' l. With respect to verification of Load Group assignments the
following will be added to FSAR Section 14.2.12.2.4.4.5:-

.

"To insure independence of Essential 125VOC power
sources monitor redundant de buses and related loads
not under test to verify absence of voltage at theses

buses."

The Supply Sy: tem does not agree that Regulatory Guide 1.41'-
,

recommends testing to verify that Class IE Systems can bes ,

started and operated at minimum design battery voltage.

However, we do feel that reasonable assurance can be.

achieved by verifying that equipment has been specified and-

procured to operate at the minimum Design DC voltage.

Accordingly, the following will be added to Section,

14.2.12.2.4.3.6:
|

" Verify individual equipment specifications require DC
loads to start and operate at minimum design level
voltage."

| and Section 14.2.12.4.4.6:
:

| " Design DC low voltage limit is within the specified
operating parameters for individual DC load groups."

; 2. The Supply System can find no requirement for testing the'

cooling capability (FA/F0/FOA) of these transformers under;

design loading conditions.

| These Transformers were tested at the factory by the
Manufacturer in accordance with industry standards,
Following installation, the Contractor tested thei

functional operability of thermal relays (OPEN/CLOSE) at
their preset temperature values. During Startup testing,
the correct functional operation (0FF/0N, correct direction
of rotation, etc) of oil pumps and cooling pumps will be
verified, prior to Transformer Energization.

L
_ _ _ _ _ . __ __
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14.2.12.2.4 ESSENTIAL 125V DC

1.0 Obiective
.

To demonstrate that the 125V de System provides reliable power for the
safe shutdown of the Plant and to verify that the four power sources
are separate from each other. -.

2.0 Prereouisites *

2.1 Construction eccpleted on co=ponents to be tested.,

2.2 Meters and relays calibrated.

!
2.3 Batteries fully charged and electrolyte at its nor=al height andl

proper specific gravity.

2.4 Loads available for a battery capacity test.

2.5 Battery Roem ventilation available.

2.6 Appropriate ac and de power available.

2.7 Construction complete on safety related equipment that is
supplied by the battery to perform an integrated system test.;

|

2.8 Component testing completed.
,m ..u,.

3.O Te se Me thod,--

3.1 Battery and charger performance will be verified in all modes.

1
' 3.2 Alarms and tripping devices will be tested.

| 3.3 Transfer devices will be tested.
!

3.4 The battery capacity will be measured during a discharge test
with the chargers disconnected.

,

3.5 ne ground detectors will be checked.

k ,C tal: n k . ( y .y V p ; & c,Jr ~ , y ..,e3. s y

b c ads % skch A epr.&J w u. ~- w y we(

Vo I%c ..'

|
;

|
i

*

-
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4.0 ACCEPTANCE CF.ITERIA
_

4.1 That any three of the four, or selective two out of four
batteries (A-SA and C-SC or B-SS and D-SD) can supply sufficier.t
Class IE de power to achieve saf e reactor shutdown.

4.2 Tha t the eight hour load profile verifies design..

4.3 That when the chargers are carrying nor=al steady state de loads
during any mode of plant operation they can si=ultanecusly
recharge the battery fron 1.75 volts to 2.25 volts per cell
within seven hours.

! 4.4 In the case of failure of one of the two chargers, the re=aini=g

|- charger is capable of carrying the nor=al de load and rech'arging
the battery within 17.25 hours.'

fc hn u er .kb n Lc 8SSssb'sI1%$Vbbm .% <ul-,s.J s|c kss e s ~G+(AA,%vskrasg |,[
kis ucLLr 6 -f-

+o vu.9 a b wer g es Wp J kse h e f. ., .

br> fr px '~lML,al s c lo,AI w :L.'s w.k..u t w .,p ..G a Y4,?
t 4.6 & bc us W
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Question No.

640.13 FSAR Subsection 8.3.2.1.2 (Class IE batteries) states that the
(14.2.12) batteries shall be capable of supplying power to safely shutdown

the station and/or limit the consequences of a design base
accident without recharging for a period of 8 hours. Modify
FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.2.4.3 (Emergency Lighting) to
demonstrate the emergency lighting system capability to function
for 8 hours in accordance with FSAR Section 9.5.3.1.3.

Response 1. Modify FSAR paragraph 14.2.12.2.2.4.3 to read as follows:

"Upon loss of offsite power, illumination in the Contro'
Room and remote shutdown room shall be provided
automatically by the DC Emergency Lighting System
powered by Class IE batteries. Automatic transfer to
the Emergency AC Lighting System shall occur during the
sequential loading (Load Group) of the standby diesel
generators".

2. Add new FSAR paragraph 14.2.12.2.2.4.4:

"In plant areas other than the Control Room and remote
shutdown room, the DC Emergency Lighting System shall,
upon loss of normal lighting, provide illumination for a
minimum of eight (8) hours from self-contained storage
battery lighting fixtures."

.

-
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I

14.2.12.2.2 EMERGENCY LICHTING

1.0 Ob_iective

To demonstrate the transfer capability from normal lighting to
emergency lighting, and verify the adequacy of the lighting provided.

.

2.0 Prerecuisites

2.1 Construction activities cenpleted on the items to be tested.

2.2 The nor=al lighting and emergency lighting systems are
operational.

3.0 _Tes t Me thod

3.1 E=ergency lighting transfer capability shall be tested by
de-energizing the applicable lighting circuits. *

. . .

3.2 Perfor=ance of the lighting fixtures shall be monitored to
verify their functional capability.

.

3.3 Lighting intensity levels in the Control Room shall be measured.
1 .

4.0 Acceptanc e Critaria
.

4.1 Upon the loss of nomal lighting the emergency lighting system
shall be energized automatically.

,

| 4.2 The lighting level in the Control Room shall be 125 foot-candles
I with Emergency ac Lighting.

4.3 ' <- rgency de li;he.ir yrte 9-11 he :pshl: cf sun lylu.,
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Question No.

640.14 Our review of your test program description disclosed that the
operability of several of the systems and components listed in
Regulatory Guide 1.68 (Revision 2) Appendix A may not be
adaquately demonstrated by your initial test program. Expand
FSAR 14.2.12 to address the following items:

NOTE: Inclusion of a test description in FSAR Chapter 14 does
not necessarily imply that the test becomes subject to
FSAR Chapter 17 Quality Assurance Progra.m controls.
Certain tests to be performed prior to fuel loading to
verify system operability may be referred to as
" acceptance tests" to distinguish them from
"preopertional tests" subject to FSAR Chapter 17 test
control.

Preoperational Testina

1.e(7) Main condenser hotwell level control system.

1.e(8) Condensate system.

l.e.(10) Feedwater heater and drain systems.

1.e.(12) Condenser air evacuation system.

1.f(l) Station service water system.

1.f(2) Cooling towers and associated auxiliaries.

1.h.(10) Ultimate heat sink.

1.j(5) Reactor coolant system leak detection systems.

1.j(6) Loose parts monitoring systems.

1.j(7) Leak detection systems used to detect failures in
ECCS and containment recirculating spray systems
located outside containment.

_

1.j(16) Hotwell level control systems.

1.j(22) Expand the preoperational test phase such that the
following instrumentation used to track the course
of postulated accidents is tested:

a) containment wide range pressure
indicators.

b) containment sump level monitors.

c) humidity monitors.

-. - . . - - - .-.
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Question No.

640.14 (Cont'd)

1.j(25) Process computers.

1.k(2) Personnel monitors and radiation survey instrument
tests.

1.k(3) Laboratory equipment used to analyze or measure
radiation levels and radioactivity concentrations.

1.k(4) HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber efficiency and
in-place leak tests. Modify the appropriate test
abstracts to ensure that testing in accordance with

, Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Design, Testing, and-

Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident
Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System
Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear. Power Plants), Positions
C.S.a - C.S.d, and Regulatory Guide 1.140 (Design,
Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Normal
Ventilation Exhaust System Air Filtration and
Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
Power Plants), Positions C.5.a - C.S.d, is
accomplished.

1.l(4) Isolation features for steam generator blowdown.

1.1(7) Modify FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2.22 (Radioactive
Water Systems) to include demonstration of the

i

|
isolation features for liquid radwaste effluent
ystems.i s

1.m(l) Spent fuel pit cooling system tests, including the
teting of antisiphon devices, high radiation'

alarms, and low water level alarms.

. 1.m(3) Operability and leak tests of sectionalizing
devices and drains and leak tests of gaskets or

- bellows in the refueling canal and fuel storage
pool.

| 1.m(6) Irradiated fuel pool or building ventilation system
| tests.

1.n(2) Closed loop cooling water system.

1.n(7) Fire protection systems. Modify FSAR Subsection
14.2.12.2.9 (Fire Protection) to include
demonstration of fire protection systems in
addition to water; e.g., Halon, Carbon Dioxide,
AFFF.

. . ,_ _ _. _ _ _ _ . _ _ ._ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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Outstion No.

640.14 (Cont'd)

1.n(9) Vent and drain systems for contaminated or
potentially contaminated systems serving essential
areas, e.g., spaces housing diesel generators,
essential electrical equipment, and essential pumps.

1.n(13) Communications Systems - Expand FSAR Subsection
14.2.12.2.15 (Communications) to include all
communicaions systems, see requirements given in 10
CFR 50 Appendix E.IV.E, IE Bulletin No. 80-15,
Generic Letter 82-33, and Branch Technical Position
CMEB 9.5-1 Position C.5.g.(4).

1.n(14)(e) Heating, cooling, and ventilation systems serving
reactor auxiliary buildings, reactor buloing, and
turbine building.

1.n('6) Cooling and heating systems for the refueling water
storage tank.

1.n(18) Heat tracing and freeze protection systems.

Low Power Testing

4.f. Neutron and gamma radiation surveys.

4.j. Demonstration of the capability of primary
containment ventilation system to maintain the
containraent environment and important components in
the containment within design limits with the
reactor coolant system at rated temperature and
with the minimum availability of ventilation system
components for which the system is designed to
operate.

4.n. Demonstration of the operability of control room
_

computer system.

Power Ascension Tests

5.n. Obtain baseline data for reactor coolant system
loose parts monitoring system, if not previously
done.

5.r. Verify by review and evaluation of printouts and/or
cathode ray tube (CRT) displays that the control
room process computer is receiving correct inputs
from process variable, and validate that
performance calculations performed by the computer
are correct at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% power.

__ _- __ _ _



gestion No.

640.14 (Cont'd)

5.w. Prwide a preoperational test description to test
containment penetration coolers. On those
penetrations where coolers are not used, provide a
startup test description that will demonstrate that
concrete temperatures surrounding hot penetrations
do not exceed design limits.

5.x. Demonstrate adequate beginning-of-life performance
margins for auxiliary systems required to support
the operation of engineered safety features or to
maintain the environment in spaces that house
engineered safety features to provide assurance
that the engineered safety features will be capable
of performing their design functions over the range
of design capability of operable components in
these auxiliary systems at 50% and 1007. power.

5.b.b Conduct neutron and gamma radiation surveys to
establish the adequacy of. shielding and to identify 1

high radiation zones as defined in 10CRF 20,
" Standards for Protection Against Radiation" at 50".
and 100". power.



Response The folloming addresses items referred to in the text of HRC
Question 640.14.

640.14 Preoperational Testing

(14.2.12) 1.e(7) See new test abstract Subsection 14.2.12.9.1 for
and " Low Pressure Condensate" which includes main
1.j(16) condenser hotwell level control system.

l.e(8) See new test abstract Subsection 14.2.12.9.2 for
"High Pressure Condensate."
In combination with Subsection 14.2.12.9.1, the
condensate system is complete,

i.e(10) See new test abstract Subsections 14.2.12.9.3 and
14.2.12.9.4 titled " Heater Drain Pumps - Initial
Operation" and " Heater Drains and Vents".

I.e(12) See new test abstract Subsection 14.2.12.9.5 titled
" Air Evacuation".

1.f(l) See new test abstract Subsection 14.2.12.9.6 titled
and " Circulating Water".
1.f(2)

1.h(10) See revised Subsection 14.2.12.2.17 titled
" Component Cooling Water".

1.j(5) There is no one system used for Reactor Coolant
Leak Detection. Leakage is monitored and measured
by a combination of systems. The leakage
monitoring features will be tested within the
conduct of their individual system testing.

lj(7) There is no specific leak detection system to
monitor ECCS and containment recirculating spray
systems located outside containment, this
monitoring will be done by the monitoring of
various portions of different systems, and those
portions will be tested with their respective
system.

1.j(6) See new test abstract Subsection 14.2.12.2.39
titled " Loose Parts Monitor".

1.j(16) See item 1.e(7)

1.j(22) Items a, b and c will be tested within the conduct
of their individual system lineup testing.

1.j(25) See new test abstract Subsection 14.2.12.2.40
titled Process Computers".

. - -
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Response (Cont'd)

1.k(2) See new Subsection 14.2.12.2.41 " Personnel Monitor.

and Survey Instruments",

l.k(3) See new Subsection 14.2.12.2.42 " Laboratory
Equipment".

1.k(4) HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber efficiency and
in-place leak. tests are covered by " Test Method"
items found in abstract Subsections of 14.2.12.2
Ventilation Systems. Individual test procedures
which will be submitted to the NRC at least 60 days
prior to performance of the tests wil expand the
abstracts to " Demonstrate proper operation of
filtration systems" to satisfy Reg. Guides 1.52 and
1.140.

1.'l (4 ) See new test cbstract Subsection 14.2.12.9.7 titled
" Steam Generator Blowdown".

1.l(7) See revised Subsection 14.2.12.2.22 titled
" Radioactive Waste Systems".

1.m(l) See revised Subsection 14.2.12.2.24 ticled " Fuel
and Pool Cooling and Cleanup".
1.m(3)

1.m(6) See new test abstract Subsection 14.2.12.2.43
_

titled " Fuel Building HVAC".

1.n(2) See revised Subsection 14.2.12.2.9 titled " Fire
and Protection".
1.n(7)

1.n(9) Vents and drains for various centaminated or
potentially contaminated systems will be tested
with their respective systems.

1.n(13) See revised Subsection 14.2.12.2.15 titled
" Communications".

1.n(14)(e) See new test abstracts
14.2.12.2.44 titled "RAB Main Ventilation",
14.2.12.2.46 titled " Reactor Cavity Cooling Fans",
14.2.12.2.47 titled "CEDM Cooling Fans", and
14.2.12.9.8 titled " Turbine Building Ventilation".

1.n(16) The refueling water storage tank (RWT) has no
cooling system and is heated using electric heaters
which will be tested using an individual component'

test. ,

._ _ ,
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Response (Cont'd)

1.n(18) Heat tracing and freeze protection systems will be
tested in conjunction with the systems protected.
Boric Acid and Caustic systems requiring heat
tracing will have heat tracing component tested
prior to system solution fill.

Low Power Testing

4.f See CESSAR-F Subsection 14.2.12.4.1.

4.j See new test abstracts Subsection 14.2.12.2.45,

14.2.12.2.46 and 14.2.12.2.47. Testing will be
done with reactor at full temperature and pressure.

4.n See new test abstract Subsection 14.2.12.2.40.

Power Ascension Tests

5.n See new test abstract Subsection 14.2.12.2.39.

5.r These items will be tested under CESSAR-F
Subsection 14.2.12.5.15 test abstract titled
"Intercomparison of PPS, Core Protection Calculator
(CPC) and PMS Inputs". Power levels at which tests
will be performed are Standard CE levels of 20, 50,
80 and 100%.

5.w Penetration rcom coolers will be tested under new
test abstract Subsection 14.2.12.2.44 titled "RAB
Main Ventilation", and 14.2.12.5.2 titled
" Containment Penetrations Temperature Survey".

5.x See response to Question 640.8.

5.b.b See CESSAR-F Subsection 14.2.12.5.10.

The FSAR will be amended as shown to reflect this response to
NRC Question 640.14.

.
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Question 640.14
Response to |

Items 1.e(7) & 1.e(8)

14.2.12.9.1 Low Pressure Condensate )

1.0 ' Objective !

To demonstrate the proper operation of the low pressure condensate
system including hotwell level control.

2.0 Prerequisites

2.1 Construction activities complete.

2.2 Component testing and instrumentation calibration are complete.

2.3 Support Systems available.

2.4 Test equipment and instrumentation available and calibrated.
.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate system flow requirements.

3.2 Demonstrate hotwell level control by varying hotwell level
through its range and observing control valves.

3.3 Demonstrate equipmer.t operation.

3.4 Demonstrate minimum flow requirements.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria .

4.1 Verify hotwell level can be maintained automatically.

4.2 Verify system flow and pressure requirements are met.

-
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Question 640.14
. Response to
Item 1.e(8) .

|

>

14.2.12.9.2 High Pressure Condensate |

AT-42C

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the proper operation of the high pressure condensate
system.

2.0 Prerequisites
.

Same as preregs on page 1.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate system flow requirements to supply high pressure
condensate to,the suction of the feedwater pumps.

3.2 Demonstrate min' mum flow requirements.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria'

4.1 Verify system flow and pressure requireme'nts are met.

.
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Question 640.14
Response to
Item 1.e(10)

14.2.12.9.3 Heater Drain Pumps - Initial Operation
AT-57-1

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the proper operation of the heater drain pumps.

2.0 Prerequisites

Same as page 1.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate that the heater drain pumps, through flow
verification, meet minimum flow characteristics.

3.2 Demonstrate that minimum flow requirements are met by proper
operation of minimum flow valves.

,

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify that the heater drain pumps meet design pressure and flow
characteristics meet design.

.
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Question 640.14
Response to
Item 1.e(10)

14.2.12.9.4 Heater Drains and Vents
AT-57 -2.

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the proper operation of the feedwater heater level
control system.

2.0 Prereauisites

Same as page 1.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate feedwater heater level control valves operate to
maintain heater levels in their normal band.

3.2 Demonstrate equipment operation.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 ' Verify feedwater heater levels are maintained within their
nonnal band.

.
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Question 640.14
Response to
Item 1.e(12)

14.2.12.9.5 Air Evacuation
AT-84

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the capability of the condenser air evacuation system
to pull and maintain a condenser vacuum.

2.0 Prerequisites

Same as page 1.
j

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate that the air evacuation system will pull and
maintain a condenser vacuum with the condenser being in a normal
operating lineup.

3.2 Demonstrate equipment operation.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria-

4.1 Verify that the air evacuation system will pull and maintain a
condenser vacuum under design requirements.

.
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Question 640.14
Response to
Item 1.f(l) & (2)

14.2.12.9.6 Circulating Water
AT-26

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the proper operation of the circulating water system
including cooling tower.

2.0 Prerequisites
,

Same as page 1.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate equipment operation.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify nominal head and flow characteristics tc. circulating and
auxiliary circulating water pumps meet design.

4.2 Verify pump and dischrge valve interlocks function
satisfactorily.

|

| .

|
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..i?.:. 14.2.12.2.17 COMPONENT COOLING WATER

-

is
~

1.0 objective

To demonstrate capability o f the Component Cooling Water System to
provide coolin water to the various components p{ FLt.n4 //. ), po chsixCjO %%f t 4 oty W|| J.c x |s. '

..

2.0 Pr erecuisites

2.1 Construction activities to the various systems requiring Component
Cooling Water are complete.

2.2 Component Cooling Water System construction is couplete.

2.3 Component testing and instrument calibration is complete.

2.4 Te st equipment available and calibratad as required.

3.0 Test Method
'

3.1 Demonstrate adequate flow to components supplied with Component'

- Cooling Water.

3.2 Demonstrate proper operation of surge tank controls.

3.3 Demonstrate that the non-essential header isolates from the.

essential header on an SIAS actuation._-

S.A kwkhs. cju.tr.fr% 4 k. b ej tecIa% Tw.r 0, n s.
*

4.0 --Acceptance Criteria.:-

4.1 Verify that Component Cooling Water flows meet des'.gn conditions.

4.2 Verify proper surge tank operation.
.

4.3 Verify that.the non-essential header isolates on a SIAS.
.

4.4 Verify that the Component Cooling Water flow to each component
meets design conditions.

A'b~ sled; Nta b Nu. ct Gb $ cu-w 5, o 7,.g m Q k_, (
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Question 640.14
-Response to
Item 1.j(6)

14.2.12.2.39 Loose Parts Monitor

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the ability of the ic,ose parts monitor system to
detect, alarm and record unusual noises detected within the primary
system.

2.0 Prerequisites

2.1 Construction activities completed.

2.2 Component testing and instrumentation calibration are complete.

2.3 Test equpment and instrumentation available and calibrated.
'

3.0 Test Method
|

3.1 Inject various strength test signals at the sound pickup devices.

3.2 Monitor system response to test signals.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify system detects, alarms and records whei triggered by
sounds of various magnitudes.

.



Question 640.14
Response to
Item 1.j(25)

14.2.12.2.40 Process Computer

1.0 Objective

To verify that all system hardware is installed and operating
properly, and that all system software responds correctly to external
inputs, and provides proper outputs to the computer peripheral
equipment.

2.0 Prereaufsites

2.1 All construction activities are complete.

2.2 All required test instrumentation is calibrated and available.

2.3 Support systems required for the process computer are available.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Test programs will be run to. verify all required hardware
functions.

3.2 Input signals will be applied and outputs verified.

3.3 Computer functional programs shall be verified using proper
software and/or control panel inputs..

3.4 Alarm and indication functions shall be verified by the computer
system instrumentation and/or the external test measurements.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify the process computer meets all design requirements.

_ _ _ __ __- _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - . _ _ _ .
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Question 640.14 ;

Response to
Item 1.k(2) i

14.2.12.2.41 Personnel Monitor and Survey Instruments I

i
IPersonnel monitoring and survey instruments are calibrated and operated in

accordance with written, reviewed, and approved plant procedures. Where |

applicable, instruments are calibrated against NBS traceable radiation
sources. Each calibrated instrument is tagged with a calibration label
showing instrument type, serial number, calibration date and due date, and
individual who performed the calibration. Instruments that do not meet the
established acceptance criteria are tagged with a non-conforming label that
shows the date and identifies the person who removed the instrument from
service.

.
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Question 640.14
Response to
Item 1.k(3)

14.2.12.2.42 Laboratory Equipment -

Laboratory equipment used to analyze for radionuclides is calibrated and
operated in accordance with written, reviewed, and approved plant
procedures. Calibrations are performed with NBS-supplied or traceable
standards. Laboratory counting equipment capabilities will be verified by
successfully analyzing the NRC-supplied Laboratory Qualification Standards.

.
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14.2.12.2.22 RADIOACTIVE WASTE SYSTEMS

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate proper operation o f the Solid and Liquid Waste and Floor'
Drain Systems. .

.

.

2.0 Pr ereouisite s

2.1 Construction activities complete.

2.2 Component testing and instrumentation calibration are con:pleted.

2.3 Support systems available.

2.4 Test equipment and instrumentation available and calibrated.

3.0 Te st Method

3.1 Demonstrate system flow paths. ~

3.2 Demonstrate manual and automatic controls.

3.3 Demonstrate eq ipment operation.

3*N Odeshk [[44a f e'5tk Sb e%<. k /) /t c c S V, %[ 5,)' % /.4.0 Acceptana.e Criters
,

-

/__4.1. Verify flow paths.
v.

| 4.2 Verify equipment operation meets design specifications, to the
! extent practicable.
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Question 640.14
Response to
Item 1.l(14)

14.2.12.9.7 Process Computer

1.0 Objective

To verify that all system hardware is installed and operating
properly, and that all system software responds correctly to external
inputs, and provides proper outputs to the computer peripheral
equipment.

2.0 Prerequisites

2.1 All construction activities are complete.

2.2 All required test instrumentation is calibrated and available.

2.3 Support systems required for the process computer are available.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Test programs will be run to verify all required hardware
functions.

3.2 Input signals will be applied and outputs verified.

3.3 Computer functional programs shall be verified using proper
software and/or control panel inputs.

3.4 Alarm and indication functions shall be verified by the computer
system instrumentation and/or the external test measurements.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify the process computer meets all design requirements.

.
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14.2.12.2.24 FUEL POOL COOLING AND CLEANUP -

C
10 Objective

To demonstrate the ability of the Fuel Fool Cooling and Cleanup

System to satisfy performance require =ents.
.

*

2.0 Prerecuisites

21 Construction is complete.

2.2 Instrument calibration and component testing is completed.

2.3 Test equipment and instrumentation available and calibrated.

2.4 Support systems available.

2.5 Spent Fuel Pool and Reactor Vessel Cavity leak testing
completed. .

.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate system flow paths.

/

.l a s ./ t M b h , % b /*cI'a A h3.2 Demonstrate equipment operationsecbe [/s/p u.*l
5-3( w q Q C'l A S M W ed d rlu, ic

4.0 Acceptance criteria

i
~ .Y~ ~ Verify system flow paths. 124

4.2 Verify system equipment meets design specifications.

4. ) -Vers'
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Question 640.14
Response to
Item 1.m(6)

14.2.12.2.43 FUEL BUILDING HVAC
(PT-618)

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the operation of the fuel building HVAC system.

2.0 Prerequisites

2.1 Construction is complete.

2.2 Component testing and instrumentation calibration is complete.

2.3 Test equipment and instrumentation is available and properly
calibrated.

2.4 Support systems available.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate automatic operation of system on a high activity
level.

3.2 Demonstrate equipment operation.

3.3 Perform filter testing.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

~

Verify system isolates and goes into a recirculation mode on a4.1,

high activity level.

4.2 Verify system maintains proper design pressures within the fuel
building.
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14.2.'12.2.9' FIRE PROTECTION:-

" 1.0 obj ec t i've

To demonstrate proper operation of the Fire Protection System in the
detection, containment and exti::guishing of fires in safety related
areas of the Plant.

'

-
.

2.0 Prerecuisites

2.1 Ccnstruction is completed.-

2.2 Cc=ponent testing and instru=entation calibration is ccmplete.

2.3 Test equipment and instru=entation available and properly
calibrated.

2.4 Support systems available.

3. 0- Te s t Me thod

3.1 Demonstrate the proper operation of the Fire Detection System.

32 Demonstrace the proper operation of the Fire Water System.

3.3 Demonstrate various flow pati 2s.*

, ,

._

3.4 Demonstrate operation of alarms, indicating instruments and
- - -

-~

-status lights.

bems kG. d)%% W f ck|s ,( f,'st ,otr}ek sis %s
~

%i
Acceptance Criteria4.0

Verify that the system operates as designed.
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14.2.12.2.15 COMMUNICATIONS
. . , . .. .

- 1.0 Obiective
y eg.udh fe[sdc. <~d aa s[/c 6m ...h/,w 3.5 6, ,

'To damoustrate th ; e _ - ni:::in., W...=u < i.a .. . .: ::: b -_
. . ,_

*
. .

2.0 Prerecuisites

2.1 Construction on the Co:munications System is complete.
9

2.2 Plant equipment that contribute s *.o a=bient noise, to the extent
practicable, is operating.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate the proper operations o f the plant paging, phone,
sound powered and fueling / refueling systems.

.

3.2 Demonstrate the proper operation of the fire and evacuation alarms.

3.3 Demonstrate the proper operation of two-way radio and microwave
s ystems.

5 4 ba~ m s &+E k y.sjnra, w h% ,(da * //e F L. u '' h w a g c
4.0 Accentance Criteria

. : ., .

41 Verily that all phone and alarm systems operate correctly.
.
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Question 640.14
Response to
Item 1.n(14)(e)

14.2.12.2.44 RAB MAIN VENTILATION
(PT-47 )

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the operation of the RAB Main Ventilation System.

2.0 Prereouisites,

2.1 Construction is complete.

2.2 System testing and instrument calibration is complete.

2.3 Support systems are available.

2.4 Test equipment is properly calibrated and available.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate operation of equipment.

3.2 Demonstrate operation of automatic operations.

3.3 Perform filter testing.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify proper operation of equipment.

4.2 Verify design flow rates.

4.3 Verify filter effectiveness.

4.4 Verify automatic isolation signals.

4.5 Verify the system will maintain equipment at design temperature.

|
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Question 640.14
Response to
Item 4.j and 1.n(14)(e)

14.2.12.2.45 CONTAINMENT RECIRCULATION FANS

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the Containment Recirculation units can maintain the
containment atmosphere within design specification.

2.0 Prereouisites

2.1 Construction is complete.

2.2 Component testing and instrument calibration is complete.

2.3 Test equipment and instrumentation available and properly
calibrated.

2.4 Support systems are available.

2.5 The reactor is at full temperature and pressure.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate the system can maintain containment atmospheric
temperature within design limits with minimum required equipment.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify system will maintain containment atmospheric design
limits.



Question 640.14
Response to-

Item 4.j and 1.n(14)(e)

14.2.12.2.46 REACTOR CAVITY COOLING FANS
.

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the Reactor Cavity Cooling Fans can maintain equipment
temperatures within the design limits.

2.0 Prereouisites

2.1 Construction is complete.

2.2 Component testing 4,J instrument calibration is complete.

2.3 Test equipment and instrumentation available and calibrated.

2.4 Support systems are available.

2.5 The reactor is at full temperature and pressure.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate the system can maintain equipment cooled by the
Reactor Cavity Cooling Fans within design temperature limits.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify the system can maintain the design temperature for the
designated equipment that it cools with minimum design fans.

operating.
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Question 640.14
Response to

-Item 4.j and 1.n(14)(e)

14.2.12.2.47 CEDM COOLING FANS

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate that the CEDM Cooling Fans will maintain the CEDM's
within design temperature limits.

2.0 Prerecuisites

2.1 Construction is complete.

2.2 Component testing and instrumentation calibration is complete.

2.3 Test equipment and instrumentation is available and calibrated.

2.4 Support systems are available.
,

2.5 The reactor is at full temperature and pressure.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate the CEDM Cooling Fans can maintain the CEDM's within
design temperature limits.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify the system can maintain'the CEDM's within design
temperature limits with minimum design CEDM fans operating.

_ . _ . . . ._. _ _ ._ ., _
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Question 640.14
Response to

Item 4.n(14)(e)

14.2.12.9.8 TURBINE BUILDING VENTILATION

1.0 Objective

To demonstrate the Turbine Building ventilation system.

2.0 Prerequisites

2.1 Construction is complete.

2.2 Component testing and instrumentation calibration is complete.

2.3 Test equipment and instrumentation is available and properly
calibrated.

2.4 Support systems are available.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Demonstrate equipment operation.

3.2 Demonstrate flow rates.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Verify design flow. rates.

4.2 Verify filtration systems.



Question 640.14
Response to
Item 5.w

14.2.12.5.2 CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS TEMPERATURE SURVEY

1.0 Objective

To ensure that containment penetration concrete temperatures do not
exceed maximum allowable design temperature.

2.0 Prerequisites

2.1 Reactor power is stable at desired level.

2.2 Test equipment is properly installed and calibrated.

3.0 Test Method

3.1 Temperatures will be taken next to containment penetrations that
have hot process lines running through them.

4.0 Acceptance Criteria

4.1 Demonstrate that penetration concrete temperature does not
exceed maximum allowable design temperature.

.
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Ouestion No.

640.15 To help facilitate approval of changes to the Initial Test
(14.2.12) Program:

1. For portions of any preoperational tests (including review
and approval of test results) which are intended to be
conducted after fuel loading: (1) list each test; (2)
state what portions of each test will be delayed until
after fuel loading; (3) provide technical justification for
delaying these portions; and (4) state when each test will
be completed.

2. List and provide technical justification for any tests or
portions of tests described in FSAR Chapter 14 which you
believe should be excepted from the license condition
requiring prior NRC notification of major test changes to
tests intended to verify the proper design, construction,
or performance of systems, structures, or components
important to safety (fulfill GDC functions and/or are
subject to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B QA requirements).

Response 1. By definiticn, as found in Subsection 14.2.1.2(b),
preoperational tests are conducted prior to fuel loading.
No tests within the preoperational test schedule are ,

intended to be delayed for conduct beyond fuel loading.

$A 2. There are no tests or portions of tests' described in FSAR

()$
Chapter 14 which are believed to require exception "from a

r;- |, license condition requiring prior NRC notification of majory
K^ test changes to tests intended to verify the proper design,
k construction, or performance of systems, structures or
5 <- components important to safety".
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